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TWENTY •SECOND DAY 

The court met in executive session at 0830. 

Portsmouth Naval Shipyard 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire 
Wednesday, 8 May 1963. 

Piesent: All members of the court and the counsel for the court, 

The court opened at 0945 hours and announced that this session would be held 
with closed doors. 

All persons connected with the inquiry who were present when the court adjourned 
were again present in court, with the exception of (b) (6) , who was 
relieved as reporter by (b)(6) RADM Palmer, a party, and LCDR Hecker, 
a party, and his counsel waived their right to be present at this session of the 
court. Counsel for RADM Palmer was present. 

George w. Cuther was called as a witness for the court, was informed of the subject 
matter of the inquiry, was advised of his rights against self-incrimination, was 
duly sworn, and examined as follows: 

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: This is a closed session of the court, Mr, Cuther, and 
classified information can be divulged here, 

DIRECT EXA MINATION 

Questions by counsel f9r the court: 

Q. 
A, 

State your name, address and occupation, 
My name is George W. Guther; I reside at (b) (6) 

(b)(6) I'm a Supervisor Marine Engineer, Code 648D, the Piping and Machinery 
arrangements, 

Q. That is in the Bureau of Ships?
A, In the Bureau of Ships, 

Q. How do you spell your last name?
A, G•U•T•H•E•R, 

Q, Briefly describe the nature of the duties which you perform in BUSHIPS,
A. Briefly, after the ship has been •· after the contract plans and the

guidance plans have been signed, and the ship officially turned over to the 
technical code, the type desk, in this case, we normally receive what we call the 
working diagrams� which are being prepared in accordance with the specifications, 
and the guidance plan. The guidance plan, it must b� understood •• is for Sl,lid• 
ance only, We approve these diagrams which are being submitted by the shipbuilder 
throuah the type desk in accordance with the specification and guidance plan, and 
any other changes that we would like to do with it, We also take care of ships in 
service, changes, new installations, and we take care of POLARIS patrol reports; 
we take action on those. As a secondary cognizance, we work with 1500 on their 
primary systems, up to a certain degree, the arrangements and tbe reactor box, the 
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black box, as they call it, Some of the diagrams we receive from the contractors, 
l believe there are twelve, will have to go through 1500 �or their comments,

Q, You are referring to Code 1500·.of the Bureau of Ships? 
A, Yes, Code 1500, Navy reactor branch, for their concurrence, That also 

applies to machinery arrangement plans. 

Q. Mr, Guther, please briefly state your educational and professional back
ground and experience in your present field of endeavor? 

A. I graduated from a technical college in Germany. I had a degree in mech•
anical engineering, specializing in structural steel construction. I attended 
courses here at Columbia for one semester, in construction of steel. Before 1939 
I had various experiences with private industry. Starting in '39 I worked for the 
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard for seven years, and transferred to the Bureau of Ships 
in 1946. 

Q, Is that the ·No·tfo l.k I Naval Shipyard? 
A, I'm sorry, I meant the Norfolk Naval Shipyard in Portsmouth, Virginia. 

Q. You were at the Norfolk Naval Shipyard from 1939 to 1946, and thereafter
you have been in the Bureau of Ships? 

A. Yes,

Q, Turning directly to the u.s.s. THRESHER; what were your responsibilities 
at the Bureau of Ships with respect to the design of THRESHER's sea water system? 

A. As I mentioned before, we received the diagrams from the Portsmouth Naval
Shipyard for action� approval action, and the process, as I mentioned before al&o, 
was comparing them to the specifications and with the guidance plans. In addition 
to that we were depending on this main sea water system, which is a very simple 
system, and our larger systems, such as our auxiliary sea·water systems --

Q. My question related tonuiin sea water system first; what significant changes
were made in THRESHER 1 s sea water system between the contract plans and the working 
dia2rams. and what were the reasons for the chan2es? 

A, On the main sea water cooling system, the cpntract plan called for hull 
and backup valves; that is, suction and discharge valves had hydraulic operations. 
We inspected a mockup here at Portsmouth, and noticed that the backup valves were 
provi_ped with a small hand wheel, and I told the representative of the Portsmouth 
Naval Shipyard, at that time, what happened to the hydraul.ic operation, The 
answer was, "We are not going to put one in". I told him that the specifications 
and· the contract plan calls for it. I was told "Well, if you insist on it, we 
will not be able to do it unless we delay the ship". I asked him to put in 
flexible shafting, or at least a Reach Rod system terminating at the upper level, 
whichever is.ffioreconvenient, as a temporary installation and it was approved on 
that basis, but it is only temporary and the ship will have to be back-fitted in 
the future. Two weeks later l went out to Mare Island and inspected their mockup 
and of course they had the very same hand wheel on the lower level, ln the be• 
ginning they did not even a.ttempt to have an operating gear from the upper level; 
they wanted to operate from the lower level. When I told them about the speci£i� 
cation and the contract plan, they wouldn't touch it unless the design yard would 
provide them with the necessary plans. However, we did go out now and told them 
to install, at their own cost, the hydraulic operation from the upper level on the 
same control panel, hydraulic control panel for the other valves. Now in connection 
with that, the control panel was relocated close to the maneuvering area, so in 
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case of damage, somebody from the maneuvering area can push levers; they don't 
have buttons, they have old-fashioried levers. 

Q. So the change was accomplished as you requested?
A. A change has not been accomplished; I don't believe it has been accom

plished on the THRESHER, nor on the other ships at sea. The letter only went 
out a short while ago. I think I have a copy of this letter on 8 March of 1963. 
We were amazed when we found out that the operation of that hand operated backup 
valve took eighty-three to eighty-seven turns, which was contrary to what our 
understanding was when we were up here at Portsmouth about, I would say, three 
or four years ago. 

Q. Do you have a copy of that letter? 
A. Yes, sir. There is a story behind it that I might mention. The Portsmouth

Naval Shipyard wanted some money for the installation, and we called their atten
tion to it, that in accordance with the specification and the contract plans, I 
have alcopy here, it indicates hydraulic operation for the backup valves must be 
provided, and there was no deviation from it. All our previous ships had the 
same installation; I'm talking of nuclear ships now, at least the newer ones, 
from the 585 on. 

A letter from the Chief, Bureau of Ships, serial 648-D2-18 of 8 March 1963, 
subject "SS(N)593 class hydraulic operated backup valves in main sea water systems; 
comments on", was offered in evidence, and their being no objection it was so 
received as Exhibit 164. Counsel for RADM Palmer waived the reading of the exhibit 
at this time. 

Q. Mr. Guther, you have answered my question with reference to the main sea
water coolant system. I shall now ask you --

A. May I interrupt you? There is one more
later on. This was a cross connection from the 
tions so b(3) 10 USC 130 .

on the first approval when we received the first 
I don It know whether it has any bearing on:· it. 

thing that happened a little.bit 
ASW system, for cold water opera

but that happened later, not 
working diagram from Portsmouth; 

Q. What significant changes were made in THRESHER's auxiliary sea water
system between the contract plans and the working diagrams, and what was the basis 
for each chanize? 

A. Well in general, we have a b(3) 10 USC 13 on the THRESHER, which is different
from our missile boats, b(3) 10 USC 130 

to supply 
various heat exchangers necessary. This consisted of b(3) 10 USC 130 the suction 
(pump discharge) side only. However, the guidance plan indicated that the dis
charge overboard system had only more or less b(3) 10 USC 130

In addition to that, none of the 
sea nor backup valves were provided with hydraulic operators on the guidance plan, 
and they were not mentioned in the specification. Spec could actually over-ride 
the guidance plan. 

Q. Do you have a diagram showing changes made to include hydraulic sea and
backup valves in those areas? 

A. Yes, sir, I have.
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Q. Would you propuce it, please?
A. However, I have to mention here there are some other changes which we

recently -- actually starting about last December -- tried to provide for dJtmage
control purposes, and they are marked on this print in red. We added that' 

because the BARBEL wanted one particular valve. We looked it over, but before the 
letter came we wanted to add some more valves for damage control purposes, and 
they are indicated in here in red. For instance, this will indicate a hydraulic 
indicator in the pump discharge cross valves, so you can split one side from the 
other. We do the same thing in the engine room; we do the same thing in the 
discharge overboard. 

BY THE PRESIDENT: May I ask, Mr. Guther, whether or not these valves marked in 
red on this diagram were incorporated in THRESHER or not? 

A. No, sir, it's st�ll in the Bureau.

PRESIDENT: On the diagram, does the letter "H" mean a hydraulically operated 
valve? 

A, This is correct; and if I may mention it, the two valves in the suction 
line located on the forward bulkhead in the engine room, they can be operated 
from the upper level of the engine room, and also from the auxiliary machinery 
space, because it didn't make sense, damage control wise, if you coctldn't do it 
the whole way. 

RADM Daspit: Mr. Guther, _you indicated that work on this line began in December 
'62? 

A. That was my thought in the office where I work.

RADM Daspit: Had it gone beyond just thinking in your.office? 
A. No. The whole writeup -- I have the whole thing here·· -- is in the type

desk. However, we not only made changes to the THRESHER, we also were trying to 
improve other ships from the very same standpoint, for damage control purposes, 
and that was a package deal. That has to go before the board, and it pas not 
gone before the board. 

RADM Daspit: Thank you. Mr. Guther, you have some valves ringed with a dotted 
red circle; could you tell us what that means? 

A. I think they are the overboard discharges and suction, aren't they? May
I come back to the contract plans; I stopped with the contract plans when I had 
to produce this little sketch. Now this little sketch indicates what actually 
the THRESHER had, except the ones marked in red. You will notice some of them 
are hydraulic operated,C.sQme are check valves for a particular purpose in order 
to orevent back flow in case we cannot close the vR1ve for rhe he�r exrh�noPr�. 
Some others are new valves. Some others are just hydraulic actuators for an � 
existing valve, but the difference between the contnrctt4ilan, as originally 
approved by us, was that it provided hvdraulic actuator ooeraters for hull valves 
and qmiote operaters for other valves from the upper level, but I understand 
that they did not provide the remote operators for the backup valves. Whereas 
the contract plan did not show anv hvdraulic operators for anv of the sea valves. 

The diagram for the auxiliary salt water system was offered in evidence and there 
being no objection it was so received and marked Exhibit 165. Counsel for RADM 
Palmer waived the r�ading of the exhibit at this time. 
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Q. Please describe Exhibit 165.
A.�- The supply lines, the suction, is marked in green. Here are two sea

chests, with a cross-over, in case one gets clogged up you can use the other to 
supply water to the pumps. Bump discharge goes into a loop which extends through 
the bulkhead into the auxiliary machinery space. Now talking about the other 
suction, the other end of it, in the auxiliary machinery space we have b(3)'pumps. 
Here again we have two sea chests, two valves, hull and backup valves in this case, 
are both hydraulically operated. One of the reasons was that some of them are 
very hard to get to, and in some cases when they could not put in �nv flP.xihlP. 
shafting, they reverted to actuators, which were simpler to do. Now this supplies 
tne reactor tresn and salt water neat exchangers. :we also have b(3) pumps in the 
auxiliary machinery space. The suction is also indicated in green. The discharge 
from the pumps ties into the same loop which comes frnm the engine room. The 
discharge is marked in yellow, apd we have hydraulic operated overboard discharge 
and backup valve here, plus a check valve, which in case we can't close a valve 
we at least have a check feature in there, and as we all .know, a check valve, a 
swing check valve, is not a positive closure, but it will help to a certain 
extent. 

We also have another discharge on the starboard side, hull valve is also 
provided with hydraulic operator. The constant vent systems are combined. The 
main condenser ties into a line which picks up all the other auxiliary heat ex
changers and has a separate overboard discharge provided-with a hydraulically 
operated valve from the other level again. All these valve operators are in the 
maneuvering area on the upper level. They were relocated. except the one for -
I forget which they were, I can give you which ones. They are still located 
between the two turbines. and we have also written a memorandum to 525 for the 
relocation of this hydraulic control panel to be located adjacent to the main 
panel. The main panel takes care of certain auxiliaries, plus the main hull and 
backup valves, and there was a small one, (panel) consisting of, I think, six 
valves, a little farther aft. We put them together so that the whole control can 
be operated from one station right adfacent to the maneuvering area. Now these 
additional valves which are marked in red, were provided primarily for damage 
control purposes. ]bcase you have trouble, say, in this compartment, you at 
lease can run, ror 1nstance tne tresn and salt water heat exchangers. which are 
very vital. by closing this valve. You might have trouble on one side, and you 
still can operate this side by closing this valve hvdraulically. 'T'he inr.P.nt of 
these additional hydraulically operated valves ;� ro hP. Al�o n��r�r�� �rnm rh� 

same spot as a11 the rest. so that you have a control station for damage control, 
1t you want to call it, all at one spot. You might have a lit�le bit of trouble 
space-wise, but this is the intent. 

Q. Now these recommendations of yours were incorporated in a memorandum
dated 14 February 1963; is that correct? 

A. Yes.
\ 

Q. I show you this memorandum; is this the one to which you referted?
A. Yes.

A memorandum from Code 648D to Code 525H, subject: "Ships in service, Additional 
remote sea water valve, acuators and valves; Provision for", dated 14 February 
1963, was offered in evidence, and there being no objection, it was so received 
as Exhibit 166. Counsel for RADM Palmer waived the reading of the exhibit at 
this time. 
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Q. That is an internal BUSHIPS memorandum; is it not?
A. Yes.

Q. Can you describe current proposals being considered within the Bureau of
Ships with regard to THRESHER type ships constant vent systems? 

A. At the present time all our heat exchangers, except the ones which are
self vending, are provided from the water box with constant vent system. The 
forward and aft water box,they are all combined into a header, which is going 
overboard, and which I showed you right here. It is a two inch overboard and it 
ties in --.to this main passing overboard. This is not always the case, but the 
THRESHER happened to be that case. In some other cases we tried to use high 
points in an overboard discharge, making use of an existing overboard discharge, 
so we wouldn't have another bulkhead penetration, but this cannot always be done, 
however. By the way, for instance, EB is using a header and has a connection 
overboard located for and aft. 

Q. That's the Electric Boat Division?
A. That's the Electric Boat. They have this for the purpose if you go up

and down you can vent this way and going up you can vent the other way going down. 
We run!tests last year and went out tb the fleet, requesting information in 
settirrg up a test as to the necessity of the elimination, or proposed elimination, 
of constant vents. The reports comming back -- there was only one on the THRESHER, 
which is the..on"ly one where they had a slight air bubble in there, which they got 
rid of after a short period of time. All the other ship� reported it satisfactory 
when they operated, I think some of them, for thirty days, so based on that the 
N�val Reactor Branch went out with a s�parate letter to take care of the pumps in 
the auxiliary machinery space and the fresh water sea water heat exchangers, and 
they insisted on retaining the constant vents overboard, and also on the pumps. 
We investigated our end of it and with other appropriate codes we found out that 
the pump people insisted on having constant vents. We thought perhaps we could 
save some more constant vents, so the outcome of it was, we went out with a 
letter telling them to eliminate all vents, with the exception -- constant vents, 
that is -- with the exception of the main condenser, the air ejector, the fresh 
water sea water heat exchangers, which I just mentioned, and all sea water pumps; 
that is the main and all the auxiliaries. I think there are some ships, one or 
two, the 571,I believ� and 575, which have a separated SST condenser and a 
separate air ejector that will also have to be provided with constant vents. Now 
constant vents, of course, means discharging overboard, but in addition to that 
we also have an inboard vent which they use for a startup, and those heat ex
changers which had constant vents overboard, and wpefe we eliminated them, are 
still provide&with inboard vents in case we had trouble with them to get the air 
out, they are capable of doing so by cracking open the vent and running it down 
into the b ibe. 

Q. What is the date of the letter to which you refer?
A. We have two; this is the one that goes before the board, because it takes

quite a bit of money to take them out of the ships. This is a letter to SUBLANT 
and SUBPAC telling them what we are going to do. Here it tells you where we will 
have constant vents; the others not mentioned will have inboard vents. 

Q. You are showing me a change order justification memorandum prepared
April 12, 1963, 

A. Yes.
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Q. And a letter from the Chief of the Bureau of Ships to Deputy Connnander,
Submarine Force, Atlantic Fleet and Commander Submarine Force, Pacific Fleet, 
prepared April 11, 1963. To your knowledge, �has, either of these been sent? 

A. This was sent out-- the change order memorandum was sent out.

Q. The change order memorandum was sent to 525.
A. This one I don't know whether it got out. I believe it has been signed

out very recently. 

Q. But you �on't know?
A. I could cneck up on it very easily.

The cited change order dated 12 April 1963 was offered in evidence and there 
being no objection it was received as Exhibit 167. Counsel for RADM Palmer waived 
the reading of this exhibit at this time. 

Q. Would you describe the development and coordination of THRESHER's Ship's
Information Book as it applies to the main salt water circulating and auxiliary 
systems, as far as the responsibilities of your office are concerned'? 

A. Our responsibility is to review the Ship:' s Information Book as to the
format, the type of information, the diagrams, because normally they make different 
diagrams, and they make quite a few mistakes on these, and what little there is on 
operating instructions. Now, if I may, I should like to make a short, brief re
mark in regard to instruction: books, or information books. These were changed 
from the old type of information books where we had a sheet which gives you certain 
operation instructions, like lube oil transfer from such and such a tank to such 
and such a tank by symbol�� by use of a full circle or a color or something like 
that, indicating you open this valve, you close that one, you have the whole thing 
lined up and then you start your pump and you transfer yDur oil. That is not the 
case any more. The original ihstruction book on the SSW was actually the Naval 
Reactor Branch's responsibility, and of course since all these ships use SSW we 
receive them from the shipbuilders and there are certain chapters in there which 
the Naval Reactor Plant is primarily interested in, and they review it and send 
their comments to us, we take care of our end of it, arid conunents from other codes� 
Like on pumps which are installed,we have to check with other codes in the Bureau 
and then we take the action and prepare a combined letter to the builder. Now in 
this particular case, on the 593, in reference to the main sea water and the aux
iliary sea water cooling systems,~arid other��ystems, •they come in volumes. Right 
now we have, I think, about seven or eight volumes. In the future we are going 
to have sixteen volumes. There is a difference in the recent concept of Ship's 
Information Books by adding all the electrical equipment; this is in connection 
with the sys terns, such as pump·s, motors and switches, into the very same chapter 
with main cooling systems or auxiliary cooling system, but going back to this 
particular book, this was submitted about two years ago. Portsmouth, as I 
understood it, was unable to do the job and they farmed it out to a Boston firm, 
with the understanding that they could follow the SS(N)588 as a guide. We re
ceived that book and it was in such bad shape,they copied most of the 58� and 
forgot that the turbines b(1) no steam loops--, no nothing, so 
to make a long story short in this particular phase, we had to 'refuse the approval 
of the book. We had to return it. We still had to write about sixty to eighty 
pages of comments just to give them the major points that we wanted as to function, 
a brief description of what the system was supposed to do, some of the detailed 
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instructions, not too detailed, on various components, and very little on operating 
instructions. These are the books; there was very little on operating instructions; 
but that was not done by us; it was higher authority that did that. So th�s book 
was approved by us, Volume I, part 1; we still have Volume II, part 2 .  · On the 
15th of March, we approved the Ship's Information Book, Volume II, part 1, and 
we still have Volume II, part 2. This part 1 takes care of steam systems and sea 
water systems. 

Q. And what year is that 15th of March?
A. I beg your pardon, 1963. However, the ship was provided with a prelim

inary book. The ship's crew comments were included, according to submittal letter 
which we received from Portsmouth when they submitted this book for our approval. 
I believe that was one of the reasons it took so long. However, as I said, the 
ship is supposed to have the same books that I have in front of me, but not with 
our comments. 

RADM Daspit: Let us see the book. 

PRESIDENT: Is this a preliminary book? 

WITNESS: Yes, it is still preliminary. 

RADM Daspit: But is this as was approved by you on _15 March 1963? 

WITNESS: No, sir. I have the letter here. Our letter was written in March, 1963. 
This was what I was told by the Portsmouth people. I didn't have �ime to compare 
our comments with this book, but I was told that this wasn't done because they 
had to change the plates and everything else. However

,. 
I could .verify t;hal: again 

by contacting the right people here in Portsmouth, because this is a Portsmouth 
copy. 

Q. I note that the comments of the Chief of the Bureau of Ships made on 15 
March 1963 were addressed to Commander, Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, with no in
dication of a copy to the Commanding Officer of THRE�HER: do you know whether a 
copy was provided for THRESHER? 

A. No, sir, we noonally don't do that, because, the reason for that, if I
may answer that question, is that Portsmouth might object to.certaiQ comments for 
reasons of their own. Then we would have to go back, and we would have to go 
back to the THRESHER and tell them that we are wrong ot that this has to be 
changed, so that is one of the reasons.· 

Q. Why were specific operating instk-uctions not include<;l in TijRESHER' s Ship
Information Book? 

A. Well, as I said before, the book, the Bible, more<or.less. that we go bv.
is the first book on the 585, being the first ship of the SSW class, and that book 
was under the cog�izan¢e of the Naval Reactor Branch. I remember vaguely that one 
of the reasons was that the crews we have on these nuclear ships are much more 
properly indoctrinated than a crew on a surface ship. Thev have a certain back
ground; they go through various courses, and they know a lot more than a crew on 
a surface ship. Now this is what I remember; that this fqllows the 585 concept, 
and all the way through, 588,598 and all these ships follow the same concept. 
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Q. Mr. Guther, I note that in your work in the Bureau of Ships, in checking
the contract guidance plans through working diagrame, that you consider the 
damage control features of the systems on which you were working; was that 
especially true in your work on THRESHER, or is that the normal approach of the 
persons in your code, to their work? 

A. It's the normal approach. Contract guidance plans, as I said, are just
for guidance only. You cannot show all the features in it, so what we are trying 
to do is to simulate some casualties and see what we could do to prevent that, by 
just adding a check feature in one case, and an additional cut�out valve in 
another case. However, there are limitations. If the basic design is a single 
line we have to consider that from that angle, as something you can't do, but not 
too much. Where you have the possibility, as in this case here, to i,solate b(3) 10 L 

and still have power --

Q. In the normal performance of this duty, is it necessary for you to deal
from time to time, with the people who draw the contract guidance plans? 

A. Yes. If there's any necessity to contact any other code in the Bureau
we must do it and we always do it. We don't cut out anyone

1 
because it is their 

responsibility, the criteria of the ship itself, the hull, we go to the right people 
in the Bureau before we even write a letter. 

Q. What has been your experience in dealing with those who draw the contract
guidance plans in this area of our questioning now, as to the amount of attention 
which they devote to this area of damage control features? 

A. Well, as I said before, the contract guidance plan is for guidance onlv.
The contract guidance plans shows not even all the valves. It doesn't show any 
pipe sizes, no velocities or any of that sort of thing, which will of course, be 
shown on the working diagram, which we check to the greatest possible extent as to 
velocities, capacities, etc., but all this information is not on the guidance plan, 
nor. as I mentioned. is instrumentation: there is verv little instrumentation on it. 

Q. The working diagram is actually the one that you have to go over?
A. We could, perhaps, when we reviewed the contract plans -- we do that too,

by the way -- we can suggest certain things, but that certainly doesn't mean that 
it is followed. It has happened for many reasons; we propose changes to the 
specification, which never got into the specification. 

Q. You do review the contract guidance plans; is that correct?
A. Yes. That is before they go out and before they are signed by the Chief

of the Bureau. We also review the specifications; we comment on that, so if it is 
accepted or not, that is a matter for higher level. 

EXAMINATION BY THE COURT 

Questions by a member, CAPT Nash: 

Q. Mr. Guther, do you know what action was taken in connection with the
contractor as a result of his apparently improper execution of the Ship's Information 
Book contract? 

A. All I know is that they farmed it out to a Boston firm; we told them they
could use, -- I don't even know the name of the firm, they could use the 588 as a 
guide, but the 588 is an entirely different ship. The test depth is different. 
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b(1) There are many changes in 
the 593 that the 588 did not have. There are so�e other systems, yes, I'll admit 
that, that are almost exactly al�ke. What additional information this particular 
company received from Portsmouth I would not be able to answer that question. 

Q. Would you please tell us what you mean by the �'588"?
A. That is SS(N)588 class of ships.

Q. Do I understand correctly that this was a shipyard responsibility?
A. The preparation of the Information Book, yes, sir. Every shipyard is

supposed to do that, and ther�•s something in the specification to that effect, 
Normally the Information Books are large in volume and the time available is 
normally thirty days, and it's impossible,with the wprk that we have,. to get rid of 
it in that time and it's just not us alon�; there are other codes involved too, 
the electrical code, they get some of the books like this, so the time element is 
thirty days and if they cannot get it out in thirty days it is a must that the 
ship be provided with -- I don't know how many copies--- of what they call the 
preliminary information books which have not been approved by the Bureau of Ships. 

Questions by a member, CAPT Hushing: 

Q. Mr. Guther, have you analyzed the THRESHER's ASW system and compared it
with the ASW system in say the 588? 

A. No.

Q. Do you have a feel for which is better from a damage control standpoint?
A. I don't exactly know what the 588 has. the 588 class. I have an opinion

of what 1 think would be the best thing. We are trying to work out what we call 
an automatic rupture sensing sys�em, which is being tested, by the way, in Cali
fornia, on next Monday on the prototype, simulating the main sea system on the 
593, and using this system, and assuming that it is operable, in my opinion, I 
would say a loop system is the best type of system we could use in conjunction 
with this automatic rupture sensing system, because you could b(3) 10 USC 130 if 
you had a leak, b(3) 10 USC and still have power b(3) 10 USC 130

Q. Well, what 1 was trying to get at, is the loop system better for damage
control than the single header system? 

A. In my opinion, 1 would say yes, because if you use the rupture system I
would say 1t might be very cornp11cated with a single line; we don't know too much 
about it yet. The rupture system is supposed to be based on a thousand gallons 
per minute rupture, or it could be less, but this was the first start. We didn't 
have anvthin� to �o bv. This is the first prototype. 

' 

\ 
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(b)(6) relieved (b) (6) at this poi�t as reporter. 

Questions by a court member, CAPT Osborn: 

Q. Mr. Guther, we have heard considerable testimony �ith respect to what

is, what would like to be, a lot of specifics and non-specifics with respect to

what actually existed in the THRESHER. I want to devote my questions only to

the THRESHER. Was there an ASW cross-connection between the main "circ" system

and the ASW system in THRESHER? 
A. Yes, sir.

Q. There waa?
A. Yes, sir.

O. What was the normal line-up of that particular valve?
A. It was supposed to be used at very slow operation 1n cool water.

Q, This is from the detail valve print, which indicate• that this valve was 
to be closed? 

A. I don't believe-- Well, under normal operation, you woul�n•t do it. I
would agree it should be normally closed. I believe this is correct. 

Q. I don't want any thinking about this; let me have what the print actually
says, 

A. Let me check on that. {The witness examined a blueprint in bis possession.)
Normally closed. 

Q. Now, take a look at the cross-connections b(3) 10 USC 130
and see what the normal valve line-up says on that 

particular system. 
A. Normally open.

Q, So then the normal concept, from a standpoint of valve line-up, is not 
to operate the system in a loop system, is that right? 

A, Correct. Now, let me see the forward one. (The witnesa again examined 
the blueprint.) Yes, the same thing. Normally open. 

Q. So the normal valve line-up on the detail specifications print was for
cross-connection b(3) 10 USC 130 normally open'? 

A. That's correct, sir, That is based on a b(1) for full 
power. 

Q. I am perfectly familiar with why it was done, Mr, Guther. I ADJ also
interested in the constant vent for the main condenser with respect to its size 
and what system it hooks into? 

A, Size three-quarters. We had one fore and aft, and this is the vent 
system plan we never got, but I can show you where it hooks into. It hooks into 
right here (indicating on Exhibit 165). The main condenser is three-quarters, 
and it ties into a one and a half inch line. These are all constant vent lines. 

Q. It hooks into the comnon vent?
A. The com:non line overboard has a 2-inch line.
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Q. It is possible then, for the constant vent line on the main condenser and
the main circulating w;ter system to be cross-connected to the auxiliary "circ" 
water system only through a check valve failure? 

A. Correct, You know there's a check valve installed there.

Q. Now, when the original THRESHER system was built, the check valves in the
q,onstant vent system did not exist and were put into operation during this post 
shakedown availability? 

A. I assume you are correct. I do not know when it was put in. It was put
in on a trial basis. That was a special check valve with.a spring in it. 

Q. Now, on the basis of your analysis at the Bureau of Ships, were you
primarily concerned with flexibility involved or rapid isolation? 

A. Flexibility 'in connection with what?

Q. Flexibility with respect to installation of valves with respect to main
taining cooling water over a long period of time. 

A. I think, in a sense, they both should go together. We want flexibility,
and we also would like to have reliability. In other word1, you 1till have a 
capability of havin2 some Dower available in case of a caaua1tv_ 

Q. Are maximum flexibility and maximum rapidity of isolation mutually
con1istent'l 

A. Rapid isolation? I would say, without these additions, you will not
have - you definitely will not have rapid isolation. You would not have it, 
because the valves don't have operators in the upper level which we will get 
at, and it takes much longer to close a valve by hand than hydraulically. 

Q. Have you ever considered in your studies shutting all the salt water
down on the ASW system and investigated the consequences? 

A. Not in our studies, sir, no,. because that would _go into Deaign more
or less. 

Q. That would go into Design? Wha� is your primary job in this particular
system? 

A. Well, Design usually investigates these phases of the work, or similar
ones. We do not do this particular design work. This is not our responsibility. 
If you do anything like making calculations on this and looking it over from a. 
point of view of a simulated casualty, we could improve on thi1, considering the 
instances we had on the Polaris Patrol Report and try to improve on it. We 
would try to simulate casualties, but you would not simulate all of them, but 
you can think of the worst one. 

Q. I am very familiar with the Polaris Patrol Report, and to a great extent
moat of them are convenience items. 

A, I agree. 

Q. And they don't have a very real appreciation of a real bad casualty or
a real catastrophic casualty, because, obviously, the fellow who wrote the report 
was still around. What I am really interested in is th\&: You, as a designer 
of an ASW system operating on a new type ship, what your real 1>hilosoohv was 
with respect to, say, a fairly large leak, perhaps a b(1) ho le: 
what would you do under those conditions? 
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A. Well, first of all, we would provide them with hydraulic operators.
Assuming that you have a rupture in the line of b(1) or b(1) 

hole, there would be approximace1yb(1) gallons a minute going into the 
ship, and our trim and drain pumps would not be able to take care of that; so the 
only other way out would be material-wise, and we would look over the system 
from a standpoint from what could be done assuming you had a casualty, and what 
would happen to the rest of the system. Number 1: isolate the source, and if 
necessary provide instrumentation, or things like that, or additional valves, 
if it is possible. You cannot do it in a suction line. A check valve, for 
instance. wouldn't hel� you. You mi2ht out another valve in there to operate 
from the upper level. For instance, all our drain systeui valves are down in 
the bilge. It has a galvanized pipe with a bell mouth and strainer: If you 
have a lot of water in there, yo� wouldn't be able to get down there; so we 
came out with a letter making it a requirement, and all the new ships are going 
to get it, to have, at least where the largest bilge pocket is in the 4-inch 

I 

drain line, one valve operated from the upper level. 

Q. Don't get me wrong on this, Mr. Guther, I think you are one of the few
people that have even thought anything about damage control. The only point 
I am concerned about is the most basic interval there is in the world, that 
interval with respect to time and the rate of getting into trouble. Did you 
ever take a look at the rate of trouble and what you would dot 

A. the only thing we did was try to get rapid operating valves, sea and
back-up valves, and the best we could do right now is three to five seconds. 
But I am talking strictly now about auxiliary and main sea water system. Trim 
and drain system is a little different. 

Q. I don't want to talk about anything but auxiliary sea water systems.
A. Yes. I have no cognizance of the valves. I am interested in whether

or not the valve operates fast. We will give the dope to a pa_rticular branch 
in our Code, and they are the experts on the valve design and the details of 

�e
e

c��!::�· 
I know these valves operate between three and five seconds, lpen 

Q. The THRESHER. probably had the most advanced ASW system installed on
any of our ships. I think this, and most people think this way. We had hydraulic 
actuators, both sea and back-up, on THRESHER. on the auxiliary sea water system•• 

A� I beg your pardon. Only in the auxiliary machinery room, and a small 
system forward, but not on the auxiliary sea water system on the THRESHER, not 
on the back-up valves. 

Q. We did have some back-up valves in the system; not complete, but part
of them. 

A. You are correct.

Q. Now, there is one other design feature that I want to discuss, and that
is, the reason why it is possible to envision two control stations, one in the 
maneuvering room for the maneuvering �oom suction and 4ischarge, or the engine 
room suction and discharge, and one in the AMS, which is for the AMS auction 
and discharge, both of which had to be isolated in case of a casualty. 

A. There is another letter out, or a memorandum, to �ave a switch in the
maneuvering area to control the station in the auxiliary ui4chinery i space, adjacent 
or .iust forward of the engine room. Does that answer your question?' As I told 
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you before, it is still stationed on the upper level on the starboard side of the 
engine room, which covers a few, perhaps five or six auxiliary sea water valves, 
and that is supposed to be located adjacent to the present valve operating station 
on Frame 78 to the starboard side close to the maneuvering area. So you have the 
means. This did not go in the THRESHER. We did have a complete control station in 
a sense. By "complete" I mean at least in regard to the engine room and the 
machinery space. You could close these valves from one spot. 

Q. Do you think it is a good idea to incorporate an electro-hydraulic system
with respect to control of a flooding casualty? 

A. Yes, definitely. I think we have to think about it and pretty fast. We
have two means of operation. 

Q. If you had your choice, would you prefer a complete hydraulic system?
A. Well, actually, we have a back-up right now with a hand �ump.

Q. This would involve pumping the valve shut in terms of a rapid response
system. But if you had the choice, would you use an electric button solenoid 
control rather than a complete hydraulic system? 

A. I would rather see the valves operated from two different sources in
dependently. If you lose electric power, you are in the same fix as you would 
on losing your hydraulic oil, or perhaps a self-contained air tank. 

Q. I hate to belabor this point completely, Mr. Cuther, but if you lose
main hydraulic plant power, you have a hope of shutting the valves and you can 
only shut them manually, but if you incorporate a solenoid, that could fail and 
you would have no control; sol think you would be far better off to have a 
complete hydraulic actuator. 

A. We have done that already with one of the Newport News boats. We have
done that. Somehow I would like to have a button there which would deliver. 

Questions by a court member, RADM Daspit: 

Q. Mr. Guther,in regard to the simplification of the constant vent system,
did I understand you to say that the pump maneuver requires a constant vent 
system for the auxiliary sea water pumps? 

A. Let me phrase it this way: The pumps are not our cognizance; they are
under the cognizance of Code 649. We requested information from Code 649 in 
regards to the elimination of as many constant vent lines as possible, and the 
air pump is one of them. If we could eliminate them and cut down the number of 
sea water piping and vents, it would be better. I imagine they must have con
tacted the manufacturers, but I am unable to comment on that. Nevertheless, they 
came back definitely no, they want constant vents. 

Q. Regardless of whether everybody else was willing to eliminate the constant
vents, unless Code 649 changed their minds, you had to have a constant vent system? 

A. I am afraid we would have to follow their advice. They are the experts.

Q. To go back to the contract guidance plans, as I understand, they are
prepared and reviewed by you before they leave the Bureau? 

A. Yes, sir.
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Q. How much of a review on damage control features did you conduct at this
stage; do you conduct a more complete review later when you get the piping plans 
back, or do you do a thorough review on the contract guidance plans? 

A. We do more on the working diagrams, since the guidance plan is for guidance
only. 

Q. Then don't you sometimes find yourself limited by a guidance plan that
you have already approved? 

A. No, sir, because the guidance plan is for guidance only. We can add or 
eliminate. The guidance plan is not supposed to be changed. 

Q. Well, let's shift to the same line of questioning with regard to the
specifications. 

A. The specifications over-ride the guidance plan.

Q. But do you sometimes find, when you get the detail plans back from the
Shipyard that the specifications had limited you on damage control features that 
you would prefer to have installed? 

A. We did change the specifications.

Q. You do change them without too much trouble?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. What is your GS rating, Mr. Guther?
A. 14.

Questions by a court member, CAPT Osborn: 

Q. The SSW reactor plant manual that you referred to only had to do with
the reactor plant itself and associated machinery, is that correct? 

A. I don't believe I mentioned the reactor plant manual.

Q. I thought you mentioned the S5W plant manual.
A. That was in connection with the information book, but there is a reactor

plant manual which is entirely different from that. We also take a look at that 
one, but, as you know, this is strictly under the cognizance of N. R. B. 

Questions by the president, VADM Austin: 

0. Mr. Guther. I believe vou said that the Shio's Information Book for the
588 was a responsibility mainly of the Nuclear Reactor Division, Code 1500, is 
that right? 

A. Not the 588. The 585 was the first.

Q. The 585?
A. This was the first ship which used the S5W reactor, but the 588 was used

as a guide for the development of the 593, because that was actually later than 
the 585, and certain changes have been made. 

Q. Now, the Ship's Information Book for the 585 did include the normal
information that such a book should contain, did it not? 

A. Information in what respect?
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O. Well. a normal Ship's Information Book would address itself to the safe
operation of the plant, to the proper line-up of the various systet:1s, for 
various conditions of operation of the ship, including, of course, instructions 
regarding damage control under various circumstances. is that correct? 

A. Yes, but it was not done in· these later boats.

Q. was it done in the 585?
A. I don't believe so. The 588 followed the 585.

Q. And the information in the 588 book was given to the contractor to whom
the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard let out the job to prepare the instruction book for 
the THRESHER, using the 588 book as a guide, the instruction book for the THRESHER 
as submitted by this outside contractor did not contain instructions on damage 
control? 

A. No, sir.

Q. But limited itself mainly to the safe operation of the plant?
A. That is correct - iust in general terms. There were just a few things.

l'he funny thing is that they tell you how to blow a sea chest system, which is 
among the simplest of things, but on the more complicated things, it just isn't 
in there. There is a new format out in connection with the inclusion of all this 
information, including all the electrical stuff, and so forth, and it is even 
shorter than that, and still we are going to have about sixteen volumes. 

Q. Mr. Cuther, the preliminary Ship's Information Book which THRESHER did
get, in view of the unsatisfactory condition of the contractor's submitted 
booklet, also limits itself to a description of the various systems and their 
operation for safe operation of the plant, rather than dealing with damage 
control, does it not? 

A. That is correct, except that the safe operation for plant is too general.

Q. It is too general?
A. Yes, sir. I mean, referring to all the instruction books in the past,

they went into much more detail than we do now, and we will in the future. There 
is even less in there. 

Q. This automatic rupture sensing system that is to be tested on the west
coast next week, where is that test to be conducted? 

A. At Bendix in North Hollywood, California. We invited Newport News and
E.B. to send somebody out to witness the test since we are seriously considering 
it even maybe for back-fitting, especially for the newer boats. We do not have 
a loop, however. We just have a single line. 

Questions by a court member, CAPT Hushing: 

Q. Mr. Guther, are you intimately knowledgeable of the specifications
regarding the ship's instruction book? 

A. Just in general terms.

Q. Do the specifications require that the instruction book contain a
description of the system? 

A. Yes, they do have a general description.
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Q. Do they require certain kinds of plans and diagrams?
A. Correct.

Q. Do they require the normal modes of operation of the system?
A. That is correct, because any diagram. thev are supposed to include the

normal mode of operation. That is why we mentioned before that these valves were 
normally open. 

Q. Do the specifications require that the ship's instruction book contain all
the combinations of operating procedures and sequences? 

A. No. It is very general.

Q. 
A. 

Q. 
A. 

Q. 
to the 
opinion 

A. 

Were the instruction books for the 585 approved by the Bureau of Ships?
Yes.

Were the instruction books for the 589 approved by the Bureau of Ships?
Correct.

Do I understand then that the situation which you have described relative
instruction books not containing specific information is only your personal 

rather than the official position of the Bureau of Ships? 
Would you mind rephrasing your question? 

Q. Do I understand, then, that your testimony relative to the Ship's In
formation Books' not containing sufficient detailed information as to the many 
modes of operation of the ship a s systems is your personal opinion rather than 
the official position of the Bureau of Ships? 

A. Yes. I prefer to see a little more on the operation.

Q. You prefer; but you have not been able to have that view prevail?
A. That's right.

PRESIDENT: Mr. Guther, the court notes with pleasure that you have addressed 
yourself and have informed yourself to a degree which is reassuring to the court 
of the matters on which you advise and work. 

Neither counsel for the court, the court, nor counsel for RAl!-1 Palmer, a 
party, desired further to examine this witness. 

The president of the court informed the witness that he was privileged to 
make any further statement covering anything related to the subject matter of 
the inquiry that he thought should be a matter of record in connection therewith, 
which had not been fully brought out by the previous questioning. 

The witness made the following statement: 

THE WITNESS: Of course, we only covered the main and 11circ" system. I under
stood this was the only thing which the court wanted me to discuss. We do have 
some other auxiliary sea systems forward, which are of a minor nature. We also 
have a diesel forward. I don't know whether you want me to talk about those. 

PRESIDENT: Well, the court would ask questions, Mr. Guther, if they wanted a 
detailed description of any other systems from you, because we do have different 
witnesses for different things, but you are free to tell the court in your own 
words, whether you have been asked questions in that area or not, anything that 
you think may have been associated with the events that caused the loss of the 
THRESHER. 
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The witness stated that he had nothing further to say. 

The witness was duly cautioned concerning his testimony and withdrew from 
the courtroom. 

The court recessed at 1120, 8 May 1963. 

The court opened at 1135, 8 May 1963, behind closed doors. 

All persons connected with the inquiry who were present when the court 
recessed were again present in court. 

No witnesses not otherwise connected with the inquiry were present. 

(b)(6) , Commander, U. S. Navy, was called as a witness for the 
court, was informed of the subject matter of the inquiry, was warned of his 
rights under Article 31, Uniform Code of Military Justice, was duly sworn, and 
examined as follows: 

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: Commander (b)(6), this is a closed session of the court, 
and for that reason classified information can be given here. 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. State your name, grade, organization, and present duty station.
A. Commander (b)(6) , USN, Bureau of Ships, Branch Head, Code 648, 

Piping, Valves, and Machinery Arrangements. 

Q. Describe briefly the nature of your official duties.
A. Code 648 has technical responsibility for piping systems and the majority

of the components that go into them, such as valves, filters, fittings. In 
addition, we have responsibility in the area of machinery arrangements, primarily 
the putting together of the systems. We accept these responsibilities after 
the contract plans have been signed and let and the type desk has taken cognizance 
of them. 

Q. Briefly outline your naval and professional background and experience.
A. I graduated as an electrical engineer from the University of California;

was educated with a Master's Degree in mechanical engineering at the post graduate 
school in Monterey. I have served overseas in repair bases. I have been assigned 
to two shipyards, working primarily with surface ships, in the capacities of 
Planning Officer and Ship Superintendent. I have served two tours in the Bureau 
of Ships, one in the area of mine sweeping equipment, and in my current tour. I 
have had one tour in the Engineering Experimental Station in the areas of research 
development and management, and in the area of metallurgy. 

Q. When did you report to your present duty station?
A. I reported to my present dut¥ station about 1 August 1961.

Q. Have you done extensive traveling in connection with your present duties
as you have described them? 
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A. • Yes, sir. One of the functions for which I was reepon•�ble upon relieving
waa the area of ail•bruing of piping on ahipa. In order to faailiarise ay�elf 
with this problem, which at that time was just beginning to �a• u a fu.lt•blovn 
criai1 in the Bureau of Ship• baaed on the MIIBL incident, 1 traveled for one year 
approximately 50 to 60,000 miles, pr:lllarily to ■hipyard■ involved: Har• Ialand, 
Pearl Harbor, and up and down the coaat here with Suparviaor■ , and at fort■-uth 
Naval Shipyard. 

Q. How ID&ll)' -.ilea in all would you,-.aay you traveled since y� reported to your
duty station ln.Augu1t of 1961? 

A. I would 1ay approximately 70-•better than 50 to 60,0001:llilea,

Q. lfill you di1cu11 the Bureau of Ship'• de1ip philo1opby •• :embodud iR

THIBSBlll'• piping 1y1tem1 with re1pect to the welding and 1ilvar braaipg of joint1T 
Pirat, would you take up the sea water ay1tema! 

. 

A. Yea, air. The contract plataa and detail .• pecificatf.ou for· 'hmlSBlll were
c�leted prior to rq arriving in the Bureau. The ahip was virtually;cD11pleted 
before I took �er 'IIJf'/ present job. However, we recogniced ve1:')' quickly that in 
this sliver braze crisis there wu a tremendous elemant of risk because of the 
depth involved •. We were taking into the ship water at approximatelyb(1) PSI. 
The aUver brazJ--crisis, or problem, as it was presented to me, was· baaed on a 
aeries of incid,nta, the moat well known. of which ia the BABBIL. We 1...-diately 
took to analyzillg what caused the ail-braze probl.-. Vas it a good method of 
joining pipe! Was it a good method of joining pipe for these depth•? The hi,tory 
of silver braze is· that it has been used f9r a long tilll8. It wa• used on-the 700· 
foo� boats. It �a• uaed, of course, extensively throughout the:earlier boats. 
In about November of 1961, for other r.easona, Mare laland Shipyard loo�ed at 
SCULPIN. At that. tlme there was a great deal of concern generated by what we saw · 
on SCULPIM. 1 think it is important to talk a little bit here about'wbat a ail� 
braze joint is. I know you have seen the joint. 1 know you are familiar with its 
construction, but in going back and analyzing the. failure• that had taken place, 
we were able to come up with a reasonable pattern .-for it becauae.·6£- failures. 
For instance, in the case with the BARBEL the failure was becauae of a piece 
of wrong material.· You go on to the SICATE, where we bad some fig\,ll'ea on ahock 
test, and you fi:nd out the failure was due to some poorly designed bosses where 
it was possible for the ail-brazer to loosen up aome of hia own work in the 
process. So we had to·attack ·the problem based on experiences that we had. We 
had at thia time no destructive teat. We had no means of determining the percent 
of bond that exiated in the joint, so that we started examining this phase. Ve 
started iaaediately to investigate non-destructive teats. We set up a progra!ll 
to work in everything-we could think of: electro-magnetic teats, pulser hammer 
tests, ultraaonica. When we were faced with SCULPIN, we were faced with the 
realization that, although we had not had a great many failures attributed to 
ail-braze aa againat improper 111&terial, we had to face up to the fact· that there 
was incipient in the fleet a criais, so that at this point we sat down at 
Kare Island with-the beat talent that we could get.abold 9f: Admiral Moore, 
from the Bureau·of Shipe; myself; and Connander KeayJ from the !ureau of Ships; 
captain Harry Jackson, then from Portsmouth;. and-the entire group at Kare taland, 
plus the ships available at Kare Island; and we tried to establish, on the .bast• 
of technical knowledge then available, what could we do to aa,ure;wreelve• that 
we were not hazarding the •hipa. Ve came out of that with two things: a. feeling 
t�t more had tq be done, but that aometbing had to be got out to the. fleet 
almost immediately baaed on the experience we were able to sain from this examination. 
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In discussing this earlier, it was pointed out that it might be of interest to see 
how the SCULPIN was presented to us and what we had to go on as a result of these 
investigations. (The witness then produced three photographs of silver brazed 
joints taken from the U.S.S. SCULPIN at the Mare Island Naval Shipyard in 
November of 1961.) May I talk to these just a bit? 

Q. Are these photographs of what was found in SCULPIN when you were at Mare
Island in November of 1961? 

A. That's right, and they are so identified.

Q. Are these of three different joints?
A. Yes, illustrating three different things.

The said photographs were submitted to the court and to counsel for RAW Palmer, 
a party, and offered in evidence by counsel for the court. 

There being no objection, they were so received and marked ;,E:dlibit 16G," "169''and 
"Exhibit 170." 
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(b)(6) relieved (b) (6) as reporter at this point. 

Q. The exhibits have been nWDbered Exhibits 168, 169 and 170. Would you
care to put them up here? 

(Exhibits 168 and 169 were posted on a bulletin board for demonstration 
purposes.) 

A. I picked out these particularly because they bear on some of the things
which happened before and subsequent. In about March of '61, when we had the 
full realization of the BARBEL incident, we were almost tool-less as to how to 
hit this thing. When we got to this it appeared that certain direction was 
necessary, and I'll talk about this just a little bit when I get to the in
troduction of what we did step by step. But when we got to this, this con
firmed many of the things that we had done to date. We had first gone after 
workmanship. Why? (Pointing to Exhibt 168.) Here is a man who didn't have 
a pre-insert ring. He tried to invent one. As best we can determine, this 
was a piece of face fed silver solder material he had in his pocket. Another 
thing which concerned us at this time, not having a way of measuring bond·, was 
some way of insuring that we had bonding. This tool has been with us for years 
and years and years. There are Master Pipefitters who were brought up on it and 
will swear by it. So we dug out this type of thing to show that even had this 
guy done a good job here or here (pointing to Exhibit 168), he still would have 
less than fifty percent of the bond. It was physically impossible to do anything 
different. The other thing I point out here and here. 

Q. Would you refer to that as Exhibit 169, sir?
A. I'm sorry, Exhibit 169 -- is that it is possible to make a good joint

because this joint here is perfect. At this point then I felt myself that I 
had a grasp now of what the problem was. We went back and examined everything 
that had been done from BARBEL forward to see whether it made sense, bad we done 
everything we could, because the failures primarily were lack of bond or this 
type of thing where we do not have bottoming, or to poor inaterial. In existence 
at this time were instructions in the form of NAVSHIPS 637-2, which was written 
and oublished in about July of 1 61, which set up criteria, eliminated the use of 
the face fed fittinR: we required it-up; we required identification of the joints 
to the brazer. Everything we saw in SCULPIN would have been eliminated had these 
things beeninvoked at the time SCULPIN was built -- not only invoked, but en
forced. So that our position at this time was this. We had eliminated a face 
fed fittin2. Now what did this do? In a joint which is properly made, using tne 
pre-insert, if you see this fillet up here you have good reason to believe that 
this joint is satisfactory. If, at the same time, you have assured yourself that 
it is bottomed, everything that we have seen, everything that history tells us 
in going back into this thing, is that we have a bond across this. Now I'm not 
talking to how good a bond. I'm not saying that this would automatically give

you a sixty percent bond, an eighty percent bond -- it would give you a joint. 

Now at the time of SCULPIN we had just begun our ultrasonicwork. It was in 
its early experimental stages. There was lots to be worked out. But we did 
start to use it in checking out some of the SCULPIN joints in addition to the 
other things, routine inspection of joints for misalignment and other things like 
this, which were the best things we could give at the time. Another thing that 
had been done up to this time was the realization that we had to certify the 
material. So with this background we pushed as hard as we could on ultrasonics. 
I will now lead into THRESHER -- this was what the question was. 
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The THRESHER had completed a considerable amount of operation and, with the 
exception of some joints on the trials, we had had no report that she had any 
silver braze problems. She went through a ore-shock hardening period where the 
Bureau of Ships issued a letter which contains the statement that: ''Correction 
of deficiencies in sil-brazed joints in piping systems. Sea water systems in 
THRESHER have welded joints from hull flange of hull valves through the inboard 
flange of back-up valves. There are no known deficiencies to sil-brazed joints." 

Q. Will you identify that letter for us, please?
A. Serial 525-076 of 9 March 1962.

Q. From the Chief, Bureau of Ships, to the Deputy Conmiander Sub Force
Atlantic Fleet; Assistant Industrial Manager, Groton; Coainander, Portsmouth Naval 
Shipyard. Subject: USS THRESHER shock tests, rec011mend�tions for pre-test shock 
hardening? 

A. And what I read from was Enclosure (1).

The above cited document was submitted to the party and to the court, and was 
offered in evidence by counsel for the court. There being no objection, it was 
received in evidence as EKhibit 171. 

Counsel for RADM Palmer waived reading the Exhibit. 

Q. Proceed with your testimony on this point, Commander (b)(6)t
A. Despite this, prior to the shock trials we did request the Electric Boat

Company to do ultrasonic inspections on the external hydraulics system of the 
THRESHER. This was done and the report showed that a high percentage of the 
joints that they inspected were satisfactory. The complete report is at Portsmouth 
and, I believe, will be submitted in evidence by the Yard. 

Q. That was on the external hydraulics system?
A. External hydraulics system. In May of '62 the Bureau received a letter

from Portsmouth which stated, in effect, that the Shipyard considered that no 
additional pipe joint inspection was required on THRESHER during PSA other than 
that which resulted from damage incurred during shock testing. 

Q. Would you look at Exhibit 156 and state whether that is the letter from
the Shipyard to which you referred? 

A. Yes, that's the letter. At this time, upon receipt of the report from
the Bureau Coordinator for the Shock Trials on a number of small sil·brazed 
failures on the THRESHER, I came up to Portsmouth and examined these failures 
myself. 

Q. Was that a written report of failures?
A. I'm sure it is written; I do not have it.

Q. What time would that have been, please; what date, roughly?
A. Prior to 28 August; it would be in that vicinity. The majority of

the failures that occurred during shock trials in sil-braze were in small lines. 
We had no failures in any of the larger lines on the ship. These were, for the 
most part, traceable to bad design practice -- such things as hanging a fairly 
heavy valve o� a small line with a sil•brazed joint; the poor support of some 
of the gauge boards which were tied into the lines which were silver-brazed. And 
the type of failure which occurred would have occurred under shock in your quick 
displacement of the shell. We then went back -- or I went back to the Bureau 
and consulted with the Type Desk and we wrote a letter on the 28th of August 
which outlines what we felt as a minimum must be done on THRESHER. 
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Q. Would you look at Exhibit 115 and state whether that is the letter to
which you refer? 

A. It is. Behind this letter were two things. The first was a recogni
tion that we did, in fact, want more inspection on the THRESHER, recognizing, 
however, that the ship had been operational, had gone through sho,ck tests without 
any failures, we still felt that we should do more. Secondly, involved in this 
is the philosophy of the deep diving ship. What can we do? What can we recommend 
to the Fleet for examinations to these ships? So it is in this context that this 
letter is written. It asks that the Yard continue testing ultrasonically the 
THRESliER systems, that they report to the Bureau upon completion what they had 
found. They were given a request to put a team on there and keep them on con
tinuously so that we could get the maximum amount of test coverage. Our logical 
sequence of thinking here was that we had to come up with what we could do with 
other ships that were out which were totally sil-brazed. Our worry at this time 
was the 598 Class because we were talking, or beginning to talk about not bring
ing the ships in for overhaul. Our worry was the subsequent deep divers, some 
of which were also going to fall into this category. 

Q. You were referring to the underlying reasons behind the writing of
Exhibit US? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Exhibit 115 explains itself. In paragraph 6 it says: "The significance
of gross failures of sil•braze joints in the vital submarine system is such that 
the Bureau considers it a matter of urgency, that an inspection program be de
veloped for these systems that will ultimately permit the certification of all 
piping joints in submarines as meeting minimum Bureau acceptance standards." Do 
you find anything in Exhibit 115 which would exemplify the underlying reasons 
which you say prompted its composition? 

A. I'm not sure I understand what your question is.

Q. Exhibit 115 states that there is a matter of urgency in conducting an
inspection program. I find nothing in Exhibit 115 to indicate the reasons which 
you say were the reasons for its issuance. Can you --

A. Oh, I see.

Q. Nothing to inform the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard of the reasons which you
now assign for-sending the letter.

A. We had, as a result of the SCULPIN conference, come up with suggestions
to the Fleet as to what we felt they should do to these ships based on the 
technology that w�s available at that time. I, and we, were never happy that 
this was the ultimate answer to this. This was the best that we had available 
to us then. We had and have now developed an ultrasonic tool to where we were 
ready to broaden the use of this tool. The results from THRESHER, from other 
ships that we were checking, would have been put back into a revision of this 
letter that I'm talking about to give the added guidance to the fleet, or 
assurance to the fleet. Prior to THRESHER, we had set up at Mare Island for this 
month a meeting with Force Commanders and the Shipyard, at which we were going to 
thrash out completely all of the instructions which are now out. We had prepared 
test blocks and other equipment to give to the fleet so that they could start and 
get their tenders and their advance bases ready to undertake this type of an 
examination of the sil•braze systems. At this meeting everything that we had was 
to be thoroughly gone over with the Fleet there so we could tie right back in with 
them the latest knowledge that we had on the sil-braze problem as it affected 
tneir ships. This was one of the underlying reasons behind this (Exhibit 115), 
so that we could have some information we could tell them. 
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Q. You have explained the reason for desiring to inatitute a progra of
silver-brazed Joints aurveillanc�. Will you nov explain how and when, if at 

_all, you conveyed to the Porta1111>uth. Naval Shipyard •U.a�nt your cone•� for 
the safety of silver-brazed Joints in:'tllRISBIR'• vital ayst ... , ud .your de•i�e that 
they be surveyed to the aaxiama extent.possible within the framework of the
inspections which you requested? 

A. Well, paragraph 6 of thii letter (Exhibit US) with the priority list
assigned thereto, and a request that this be done, and. a atateaent that we 

. wanted the uximum number examined, is the only physical evidence that I've 
9>t of this. 

Q. Do you·bave any other evidence besides physical evidence?
A. Directly connected with the THRESHER, no, air.

Q. Proceed.
A. In working in the context that we were now working in, we started to

do many things to alleviate the problai in the piping systems. I think it's 
important to recognize that ao long as you have the b(1) pound water 
in the ship, I·don't care what kind of a Joint, or if we give you solid tubing, 
we have a problem. We have ground back into new construction everything that 
we could find out on silver brazing to give ua adequate ail-brazed joints. We 
had started to cut back on the aa>unt of silver brazin2 that we allowed. We 
allowed in the 598 Class, for instance, up to twelve inch. We started to cut 
back just as soon aa we could. There was one cl•••·of submarines, the Fiscal 
Year '62 buy of 593's, that went out originally •• all welded, But we. began 
to recognize at this point that the problem wasn't Just silver bra�ing. I� 
was the piping system •. We had two occasions, the SAltGO and SWO!lm'Is·H, where
we completely re-did the ASW ayst•. During this evolution, at both Mare �•land 
and Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyards, we immediately began to cut back on the number 
of joints that we made. We developed procedures, began developing procedure• 
to do our, for instance, our reducing in pipea, by using mandrele. We began to 
look at planned piping eystema. Historically the pipefitter baa gone aboard 
abip and he'• been king. He runs his stuff to suit; in fact, he's given these 
kind of inatructions. Very quickly in the ailver braze thing•· and not only 
eilver braze, but this applies as to welding or any other kind of joint •· we 
recognized that no longer could we do this. We had to get control o, this guy. 
We had to aOMhow or other give him guidance that the reason he•• making bad 
joints was becauae he• 11ae making them up in the corner, down in the bilges. So 
we ataTted a very extensive program. At thia tf.ae we held two meetings_with the 
PipeMatera, one on the Weat Coast and one on the Eaat Coaat� at which we went 
into this. 

· Q. What time waa that to which you refer?
A. Thia. _was in the period about March of '62 •• subject to correction .. So

this program ie part of an integrated· program. Nov thia program ia designed 
to insure that on ahipa currently building that we can get our hands on that 
we eliminate the possibility of failure in the piping eyatem for any cauae. It 
ia designed to give us a capacity for going back into the ship• •• the need 
arise• and doing the job there that has to be done in joint eliaination and in 
aaking lt easier for tbeee people to aake �he Joints. An extension of thia was 
what do you.do if you go all welded; ia all welding the anawer. And this waa · 
atudied ,xtenaively. It can be done. And in .order to do it, and to weld in the 
small sizes, we needed more technical knowledge. Coincidentally with this, at 
about the same time frame, we began to have SOM difficulties wlth our welding 
p�ocedurea. eteam and copper nickel. Theae.probl ... were priaarily those of 
welding to meet standards at a rate which would allow ua to deliver ehipa to the 
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fleet. We set up at this time, under the general guidance of PortS1110uth, what 
we called the Portsmouth Welding Project, to look into all facets of shipboard 
welding. We looked at it from the material, the fabrication procedure, in
spection procedure, quality control procedures, through all of the installation 
procedures, right through the whole gamut. The output of this project will give 
us a capability of welding -- well, data, with a commensurate saving in both 
time and money. Now I think it's important to recognize that in going to all 
welding we do one other thing. We impose a burden on the Yard which is con
siderable. I believe it's a true statement that the current requirements are 
pushing to a limit the welders and radiographic facilities available to do the 
job. 

Q. Are you referring to the requirements for those sections of submarine
0i0in� which do not include the reactor compartment"! 

A. Yes.

Q. Is it true that there is a higher standard imposed for welding within
the reactor compartment than in the rest of the ship? 

A. Yes. I hesitate only because you used the word "higher." There is a
different welding standard in the Reactor Department. 

Q. Would you characterize that difference for us, please?
A. It is generally more stringent, yes.

Q. Then it is your testimony that even the ones not more stringent are
pushing the capacity of the individual welder? 

A. This is right. This has been the result of the intense study that
. we have given in this area, right. 

Q. Have you been able to compile any statistics on the precentage of
failures in welded joints as compared with comparable silver brazed joints? 

A. No, sir. We have very good documentation on the silver brazed failures.
We have nothing to indicate that we get a similar failure in our welded joints. 
But we have had cases where we have had serious erosion or corrosion problems 
resulting from restrictions in lines. 

Q. In the case of welded joints?
A. In the case of welded joints. I don't know what people have told you

before, but in some of the welded joints we use what we call a backing ring, 
which is a protrudance into the stream. We have had very few, in surface ship 
cases, where we have been able· to trace failures in piping systems to some down
stream corrosion. Very few. None that I know of in submarines. I think what 
you're asking here is -- is welded better than silver brazed; and I'll give the 
answer as best I know based on all of the study that I have done. A good silver 
brazed joint is adequate for the job and will do the same job that the welding 
does. A bad silver brazed joint, in the context that I'm talking about -- poor 
material, poor workmanship, will fail before a bad welded joint will fail. 

Q. But you get a higher percentage of good welded joints under present
procedures than you do of good silver brazed joints? 

A. Yes.

Q. Can you compare the order of magnitude for us, to the best of your ability?
A. Well, let me take a crack at this one. In the past year and a half we

have had no silver brazed failures, with one exception, and that was a failure 
traceable to a bad design out at Mare Island. This has been fully documented. 
During the same period of time, to my knowledge, we have had no failures in welding. 
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I had run through for me for the board, or for my own knowledge, a patrol report 
of the 598 and 608 Class. This source of information is the best that we've 
got on active ships. The 598 through the 602, reporting from three to six patrols, 
have reported none. -The 608 on their fifth patrol reported one. The 609 on her 
second patrol reported two. So these are the best statistics that I've got avail
able to me. 

Q. Your testimony relates to the present state of the art, does it?
A. You mean this last? These ships that I've reported on were basically

completed before we started any of the silver braze updating procedures. 

Q. Can you tell us the specific document which imp�sed the specifications
for silver brazing when THRESHER was cons·tructed, srid what changes have been 
made in that document since her construction? 

A. I must defer one part of the question. I do not know the answer to what
was invoked in the original specifications for the THRESHER. There has been 
in existence since July of 1959 a document, No. 250-637-2 --

Q. That is preceded by the word "NAVSHIPS", is it not?
A. That is right. This gave the procedures for ail-brazing and there is

an earlier edition of this which was included in the THRESHER specs. At the time, 
in approximately July '61, this document was revised for the first time to include 
all of the knowledge which had been made available to the Bureau at that time. 
The primary things that were required by this document were material identification, 
joints fit-up, and the use of the pre-insert fitting. During the period from 
July 1 61 to July of '62, this document was under continual review as we learned 
more and more about the fitting and about the ultrasonic tool. In July 1 62 this 
document was re-issued, including the new information that we had and the use of 
the ultrasonic device. 

Q. Would you clarify for us what criteria applied during THRESHER's post shake
down a'V\clilability as to mandatory ultrasonic testing of sil-brazed joints? I 
mean by that question to have you specify precisely what size joints have to be 
tested by ultrasonic methods, 

A. I need one more clarification. You mean on THRESHER?

Q. On THRESHER.
A. The joints which were examined ultrasonically on THRESHER were to be

examined to the bond criteria that the average bond would be forty percent with 
no less than twenty-five percent on either of the lands, the 1anos oeing cne 
uooer and lower lao. 

Q. My question related to the size of joints -- minimum size which was re�
quired to be ultrasonically tested. Was it two inches and over. or over two 
inches? 

A, 637-2. in existence at that time. required ov�r two 1ncnes ror Joines
fabricated in the field. 

Q. 
A. 

Q. 
A. 

Q. 
shop? 

A. 

"In the field," means on board ship? 
On board ship. 

Over two inches? 
Yes, sir. 

Does it inake any requirement with respect to joints fabricated in the 

For ultrasonic testing? 
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Q. Yes.
A. No, sir.

Q. Commander (b)(6), in describing the so-called silver braze proble� to us,
which existed and was learned of by you shortly after your assump.tion of your 
present duties in the Bureau of Ships, you referred to it variously in the 
following ways: "the silver-braze crisis," "the tremendous element of risk 
involved," "the great deal of concern generated by what we saw in SCULPIN." You 
said, with reference specifically to THRESHER that: "We felt that we should do 
more despite the fact that we recognized that she had been operational." Should 
we conclude from this that what you did that was'\nore''was to require, when she 
did go into her post 'shakedown availability, that· as .much of her silver brazed 
joints as could be surveyed on a "not to delay vessel" basis, should be surveyed 
by ultrasonic methods, so that you cou1d get enough information to promulgate an 
instruction which wou.ld cover surveillance of other submarine systems? 

A. Well this is a long question. In the period in which we did not know,
or had not enough information to know what the condition of our ships were, we 
did all of the investigation that we could. All of the investigation that we 
did, all of the tests that were run, demonstrated that if this joint were made 
properly it was a good joint. At this point we took the series of steps that I 
have gone through. 

Q. I want this to be with reference to what was done about THRESHER.
A. As I testified, inthe context of the letters which·we have put in front

of you, the statement from Portsmouth, the unchallenged statement to the Bureau 
of Ships that the sil-brazing was all right, the results from the tests at 
Groton which showed that the silver brazing done on those systems at least was 
good; based on the fact that THRESHER was built in the shadow of BARBEL and we 
were assured that Portsmouth Shipyard had jacked itself up by its bootstraps 
that this was good work, we felt that this letter (Exhibit 115) represented a 
very strong statement on the part of the Bureau on our desire to have'THRESHER 
checked. 

Q. Conmander (b)(6) , did THRESHER put to sea at the conclusion of her post
shakedown availability without your asking Portsmouth Naval Shipyard for a re
port of what they'd found with reference to silver brazed joints in THRESHER? 

A. Yes, with the exception of the reports required by this letter
(Exhibit 115). 

Q. Did she put to sea before you received a report in response to your
request? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Did you initiate one before she put to sea after the original one?
A. Sir?

Q. Before she put to sea, but after your original directive that she be
ultrasonically tested, did you initiate any other requests for reports? 

A. No, sir.

Q. Would that evidence a lack of ·.:<;!1°:.::: rn ,,n Y�lll t' pa rt for the quality
of the silver brazing in her vital systems'! 

A. No, sir. I have never stopped being concerned about this for any ship.
Your question is a tough one. In the context of all I said and the general feel
ing that this ship was well-built, that. she as built better than ships which had 
operated many years without any problems, I say again that in that context of 
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tbinking, in the Bureau of Ships and tn Portsmouth, that this letter was� 
·' �quest an� t,1:Jat it eviqences a serious concern on our part that it

�'f!;; 
Q. You aye referring, are you not,

Exhibit 115? 
to the J.-ett:�r Which "IE; �hfl,ve tagged . 

, 
·,t:-.·-

A. Yes, s-ir . ;

. Q. Your.serious concern, howevex, did not extend to demanding a report bef� 
she put to $'�a? " 

A. No, sir.

Q. You have
reflected in the 

1.&hav� told us1 

stated that you relied in part on the fact that the de 
BARBEL investigation were corrected in THRESHER; is that what y

., A. "Les'>-:, sit.

Q. On what did you base that conclusion? .i14, � � . 
A, In the course of acquainting .myself with.�he problem and the background

which existed, I spent a lot of time in this Yard; in the shop with the Master, 
., t� on bQard sl:J!ps. I recognized at this point these people had the knowledge .and

· were doing-,«4 good jol) 9.$1' silver brazing in accordance with the instructions tha ...
- existed. Considering that thU w�s�ometime �ft:�F �SflER but that everythint,.

that I could find out in talking to people indicated that thft' had occux-ri"d a$ 
a result of BARBEL, and seeing the evidence with111y ow eyes� l felt no tft�Ob -
question the statements by the c0tnpetent who built the ship that she was, in f8�

a major st�p above anything that went into BARBEL:
� i� > 

� Q • .  At�hat percent�te of completion of ao��jruction was in TllRESHER at 
the tillle of the BARBEL incident? � 

A. This t I U bav� to defer. I don't know. ·'

Q. If tou didn't know that, how could you satisfy yourself that the work
th4t went •into heli -refl_ect�d the lessons learned by BARBEL? 

, � � . 
A. Mly by talking' 'to the peopi-J:;e involved-, ,PY reading eve�ything I could

get ahold of on BARBEL., which I d:i,c'r -- well, tff� i.a then<>�l way l. tbi,p.k yot1
1 d 

assimilate that type of information. 0 �,

Q. Will you briefly describe de.sign criteria and reliaf>ility of flex.ible
hose,; us1d, i-n vital sy:st:ems of sµl>marine$? 

A. W�ll here agai'ij', this is a,�proa4 quest�..,.. The fle�ible hoses are U(j 

for two reasons: one, to take up shock excurs1'brt; llnd the .;,9Fher, b(l) 

'lhe £leet boats, the 400 foot boats, have maxinl\.lm �Jze� 
four inches. The 700 foot ship8 have maximum size. two incbes. You s,a1,i:1 discu1.ts 
the hhtory7 

#Nt 

Q. flo, No, The·"feeign cri.t�tiA and the degTee of reliability of the noses is 
what t a:-eek to establbh. , ,. :.' r$'l '?'

,.. 

» 

A. These at'e designed to a pulse loading of bettet than two and a,l\ali: tl!WlS
test depth� This is an impact t}'!)e loading and the pure failure of these -- that 
is, the failure under pure hydrost�tic pressure -- is better than b(l) psi. The)l 
�re thor�ughly tested, both the fitting and the hose and the specitications. We 
have ne�r had any 41,xfi�ulty witR the hose u�der test. -We have had no bad run�.
In the history, as l r ve been abl�l'i:o xeconstr'q_@t it, of t��� flexible hotes, we'v11
had no failure because of what you might call putl�out, �hlch would in�icate bad 
design, 
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(b) (6) relieved (b) (6) as reporter at this point. 

Q. How sensitive are they to improper installation?
A. They are sensitive, very sensitive--! am sorry; they are sensitive

to improper installation, but this is primarily in the larger sizes and this 
is a matter of alignment, plus insuring that in the handling of them, there 
is no cut on the inner hose fabric which protects the braid--which is the 
strength of the hose--from sea water. The problem in alignment is primarily 
one of not imposing a strain on these early--that is pre-set--before they 
start their vibration. And in our past investigations we have established 
these parameters and all the ships that are currently using the hose are built-
the hose is installed--in accordance with o�r current directive·s, which are 
specific to alignment preparation for installation; we do not allow kinking 
of hoses, and that this is now all built into the ship. 

Q. When such hoses were installed in THRESHER, to what sort of abuses
could they have been subjected which would have lessened their reliability 
factor? 

A. The worst abuse that you could give a hose would be one which
would somehow or other pierce the inner layer. It would almost have to be 
intentional. The THRESHER had the two inch hoses; the maximum size that 
she had on board. There is very little else that you could do to these 
hoses in the installation, if the end fittings were put on properly, 
which would cause them to fail. 

Q. What about the effect of a person crawling or walking across the
piping system while making an inspection or doing work? 

A. On a one-time basis, I don't believe this would bother the hose,
What I mean by one-time, if it became a stepping stone, this is something 
else, but a one-time basis, I don't believe it would. 

EXAMINATION BY THE COURT 

Questions by a court member, Captain Osborn: 

Q. On your letter of 28 August sig�ed by Robert L. Moore, were there
any revisions on this particular letter?--Was this the way it was written-
as you wrote it? 

A. Let me correct one thi�g very quickly. This letter was written
by Commander Keays in the 1ype Desk with my technical assistance. 

Q. Was there any revision to getting this out?
A. I believe there was, yes, sir.

Q. Will you
A. No, sir.

describe them to me please? 

Bureau. I would 
give the answer, 

All I know is that it was a hard letter to get out of the 
prefer that the guy who packed it up and down the hall, 
if he hasn't already. 

Q. Why do you think it was hard?
A. Well, there was a general feeling in the Bureau and in some of the

yards, that any ship that had operated for a long period of time with no 
problems, was essentially in good shape, that there were no problems; in 
other words having had no failures, that there was no further need for 
concern. 
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Q. Was the author of this letter with you at Mare Island when you dis-
cussed the SCULPIN problem? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Did you actually look at more failures than this at that time?
A. We looked at more bad joints. There were no failures o� SCULPIN.

Q. More bad joints?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Was the author also in a position to know, better than anypne else
in existence, the conditions under which the THRESHER was built? 

A. Now the author of this was Conunander Keays, and the answer __ to
that is no. 

Q. 1 1 11 say the ·signer of this? 
A. The signer of this was in the best possible position that I know of,

inasmuch as he was at the Shipyard while she was built. 

Q. Was there any reluctance to face up, that this condition--conditions
of bad silver brazed joints--was an across-the-board problem in practically 
every ship we had at sea, and to make a decision involving testing of sil
brazed joints would be one that almost put us out of corrunission? 

A. This problem we have faced in silver brazing; we have faced it in
welding; we have faced it in flex hoses. When these things are presented 
to you, they are always presented to you in the context of what is it 
going to do to the fleet, what is it going to do to the ships as far as 
delay in operational committments are concerned. This is a factor in 
these decisions, and it is unquestionably a factor. In the case where you 
have a ship which is ostensibly, to the best of everybody's knowledge, 
built to the best standards which existed at the time, and for whic_h you 
can find no failures, there is a strong tendency to accept the NDV type of 
decision. I don't care whether you are talking silver braze, welding, flex 
hoses, air bottles--! faced them all in the past 20 months. In the context 
of what happened to THRESHER, nothing that we've done is right. In the 
context in which the decisions were made, I believe we took firm, technical 
stands that were modified by people, who, in their best judgment, did 
what they had to do. Does this answer your question? 

Q. Yes.
A. I say this, that Friday and Saturday, I will face the problem,

which is imposed by the message which DEPCOMSUBLANT put out, a message 
in which I, one hundred per cent, concur. The Bureau's answer--which I 
don't know whether you've seen or not--is one hundred per cent concurrence. 
So long as we have the b(1) pound water in these ships, so long as we are 
concer.ned with pipe sizes down to b(1) inch, b(1) 

inch: so long as we do not have control down to these sizes, we have got 
to  face this problem. So long as we do not know the effects in the 
auxiliary machinery space of a spray of hydraulic line oil from a small 
leak on switchboards that are close by, we have got a problem, Friday and 
Saturday of this week we will face the sil-braze problem. Maybe--! am 
not defending myself or the Bureau of Ships--! am making an effort to 
give you a philosophy, if you will, that we will make the decisions that 
have to be made now. That these decisions wer·e modified in the past from 
what you may have wanted or I may have wanted; they were modified by men 
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whose position was such that they should make these modifications. What 
are we going to do over the weekeqd?--I don't know. I know we're going 
to ask a tremendous lot of the operating forces. I know that we are not 
going to lift the restrictions, or be a party to it, until we have 
satisfied the operating forces. Nothing that we have done has been done 
without the knowledge of the operating forces. So that I say this, to 
try to answer your qu1stion, which is fundamental, you see. Why do you 
make decisions?--Why did this letter not say that the THRESHER should be 
one hundred per cent ultrasonically checked? Am I in line? 

Q. Yes.
A. If you look at S91, you will find in S91 a statement that all

piping systems, less than two and a half inches in size. which do not see 
a working pressure of b(1) do not require radiography. If 
you look at THRESHER, you will find for some reason or other, in the 
opinion of the Bureau of Ships and Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, no hoses 
were to be allowed over two inches. If you look at the mass of instruc
tions that we have put out in the Bureau--and I haven't covered all of 
them--we have imposed quality control on silver braze, we have imposed 
material identification on all piping systems. In every case, there is a 
size limitation of some type or other. We have now been faced with a new 
situation in piping. Now I am speaking for me. We are faced with the 
statement in the SUBLANT dispatch, which I. agree with, that we want 
unequivocable--I think that is his word--confidence in the sea water 
systems. I may be misquoting him but I think this is close. In this con
text we have got to do a lot of changes in our thinking, and we are 
prepared to do it. May I take just a few seconds on this subject? 

PRESIDENT: Yes, Commander, go right ahead. 

WITNESS: Involved in, and connected with, all of our piping problems 
has been a philosophy that all it is, is piping. I sat in very recently 
and heard some shipbuilders--surface shipbuilders in this case--say that 
all of their piping diagrams were run to suit. They had no control over 
this piping. I think Captain Hushing understands, more than anybody, 
what I am trying to say. So in this context, the only thing I see is to 
stop wherever we are and examine everything we've done and even then, 
we have to go further to insure that a casual failure of a pipe won't do 
damage. We have to go to the switchboards. We have to go to our remote 
controls for our valves, if it is possible, even our remote controls could 
be flooded out by a pin-sized leak. 

So we have underway,, as a result of the studies in the sil-braze 
many things along this line. We have, fortunately, the automatic sensing 
system for main injection. We feel that we can put on these ships a 
system which measuring in-flow and out-flow on your main "circ" system, 
will give you a signal that says something has happened to this system. 
If we can work it out with Admiral Rickover's group and our group, we 
will work this so that you will close those systems automatically, And 
I am startin2 imrnediatelv to trv to adapt this to the ASW system. 

Can we do it? I'm sure we can do it. A year ago, I was at SUBPAC. They 
didn't like the idea. LANTFLT has always wanted it. We have a problem 
of operator input. But this is the type of thing which generated from the 
coocern of sil-braze, from the concern of flex hoses, and this is the 
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thing for which fortunately we have the weapons now. We can do this. We 
have quality control in these shipyards. We have control over our piping 
joints; we have the ultrasonic; we are developing our x-ray technology. 
I have under development out at M.are Island, automatic procedures in 
copper-nickel welding aboard ship. With all of this anununition, we are 
now prepared to go forward in whatever direction is indicated, based on 
the results of this indoctrination and our own. Now this is a long answer 
to your question, but I think it is cogent. 

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: To clarify it in the record, would you state to what 
SUBLANT message you are referring? 

WITNESS: Oh, I am sorry. This may take a little time. (Witness looks in 
brief case) It was a message from DEPCOMSUBLANT of 4 May O41341Z to the 
Bureau of Ships, classified Confidential. Subject: Sil-brazed fittings. 
Primary action was to ask the Bureau to set up a conference to look into 
restrictions. 

Q. Commander (b)(6), you are perhaps better qualified than anybody
else in the Navy with respect to looking into the silver brazed joints. 
What kind of cooperation did you meet with in the Bureau of Ships with 
respect to trying to get .. tbis problem·.un.4er' control?.: 

A. Functioning as I was, cooperation was good.

Q. Functioning how you were--

PRESIDENT: May I interpose one question. Are you not an important part 
of the Bureau of Ships yourself? 

WITNESS: Yes, sir. 

Q. Describe "functioning as you were." Could it have been better?
A. I had no difficulties, no, sir.

Q. Was this problem primarily emphasized on completion of new ships 
and establishing of standards for new construction, or with respect to 
retro-fitting? 

A This question, I can answer. It was primarily working into the 
new construction program. 

Q. How much effort was devoted on retro-fl. tting on THRESHER? Was this
ever discussed--complete ultrasonic of every sea water sys�em? 

A. To my knowledge, no.

Q. From a standpoint of judgment, do you think a small pipe nnrlP.r
shock test is more apt to fail than a large pipe? 

A. You've opened a large question here. There are too many parameters
to answer the question. The ship, as I looked at her when I came up to 
look at the sil-braze on the THRESHER, on the smalL piping--as I said and 
as was stated in this letter--the problem was primarily due to a bad 
installation and this is pointed out, but to try to say that a large or 
small sil-brazed fitting is more liable to fail under shock. is taking this 
thing completely out of the ship context because a lot depends on where 
it is in the ship. If your large sil-brazed fitting is in a relatively 
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�nnr�inPn nn�itian. for instance. it will react one way,

be right next to a bulkhead, where the bulkhead is going 
shell. vou're �oiru!; to get an entirely different action. 
generally true of the small fittings. 

If it happens to 
to move wit!"\ tile 

The same ia 

Q. You think the spectrum of the conditions is so big you can't make
a general statement? 

A. That is right. I don't see how you could make this. Other people
in the Bureau are more knowledgeable on this than I am but I have for�ed 
myself to become knowledgeable, and that is my ans#er. 

Q. Do you think a ship that has successfully undergone Rhock test, has
anything to do with its ability, or the quality of its sil-brazed joints? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Do you think you can make a fairly good generalization that once a
ship has undergone Rnock test, it is better than one that hasn't? 

A. That is right, and I say thi.s again; keep in mind my initial state
ment that the worst thing that can happen is the wrong material. We have 
many, many, many tests which show that a silver brazed fitting with only 
a fillet will hold up under all kinds of conditions, so that my feeling 
is that a ship which has undergone shock test of the severity o{ THRESHER

and not had any failures, this is certainly added assurance that the ship 
was well constructed. You can't ignore it because--let me say this a 
different way. Take my hypothetical case where the fitting was next to 
the bulkhead and this fitting were of the wrong material, it would fail-
I'm sure. 

Q. Did you know that the THRESHER riever oroceeded to test depth after
she was shock tested? 

A. No, sir, I wouldn't.

Q. Would this have had any effect on your decision with respect to
sil-brazed testing? 

A, I do not believe so. This is opinion hindsight of the worst type 
but I must honestly say I don't think �hat factor would infer--

Q. Did you automatically assume this?
A. That it went to test depth'!

Q. Yes.
A. No, sir--no, sir.

Q. In basis of all the pressure tlu¥t you were putting on, to get the
ultrasonic program on the road with respect to sil-brazing, was th�re any 
pressure from the ooerators with respect to asking you whether yqu 
should limit the deoth of shios or not? 

A. No, sir, not that I know of.

Q. Was there any recommendation on your part?
A. To limit the depth?

Q. Yes.
A. No, sir. After BARBEL--now this is history for me--but after BARBEL,

I went back and dug out as much as I could on BARBEL to this effect. Now 
maybe there wds--I could not find it. 
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Q. Do you think a lot of the stamina of the BARBEL investigation was
lost because of the fact that a wrong material was involv�d in the 
silver-brazed joint that ftiled? 

A. Now you are going to get opinion.

Q. That is what I want,

PRESIDENT: Will the member of the court please confine himself to questions 
which lend themselves to an answer by the witness within his area of 
competence. Answer the qqestion as best you can. 

WITNESS: This is strictly a matter of opinion. In orijer to get l'll¼?elf 
r�ady for the job, I qid some investigations into BARBEL. There were ma�y 
things which ,qappened on BARBEL, the worst of which was this fitting. I 
do not feel, however, that the emphasis on quality control, which came o�t 
of BARBEL, was lost because they were able to reasonably establish the 
cause of this failure and if you want to know why, look at the letters 
having to do with bite-type fittings, the hydraulic system, :�-rings--
back through the whole gamut. 

Q. Was this emphasized more in your investigation on the SCULPIN--

�tll a...tG,·t-i¥e�·i1tt:.O'C ,es:s· was more in question than materials, or control of the 
process?· ' 

A. Control of the process is the thing which we got ahold of first,
and again I say that with the process under control, this is a fairly good 
joint. I am not saying one of these damned things didn't fail. I am 
saying this 'is a-goad.joint .. You.:have,.r.believe, in evidence, Mr. Sayre's 
report, so I don't have to refer to that. 

PRESIDENT: We have Mr. Sayre's report. 

Q. Have you had any evidence, in your experience, with respect to ball

valves failing to operate at deep depths? 
A. �o, sir. The primary difficulty we have had with ball valves,

having to do with a coating of them, does not stop them from operating at
any depth. 

· 

Q. What I am trying to refer to is, if you had a history of testing
these things on the surface and not testing them as you go down, what do 
you think your probability is of having a ball valve not operate? 

A. Very sliW1t.

Q. You don't think they're too suspect with respect to THRESHER?
A. No, sir.

Q. Your arrangement with respect to the ASW system have a lot--were
you familiar with respect to the system, that you had multiple-station 
isolation involving silver brazed joints? 

A. Was I famil'iar with the THRESHER system?

Q. For isolation of
A. Generally, yes.

very general thing. You 

the ASW syst� �nvolving many silver brazed joints? 
I know the system; I stu4ied it••but this is a

have heard Mr. Guther who was my,_�ert on thts.
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PRESIDENT: The court will recess at this point. 

The witness was duly cautioned not to discuss his testimony outside the 
courtroom. 

The court then recessed at 1301 hours, Wednesd,y, 8 May 1963. 

The court opened at 1400 hours, Wednesday, 8 May 1963.. 

All persons connected with the inquiry who were present when the �o�rt 
recessed were again present. 

No person not otherwise connected with the inquiry was present. 

The witness was reminded that his previous oath was still binding. 

EXAMINATION BY THE COURT (Cont.) 

Questions by a court member, Captain Hushing: 

Q. C01Jllllander (b) (6) , I show you a copy of a BUS HIPS letter, Serhl

648X-160 of 13 February 1963. (Hands document to witness) Will: you 
peruse it for a moment please? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Does that letter convey information on silver-bra�ed problems and

proposed solutions thereto? 
A. Yes, sir.

Q. To COMSUBPAC and to DEPCOMSUBLANT?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. What is the gist of the first paragraph of that le tter?
A. It refers to a serious condition which existed in the fleet in the

salt water piping system on submarines, and to a dispatch which exp,;essed 
DEfCOMSUBLANT concern for this. 

Q. 
A. 

Is that a DEPCOMSUBLANT message of September 1961? 
\ Yes, sir. 

Q. Does that letter, to your knowledge, constitute at least a partial
answer to that dispatch? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Does that letter propose a program for improving the quality of sil-
brazed joints? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Will you turn to Enclosure (2) of that letter.
A. Yes, sir.

"\" Q. Enclosure (2) lists, I believe, a number of ships to be inspected for
sii.-brazed joint quality, does it not? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. What are the first group of ships by category?
A. "Inspections in process or compl�ted as of 1 February 1962."
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Q. What is the second category?
A. "'ro be performed dur�ng PSA."

Q. Is the 593 listed under that category?
A. Yes, sir,

Q. Would you say that this indicates the Bureau of Shops intent to
have the salt water systems of the 593 inspected during the PSA? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Now, was the letter, to which you referred in your testimony this
morning relative to THRESHER discussing the examination, partially instigated 
by the letter you now hold in your hand, the letter of 13 February 1962T 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. 
A. 

Now le� us turn to another subject.
Yes, s\r· 

Q. Are the so-called fleet boats of World War II operating .with silver
brazed systems \nstalled? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Are all of the.nonnuclear submarines built s�nce World War II operat
ing with silver brazed systems installed. 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. ijas there peen reasonably good experience or poor e�perience or
unsatisfactory experience with those boats with silver brazed systems? 

A. Based on all of the evidence I've been able to find, they've
had good experience.

Q. Would you say this then, that up until 1960 or '61, the Bureau of 
Ships' experience with sil-braze has been reasonably good? 

A. Again, based on what I've been able to discover, the answer is yes.

Q. In 1961, I remember by your testimony, there were strong indica

tions of difficulty, is that true? 
A. Yes, sir--yes, sir.

Q. At this time, 1961, was there a full line of approved weldable pipe
fittings for use in all welded systems? 

A. No, sir.

Q. What was your answer?
A. No, sir.

Q. Does such a line of weldable fittings, a complete line, exist today?
A. I say yes to this. There may be specific types of fittings--unique

fittings--for which there are none, but in general, the answer is yes; we 
do have them. 

Q. So there has been a development program so that it would now be
possible, if ordered, to have a completely weldable system? 

A. Yes, sir.
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Q. Replacing the silver brazed joints by welded joints?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. In the absence of such joints, as existed perhaps in 1961, how
could an all-welded system be constructed? 

A. It could only have been constructed if the urgency were such that
you coul� parallel this with the development program, which we have now 
completed in the last two years, to the point where you could have 
stayed ahead of production. It could only have been done under such an 
emergency that you would have gone ahead, started your welding system at 
the same time, with a crash resea�ch program in the�e other areas.

Q. You mean then that you would have had to concurrently developed
a fitting and simultaneously installed them into the ship, taking a chance 
on approval? 

A. This is a hypothetical case; my answer is yes.

Q. Now, let's go to another aspect of this subject. Is the relative
cost of a sil-brazed fitting and a weldable type fitting, approximately 

the same? 
A. The answer is no. The magnitude--I don't know the magnitude but

the answer to your question as such, is no. 

Q. Which one is the more expensive?
A. The weldable.

Q. Is the piping involved in welded systems and silver brazed systems
the same piping? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Does P-1 welded piping require radiography of joints?
A. P-1?--yes, sir.

Q. In a two-inch joint, for example, how much of the periphery of the
joint is required to be radiographed in a P-1 system? 

A. If the working pressure of the system were less than b(1) pnund�,
the answer would be none. 

Q. But if it is above b(1) pounds?
A. 60 degress of circumference.

Q. What would you say the relative cost of welded joints versus sil
brazed joints might be across the entire spectrum of ships such as THRES�R? 

A. For the '62 buy of 593 class, which I mentioned earlier, we had
alternate bids. The alternate bid was an all-welded system, one inch and 
abov�. 

Q. One inch and above?
A. One inch and above. The bid, the cost of the option in the ca�e

of one contractor was better than $250,000. The number being something in 
this range. It is bette� than tha�, $254,000 or something along this line. 

Q. But this gives us an idea of the relative magnitude of the difference,
is that right? 

A. Yes, sir.
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Questions by a court member, RADM Daspit: 

Q. On this same subject, to clarify the
the fittings were obtained to do the welding 
because this was done almost inunediately? 

A. I am knowledgeable of what was done
assume that you mean the replacement of the 
piping. 

Q. By welded joints.

record, could you tell us how 
in the reactor canpartment, 

in the reactor compartment. I . 
I 

brazed fittings in the through 

A. By welded joints. I do not know where they bought them, but the
point in time that this was done was such that the development process �hat 
we were talking about was fairly well completed, a.nd I Qelieve they could 
have been �ought from the Electric Boat Company, for instance, at that 
point and time. 

Q. All right. Now referring back to the three joints which you found
on SCULPIN and which you had a conference in November 1961. 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. I am trying to get a feel for how joints on other ships in the �leet
might be, whether this was unique with one shipbuilder or not. Did the 
specifications at that time permit the bad proced4res which resulted in this 
joint--specifically, were the joints required to have an insett in the�, and 
were the Joints required to be fitted up with square ends? 

A. The SCULPIN--my hesitation is I am trying to get a point in �ime as
to when the SCULPIN was built. This is my best guess on the basis of what 
I know, that face feeding was allowed, and that there were probably in the 
specs at that time some very general words on fit up. 

Q. So that this was more the result of loose specs than of poor inspec
tion at the time? 

A. Trp.s is my opinion, yes, sir.

Q. Now I think you also said that suggestions to the fleet were made

as a result of that SCULPIN conference? 
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Were there any suggestions other than the letter of 28 February
1962, which we have tl4st talked about? 

A. Written and tormalized, no, sir, nothing comes to mind. I spent
time at both DEPCOMSUBLANT headquarters and PACFLT headquarters in t he 
process of talking about this and getting what it was that we were talking 
about to the fleet. But this was the best document that we had issued� 

Questions by a court member, Captain Osborn: 

Q. I have a couple little detail questions. When you wrote the letter
regarding the use of an ultrasonic inspection team, what did you think 
would be a reasonable production on joints per day by that team? 

A. In the discussw,:,.s which led to this, with Keays, we were hoping
from four to eight a day for the team. 

Q. Then you think that an examination of say less than
a nine-month period would be less than your expectations by 
factor? 

A. Th�1s is right, yes, sir.
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Q. This kind of performance wouldn't be indicative of an urgent problem
solution would it? 

A. It's disappointing to me, right, yes, sir.

Q. We've had testimony by one of our witnesses that within the last
month, thirty�six sil-brazed joints were tested in SCULPIN that had been 
previously ultrasonically tested, and seven of them failed. Are you , 
familiar with these? 

A. No, sir, and I'm almost in daily contact with Mare Island, The
answer is no, I did not know of this. 

PRESIDENT: Counsel is directed to �end a message to Mare Island t� 
ascertain the truth or untruth of this report. 

COUNSEL: Aye, aye, sir. 

Questions by the court president: 

Q. Connnander (b)(6), 1: am.reading from a dispatch sent by C0MSUBPAC to
BUSHIPS at 072326 Zulu. In that dispatch C0MSUBPAC asks the question 
"NAVSHIPS 329-0029 issued as the technical manual for ultrasonic testing. 
Mare Island Naval Shipyard does not use the test techntques and BUSHIPS has 
issued separate corresponqence which permits the acceptance of joints of 
lesser indicated bond than that required by this publication or NAVSHIPS· 
250-648-8. (For newly fabricated joints). Request clarification of status
of issued standards." Can you explain this to us?

A. Well, may I ask, sir, is this a fa�rly recent message?
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Q. The seventh.
A. All right, sir. In our 13 February letter we established an

acceptance bond criteria for completed ships•-ships delivered�-of a 40 per 
cent average bond, 25 p�r cent in each land.· This is a lesser standard than 
we require for our new construction ships which 1s a 60 per cent bond 
criteria; and it is these two, I believe, that he is referring to, and this, 
I'm sure, is his question--why? And the answer is that at the time we 
started to look, based on a lot of test data, we said that a joint meeting 
this criteria is a minimal acceptable criteria, but we do not want this for 
new construction; we wanted· better than this.· This, I believ�, answers your 
question. 

Q. But what about the statement: "Mare Island Naval Shipyard does not
use the test techniques" et cetera, et cetera? Does that ring a bell with 
you, or not? 

A. No, sir. 'fhis is the first one I am going tp have to punt on. I
don't know; I don't know what he is saying. We'll have to answer his message. 
We'll look into it and it will be something which Friday we can get the 
�nswer to very quickly. 

Q. But BuShips has not authorized Mare Island Shipyard to test by some
means other than ultrasonic testing, has it? 

A. No, sir.

Q. Sil-brazed joints1
A. No, sir.

Q. Now, referring to this letter, which is Exhibit 115 and which was
written to the Shipyard, Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, I find in paragraph 6b the 
followingi "The inspection team(s) should examine accessil,>le sil-brazed 
joints in the following order of priority:--" I invite your attention to the 
word, "accessible." Can you tell the coµrt whether or not the word, 
"accessible" was meant to apply to only unlagged portions of piping, or did 
it include lagged portions that were accessible? 

A. As written the word, "accessible, 11 would have meant that we expected
them to remove lagging. 

Q. You expected them to remove lagging?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. And so the "inaccessible" really meant joints that would require major
break-out of equipment to get at, and not just that which would require removal 
of lagging? 

A. Yes, sir, and I back this up by our enclosure <l) to the 13 f�bruary
letter which says in paragraph c: "Check by non .. destructive test all silver
braze joints between and including hull valve and back up valve which can be 
done without major removals of machinery, piping, foundat�ons or hull structure, 
to same criteria as above." 

Q. Now, at one point in your testimony this morning, you said that reports
showed a high percentage of satisfactory joints when the Electric Boat Compapy 
inspected the e�ternal hydraulic system. Could you be more specific, mo�e. 
specific than a "high percentiage of satisfactory joints"? 

A. I can--and this should be brought out by the yard because they have th¢
records. They can give you specific numbers. I am now speaking from �mory, 
of something approximating a hundred and sixteen joints with something less 
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than five of these being substandard. 
be made a matter of record, I believe. 
wrote the letter. 

This report is in the.yard and should 
These numbers are from the tiine we 

Q. That is something less than five per cent.
A. Yes, sir.

Q. If th� THRESHER inspection which was directed by BUSHIPS had indi
cated as high as 14 per cent failures, would that have been considered an 
acceptable number of failures by the standards which were to be used? 

A� No, si�. We would have required something more. I speak now from 
the background of making the decisions in the area of welded piping. We-
our first reaction is what type of failure and where? And if it turned out 
sour, based on the circumstances, then we would have required more. I can't 
give you a precise answer, but I can give you a "for instance." Had they all 
been four inch, all in the main ASW system, we would have said, "That's 
enough;" we would have torn it out, or we would have thought seriously about 
tearing it out. Again, to back it up, this is generally wh�t we did on SARGO 
and SWORDFISH. 

REDIRECT EXAMINATION

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. With reference to Bureau specifications for pipe welding and
non-destructive tests of pipe welding, in the area of pipe welding during 
your travels that you have de�cribed to us, did you find that shipyards are 
meeting the existing BUSHIPS specification requirements? 

A. No.

Q. Would you amplify that answer, please?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. By telling us what you did find.
A. Again, I am briefing a lot of stuff. Approximately a year ago, for

reasons having to do with an increas�d awareness o{ what it is we are dealing 
with when we are sending ships down to b(1) and in an increased atmos-
phere of quality control, a serious examination of the welding procedures was 
made in the submarine shippuilding yards. It was found that there was 
serious non-compliance with the standards in the yards examined, The initial 
investigation was triggered by Gode 1500 in his concern for the piping 
systems under his cognizance. It was immediately recognized t�at there was 
no reason that this should stop at a particular bulkhead be�ause this bulk
head happened to be the difference between the reactor compartment and the 
non-reactor compartment. We immediately started to investigate the rest of 
the piping systems aboard our submarines. We found that the condition which 
had been discovered in the reactor compartment was fairly general throughout 
the rest of the ship. Our initial reaction was that we have yards building 
ships that have never built steam ships before, or have not built them for a 
long time, so that we felt all we had to do was call on our surface yards and 
say, "Come on down here and show these people how to weld." This was not the 
fact. The surface ship welding was not any better than we were getting in 
the submarine yards. It was the awareness of this which started the Portsmouth 
project, that I mentioned earlier, which is leading to a greatly improved 
welding ability on the part of our yards. As soon as we recognized that we did 
not have a problem simply of training welders, we then started to look at the 
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whole process. This is going on now, But, again, this was non-compliance 
with a standard which had been set, generally speaking, arbitrarily. The 
ASME, who is the e�ert--the American Society of Mechanical Engineers�-in 
this field, have a standard which is considerably less than the Navy 
standard. There are some things in there which we would not ailow aboard 
ship. I say this only to put in context what "non-compUance"' really means. 
We did two things quickly. We readjudged our standard and we said, "Meet 
it, II 

Q. Was Portsmouth any better or any worse than the general run of
shipyards in this connection? 

A. This is hearsay evidence. They were worse.

Q. What period of time are you talking about?
A. Approximately a year ago. I believe, March a year ago.

Q. On what do you base your characterization of this as hearsay
evidence? 

A. The only people that I know who rated the yard were the ¢ode lt.500:people
who made the first investigation that they made, 

Q. Well, I ought to make my question to you clear, then. I asked you
what you found out as a result of your travels. You have told us that you 
traveled throughout the world to the different shipyards. 

A. All right; you lost context with me here.

Q. Yes.
A. All right. Of the four major yards that are building submarines

today, where I spent the most of my time, the situa.tion is the same. This 
would have rat�d .fourth. 

Q. What are those yards, please?
A. Mare Island, Electric Boat Company, Newport News, and Portsmouth.

Q. Have you found the existing attitude toward present pipe welding
specifications is such that they are treated as a requirement to be met, or a 
goal toward which to strive? 

A. We found, in the beginning, that they(� were, generally speaking,
treated as goals and that waivers were being granted at the local levels to a 
considerable extent. Since this shakeup,--and it has been considerable,--we 
are getting compliance. Does that answer your question? 

Q. Yes. Did you find Lt: a general attitude, that the quality of
welding and inspection required by the specific11tions was unnecessarily 
stringent? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. In your travels, have you found a significant number of instances of
defective weld and poor inspection practices in the typical shipyard you 
visited? 

A. May I ask you to .say that again?

Q. In your travels, did you find a significant number of instances of
defective welds and poor inspection practices which was typical of the yards 
you visited? 
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A. The word, "typicaJ.:' throws me. The answer is we found in all yards
examples of both poor welding and poor quality control of welding. for the 
record, and for the Shipyard people, we found this same thing in industry. 

Q. Is this a significant proportion large enough to cause you great
concern? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. What proportion would you assess it to be?
A. What proportion of what?--What proportion of the yards that I

visited? 

Q • .  �,,Y,A.Ul have already said that the proportion of ba• welds caused 
you concern. I w�ll now ask you wh�t proportion caused you concern. What 
did you mean? 

A. When we checked the yards,--and now I have to say "we" because there
were a lot of people besides me at this point inspecting the yards--we found 
that, as I said, a substantial number of them were welding substandard and 
that their inspection was loose. We ran some check tests to get some feel 
for what percentage of the welds were non-compliant in the surface shipyard� 
and looking at the radiographs, in the light of our present and then concern, 
we found as high as 85 per cent of the radiograpos we looked at were 
rejectable. Now, you are in a big area. What I just said is a big mouthful. 
I've got to say this now, that when you sit in the Bureau or sit in the y�rd 
and look at a radiograph, and say that this radiograph is rejectable, you 
have many factors other than the condition of the weld which cause you to 
reject a radiograph. Now, I say this; it's no different than your camera. 
You take the picture and you develop it. If your dev�loper is hot, cold or 
indifferent, if it is dirty, if you have been out of focus a little bit-
when you look at your final picture, you are going to throw it in the waste
paper basket. You say, "This is a lousy picture." It doesn't mean that your 
wife is any different looking. You see my simile. So, remembering this, 
this is where the numbers I am talking about come from, that we got over a 
fairly wide check, I mean, a rather large number of radiographs. We got a 
high number of rejections of the radiographs we looked at. 

Q. How do you wish to leave it with us, Commander (b}(6}--we have now
heard that silver-brazed joints, the efficacy of br4zing silver-brazed joints 
lef.t much to be desired, and the validity of welded joints left much to be 
desired. Can you compare those two in the order of magnitude? 

A. Yes, sir, I think I spent the last nine months of my life in this
question. A welded joint which would be rejected today would not, in my 
opinion, and this is my engineering opinion, fail. The silver-brazed joint 
made with any of the things which I have said were wrong with silver brazing 
originally, which is, the wrong material, poor workmansnip, or poor quality 
control, would fail. 

Q. I don't wish to compare "now" with "then." At the time of THRESHER' s
construction, would you answer the question, please, compa�the relative 
reliability of the welded joints with ·· silver-brazed ones. 

A. I don't see a great deal of difference in my answer.

Q. 
A. 

through 
sorry. 

You said that a welded joint rejected now would not--
All right. I am sorry. The hesitation is I have got to go back
a tremendous number of things to come up with these answers. I'm
There were looks taken at THRESHER'S steam joints. Off the top of
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my head, I can't remember the numbers, but there were only a few of them 
that any concern was shown over. In other words, a look was taken at 
THRESHER. The fact that this doesn't ring a flag to me means that the 
welding at that time was better than the silver braze that I have discussed. 
In other words, it is a hard way to answer your question. 

RE-EXAMINATION BY THE COURT-

Questions by a court member, CAPT OSBORN: 

Q. If I were to tell you that the complete sea water system and
associated piping were completed in an operable condition and all tests were 
complete on 15th of March, 1961, which was the date we think THRES�R com
pleted her power range testing and all systems were complete; can you give 
us an index of the quality of silver-brazed joints you would expect to find 
in the sea water system? Really, what I am driving at is all the things you 
have discovered, all the particular detailed correction procedures that you 
have tried to initiate and have initiated. Would there be a reasonable 
chance that, in those systems, any of those corrections would have been 
adopted at that time? 

A. 1 March '61?

Q. About 15 March '61.
A. Well, my answer to that has to be yes. It has to be that, because I 

assumed my present post in August. Enough work had been done preceding me 
by other people in my job and in jobs in the Bureau where the July '61 
addition of this NAVSHIPS 230-2 was on the street; and just looking into the 
amount of research that took--I would say that some of this must have come 
from this Yard and would have been effective on THRESHER. This is the best 
answer I can give. 

Q. That seems to be the toughest problem we have in this particular area
--is to decide when and where certain advances and inspections and processing 
really took effect. Really, as a matter of opinion, do you think we'll ever 
get a handle on this until we've tested them all? 

A. My answer is that we will have to have a handle on it now.

Neither the counsel for the court, the court, nor the counsel for RADM 
Palmer, a party, desired to examine this witness further. 

The president of the court informed the witness that he was privileged 
to make any further statement covering anything related to the subject matter 
of the inquiry that he thought should be a matter of record in connection 
therewith, which had not been fully brought out by the previous questioning. 

The witness stated he had nothing further to say. 

The witness was warned concerning his testimony and withdrew from the 
courtroom. 

The court then closed at 1450 hours, Wednesday, 8 May 1963. 
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The court opened at 1500 hours, 8 May 1963. 

All persons connected with the inquiry who were present when the court 
closed are again present, with the exception of (b) (6) , who was 
relieved as reporter by (b) (6) 

Captain Qavid H. Jackson, U.S. Navy, was called as a witness for the 
court, was informed of the subject matter of the inquiry, was warned under 
Article 31 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice, was duly sworn, and 
examined as follows: 

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: Captain Jackson, this is a closed session of the 
court and classified information can be divulged here. 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. State your name, grade, organization and present duty station.
A. David Henry Jackson, Captain, U.S. Navy, Director of Machinery

Division, Bureau of Ships. 

Q. Would you state briefly the nature of your duties in your current
billet? 

A. In my current billet, I am the head of the Machinery Division, con
sisting of eight branches, which have to do with the main propulsion, 
auxiliary, electrical, fire control, and navigational equipment of ships. 

Q. Including submarines?
A. Correct.

Q. Briefly describe your naval and professional back�round and experience
A. I became the Director of the Machinery Division in October of 1961.

Prior to this time, I was the Director, the head of the Planning and Produc
tion Control Branch and the Head of the Computer System and Application Branch 
of BUSHIPS, for a period of two years. Just prior to that, two years prior to 
that, I was the Design Superintendent of the New York Naval Shipyard for a 
period of one year and a half, and the Industrial Engineering Officer in the 
shipyard for a period of six months. I attended the War College at Newport, 
Rhode Island in 1956 and 1957. Prior to that, I was in the Norfolk Naval 
Shipyard as Industrial Relations Officer; and prior to that, four years at the 
Engineering Experimental Station as the Laboratory Officer for the Metallur
gical, the welding, the electrical laboratories; and just prior to that four 
years, as a Project Officer in the Machinery Design Division in the Bureau of 
Ships, in which I was the Project Officer for the design of the machinery 
plants for destroyers and destroyer escorts, and Assistant Project Officer for 
aircraft carriers. 

Q. Are you familiar with the history of the condenser water boxes used
in THRESHER, and the consider�tions as to their reliability which obtained 
during her history? 

A. Yes, sir, I am.

Q. Would you relate this to us?
A. Yes, sir. I have a chronology here which I would like to go through

from the beginning. 
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Q. Can you keep it brief for us?
A. I will do my best. The contract for the water boxes and the condensers

for the THRESHER was let on 24 February 1958. This was a contract with the 
General Electric Company for the en ti.re propulsion equipment for the SS (N)593. 
This included the condensers, which were furnished by C. H. Wheeler. At that 
time, there were no requirements in the contract for a cyclic endurance of the 
condenser water boxes or heads; no requirement at all. By Change Order No. 2, 
dated 12 June 1958, the Bureau required the design of these water boxes to 
withstand . h/1 \

On 26 June of 1958, the Bureau 
sent to C. H. Wheeler a copy of a design memorandum. The original specifi
cations for the THRESHER invoked Section 8 of the ASME pressure vessel code, 
which was at that time in our main condenser specifications, also. On 26 June 
of '58, we--the Bureau forwarded to C. H. Wheeler a copy of a paper entitled, 
"Tentative structural design basis for reactor pressure vessels and directly 
associated components," dated 1 April 1958. The reason for this is because our 
specifications require that the condenser water boxes be designed at the 
minimum for Section 8 of the ASME Code, and this was the work that was done in 
relation to designing the pressure vessels for the reactors, and all of the 
data that was developed with the pressure vessel reactor conunittee and by 
Mr. James Machon from the Bureau of Ships. and a doctor--! don't have his name 
on the tip of my tongue--from Venice, and one from Sapho. These people 
developed this particular design vessel, and this has been used for the design 
of the THRESHER's water boxes. On 28 June of 1959, the Bureau of Ships 
approved the plan for the C. H. Wheeler condensers, which included a statement 
saying: ''It is considered that the water boxes will be satisfactory for the 
intended service." This meant that C. H. Wheeler had gone through the calcu
lations, and that these calculations had heP.n ch@r.kPrl hv t-hP. 'R11rP::111 nf Shini:: 

to see that they would withstand b(1) .
This gave a water box with a thickness of 7/16 of 

in inch. On 27 March 1959, the Bureau of Ships asked C. H. Wheeler to use 
7/8 inch material on all of the condensers, except the first two on this con
tract. The first two of these were going en the 593 and the 603. The 7/8 inch 
condensers water boxes would therefore be used for all those after this. 
There was nothing at the time in the : b(1) 

There was no question abouc--in going to this thicker water box-
concerning the ability or the life of those for the 593 and the 603. The main 
reason we went to this was because in the design of the 7/16 inch water boxes 
we had to put. a reinforcing ring in here, requiring two welds in this 
particular location; so that, in going to the 7/8 material, we were able to 
eliminate this reinforcing ring at this particular point and go to a smooth 
section which is shown on this particular picture right here. The other 
reason for this was that we found that we were being quite restricted in the 
forces on moments which we were requiring to be applied to the inlet and out
let nozzles on these water boxes, and that this was placing a rather strict 
and rigid requirement on the design and the designer of the piping coming into 
the condenser; so, therefore, we went to the 7/8 inch water boxes, which could 
withstand a much higher loading when an overturning moment is concerned. In 
fact, the overturning moment on the 593 is 65,200 inch pounds as compared on 
the 608 to 431,000 inch pounds. That was with the 7/16 inch box for the 
)5, 200 inch pounds, as compared to the 7/8 inch water box with the 431,000 
inch pounds. Then, in April of 1961, the whole subject of the THRESHER water 
boxes was reviewed, because of some tests that were conducted on the SCORPION, 
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which showed that the estimates of overturning moments and the estimates of 
forces could sometimes be in error by large percentages. The, whole design of 
the THRESHER water boxes reviewed at that particular time and' the position 
and confidence was restated that the THRESHER was ready to proceed on trials 
and that there was nothins;t to indicate that the THRESHER'S water boxes would 
not withstand b(1) 

Then, in June of 1961--shall I keep going on this? 

Q. I was going to ask you whether the THRESHER's condenser water boxes
were instrumented for stress during the successful deep dive to test depth. 

A. Yes, it was. The THRESHER condenser was instrumented for these test�
and the instrumentation consisted of twelve rosettes around the inlet piping 
in this particular location. We had three of the strain gauges that did not 
read properly, or were sporadic in the data they gave; and the other nine 
were satisfactory, and the calculations that were made based on this particular 
set of data equaled a fatigue life b(1) 

This was placing a factor upon these readings which we 
could use that were proper with applying a factor to them because we didn't 
think we had reached the maximum stress, the peak strP.ss: wP. fPlt that wP harl 

not reached the peak stress of these strain gauge� by applying a factor to 
these we were able to come up with a b(1) . . .
for these particular water boxes. If we had reached anything near the correct 
reading, the water boxes would have been good for at least b(1)

. The next time we instrumented the THRESHER, we put thirty
six rosettes around the well, one at the toe of the well, onP. at thP minrllP nf 
the well, and one at the back of the well; one ring of them, a ring of twelve, 
and each one of these circles, the data from these were no good. We could not 
make any analysis of these data at all on this particular dive, and so we had 
to throw these particular results out. 

Q. To your knowledge, have any other parts of the condenser salt water
system been examined as possible weak. points in THRESHER? 

A. Yes, sir, we have examined the tube sheets in the THRESHER and have
reached the conclusion that the tube sheets are adequate for the b(1)

Q. Are other condenser water boxes similar to those installed in THRESHER
currently in use? 

A. Yes, sir, there's the one on the 603, which is now being built at the
New York Shipbuilding Corporation at Camden, New Jersey. 

Q. But none in use?
A. None in use.

Q. Are additional reviews of such designs of water boxes for deep diving
submarines being made in the Bureau of Ships? 

A. Yes, sir. We have a contract with Southwest Research Institute at
San Antonio, Texas, at which we are running a cyclic fatigue test on this 
particular condenser, based on the test results we obtained on the 608. We 
have, also, in addition, hand tested the 593; we tested the 608, the 594, and 
the 609. Based on the test results from the 608, which were very good, 
excellent results so far as the strain gauges were concerned, we are going to 
use those test results to cycle this condenser with the hull inter-reactions 
and the submergence pressure inside, cycle this condenser to destruction, with 
the pressures that we have developed through the strain gauges on the 608 deep 
dive test. 
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Q. Would you briefly describe the military personnel situation now exist

ing in your division of the Bureau of Ships. 
A. When I took over Code 640, I had ten officers, including myself, in

this division. I now have eight. This division at one time had a total of 
twenty-three officers in this division, some four years ago. Speaking from 
memory, I don't have anything in front of me here on this, I have had for the 
past nine months one of my technical branches uncovered from an officer head; 
this is my Code 660, the electrical branch has been runn�ng without an 
officer head. 

Q. Has there been a compensatory increase in the number of civilian
assistants? 

A. In the last two years in this division, there has been a reduction of
approximately forty-five civilian personnel. 

Q. I would direct my question to the civilian personnel of engineering
capabilities? 

A. This is what I am speaking of.

Nei.ther the counsel for the court, the court, nor the counsel 'for RADM 
Palmer, a party, wished to examine this witness further. 

The president informed the witness that he was privileged to make any 
further statement covering anything relating to the subject matter of the 
inquity that he thought should be a matter of record in connection therewith, 
which had not been fully brought out by the previous questioning. 

The witness made the following statement: 

I would like to make one other statement. I didn't finish one question 
asked me there. We do intend to run--we have had this in the Change Order form 
right now--we do intend to run tests on all of the different configurations of 
water boxes on all of our submarines. This includes the water box, the support, 
the connecting piping and anything that might be different in them, because 
this is such a complex structure that it requires this kind of treatment 
review. 

The witness was warned concerning his testimony and withdrew from the court
room. 

CDR John Woolston, U.S. Navy, a former witness, was recalled as a witness 
for the court, warned that his previous oath was still binding, and examined as 
follows: 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

Ques·tions by counsel for the court: 

Q. Commander Woolston, Deputy Commander Submarine Force, Atlantic Fleet
Message 1314102, of September 1961, has been introduced in evidence as Exhibit 
162. It was addressed to Bureau of Ships. Do you have in your possession a
copy of the Bureau of Ships reply to that message?

A. I do, sir.

Q. Produce it.
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A message from the Chief, Bureau of ·Ships l52242Z Septe�ber 1961 WijS . 
offered in evidence and, there being no objection, it was so.r eceived as exhibit 
172. Counsel for RADM PALMER waived the reading of the Exhibit at this time.

Q. Exhibit 172 refers to the specifications for building submarines.
Would you discuss the statements appearing therein relating to the problem 
of sea water and electrical switchboards? 

A. Yes, sir, the particular excerpt from DEPCOMSUBIANT Message 131410Z
of September '61 with reference to the proximity of switchboards to salt 
water systems. The particular subparagraph ip this message that I would like 
to invite the court's attention to is paragraph 2(e). I have an excerp� from 
the self-contained specification for building submarines SS(N)593, page 583, 
lines 51 through 87, which I have checked and would like to submit into 
evidence. 

Q. This relates to the protection of electrical switchboards from salt
water? 

A. Yes, sir.

The cited excerpt was submitted in e'vidence and, there being no objection, 
it was so received as Exhibit 173. The counsel for RADM Palmer waived the 
reading of the exhibit at this time. 

Q. What was the effective date of Exhibit 173?
A. That was the date of the original signing of the

had been unchanged since the very beginning of THRESHER. 
specific date at the moment. It was in July of 1958. 

specifications. This 
I can't recall the 

Q. .From your own direct knowledge, can you state whether these specifi
cations were carried out in the case of the electrical equipment installed in 
THRESHER? 

A. I do not know, of my own personal knowledge, that they were; but I
suspect that particularly in the auxiliary machinery space they were not 
entirely met. I introduced these in evidence to complet� the record of the 
previous massage and to indicate that at least on the Bureau level there was a 
knowledge that this problem shoul.d be handled and consideration that the design 
yards had a piece of paper around which to work. Within the original design 
shipyards, I suspect that there are many areas wherein there is a straight 
shot salt water line· to the switchboards. 

Q. In ypur capacity while serving at the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard as the
THRESHER design project officer, did you conduct casualty studies with refer
ence to THRESHER class submarines? 

A. Yes, sir, both in the contract design phase and in the detail design
phase. 

Q. Will you describe these studies and �he results you obtained in them?
A. In general, there were two kinds of casualty studies which were held,

and perhaps this also explains some of the differences in approach which have 
been expressed by different representatives of the Bureau of Ships. One type 
of casualty study is a system casualty study wherein you go over each and 
every component and piece of pipe in the system, to see what would happen if 
it were damaged in any way. The second is a ship casualty study wherein you 
look for the ramifications of what could happen after any particular casualty 
to any particular system. With each salt water system there might have been 
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·hundreds of hypotheses that we went over and looked at each and every item.
Then, we went from there, say, to the engineering approach, rather than the
system approach, the ship approach. We looked at what would happen to the
stream of water, wha,t would go out afterwards, what would shut-downs be. At 
this time, one casualty was a serious salt water leak. The assumption of 
action at that point went in two ways; b(3) 10 USC 130 

you would shut the proper valve, b(3) 10 USC 130 and 
proceed on propulsion b(3) 10 USC 130 until you had isolated the particular 
leak. The other b(3) 10 USC 130 and 
isolate or shut down all. We did not go, at that point, far enough into the 
flow rate consideration; we did not go at all into the flow rate consideration 
to see whether or not the ship could surface after these. This was a lack of 
knowledge. 

Q. In describing these studies, you used the word, "we. 11 Will you please
explain what you meant1 

A. I was speaking.of myself and �he various people responsible, respon
sible people in the codes in the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard at this period of 
time. 

Q. Did the personnel of the THRESHER participate in these studies?
A. Not in the early studies in the game, because the personnel had not

arrived yet. After people did come, we went back over these studies with 
individual people, also the training lectures talked to the problems of 
casualties in the system. Although the casualty studies were not written down 
in the instruction books, they were known to individual codes in the Shipyard, 
to myself, and were described to the crew as a part of each system study and 
as a part of the whole engineering plant study. 

Q. Did ship's company benefit from any casualty study concerning a
casualty to the auxiliary sea water system in THRESHER? 

A. I couldn't say, to the best of my knowledge, whether they benefitted
or not; I would assume they should have. 

Q. I will tephrase my question. Was there such a study conducted by your
people in Design? 

A. Yes.

Q. Was it communicated to the crew?
A. Yes.

Q. Do you recall the extent of that study and the names of the ship's
personnel who learned it? 

A. -The serious flooding casualties were items that were discussed in the
lectures on the sea water system and, in general, most of the people in the 
crew were there. We individually spoke to people, I would say, literally 
hundreds of times about serious casualties, in particularly hydraulic systems, 
sea water systems and air systems. I couldn't tell who at any particular 
meeting. 

Q. My question related to the extent of the instructions of a casualty to
the sea water system, the auxiliary sea water system. 

A. Well, I reiterate that the effects of sea water systems and the valves
that had to be closed, the results of the study were passed during the lectures. 
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Q. Do you recall whether there was one addressed to casualties in the
auxiliary sea water system? 

A. This is what I thought I was saying, sir.

Q. Are you aware of any action being taken in the Bureau of Ships to
increase the safety of THRESHER class submarines? 

A. Yes, sir. The Bureau presentations, there have been many items
discussed of the mechanical nature, and there are some others that have been 
mentioned that are being done. Relative to the matter of instructions, we 
are instituting a damage control book which we have not had heretofore as 
part of -the ship's information book series. These books will include the 
results of studies that are being made now relative to the ship, the damage 
control features of the system, pointing out in particular the things that 
you people have pointed out. We have not told them in writing; now they will 
be in writing. We are studying further, particularly in the light of the 
tests that you gentlemen had made here, better protection; not words in the 
specification, but something that we can do better to isolate our electrical 
plant from the effects of salt water. Continuing vent system improvement or 
major elimination of the vents. Changes to the ASW system which would in
clude not only additional valves, automatic sensing system, automatic closure 
system, b(3) 10 USC 130 and the ability at
any time, in any space, to isolate that space from the effects of sea water, 
from any other space. An emergency blow system is well on the way. Remote 
operation of valves as a part of the over-all studies of the ASW system will 
also include further work on other sea water systems in the ship. Automatic 
securing devices and reductions of openings have been mentioned. 

Further work is being done on plane recovery, both from the standpoint 
of mechanical limitations as one possibility, or other methods preventing 
stern plane dive jam or recovering therefrom. Increased air capacity for 
all ships is under consideration for immediate implementation. A Change Order 
came out yesterday explaining the ultrasonic inspection of sil-brazed joints 
throughout the submarine Navy, effective 1 May, with a report of all joints 
that haven't been inspected prior to that time for Bureau decision as to on 
what schedule they will be corrected. We are looking at another item which 
involves the over-all design, the design of the submarine, not just the 
details, but the deviations that follow yards may make from this design. This 
is a project, particularly since the beginning of the studies for the fiscal 
year '63 submarines, in trying to insure ourselves that follow yards do not 
deviate. We have allowed them in the past, and we are restudying the areas 
wherein we must say, "Thou shalt not deviate. 11 Another area from a standpoirt 
of increasing recovery capability is to insure the integrity of the hydraulic 
system further by putting the critical valves which are depending on hydraulics 
all accumulated to insure one closure of the critical valves even with the 
complete loss of the hydraulic system. Many of these items have been studied 
over the past many years. At this point, they are being brought up as some of 
the items for consideration by the Change Review Board in a matter of weeks, 
instead of a matter of years. How many will go, I cannot say, but these are 
some of the directions that will go. 
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Q. With reference to the design and construction of THRESHER, from your
position in the Bureau of Ships, how would you evaluate the condition of 
responsibility of the Design Division, technical codes, and the submarine 
type desk? 

A. The Preliminary Design Division in the Bureau of Ships is responsible
for the first go-around on the over-all ship. There they maintain a respon
sibility, namely, in the hydrodynamic field throughout the life of the ship. 
The contact design code, that's Code 440, picks up and'mainly holds the 
responsibility through the life of the ship for structure, theoretically and 
practically. That is a study of what kind of phones you should have and 
model studies to test them. They hold some hydrodynamic responsibility; 
these they never lose. Code 430 is responsible for the engineering plant. 
Individual codes to individual systems, but 430 for the plant. Again, through 
the life of the ship, Code 525 picks up from the Design Division the current 
responsibility for changes and design at the time the contract design is 
finished. 

Throughout the rest of the life of the ship, Code 525, as the leader of 
the team, accepts the recommendations from others, but adjudicates, unless 
overruled by higher authority. Individual technical codes are again mainly 
responsible for individual systems. This relates back to the damage control 
studies wherein there is a difference in approach between the man who is 
responsible for a PUFF, a man who is responsible for a system, and a man who 
is responsible for the ship. Some technical codes have items, some have 
systems, and a few, the type desk and the 435 progress people, have ships. 
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EXAMINATION BY THE COURT 

Questions by a member, CAPT Osborn: 

Q. One question. With respect to the instructions which you gave on
the auxiliary sea water system, as I understand it, with the design of the 
�onstant vent system as they existed in the initial phase of construction of 
rHRESHER, is it impossible to operate a plant t>(J) 1u u�c 1JU 

A. The loss of the constant vents were open before the check valves came
Ln we always had the possibility of an interflow, and actually, considering 
the size of the line, a major break b(3) 10 USC 130 the system, if you shut 
the big valves on that size of the system, the force flow would not effect the 
venters, but should have been isolated and that was why we developed the 
:heck. The reason why the checks were not in originally was because that 
particular item had never been heard of before, apparently, and it took them 
halfway through the detailed design of THRESHER' s PSA to have those things 
jeveloped and thoroughly tested. 

Questions by the president: 

Q. Com:nander Woolston, you &aid that casualcy studies which you had
conducted here at Portsmouth during the building of THREs;AER, were not 
written down in the Instruction Book on THRESHER; why? 

A. The instruction Books followed early ones in content. Originally
this was just descriptions, which included some studies on casualty control. 
The casualties in these were nothing like as serious as the one we had during 
most of the changes of the system rules where we would start to play it out 
with the people around and h�ve a head-knocking session over it. These were 
the kind of studies that resulted in the systems that we have. The intent of 
most of the studies was not so much what you would do in case, as what we 
would have the system do that will limit the damage that will result from 
these things, that will maximize the inherent capability of the system to 
continue itself continuously. 

Q. Now you have said that one of the things which is currently being
done by the Bureau of Ships to increase the safe operation of modern sub
marines is the institution of the damage control book. 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Who will have the resP.onsibility for preparing that damage control
book? 

A. The damage control book would have to be prepared by the individual
yard. Normally, what we would do, the lead yard, design yard would prepare 
this, and modifications would be made by the following yard. The require
ments for what goes into the boats will be laid down in detail by the Bureau 
of Ships. 

Q. Do you recall when you had the casualty studies made during
building THRESHER, whether or not the philosophy that pervaded those studies 
was one of quick closure of the main sea valves in the event of a rupture 
in the ASW or other high pressure systems, or was it to look for and 
isolate the cause of the leak? 
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A. I never considered that it would be possible to wait and find out
where a big leak was coming from. 

Q. It was apparent to you and those associated with you in these studies
that at that depth, and with the pressure obtaining at that depth, a leak 
would not permit a sufficient span of time to go looking for the cause? 

A. With the exception of the hull line, the continuous vent, the answer
is yes; that is correct. 

Q. You fully realized that if you shut down your system by closing the
sea valves, that you were depriving the ship of coolant water for its many 
heat exchanges? 

A. Yes, sir.

Unclassified 
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Q. Did you, at that time, realize that there would be a significant difference
in the length of time that the main propulsion plant could be continued in 
operation if the pumps were running at slow, rather than at fast? 

A. Yes. I do not remember whether we did or did not have pumps in mind at
deep depth in the early sea trials; I do not remember. 

Questions by a member, CAPT Osborn: 

Q. If you remember this so well, you relate
long you can run at fast or slow, right now. 

some details factually on how 

A. At high speed, b(3) 10 USC 130
calculations on the main condenser from the 
recognized that the main plant, if you shut 
we figuredb(3) 10 USC 130 

We had some original 
stand�oint of your plant. It was 
your sea water system down, it's out, 

Q. At what power?
A. At full power b(3) 10 USC 130 and att-·smalliJ,OWer 

it might last b(3) 10 USC 130 I do not feel ·-that once you shut the sea 
valves that you can get signiticant power from.the main propulsion plant for any 
appreciable length of time. 

Q. The question wasn't related to the shutting of main sea valves; the
question was shutting the auxiliary sea wAter lines; I mean the main valves in the 
auxiliary sea water system. I don't question your calculations with respect to 
the main condenser; I do seriously question whether the calculations were made on 
the auxiliary sea water system. 

A. Calculations were not. We did not run, and I don't think they've ever
been run since, on main air ejecter after conderser. Once the main ejector after 
condenser loses its water you've got two problems, the loss of vacuum is only 
one of them. The other is your dumping of steam. 

Q. I think Admiral Austin's question on this was the importance and the
transit involved of shutting auxiliary sea water valves instantaneously �ith 
respect to the effect on b(3) 10 USC 130 

other insulary equipment, such as cqolers, etc. If 
you do have that detailed information and you have made those calculations your
self, then you are one of the few. 

A. No, these are not calculations, Captain, these are studies of what would
happen qualitatively. We did not go into it quantatively, and I could not at 
that ti.me have given you any more than "Yes, we ought to keep power if we can" 
with the hope that you would only lose b(3) 10 USC 131 the system, at worst, that 
you would get a leak that would be significant• that you would shut b(3) 10 US the 
ASW system down. 

Q. What was the current thinking operating with respect to this casualty?
A. Of what should be done?

Q. Yes. Not in retrospect; I'm talking about the THRESHER prior to 8 April.
A. Basically, on how you set your system up, the approach was, we can shut it

up this way and this is what can happen, or you can shut it uo vour alternate way 
and this is what you buy yourself, or what it costs you. With the ASW svstem. 
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the first re-do of the system after contract plans, put in this longitudinal 
threat in the system and looked at the fact that we would anticipate if a sea 
water leak occurred on the ASW system we would b(3) 10 USC 130 

and everything we had, in order to be in the best position. For 
this you would have to acknowledge before you started, before you went into any 
evolution where you might get this casualty, "Do I want to be stiff before I go 
in, I want to try to isolate it if I go in." 

Q. Now, that's the question I want to know, was it a complete isolate,
completely isolate, no delay, or look and see? 

A. If you are shallow this is a possibility. If you are shallow, then
leaving b(3) 10 USC 130 gives you your best chance of maintaining a flow in the 
event of a leak, because then you can take it. As you go deeper you want to be 
harder in your systems. You want to have less loss due to flooding. You can 
afford less flexibility and water continuance. That is theb(3) 10 USC 130 

b(3) 10 USC 130 main sea water system as a case in point. b(3) 10 USC 130 
to be sure that you 

keep those condensers on the line, but the safest thing to do if you are shallow 
is b(3) 10 USC 130 you will immediately get a little 
sea water b(3) 10 USC 130 On the other hand, if you 
go down deep you have a better chance of keeping your whole plant on the line if 
there is a capability of b(3) 10 USC 130 

situation changes is how I would prefer. 
that the air banks stock failed. 

The situation changes just as the 
This is all opinion, how I would prefer 

Q. From your discussion of the multiplicity of actions, I would interpret
that you would investigate the flexibility involved and made a decision rathe·r 
than make an automatic. 

A. It is always hoped that you make every decision before you are faced
with the necessity of doing so. One of the items that goes into it is where you 
are and the decision as to how your plans should be set up is a function of your 
depth, I think. This would be my approach and this kind of thing was presented 
to the o�erators. "If -- here is what could haooen: here are vour choices" and 
the damage control book again, at least currently, unless doctrine would indicate 
that you have set specific depths to designate your rigging for near surface, 
you would have two setups, or maybe more than two setups. The same situation on 
the hydraulic system, with the multiplicity of options that you had there, as to 
what you gained and lost. and pressure demand versus constant pressure. 

Neither counsel for the court, the court nor counsel for RADM Palmer, 
a party, desired further to examine this witness. 

The president of the court informed the witness that he was privileged to 
make any further statement covering anything related to the subject matter of 
the inquiry that he thought should be a matter of record in connection therewith, 
which had not been fully brought out by the previous questioning. 

The witness stated that he had nothing further to say. 
' 

The witness was warned concerning his testimony and withdrew from the courtroom. 
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The court recessed at 1600, 8 May 1963. 

The court opened at 1615, 8 May 1963, behind closed doors. 

All persons connected with the inquiry who were present when the court recessed 
were rgain present in court, with the except ion of (b) (6) , who was 
relieved as reporter by (b)(6)

No witnesses not otherwise connected with the inquiry were present. 

William H. Eckhart, a civilian, was called as a witness for the court, was informed 
of the subject matter of the inquiry, was advised of his rights against self-in
crimination, was duly sworn, and examined as follows: 

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: Mr. Eckhart, this is a closed session of the court. 
Classified information can be given here. 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. State your name, address, and present occupation.
A. William l-i. Eckhart, (b) (6)

Engineer in the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard. 

Q. How do you spell your last name?
A. E-C-K-H-A-R-T.

Chief Design 

Q. When did you become the Chief Design Engineer of this Shipyard?
A. On the 1st of April 1958.

Q. Would you briefly describe your professional and educational background
'3.nd exoerience? 

A. I was graduated from Rhode Island State College in Kin�ston, Rhode Island
1 

Nith a degree of Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering in June of 1938. 
[ came to work at the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard on the 3rd of January 1939 as a 
Junior Marine Engineer. I worked in the mechanical or marine .. engineering field 
1ntil May of 1947, at which time I became supervisor of the ordnance Section; and 
1eld that post until June of 1954. In June of 1954 I became tupervisor of the 
1echanical Branch and held that post until January a.f 1956. I had a little over 
)ne year in value engineering as a general engineer from January, 1956; to April 
)f 1957. I was Deputy Chief Design Engineer from April of 1957 to April of 1958, 
it which time I became the Chief Design Engineer. 

Q. My questions now will relate to that period during the con,truction of
THRESHER after the contract design work was completed.· 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Will you describe the organization of the Design Division during the project
design period of THRESHER's construction? 

A. At this time we had, of course, a Design Superintendent, who was a ·�val
officer, and Assistanr Design Superintendents, who served as Project Officers for 
specific tasks. Then in the civilian organization, -;r was the Chief Design Engineer. 
My principal assistant was Ralph Means as Deputy Chief Design Engineer. 1 had 
three major technical assistants, Mr. Dunham in the Structural area; Mr. Cerilli 
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in the Marine-Mechanical atea; and Mr. Spear in the Electrical-Electronics area. 
' 

. 

Q. Describe and discuss your responsibilities as Chief Engineer, Design
Division, so far as THRESHER was concerned. 

A. I was principally concerned with the administration of the division, the
application of manpower, other various problems which arose, the development of 
procedures for handling work. The technical decisions were handled primarily 
through the Project Officer, the Assistant Design Superintendent. 

Q. Chiefly, then, your duties were those of personnel management and admin
istration of the Design Division? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Do you recall participating in any technical decisions involving design
work done in THRESijER? 

A. I participated in discussions leading to technical decisions, supplying
information and background knowledge which I might have had from earlier work. 

Q. How were the technical decisions to which you have alluded consummated?
A. In general, after such discussions, the technical codes would prepare

correspondence which was routed through the chain of command and eventually signed 
out, if the matter required Bureau decision, or if it involved a change in speci
fications. If it were within local control, these decisions were finally con
summated through the Project Officer, who directed or guided the technical course 
of action. 

Q. Was there a formal committee established to assist in making technical
decisions in the design area? 

A. Particularly in connection with the PSA, yes, we had a Design Review
Board. If you go back to the early stages of the project development, we did not 
have a formal group such as the Design Review Board. 

Q. Apart from that difference, did the functions performed by you and the
responsibilities laid on you change any from the time to which my original questions 
were directed through the period of the post shakedown availability of THRESHER? 

A. No, sir, not significantly.

EXAMINATION BY THE COURT 

Questions by a court member, CAPT Osborn: 

Q. How many times have you riliden the THRESHER?
A. I did not ride that ship.

Q. How many submarines have you ever ridden?
A. Oh, I would guess somewhere between half a dozen or a dozen.

Q. The design work undoubtedly which you've been subjected to, the tech
nical discussions of the subject, either had no technical feasibility and practic
ally was impossible actually to translate it into cold hardware. How do you think 
you can do your job unless you actually ride a ship? 

A. Although I have not ridden THRESHER, I have ridden -- The most recent ship
which I rode was the BARBEL. With that information, and with my responsibilities 
in the area of administration and application of manpower, and with my technical 
code people working through the Project Manager, who, in this case, was an Assis
tant Design Sup, I feel that the technical aspects were adequately covered. 
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Q. It would be your opinion that the Chief Design Engineer would be a personnel
man, is that correct? 

A. Personnel man, no. An administrator of the division, yes. There are
many things strictly beyond personnel involved: general procedures for accom
pli�hing work. One of the major fields in which I have devoted effort was also 
the alignment of the content and format of our documents to best serve the needs 
of the Production people, who must work with them. There comes to be between 
the technical and the administrative work a sufficient volume that it must be 
divided on some basis. In our case, the technical work �as handled through the 
Project Officer, and the administration through me. 

Q. One of the toughest examination questions recently given to high school
seniors with respect to enttring the leading prep schools in the United States 
was, ''What was Herman Wouk' s primary objective in the Caine Mutiny?" Could 
you give me a one sentence dissertation on what you think was the objective of 
that book? 

A. No, sir.

Questions by the president, VADM Austin: 

Q. Mr. Eckhart, the THRESHER design was a new design, relatively speaking,
was it not? 

A. I would say it was new primarily in the degree of refinement which
allowed it to go deep and to run quietly. 

Q. Well, in those two areas it forged new frontiers, as it were, did it not?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. It made necessary the advancement of the state of the art in welding,
for example, which had not been faced up to before, did it not? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. And also in the area of siiencing machinery which has a tendency to be
noisy and which required lots of mountings that are not normal on older submarines, 
is that correct? 

A. It required many new mountings, but these developments were evolved from
known and proven hardware. 

Q. What about the b(1) in pipe lines; were t�ose an evolution 
from older ships? 

A. They were an evolution �nd a development which was tested under our
Project Pressure and put through very rigorous te�ts before they were allowed to 
be installed aboard the ship. 

' 

Q. In your association with the design of THRESHER, did you consider it a
sound design? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. You did not feel that it was taking too much of a quantum jump in any
area? 

A. No, sir.

Neither counsel for the court, the court, nor counsel for RADM Palmer, a party, 
desired further to examine this witness. 
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The president of the court informed the witness that he was privileged to make any 
further statement covering anything relating to the subject matter of the inquiry 
that he thought should be a matter of record in connection therewith, which had 
not been fully brought out by the previous questioning. 

The witness stated that he had nothing further to say. 

The witness was duly cautioned concerning his testimony and withdrew from the 
courtroom. 

The court was cleared at 1635, 8 May 1963, for deliberative session.

The court adjourned at 1805, 8 May 1963. 
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TWENTY-THIRD DAY 

The court met at 0834 hours with closed doors. 

Portsmouth Naval Shipyard 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire 
Thursday, 9 May 1963 

All persons connected with the inquiry who were present when the court 
adjourned were again present in court, with the exception of (b)(6) 
who was relieved as reporter by (b)(6) RADM Palmer, a party, and 
LCDR Hecker, a party, and his counsel waived their right to be present at this 
session of the court. Counsel for RADM Palmer was present. 

No witnesses not otherwise connected with the inquiry were present. 

Samuel R. Heller, Jr., Captain, U.S. Navy, a former witness for the court, 
was recalled as a witness for the court, was reminded that the oath previously 
taken by him was still binding, and was examined as follows: 

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: Captain Heller, this is a closed session of the court 
and classified information may be divulged here. 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. Have you prepared additional presentations with regard to the effect of
certain postulated flooding conditions in THRESHER? 

A. Yes, sir, I have. I have a series that were requested by various
members of the court. Do you have any desire as to order of presentation, sir?

Q. I think whatever order you have arranged would be satisfactory.
A. At one of the earlier sessions there was some skepticism regarding the

conditions used by this Shipyard and the Electric Boat Division in conducting 
certain studies. The Bureau of Ships got the two activities toge.ther, squared 
away the assumptions, so that both activities are now using the same input 
information, and we used the two studies previously presented by me as the 
check problems to insure that the differences between the analogue computer 
used by Portsmouth and the digital computer used by Electric Boat were, in fact, 
producing the same answers; and I am happy to report that this check has been 
made and the two computer systems are producing the same answers. 

The chart that I have here (referring to a chart-numbered 11 111
) represents 

the variation of flooding times with hole size for two conditions of blow. Now, 
in both of these studies all main ballast tanks are blown. There is a delay in 
starting the blow of fifteen seconds from the time of starting of flooding. 
The discharge co-efficient of �he casualty is assumed to be eight-tenths. As 
before, the expansion of the air is assumed to be adiabatic. The banks are 
charged tob(1) pounds per square inch. This indicates that for the use of the 
so-called Captain's Air Bank, that's Air Bank Number One, ninety-six and a half 
cubic feet of continuous flooding of a hole two-thirds of an inch in diameter 
can be sustained indefinitely by blow; and for the entire four air banks, 
405 cubic feet. that a hole slightlv larger than one and three-eighths inches 
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can be sustained continuously, with the hyperbolic variation as the time, as 
the function of the hole size. 

Questions by a member, CAPT OSBORN: 

Q. One question. Where is the flooding in this case?
A. The engine room, sir. The hole size and the flooding time is really

independent of location, but because of the studies that have been performed 
by both activities, for the purposes of this chart the computers were left 
along and the flooding went in the engine room. 

Q. The only thing I'm really interested in, in all your studies, Captain
Heller--the trim effect of the position of flooding is included in the 
problem? 

A. Yes, sir. ·1 understand this.

Q. All the charts will be with engine room flooding?
A. Yes, sir. The second check problem was the variation of flooding

times with hole size with the initial ship's speed being eight knots, and with 
the ordered hard rise on the stern planes, fifteen seconds.after flooding 
starts, and with a constant reduction in speed due to plane angle of one-eighth, 
which was then maintained thereafter. The main ballast tanks were not blown. 
The flooding discharge co-efficient was again taken as eight-tenths. (The 
witness posted and referred to a chart marked 11 211 .) This indicates that the 
maximum size hole for continuous flooding that can be sustained with this speed 
condition is slightly less than one and a quarter inches, 1.19; and, again, a 
hyperbolic variation of flooding time at hole size. 

Questions by a member, VADM DASPIT: 

Q. What was the maximum angle you permitted the ship to take?
A. We did not restrict the angle on the ship, Admiral.

Q. I thought with your earlier curves you pretty soon reached the point
Jf stall where speed didn't help any at all? 

A. That's correct, sir.

Question by a member, CAPT HUSHING: 

Q. That's ground into these curves, I assume.
A. Yes, sir, but we did not restrict the angle.

Questions by a member, CAPT OSBORN: 

Q. Let me get this straight in my mind. Did you leave, the stern planes
on hard rise all the time? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Well, really, what you do is after a guy passes something like fifteen
or twenty degrees, he'd probably go back down, dive--right? 

A. That's right. A word of amplification. There must be an infinite
number of varieties of combinations of effects and the computer can only 
handle a certain number of them at any one time. 

Q. If we want to correct these particular curves for a co-efficient of
discharge, a variation of this particular thing, say, between five-tenths and 
eight-tenths, roughly, how do they vary? 
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A. You do it by changing the linear scale of the abscissa, this point
one inch diameter, with a discharge co-efficient of eight-tenths, corresponds 
to the velocity through a hole that is siightly less than two-thirds of a 
square inch. So, a11 you have to do to change the discharge co-efficient is 
buggar the abscissa accordingly. 

One of the ground rules agreed to at this meeting between the Bureau of 
Ships, Electric Boat Division, and the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard was that for 
future work in casualty recovery that we standardize on a linear scale one 
inch in the abscissa to be one inch hole size and a discharge co-efficient of 
one, so that the transformation would be even easier. As indicated before, 
the first chart, and this one were the check problems. These were precisely 
the same conditions previously furnished to you by me and by the Electric 
Boat Division separately. We are now using the same assumptions, same ground 
rules, and we have the same results. 

(The witness posted and referred to chart numbered "3".) The court
requested a set of studies approximately two weeks ago to attempt to match 
times furnished by other testimony. The ground rules given at that time were 
to assume a flooding discharge co-efficient of b(1) to consider the 
water to be iso-thermal, forty degrees Fahrenheit; to include the hull 
compressibility and compressibility of water; the air banks to be charged to 
o(1) psi, all air banks available; initial ship speed of eight knots. You 
then requested to study the effects of two, three and four inch holes with the 
casualty starting at clock time 9:11; and at this time of 9:11 a series of 
things were ordered: that the ship was to take a twenty degree angle to level 
off at 120 feet; that shortly thereafter the reactor was to SCRAM; and that, 
when the ship had slowed down enough, the line shaft propulsion motor, the 
so-called emergency propulsion motor, was to be cut in at the earliest possible 
time; and answer bells at thirty-nine rpm; and then at 9:14 the blow of all 
main ballast tanks was to commence; that at 9:17 there was a �C transmission 
that said, "blank-blank test depth;" and that at 9: 18.1 the first implosion 
was heard. We were asked to study continuous flooding and flooding at various 
times to determine as best we could what would match the time scale. Now, 
for the two inch hole, the ship would initially tend to rise due to the speed 
effect and the ordering of the angles on the planes, goes over the hump and 
comes back down. Now, if the flooding is continuous, at the end of six 
minutes, these curves diverge. Continuous flooding carries it out and 
eventually below collapse depth at seven hundred and, oh, about twenty seconds 
after the start of the problem, twelve minutes. But if the flooding is secured 
at six minutes, which would be 9:17, under the conditions given, the ship would 
then be saved and return to the surface. So, at this point, we stopped studies 
of the two inch hole. 

(The witness posted and referred to chart numbered "4".) The three inch
hole was next studied under the same ground rules; and,here, a larger number of 
curves are plotted with the divergence points coming at the., time that the 
flooding is secured. The lowest one for continuous flooding crosses the collapse 
depth point at two hundred and eighty seconds about, which is four and two-thirds 
minutes. This is short of the 9:18.1 by a considerable amount. The case of 
securing the flooding at four minutes extends the time but �lightly to collapse. 
The three minutes time for securing flooding projects it a bit further. And for 
two minutes, the ship can survive. 

(The witness posted and referred to chart numbered "5".) A four inch hole 
was also st111iiPs Rnci thP sRmP t:ypical pattern is produced. In the case of 
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continuous flooding, collapse is reached at two hundred and ten seconds, or 
three minutes of flooding, at about nine--! beg your pardon--at about two 
hundred and twenty seconds, For the two minutes of flooding, at about 
nine-fifteen, corresponding to a flooding time of about two hundred and 
sixty seconds. And if the flooding were secured in one minute, the ship could 
survive. 

Questions by a member, RA.Ill DASPIT: 

Q. On your blowing assumption, I assume this is presuming you blew all
you had? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Have you any idea what the rate of blow was?
A. Yes, sir, The assumed rate of blowing initially was seventeen pounds

per second. This has been confirmed by a series of blow tests made at several 
activities since the problem was started. However, as I'm sure the court is 
aware, the basis of these studies was what we would call a normal blow. an 
adiabatic expansion starting with the initial blow rate of seventeen oounds 
oer second. and there is some experimental indication in one case that, with 
certain obstruction in the line, this would not be realized. 

Admiral Daspit asked a question that we consider how much water would be 
taken aboard the ship if it started at t>l'IJ feet and was to reach b(1) feet 
in seven minutes of time. The flooding discharge co-efficient was taken at 
b(1) to be consistent with the rest of our studies. No initial 
negative buoyancy was considered; no hull compressibility or water compression; 
the water was considered to be iso-thermal; ship had an initial trim by the 
stern of five deerees. 

Q. That means down by the stern?
A. Yes, sir. (The witness posted and referred to chart numbered 11 611 .) 

Now, for the condition for no blow and no speed, just the hole open to the sea,

for a b(1) diameter hole--we had to work the problem by surrounding it--
seventeen tons of water were taken aboard and it took a bit more than nine 
minutes to get to the b(1) foot mark. For a b(1) diameter hole it took a 
bit more than six minutes to get to the mark and forty-one and a half tons of 
water were taken aboard. And by interpolating between the two, we came up with 
a hole b(1) inches in diameter, corresponding to twenty-four and 
six-tenths tons of water that would meet the problem. 

Q. This is continual flooding?
A. Yes, sir, this is continuous flooding. Now, the corollary to this, the

companion study, was what would be the condition if there were no speed but 
there was an immediate blow of all main ballast tanks; and, as before, in order 
to match the time scale, we assumed two· different holes and then interpolated 
between them. (The witness posted and referred to chart numbered "711 .) A 
b(1) inch diameter hole corresponding to flooding of 110 tons took 
us out to five hundred and seventy seconds, nine and a half minutes. A b(1)

inch diameter hole with a corresponding flooding of one hundred and 
fifty-eight tons at about the 5.2 minute mark; and, by interpolation, the b(1)

diameter with 117 tons coming aboard matches the time scale desired. Now, 
this is continual flooding, Admiral Daspit, and not quite the answer to the 
question that you asked. We have found since then a way of answering your 
question in a little different fashion, which is to give you the immediate 
gulp of pll the water at one time and then securing; and, with your permission, 
I'd like to present that. 
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(The witness posted and referred to chart numbered 11 811 .) This came about 
as a result of the studies requested by Captain Osborn. His question was, 
"What was the additional negative buoyancy required to fit the time scale 
assuming no flooding , just the ship being heavy, and the heaviness being due 
to the temperature rise in the water, hull compressibility, the pressure of 
water, and some additional negative buoyancy at the start of the dive?" And 
he took away my speed, expect for the EPM. So, this is essentially the same 
conditions of the initial study requested by the board except that flooding 
is not now considered. This is a case of just being heavy. If the ship is 
5,000 pounds heavy, it can survive. If it is 13,000 pounds heavy, it will

continue waiting for a perturbation to kick it up or down, a thermal layer 
that would change the effect of the heaviness, or eventually unwatering the 
boat in a small amount through the drain system. These two figures appeared 
significant to us and they were included, although not requested. To match 
the 9:18.1, which is very nearly, Admiral Daspit, the question that you 
asked, the ship would be 45,000 pounds heavy under these conditions and match 
the time scale. The 50,000 pounds heavy would take it to the b(1) 

foot mark, which is the answer to the question raised by you, sir 
(addressing Admiral Daspit). The 35,000 pound heavy mark is merely added 
here to give you a feel for the spread of the additional negative buoyancy. 

Questions by a member, CAPT HUSHING: 

Q. I notice at the top there is the normal scale and information that
you've used on all the other charts. At 9:14, for instance, commence blowing 
all main ballast tanks. Do I understand blowing was started at that point? 

A. On one bank, Captain Hushing, Captain's Air.

Q. You have one bank?
A. That ' s a 11.

Q. And how much water does one bank displace in, say, two minutes to 
three minutes? 

A. I don't know how to answer that question as yet as a result of the
blow tests that have been conducted recently. It's not the same as we had 
initially believed. 

The eight charts referred to by the witness in his testimony, together 
with two charts entitled, "ASSUMPTIONS," were submitted to the party and to the 
court, and were offered in evidence by counsel for the court with the request 
that permission be granted to substitute photographs therefor at the conclusion 
of the court. There being no objection, they were received in evidence as 
Exhibit 174 and permission was granted for the substitution of photographs 
therefor. 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. Captain Heller, do you have in your possession copies of the results
of the main ballast tank blows conducted during THRESHER 1 s initial building 
trials? 

A. Yes, sir, I do; here they are. This is a Verifax copy of the completed
shipboard Test Memorandum entitled, "BLOWING MAIN BALLAST TANKS." This covers 
a blow with high-pressure air at sixty foot depth and a low-pressure blow at 
essentially the same deoth. 
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Q. On what date did the blows occur?
A. May 31, 1961.

Verifax copies of the results of the Main Ballast Tank Blows, conducted 
during THRESHER's initial building trials on 31 May 1961, were submitted to 
the party and to the court and were offered in evidence by counsel for the 
court. There being no objection, they were received in evidence as Exhibit 
175. 

Q. Would you briefly describe the tests exemplified by Exhibit 175 and
the significant data obtained? 

A. The method of conducting the test was to start with the ship at the
sixty foot depth, essentially stationary in the water, and to blow selected 
main ballast tanks, in this case, all dry, by using the high�pressure air 
system feeding the ballast blow. Banks Number 2 and 3 were on line, with 
Bank 2 at b(1) psi, Bank 3 at b(1) psi. The blowing time was thirty-four 
seconds. The ship surfaced at the rate of one-half a foot a second and took 
a small five degree up angle in the process of surfacing. The bank pressures 
after the blow were b(1) as read at the ballast control panel. This 
was not a particularly significant test; it was routine. 

Q. Are the high-pressure air and main blow systems in TINOSA similar to
those in THRESHER? 

A. Yes, they are.

Q. Have tests of TINOSA's high-pressure air and main ballast blow systems
been conducted? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Was the purpose to determine time versus pressure relationships?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. And any indications of difficulties that might have been experienced
by THRESHER in operational use of her systems? 

A. It is my understanding that the initial reason for conducting the
blow was to determine the pressure-time relationship to serve as a starting 
point for additional computer studies on casualty recovery methods. 

Q. Would you then describe the tests conducted?
A. Yes, sir. The banks were charged to as high a pressure as was

conveniently possible, which was b(1) psi; rated storage pressure is b(1) 
All banks were put on the b(1) pound header, thermotoupJ.es:: were put on 
selected valves to record temperature as a function of time; and two very 
accurate IC air gauges were cut into the line, one on the b(1) pound header , 
and the other on the b(1) pound header, so that they could be mounted in the 
same location and photographed with a very high speed motion picture camera 
along with a timing clock. The timing clock was triggered by actuation of one 
of the blow valves. In the initial run on TINOSA, this was Main Ballast Tank 
No. 1 blow valve. 

The sequence of operations was for the operator at the ballast control 
panel to flick the blow valve actuators coming from right to left--this is 
Main Ballast Tank No. 1 forward group, aft group, just as rapidly as his hand 
could come across these three switches. As the Main Ballast Tank No. 1 blow 
valve was opened, the clock and the camera were started, and away we went. 
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The initial run conducted on Friday last continued for a period of some eight 
minutes. The drop initially at the b(1) pound header in fifteen seconds was, 
roughly speaking, a b(1) psi; and thereafter it trailed off very slowly 
aboutb(1) psi in the next six-odd minutes. A corresponding reading on the 
b(1) pound header was that in the first fifteen seconds it dropped about 
b(1) psi·and continued very rapidly down that same relationship to about four 
and a half minute mark, when it began to level off close to b(1) psi. This 
indicated, on the surface, th�t something was blocking the b(1) pound reducer 
and, not being sure of what this was, we reran the same test under the same 
conditions on the evening of 6 May--I beg your pardon, at noon on 6 May, and 
we essentially repeated the results. 

We decided that we had best find what the obstruction in the line was and 
opened up the two b(1) pound reducing valves and found that a small 
strainer element in each valve at the inlet port, the b(1) pound side

1 
had 

been buckled, crushed, and effectively blocked about two-thirds of �he port 
area. These were removed and later that same evening, 6 May, we ran the test 
again. The system then performed essentially as expected and in good agreement 
with predictions. The drop on the b(1) pound header in fifteen seconds was 
approximately b(1) psi; it continued down at a hyperbolic fraction reaching the 
b(1) psi mark at six minutes. The b(1) pound header followed it essentially 
parallel at b(1) psi after the minute and a half mark, and this was 
almost exactly what had been forecast. 

At the request of the court, a similar blow was conducted last evening 
where the actuation of Main Ballast Tank No. 1 blow valve was not involved. 
The forward and aft group blow valves only were used. There was essential 
duplication. 

Q. Do you have records of these tests?
A. I have these on a plot, sir, and can produce as many additional ones

as you want. I have indicated how they went by time. Tabulated data can be 
made available if you prefer. 

-Two graphs depicting the results of tests performed on USS TINOSA's high
pressure air and main ballast blow systems were submitted to the party and to 
the court and offered in evidence by counsel for the court. 

Questions by a member, CAPT OSBORN: 

Q. I have one question on this particular deal. I understood that the
half life on these particular banks was eighty seconds, Captain Heller. The 
half-life on here is over 300 seconds. What's the discrepancy on that? 

A. The difference here is the difference in ground rules that became
evident in earlier testimony. The figure you quote for the half life was 
based on the initial Portsmouth assumption of flow rate. These curves 
presented today indicate the initial rate actually achieved across the board 
in several actual flow rates and is expanded theoretically from that initial 
rat·e; and therein lies the difference between what was presented earlier and 
what is presented now. 

There being no object�on, the above-cited graphs were received in evidence 
as Exhibit 176. 
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Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. Of what material was the strainer which you discovered in the high
pressure line? 

A. This was a non-corrosive, non-ferrous metal of the copper-nickel
family, very fine mesh. 

Q. Could you describe its size and exact location?
A. In words, this may become difficult; I will try. The basic strainer 

element was a small cone, perhaps an inch and a quarter, inch and a half 
altitude. The diameter of the cone at its mounting place was approximately 
three-quarters of an inch with a clear orifice in the mounting plate of about 
five-eighths of an inch. It was located in the inlet port of the reducer 
valves with the conical end pointing upstream, towards the flow, 

Q. To the best of your knowledge, are there any instructions which
require the removal of inlet strainers from the b(1) pounds per 
square inch high-pressure air reducer installations? 

A. There are no instructions that I know of that require it, There has 
been a recommendation by this Shipyard to the Bureau of Ships and to the two 
Force Commanders that these be removed from the several reducers, seven to 
be exact, in the THRESHER class ship. 

Q. When was that recommendation made?
A. Tuesday evening, I believe.

Q. Are you able to describe the underlying reasons for retention of the
inlet strainer assembly in the original installation? 

A. I can only give you opinion, not fact. It is my opinion that because

of the difficulty experienced with the scoring of the seats of these reducers, 
which was attributed by the operators, the builders and the valve manufac
turers, to be the effect of dirt carried into the valve, that these were 
inserted as a late modification to protect the seats of the valves. 

Q. Do you have any reason to believe that a similar strainer was installed
in a similar place in THRESHER's system? 

A. Again, I can only give you opinion. I do not know for a fact what 
existed, but my guess is that they were there. 

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: Mr. President, counse 1 is prepared to offe.r evidence 
on this point. 

PRESIDENT: Very well. 

EXAMINATION BY THE COURT 

Questions by the president, VADM AUSTIN: 

Q. Captain Heller, as I understand your testimony, the conical strainers

of approximately three-quarter inch diameter which were installed on the high-
pressure side of the b(1) reducer were provided for in the specifications 
for that valve? 

A. No, sir.

Q. Will you clarify this point?

A. They were provided by the valve manufacturer in addition to, as some�
thing over and above the specifications. 
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Q. Was the change to the specifications of this "over and above"
provision by the contractor tested for feasibility, safety and practicality? 

A. In the shop, sir.

Q. In the shop. In which shop?
A • . In the manufacturer's shop for the qualification testing of the valve, 

and on numerous occasions within the Shipyard to insure the tightness of the 
valve, that the proper reducing action was done, and that the built-in relief 
feature of the valve did, in fact, relieve at the proper pressure, incident 
to a sequence of rework when seats were scored on any number of ships. All 

ships currently building at this yard, with the exception of DOLPHIN, have 

the same type of reducers. 

Q. With the same strainers upstream?
A. To the best of mv knowledge. ves. sir.

Q. And on none of these tests which you have just described did such a
clogging of the reducer as was experienced in TINOSA found? 

A. To the best of my knowledge, none were so found, sir.

Q. From what source are these strainers obtained?
A. These were furnished by the valve manufact-urer, the Marotta Corporation,

Boonton, New Jersey. 

Q. Are we certain that the strainers in TINOSA and in THRESHER when she
was lost were, in fact, strainers furnished by Marotta Corporation? 

A. Again, I cannot speak from personal knowledge, Admiral. I can only
speak from intuition that the answer to your question is yes. To the best of 
my knowledge, there have been no strainers manufactured locally or provided by 
other manufacturers that would fit these particular units. 

Q. Captain Heller, do you have any opinion which might explain the known
failure of this kind of strainer in the case of the TINOSA test and the 
possible failure of these strainers in the THRESHER? 

A. May I answer that a·s one question, rather than two which you have
stated, sir? 

Q. What is the need for changing the question?
A. 1 prefer to answer one question at a time, Admiral. May I answer

first regarding the TINOSA, sir? 

Q. Yes.
A. It is my opinion that with the long, sustained blow, with the speed of

airflow and the consequent reduction in temperature, that there was a gradual 
frosting or icing on the mesh of the strainer element until it became essen
tially a thin membrane, at which point it performed as every other shell would 
when subjected to high pressure; it would tend to snap through, to buckle. 

Q. Now, would you answer my question regarding the possible failure to a
similar conical strainer in the case of the THRESHER? 

A. This is even more difficult to answer because I am not aware of the
situation that existed on the THRESHER that would correspond in any way to the 
blow test that was conducted on TINOSA. I can only hazard a guess. 
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Q. That is what the court asks, Captain Heller. If we all knew what
happened on the THRESHER, this court of inquiry would not be sitting and 
going through the laborious task of seeking information such as I now seek 
from you. 

A. I realize the reason for the question, Admiral, but I am not privy to
any particular information which indicates that a blow was conducted or 
attempted on THRESHER with the exception of the guidance furnished by this 
court in providing guidelines for the conduct of casualty studies. 

Now, if such a blow were attempted and if it had extended for a peri9d of 
a minute and a half or more and the same general moisture were present in the 
air system on THRESHER as apparently existed on TINOSA, then a similar 
incident could have happened, in my opinion. 

Questions by a member, RADM DASPIT: 

Q. In regard to your estimate of the cause of failure of the strainer on
TINOSA, and your earlier testimony that this strainer had been tested by the 
manufacturer and at numerous times in the shop, I would conclude, then, that 
either none of the manufacturer's tests or the shop tests had been of long 
duration or the air had absolutely no moisture in it at all. Could you 
conunent on that at all? 

A. Yes, sir. I would think that the duration was the compelling differ
ence here, sir. Under normal circumstances, the valves are tested hydrostati
cally for tightness, dried, and then·subjected to a very short period of 
pneumatic operation merely to show that they would open and close, relieve, 
and secure at the proper times. 

Q. Has the Portsmouth Yard instituted any changes in their testing
procedures in the shop as a result of this experience on TINOSA? 

A. This is under way but cannot be done until a sufficient capacity of
air is made available. We have scrounged around to find all available air 
flasks and have now acquired, by hook and by crook, enough to give usb(1) 

which corresponds to a typical air bank on an attack 
class nuclear submarine. 

Questions by a member, CAPT OSBORN: 

Q. I think that in this test the volume is extremely important and I want
to ask you a technical question in this vein. Do you think that if you had, 

say, as dry air as we could get, say, saturated air at fifty degrees 
temperature, and you expanded it with respect to a blow, that even under those 
conditions it would be highly possible that you would frost up this strainer? 

A. I would like a clarification, please, What is your meaning of the
words, ""Saturated at fifty degrees"? 

Q. I mean that the temperature, the vapor pressure of water is at fifty
degrees and as much water as can go in the air at fifty degrees is present in 
the air. The attendant physical problem is that it is cool in the bank,. 
naturally becomes available, probably be carried out by the velocity involved 
to the strainer and clog up the strainer. 

A. I would agree with that.

Q. So, with our present techniques, we've got a good possibility, even
under optimum conditions, of having a frosting on a strainer? 

A. Possibly, yes. There are ways to avoid this within the existing
technology, May I indicate at least one of them? In the conduct of the test 
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program on TINOAS this past week, we monitored temperatures on filters ahead 
of the reducer valves. These are separate from the valves and are provided 
basically to pick up any foreign matter that would be in the system; and they 
were located upstream of the reducer valves deliberately to protect these 
valves. The temperature dropped markedly as the flow continued, and frost 
was apparent on the outside surface of thP filtPr body. And at one point in 
the blow, the flag popped up indicating that the internal bypass on the 
filter had been actuated, that there had been something that clogged on the 
filter cartridge to prevent normal flow, so that the pressure drop was above 
that specified for the item of equipment. Now, with this internal bypass, 
the blow continued right on. So, it is possible to solve these problems with 
existing technology. 

Q. Where you have this particular problem, though, and you are going

through the filter and you bypass the filter, obviously the filter, one would 
assume, £costed, and then bypassed; then your air that can go through goes 
right straight to the filter. Is that correct? 

A. No, sir. Then the air that could go through bypasses the filter and
goes to the downstream portion of the system. 

Q. But it still goes through the reducer?
A. Yes, sir.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. I show you a letter, which is Exhibit 156 before this court, a letter
from Commander, Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, dated May 9th, addressed to the 
Chief of the Bureau of Ships. Subject is: "Pipe joint inspection USS 
THRESHER." It has a very short text. It says: "It is considered by this 
Shipyard that no additional pipe joint inspection is required for USS THRESHER 
during PSA other than that which results from damage incurred during shock 
testing. All piping systems have been thoroughly inspected previously and 
further inspection would be redundant. 

11 2. Bureau concurrence is requested. 11 

Did you sign this letter? 
A. Yes, sir, I did.

Q. Would you please give us your reasoning and motivation which prompted
you to write the letter? 

A. There's a difference between signing a letter and writing a letter,
sir. I approved it when I signed it. I did not prepare it. Now, the reason
ing that underlies its preparation, and this must be taken in the time scale 
of the letter, was that following the first and second sea trials of THRESHER 
when there had been difficulties with the constant vent and the trim and drain 
systems, the Shipyard had conducted a very severe test of impulsing the trim 
and drain system, which led to a modification of speed and valve operation and 
a modification of the sequence of valve operation and pretty definitely indi
cated that the trim and drain system was sound. The constant vent line had 
been thoroughly inspected for material identification and for the tightness of 
its joints. The ship had then been operating in the late summer and early 
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fall of '61, had returned to the yard over the December '61 - January '62 
period, and had undergone additional inspections and tests. It had been at 
this time at the Electric Boat Division for the shock hardening availability 
prior to the tests to be conducted at Key West. As a matter of fact, the 
ship was still at the Electric Boat Division when this letter was prepared, 
and we were aware of the tests and inspections that they were going to make 
and the results of the initial portion of it. We were further aware that 
the ship would be subjected to a very severe environment during the shock 
tests and its weaknesses, if any, would be unearthed at that time. Now, 
there was just enough doubt in all our minds that the Bureau concurrence was 
requested. We did not at that time have a firm handle on the post shakedown 
availability, and this was a way of getting one of the customers to circum
scribe the work to be performed. And I would interpret the letter both as a

releaser and the procurer of many similar, and the receiver of an equal 
number, that this was a "Poppa, get off and make a decision" type thing. 

Q. In December, 1961, you said,there were additional inspections and
tests performed in THRESHER. Were there additional inspections and ultra
sonic tests to her vital sea water systems at that time? 

A. I do not know. At that particular period in time, my duty at the
Shipyard involved the ALBACORE and DOLPHIN and I was physically present, but 
technically aloof. 
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1,t this point, (b) (6) relieved (b}(6) as reporter. 

Q. Yet you gave the fact of additional inspectivns and tests at that time
as one of the underlying reosons for your confidence in the lack of� need for 
further inspection. 

A. This \;lclS part of the backup inforuation furnished by the man who prepared.
this correspondence. This the sequence of events. 

Q. .lho w,H.: that man'?
A. To the best of my knowledge that was .Lieutenant Commander .J. H. Billings.

Q. Were you aware that the tests which were going to be made at Electric
Boat Division were on the hydraulic syster.t only? 

A. No, sir, I was not, and I .:.m not ow1re of that now.

Q. Yet you based some of your reasoning as to the lack of need for further
tests, on the work to be done at Electric Boat? 

A. That is part of the package. Part of the requirement for the Zlcctric
Boat Division's accomplishment during the pre-shock test availability, wns to 
conduct ultrasonic inspections of silver b�azed joints. 

Q. You testified, in explaining the purpose of the letter, that thure was

just enough doubt in"all of our minds about this.'· ilh.1t did you mean by in 
,.all of our min<ls"'!--ilho were the: ''our"? 

A. The people in the chain of cotTIIWn<l concerned with that lettcr--th(..
Planning an<l Estimating Division, the Dc.:sign i>i.vision end the Plunning Officc;r. 
That letter was signe<l by me as the /\cting Pii:mning Officer during the nbs�ncc.· 
of the regularly assigned planning officer. 

Q. Could you mention tho:;e people by name 1-,ho h::.d doubt in their 1;1in.:;. ,.bout
this•: 

/,. Yes. I would say that this was the Type O<::sk at thi:i.t ti.inc.,, Li.<,ut'.·nr.·.nt 
Conm,m<ler Billings; his civilian assistant; his ir.mu:�<liate supcri0r C,>mi1t.m .. �ct 
?-�.C.:ccn, the Planning and Estimating Superintendent; Lie.ut,:n,,nt: ::,,nu:lirn·l�r .'·.: i,.n ·.,1h,,
:,.•:'.s the ,\ssistant Design Superintendent for TllRESlU:R; GaptAin J,,cJ:::rnn .1hv \:;.'.,.: th<: 
tlc::ign superintendent; captain Strauss, who war. the 11 1.::.nning Ofi:i<:c:r ,,t th ,t c:,::..:": 
�n,; ccrtainly in my own. 

RE-EXAMINATION BY THE COURT 

(�u�stions by a court r:tembcr, RAOM Daspit: 

'<· Yet, Captain Heller, you r:icntione<l at one stage uf the c,•nr.truc:ti.,.,n ,>:·

the: TllRZSHEH am! after her first builder' f: trial, you u:::t!1; iupu.�.::;(: t.:!:;tine .m

the trin ..:.n<l dr.:.in. 
:. . Yes, si1'" . 

Q. ;Jasn 1 t this type of te:zting discarded <!ftcr -� certain pt:ri,xi of tim<t .,:;

an ineffective method of testing sil-br.::zc:<l piping? 
A·. . You are asking two questions at one: tim<:: t,..>o, ;,Jmir�l. 

Q. well hasn't impulse testing been t:iscardcd ,�s .:.. mctho<l of te:sting b.;:c.·,:.u�,.::
it is ineffective on si.1-brazed piping? 
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A. I can't answer that; I am not competent in that area, sir. The test was
not continued past the trim and drain system on THRESHER because the other salt 
water systems are essentially open at all times and not subject to the water 
hammer with a sudden opening of a valve. 

Questions by court president: 

Q. Captain Heller, when was the THRESHER built?
A. That's a very strange question, sir, and I don't know how to in�erpret it.

I can give you the sequence in time as to approximate keel laying, launching, sea 
trials and comnissioning. 

Q. Captain, all I wish to establish is the time frame for construction of
THRESHER. 

A. Yes, sir. The keel laying was in the spring of '58 as I recall. The
ship was launched in July of '60. The initial sea trials we.re two yea�s ago, 
May of '61. The ship was commissioned--and I know this date precisely--3 August 
1961, because it was my wedding anniversary. 

Q. When did the BARBEL incident occur?
A. I am groping, sir--I was not involved at the time with that. It must have

been in the fall or'winter of 1960 or the spring of '61. 

Q. I believe your first impression was correct; it was nearer the end of
November 1960. Did the BARBEL incident raise questions regarding the reliability 
of silver-brazed joints? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Was that concern known to you?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Was anything done to increase the reliability of sil-brazed joints after
the report of the board which investigated �he casualty on the BARBEL in 1960? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. I note that the date of your letter, signed as Acting Planning Officer,
was May 8th, 1962. And in that letter you say all piping systems have been 
thoroughly inspected previously and further .inspection would be redundant. Now 
in the light of what happened in BARBEL, in the light of the fact that ultrasonic 
testing had been developed subsequent to the BARBEL casualty, the court finds it 
a little difficult to understand your categorization as just a "needle" to the 
Bureau of Ships to make a decision regarding further testing. It finds it difficult, 
because the Bureau of Ships should be able to rely, to a degree, on the advice 
that it gets from those in the field. Could you clarify this please? 

A. The Bureau does indeed rely to a great extent on the advice it gets from
the field. But the Bureau does not always rely on any one activity or any one 
field, and there is a sensation that I have, having been associated with the 
organization for a fairly long period of time, that they must be prodded in 
certain areas on a continuous basis. 

CROSS-EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for RADM Palmer, party: 
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Q. Captain Heller, I would like to refer your attention to a question asked
you earlier by Captain Osborn with regard to--as I remember--whether you might 
expect icing in the strainer element, under normal operating conditions. Do 
you recall the question I am referring to? 

A. Not in that form.

Q. Do you recall the question?
A. I recall the question, yes, sir.

Q. Just one clarification.
procedure, that all air banks be 
the banks have been charged? 

Is there not a requirement or a standard operating 
drained of condensed moisture periodically after 

A. Yes, sir.

RE-EXAMINATION BY THE COURT 

Questions by a court member, Captain Osborn: 

Q. Do you know where the drains to the air banks are located in THRESHER?
A. Yes, sir. They come off the flasks. There's a little knob-shaped affair

with a manual valve. 

Q. In the main ballast tank?
A. Yes, sir.

Neither counsel for the court, the -court, nor counsel for RADM Palmer, a 
party, desired further to examine this witness. 

The president informed the witness that he was privileged to make any further 
statement covering anything relating to the subject matter of record in connection 
therewith, which had not been fully brought out by the previous questioning. 

The witness made the following statement: 

WITNESS: I will defer such a statement until a later appearance. 

PRESIDENT: We do not have you scheduled for a later appearance, Captain Heller. 

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: Is it correct to say that you have no statement to make, 
Captain? 

WITNESS: I have no statement to make at this time. 

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: And it is understood that neither counsel for the court 
nor the court desires to call you further at this time? 

WITNESS: Understood, sir. 

The witness was duly warned concerning his testimony and withdrew from the 
courtroom. 

The court then closed at 1000 hours, Thursday, 9 May 1963. 

The court opened at 1025 hours, Thursday, 9 May 1963. 
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. ill ·,er•o• connected wi�h the inquiry who w•r• pre•ent when the c;°C)llrt .C:.�!P� 
were-again F••�.

No person not otherwise connected with the inquiry was present. 

_The court then recessed at 1026 hours, Thursday, 9 May 1963 • 
.... .. ----

The court opened 'with open door• at 1130 houra, '?hureday, 9 •Y .1,6). 

All persona to the inquiry who were present when the court recessed were again . 
. present. 

. William A. Brockett, IAllt, U. S. Navy, wa1 called aa a witness for the c01,1rt, 
was adviaed of the subject •tter of the inquiry, wa• advi1ed of bis right• �er 
Article 31 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice, was duly awprn and was examined 
as follows: 

COUNSBL roa TRI COUIT: Thi• la an open session of the court, Admiral, and there 
are members of the public present. For that reason, cla■aified infonation may
not�• divulged here. Is that understood? 

·WITNESS: Understood.

COUNSIL l'01l THI COUIT: If a que1tion put to y01,1 by any mmaber of the court or· , , 
counsel would, in your judplant, require the incbision 9f cl•••ifiecl i-a•o�•icm , i,' 

to make the an■wer compl-.te, you will not anawer the question but will ao indicate ·
instead.

DlRBCT KXAMINATIOO 

. Questions. by counael for the court: 

Q. State your name, grade, organization and preaent duty ■tatj:on.
A. William Alden Brockett, Rear Admiral, U.S. Navy, Chief of the Bureau of

Ships. 

Q. Briefly outli�e your re■pcm•ibilitiea •• Chief of the Bureau of Shipe_.
A. I have th• ultimate .r••ponaibllity for the de1ign, conve;aion, repair

and maintenance of all ·•hip• in the u. S. fleet including, of course, submad.n_es.

Q. Would you aive ua a resume of your naval and·profeaaional ba,ckground
and expuiencet' ,, 

A. I:graduated- from the Naval Academy in 1934. I ■pent two yea,ts �!l\ the
NIW Ml!IOO a■ the junior diviaion officer; a year a, the boiler divi!�ion officer. 
1:1i,ent a year in the·CAL110lNTA •• the cOlllllll\icator for Cmmnander, Battle Poree. 

· ,I spent the z:l-,Ct year in the AUGUSTA on the China Station as Ship Secretary, signal ·
officer ancl'Admiral Yamell'• coamunicator. Then I spent the next �ar on the WAll>O
a river gunboat, aa gunnery officer. �e following year I spent as �hief engineer
in'the WZON, another gunboat. I c� back to the States in 1940, �nt to post
graduate acbool at Annapolia for two years. The third year was spenlt at MIT: vhere·
I received my degree a■ Maater:of Science in Marine Engineering. �rea,fter, i
went back to aea as chief engineer of the NIW OllWNS, and 1erved ini'her' untll
the apring o� 1 45, at which .ti• I waa deaipated for engineering duity .and there- ,_.
after we�t to the New York Naval Shipyard. At.New York Naval Shipy¥d ]j was
electrical deaign auperintendent for a year. I waa the as1istant Plann£ng --•nci
l1t11Datina Superintendent-for Machinery, llectr1cal, llect�onici and· Ordnance.
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We were short-handed. And in 1947 I went to the Naval Academy where I spent four 
years teaching fluid mechanics and thermodynamics in the Marine Engineering De
partment. Thereafter I went to the staff of COMBATCRULANT as Material Officer 
with additional duty as the representative of COMBATCRUIANT in Norfolk handling 
all administrative matters including matters of supply as well as materiel. In 
1954 I went to the David Taylor Model Basin where I served two years as the 
Industrial Officer. In 1957 I served for approximately nine months on the so
called Cordiner counittee and thereafter I spent approximately 18 months in the 
Bureau of Ships as the Director of the Machinery Division. 

In 1958 I became Production Officer for Long Beach Naval Shipyard, and in 1960, 
in September, I became the commanding officer of the Boston Naval Shipyard. In 
1962, on the 5th of July, I assumed duties in the Bureau of Ships as the assistant 
Chief of the Bureau for Shipbuilding Design and Fleet Maintenance. That remained 
my assignment until the 29th of April just past, at which time I assumed the duties 
of Chief of the ·Bureau of Ships. 

Q, What actions were taken by the Bureau of Ships as a result of THRESHER's 
loss and while you were serving as Assistant Chief of the Bureau? 

A. The actions taken were essentially a continuation of, and acceleration of,
the continuing review of design features that has always been going on on ships, 
and submarines in particular. The approach that I think we took was that there 
were some obvious lessons to be learned. Exactly what they were, we still do 
not know. We have weighed on this court to help us in this area, but we have 
addressed ourselves to certain possible things that might have happened. We 
have undertaken re-examination--and I might say, that where your question is 
addressed to that time when I was still the Assistant Chief, that there is no 
dividing line on this, that it was a continuous process; that which was going 
on after 10 April is merely the continuation into the present date--the re
examination of design features. 

We also, as you undoubtedly know, in hopes to implement the efforts of this 
court, established a special technical review board which is not addressed to 
the THRESHER but rather to the question of submarine design. This group is 
headed by Rear Admiral McKee and contains on it a group of people we think are 
some of our most expert people in submarine design. This board is in session. 
They had their first session on the 29th. They are working hard at a general 
review of the design of submarines in the current atmosphere. 

We've had an examination of casualty control techniques together with the fleet, 
and I might add here at this point that there is of course considerable fleet 
input. There have been meetings with representatives of COMSUBPAC, COMSUBIANT, 
and with the people concerned in Chief of Naval Operations. We are using those 
facilities which we have within the submarine design from external departments 
which include our laboratories, those civilian organizations such as EB Div--

Q. You mean Electric Boat Division?
A. Electric Boat Division of General Dynamics, who are competent in the

area of submarine design, as well as our own in-house capabilities. So it's a 
continuing review and naturally, there has been impetus to expedite some things 
which were in process but probably could stand some speeding up. 

Q. Based on that continuing review and your own knowledge, do you have an 
opinion of the overall soundness of THRESHER's design? 
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A. I do, and I will make it an opinion, that basically it is a sound
design. Naturally, the occurrence was cause of great concern and shock, both on 
a personal basis and a professional basis. I might say that I have had some 
early conditioning in this area. Being raised in New London, I remember the S-4 
and S-51--and in both cases there were people I knew aboard. But, fundamentally, 
we think that the United States has got the finest submarines in the world. 
They can do things that no other submarines, to our knowledge, can do. We have 
got a basically sound design and we must pursue those soft spots, if they exist, 
which would make the full utilization of these submarines doubtful in anybody's 
mind. 

Q. Have you formed an op1n1on as to the cause of the loss of THRESHER?
A. No, I have not. It's too early to make a judgment. I again hope that 

what arises from this Board, this court's deliberations, will possibly steer us 
in the right direction for things that need a hard look. At this point I think 
speculation as to the cause would be improper, but I'm sure that all of us 
would have a series of things that required a completely conservative approach, 
re-evaluation, re-judgment--and I could express again some opinions as to some 
of the things which I am sure this court has well developed. But to do this, I 
would be infringing into a classified area, I feel, and I would suggest that it 
wouldn't be proper for open court. 

Neither counsel for the court, the court, nor counsel for RADM Palmer, a 
party, desired further to examine this witness in open court. 

The president informed the witness that he was privileged to make any 
further statement covering anything relat.i.ng to the subject matter of record in 
connection therewith, which had not been fully brought out by the previous 
questioning and which could be given in open court. 

The witness made the following statement: 

WITNESS: Mr. President, I have no prepared statement to make and I would 
really prefer to answer whatever questions the court may pose. 

At this point all persons not otherwise connected with the inquiry withdrew 
from the courtroom and the court met wilh closed doors. 

REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. Admiral Brockett, this is a closed session of the court and classified
information c�n be divulged here. At the conclusion of your testimony I shall 
ask you what classification you would accord to your closed court testimony 
taken as a whole. Would you continue with your answer to the question which I 
believe was, "Have you formed an opinion as to the cause of loss of THRESHER?" 

A. The answer to this is specifically the same as I gave in open session.
But what I wanted to bring out are some of the things which we have done in 
the sense of, I say, trying to improve our surety as to the integrity of 
systems. 
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(b)(1) 

We have also put out 
a cnange order for all shi�s under construction--submarines under construction-
requiring that all ail-brazed joints made after the 1st of May be inspected using 
ultrasonic technique'il. Insofar as those ships which are in cODnission are con• 
cerned, this is still under review on the basis of the size of the problem, the 
magnitude of the problem, and that is to be done we think on an individual ship 
basis, but it is being expedited because, of course, this becomes a loose end. 

We are proceeding, and had been proceeding before the unfortunate incident, to 
110dify the blow rates with particular reference to BN's and this is·being 
d�veloped for the SSN's as well. So I think you can see some of the things that 
ha�e worried me most, as they worried you; i.e., pipe joints, electrical failures, 
the question of the blow rate, and then an included one of course, which has much 
greater magnitude, would be the question of additional air bottles for the 593 
class. This is under review but there are some things we can do and do rapidly, 
and this is what we are trying to accomplish. 

At the same time I might say that we've tried not to panic. The first reaction 
is to fly in several directions. You have got to move; you have got to do some• 
thing, but it's got to be something constructive and something that is, let's 
say, reasonably well thought out. For instance, as I mentioned, the question. 
of the blow rate was under consideration but it's been dragging along. It's 
been a matter of something better than routine business but not enough impetus. 
Many of those things which we have done are keyed into the published reports of 
what this board has been inquiring into. For instance, the question of spray on 
electrical equipment. This is being pursued. It is a nasty problem but we are 
looking at that. We are re-evaluating the question of sil-braze versus weld 
and this appears to be a very, very difficult design problem. So these are some 
of the areas in which we have been looking. 

l'RESIDENT: Admiral Brockett, the court has also been mindful of the danger of 
panicking and going to far in any direction. It is hoped the information which 
you have gotten from this court both in open hearings and from the closed hearings-
in which we have been happy to have had a representative from your Bureau present-
have been helpful and productive, because we have been quite mindful of the fact 
that the loss in this case is so great and so regrettable and so tragic, that 
there was great danger of just that--panicking--and going too far in the direction 
of getting perh�ps more air bottles into ships than you had any possible need for, 
and that sort of thing. So that I hope we have been succe$sful in avoiding any 
over-zealousness from a practi�al point of view. 

Q. Admiral·, would you go into just a little greater detail with reference
to your re-evaluation of sil-brazed versus welded joints, with particular reference, 
first to the reliability factors of each, and second, to the impact on ship design 
and construction if welded joints were used in greater numbers? 

A. Let me address myself to the latter questioh first.

Q. Fine.
A. In order-- to make welded joints, all of us know, I believe, that this

takes increased space around that joint and additionally it takes increased space 
when you come to take your radiographs, which you obviously have to do, and the 
impact we don't have in detail except we know it simply means a bigger boat; and 
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insofar as the two are concerned, one versus the other, it's my personal opinion-
and I have not talked this over with my best advisors yet--but it appears to me that 
with the ultrasonic test, which is coming to fruition after some years, but it 
seems to be at about the point we would like it to be now, that this is going to 
give us very, very good assurance as to the integrity of these joints, I would 
say within the realm of possibility and the good God's desires, that those joints 
made after 1 May have just as good a chance to be good ones in sil-braze, in the 
appropriate sizes, as those which are welded. 

Q. Could the fleet develop a capacity for making such tests?
A. Yes.

Q. Could you give us your views as Chief of the Bureau on the use of HY-80
steel in the hull of deep diving submar�nes? 

A. Well the simple answer to that is it is the only I®terial we have that
has any chance of doing the job, and I think that it's a first rate material, We 
had to learn a lot about it, and we now know a lot about it. But if you will 
remember, we didn't speak of HY-80 in ALBACORE. We spoke of low carbon STS,
I think. I was on the fringes of this at David Taylor because I had the welding 
group out there. It's a very tough material. As I'm sure you have been told, all 
of the work done at NRL in the explosion bulge test indicates that although we know 
it is a cracker, it is not a crack prop�gator, being a dense material. It has 
excellent explosion resistance and we think we have an excellent material here 
but like all other good things it takes tender-loving care and this is what I 
think we are giving it. 

Q. What is your evaluation of the adequacy of military staffing at the
Bureau of Ships level--first as a whole, and secondly with respect to those 
military personnel working on submarines? 

A. Well this is one of several problems that I face in my new job; and
I didn't come here to cry I might add, but we, as you well know, Mr. President, 
we do have a problem here because we have discussed this in connection with 
some other activities of ours performed jointly. We, right now, and speaking 
now to the whole group, are approximately two hundred officers shy of the 
designated billets. We have approximately 1050 billets to fill. We are 
trying to do this with approximately 940 officers. These- are round numbers 
and I speak of 11now11 as of l July. Yesterday, the Secretary came in and said 
11Here are some letters that rou are going to have to write to people that are 
retiring the first of July." And, "Which ones do you know by first names'?11 

So I worked this list over and I just thought yesterday there must be 30 odd 
Captains and Commanders on the list. I know these people; I know they are competent. 
When I gave the numbers to you, one thing that I did not include is approximately 
one hundred Ensigns and JG's who have the 1400-1405 designator and I think I am 
quite right in not including them because they are not qualified yet to do those 
things wh�ch an ED is supposed to do in the business. 

Q. Your numbers do reflect all of the engineering duty officers?
A. Yes, this is the head count. I have got them exactly if you want them.

I didn't bring them here for the _purpose of this court; I have been carrying them 
around as part of my campaign to see if I can get some help. 

PR.ESIDENr: The court would like to have them. 
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WITNESS: I will give you juat a gross idea of what has happened to the Lieutenant-
through Rear Admiral situation since 1959. We have 1046 billets. And the first 
of July '59, we had 1057 on board. Again I am leaving out the Lieutenant (jg) 
and Ensigns. On 1 July 1 60, we had 1002. On 1 July 1961, we had 947. On l 
July '62, 911. Projected'to 1 July '63--and this is a good number--841. Also in 

. 
t just the last couple days' experience, I have had two requests put to me for ED s 

for billets that don't exist. One with the OP-76 group Astronautic. Of course, 
with the Satellite business, there i& a lot of ship interest in this and that is 
where I would like to put an officer because it is good to have them in these 
positions. Additionally, I have had a request from the Air Force to provide an 
ED for them down at canaveral so they can keep their feet out of the molasses 
in connection with conversion of range ships. We have had a captain down there, 
one of our better ones ,' and he is in an aircraft carrier area of expertness and 
I want to get him back. I thought I was going to get him without relief but 
we got a letter that he be relieved by a competent coamander for a ship that 
they might build or convert. So there are great demands on us from many outside 
agencies. When I say "outside" I exclude from outside the fleet staffs, type 
commander staffs, the shipyards, the repair facilities, and laboratories and the 
Bureau itaelf. But we've got one ma�: in tne Defense supply agency in the 
technical area. We've got several in DCA. And there's a great scattering of 
talent and it is tough to keep it concentrated insofar as the submarine group 
is concerned, in particular I don't have any numbers but I can tick off some 
good competent people I know personally, and have over a number of years, who 
have left during the past year. CAPT James Bethea, CAPT K. Taylor, CAPT 
Ralph Kissinger, CAPT Chester Smith--these just come off the top of my head 
and I am sure there are more. Now what do we do about it? I think you know 
my ideas on this. We need some good competent help from the llOO's. We need 
to get a pay-back from those who go to post graduate school. If somebody takes 
the marine engineering �ourse or a naval architecture associated, which we do 
have this group, electronics, then they should, I think, pay back the Navy--if 
you want to call it that--and also improve their own competence and capacity, 
by two short tours or thereabouts associated with their specialty, and the 
advantage of the llOO's in the Bureau of Ships is tremendous, such beyond 
this business of giving us some help. It's the fleet input, and I might add 
that the submarine group in general has been particularly good about this, 
that we have had 1100 submarine officers in the Bureau and still do tod�y, 
but we could use more in all areas. Now, what happens, let's say we get the 
submarine group staffed up;, we still have other problems to face, and there 
is a tendency to pull somebody off who is actually qualified in the submarine 
sense, to handling another job that is important. I've got two .boys right 
now that I would like v�ry much to see in their area of specialty, but they 
are also doing jobs that have to be done. CAPT William Cross who is Comptroller 
and CAPT J. J. Nolan who I put in the personnel area to pursue just what we 
have been talking about. So, I didn't come to cry; I didn't expect to make 
this speech, but it is a problem. 

PRESIDENT: Admiral, I do know a good bit about your views on this subject 
and as you know, having sat iR the Bureau with you, surveying not only your 
problems but the Navy's and our problems--the planning management and 
development and criteria for selection of thosebest suited to carry on this 
most responsible job. 
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(b) (6) was relieved as reporter by (b)(6) 

RE-EXAMINATION BY THE COURT 

Questions by court president: 

at this point. 

Q. I would just like, though, to ask you a few questions about your own
Bureau. What percentage of the total shipbuilding load is in the area of sub
marine construction? 

A. Well, as you well know, at the present time it represents a large pro
portion of the total. It is the highest individual grouping of ships that there 
is. 

Q. Would it be more than fifty percent?
A. Well, it depends a lot on whether we speak in dollars and cents. I think

we should probably address ourselves to dollars, because dollars indicate com
plexity and complexity indicates engineering talent. I'm trying to do some 
mental arithmetic. I can do it in just a second (the witness made some compu
tations on a paper in front of him). I would like to make the statement subject 
to correction in the record. For this fiscal year I will say that the program, 
dollar value, is about half submarines, with 8 SS(N)''s and six SS(B)'s. 

Q. Now(as I understand, your Bureau is divided into technical lines and ship
type lines. In other words, you have certain people who are responsible for one 
technical area. 

A. That is correct.

Q. Then you have other people who are responsible for a ship type area. How
many ship type areas do you have? 

A� In the so-called type desks, I count seven. 

Q. 
A. 

Q. 
A. 

Q. 
A. 

One of which is submarines? 
One of which is submarines. 

Are those type desks roughly manned with the same number of people in each? 
No, sir, the largest one is the submarine type desk. 

How many officers do you have in that type desk? 

Mfi-:. J:,r,, 

Q. Roughly how many officers do you have in the other type desks combined?
A. I would have to check that, Admiral; I could give you an example, on our

auxiliary desk we have two, the destroyer desk -- I give you an approximate -
we have about five; the carrier desk has about four, and I can correct these all 
for the record; it's in this order. The 529 type desk has two naval officers 

. and a marine. 

Q. Admiral Brockett, realizing that your submarine type desk is numerically
stronger than your other type desks, in view of the fact that at least fifty? 
percent of the shipbuilding effort is in submarines, do you think that your sub
marine type desk is adequately manned? 

A •. I would say no to that question, although I must say for the record, that 
on an individual and workload basis, and recognizing the attention that is being 
paid to this particular area at the moment, that they are facing the same type of 
a workload tha·t all of the type desks are. I might add, though, that one of the 
areas which has not been mentioned, and.wh'ich is also important, is the design 
area. At the present writing, I have in the whole Design setup, one qualified 
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submarine officer. We have, incidentally, some good civilians in the Design area, 
but it has been a matter of the man we had in the so-called preliminary design, 
Commander Ar.oner, his resignation is effective the 1st of May. We have left in 
the hull design area Commander Leroy Jackson, and he is -- I hope to do some
thing about it -- due to leave in the Summer months, but we are gasping at the 
moment and we are faced with some rather difficult designs, one of them being the 
new reactor, the SS(N)671, SSG. Additionally, we are still in the process of 
cleanup on the 188A for the SS(N)'s, and we are right smack in the middle of the 
A-3 retro-fit for the 598 class.

Q. Now you have stated that you have only one submarine officer in the
whole Design part of your Bureau. This is one out of roughly how many? 

A. This is one out of approximately fifteen.

Q. Now let us consider the level of responsibility and authority in your
Bufeau. At what level, in your Bureau, is the senior submarine qualified officer? 

A. At the present time J would say actively engaged in submarine work, the
senior one is Captain Kern, the head of the Submarine Type Desk. 
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Q. And he is subordinate to how many levels of authority?
A. He is three notches below the Chief of the Bureau, but I might say we

have a short-circuit, so far as submarine matters go. 

Q. Do you have any Assistant Chief who is qualified in submarines? 
A. No, sir, we do not. I would like to address myself to this line of

questioning, Mr. President. I'm a believer in the lowest level of responsi
bility taking charge, and 1 have no fears along this line of questioning, as 
long as I have Don Kern and some of his contemporaries available. 

REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. You have commented on the Navy side of the staffing. Do you have any
comments to make about civilian staffing; first, at the Bureau level? 

A. Well, I would like to address this in a broad sense. There is a
community of submarine design concept in this country; there is some of it 
in the Bureau of Ships; there is some of it at the EB Div., and there is 
some of it here at Portsmouth. To a lesser degree, there is some at Mare 
Island. Now Mare Island hasn't been as active in recent years as they have 
in the past, and additionally there is a possibility of the development of 
competence in this area, and at least there is interest developing in it at 
Newport News. So, in the whole community of submarine design, it is my 
estimate that there are probably thirty to forty people in this country who 
are really qualified, all-around submarine designers. In the sense of a 
broad picture, there are specialists in some areas, some who are broad 
people, other specialties within that broad understanding. 

Q. From your experience as a shipyard commander at the Boston Naval
Shipyard, what comments would you make with regards to the ability to get 
the work done with what is available, what personnel are available in a 
shipyard? 

A. I think the opportunity to get work done is there. We have a problem,
and I might add that this is not peculiar to a public shipyard; it also 
exists in private yards. The ability to hire and fire is often mentioned 
with particular reference to the workmen on the job. My viewpoint on this 
might be somewhat different from others, but I feel that if you have a 
situation which requires firing of a workman, that you want to bull it 
through, you can do it, and I have done it. The NCPI, so-called, is in my 
mind, as a very large union contract; very complicated, and the large ship
yards are generally faced with the same thing insofar as labor itself is 
concerned; the people with tools in their hands. They have labor contracts 
as well, and the firing is not as easy at this level in the private yards 
as people tend to thi�k it is, because you have the same type of grievance 
procedures; you've got the same problems of seniority, the same general 
difficulties, if you want to call tham that, which you face in operating 
any industrial activity, be it public or private. One difference though, 
that the same protection provided to your workmen in private yards, or 
private industry generally, is also afforded your middle and I might even 
say your top civilian management. This is a pecularity of the Federal 
Government, and it is the Pendleton Act in a nutshell, which was badly 
needed at the time it was passed, and possibly it still is. Nevertheless, 
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this is the law of the land, and I don't think we are going to change it here. 

RE-EXAMINATION BY THE COURT 

Questions by a member, CAPT Osborn: 

Q. I noticed a great pride of your civilian people, particularly from
the Bureau of Ships, when they are discussing their responsibilities with 
respect to completing a design, but I see very little pride in t heir 
responsibilities for the design after it has left their hands. Can you 
explain this? 

A. I have not observed the phenomena; no, I cannot. Tell me more.

Q. Well, I noticed that a big effort on the part of your personnel, for
instance, in the circulating water system, for example, or meeting some of 
the rather remote elements of design. such as extremely high ejection, for 
instance, and high temperatures say o(3)11and the associated requirements 
with respect to pwnp requirements in that area, while a complete lack of 
appreciation, on the other hand, in operating a system in that manner with 
resoect to damage control at deep depths. I feel this is a familiar area 
problem with respect to the high performance we place on submarines going 
to deep depth. 

A. I'm with you, Captain; I know what you're talking about and I
agree. I think that my plea for people such as yourself to work in·the 
Bureau of Ships, as reasonablJ senior officers, has a lot to do with just what 
you're talking about. Now let me pursue this one more point; would you come 
to the Bureau of Ships, and the answer is "No, not right now, because it's 
looked on as the kiss of death." What I want are good officers who are 
going to get promoted who will come there and get promoted so th� piace 
doesn't look like the end of the line. 
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Q. There is no officer in this room, including any ED in this room, that has
had the stigma of specialist placed on them as much as I have, having been over 
fifteen years in the missile business, and from the standpoint of an operator 
itself ·the worst thing I could do, from a standpoint-of promotion in this system 
is to go to the Bureau of Ships and help you out at this time. 

A. Yes, I understood; this is something that has to be overcome.

Q. Now I would like to suggest a high performance ship, and I would say
submarines in this case, with respect to·the logistical problems associated with 
their maintenance and retro-fit, and the degree of confidence in that work, as 
compared with just the construction and new design preparation. Would you please 
discuss this area for me? 

A. I think that this probably cannot be answered categorically. I think
it has to be answered on the basis of individual cases, individual people concerned, 
individual yards, individual ships, if you will, but let me say this; I think I 
know what you are driving at. This problem, as you pointed out earlier, regarding 
overhauls, alterations, is going to be a difficult one, and it is going to have 
t.o get a great deal of attention. For instance, the BN's are out of the new 
construction.business very shortly, but we're walking right into a 41 ship problem 
and it's a lulu. It has been complicated by things which are, unfortunately, 
I'm afraid, again outside of the Navy's control, and logistics, right off the 
bat, worries me as much as it worries anybody in this room. I mean, different 
components from ship to ship; this is something that I've been aware of for ten 
years and I've been unsuccessful in doing anything with it, but having been 
with the Fleet for a while, I know what the problem is when you have the right 
spare part for the wrong motor, and the ability of ships to interchange parts, 
in other words, to have a common bin, in effect, goes down the drain in this 
process. The thing we seldom have, unfortunately, are sister ships. 

Q. Having been in the strategic business for some time, I've discussed
this problem with my aviator friends a lot, and their philosophy is when you 
get the shipbuilding program over, then, with respect to SSBM's, then we'll 
go back to diverting our assets to something el�e. With the experience that 
you've had to date with the SSBM's on station, and even SS(N)'s and particularly 
SS(N)'s in overhaul, do you think that this is an illusion? 

A. I know very well it is.

Questions by a member, RADM Daspit: 

Q. Admiral, you spoke about the need for 1100 officers in the Bureau of
Ships. You also said that in the submarine field you are better off than in any 
other area. One peculiar thing about nuclear submarines; they not only have the 
nuclear plant, but they are the only submarine·s that we have that can run at 
high speeds for a long period of time, and which are deep diving. Do you have 
available to you, outside of the Reactor Branch, any submarine officer who has 
ever had operating experience in high speed, deep diving submarines? 

A. I'm not sure, Admiral Daspit of the pedigree of the people I have. I
assume, having asked the question, that you know the answer; I guess it's no. 

Questions by the President: 

Q. Admiral Brockett, you just said that the thing we seldom have, or rather
a member of the court asked you a question in which �e used the expression that 
the Navy seldom has sister ships. The sta.tement is rather significant because 
it seems to denote to me a rapidity of dev·elopment, a rapidity of advancement 
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of the state of the art, which mitigates against sister ships; is this correct? 
A. This is correct, Admiral.

Q. Is there an answer in forward planning, advanced planning, longer range
of shipbuilding programs, or something of that sort? 

A. This is a matter of fundamental philosop�y that we've all talked to along
the line. I used to have a little speech I made "A step-up function on ships" 
instead of always proceeding up the sloping line, so that no other ship on it was 
different, so that you come up on it like this after you got something developed 
and build like this for a while and then go this way. I'm not convinced of the 
validity of my own argument on this, because I have to take the judgment of the 
Ships Characteristics Board and the bosses thereof in the Pentagon; I think they 
may know more about this than I do. Now there was a long discussion back in 1959, 
which I happened to read yesterday, regarding THRESHER, and should there be more 
THRESHERS or should there be a continuation of the SKIPJACK, and the decision 
was made at the time by people I believe competent to make this decision, that 
we would build THRESHERS, but again there are things that come along that are 
add-ons. The only thing that I would hope to be able to do, and I ·don't know 
whether I can do it or not, is not to compound them too much, so that one ship 
ends up with too many problems as a distribution or a share the poverty, in 
the wring-out of new developments. 

Questions by a member, RADM Daspit: 

Q. Isn't it true, though, Admiral Brockett, that under our procedures we
left it up to the shipbuilder to a large extent as to what equipment he puts 
into a ship? 

A. That is correct.

Q. And even if we built five GEORGE WASHINGTONS, and each ship is left up
to the shipbuilder, so the spare parts are not interchangeable between the 
five ships that are essentially sister ships? 

A. Yes, sir, that's exactly right.
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Questions by the president: 

Q. Admiral Brockett, you stated, and others have stated before this
court, that HY-80 is the only steel with which it is practicable to build 
a b(1) foot submarine. Well, how about a 700 foot submarine? 

A. I believe, and I say this with a line under it, that a 700 foot
submarine, which would be a so-called feasible design, could be built of 
one of the other steels, such as HT. On the other hand, if we go back a 
little bit, we will remember that high tensile steel was not the answer 
to a maiden's prayer either, and I would say at this stage of the game 
that we have as good, if not a better handling HY-80 than we ever had on 
the preceding steels that we used. 

Questions by a member, CAPT Osborn: 

Q. You discussed the degree of competence with respect to people
making real technical decisions. I would like for you to discuss the 
competence of the Ships Characteristics Board �ith respect to tying your 
hands with respect to the design of a ship, in which such various items 
as BUPERS, B1JMED have a vote on that particular board. 

A. I would be glad to answer your question, but I wonder if it�s
appropriate to. 'thLs -:cotirc-: · , .. 

Q. It's very appropriate to me in the fact that the characteristics
as such and were later developed in design as you went down the chain 
in the THRESHER were really not translated into operational characteris
tics or operational appreciation· of the ability to best operate the ship, 
because the ship was thrust on the people in a time when they had to 
complete it, and with very little time to acquaint themselves with the 
chances they were taking. 

A. This is part and parceI' of the step function versus the curve which
we seem to be on, where you are always pushing the state of the art. 
The unfortunate thing about this is that� ship is not conceived or built 
overnight. If it were, we could build them without changes, But the 
time span is longer than in any other military area that I know of; 
really you're talking about five years from the time the concept is 
fairly well solidified until such time as you have the hardware. Now a 
bright idea comes along and it may be an excellent one, and most of them 
are, but·r think there is a tendency to incorporate this into the ship's 
characteristics, possibly too early in the game, and it causes us to 
scramble, but this, in a sense, is what we .�re there for. I feel that 
every now and then we are over-run with somebody stepping on our heels, 
saying "we've got this and it looks pretty good" and the next thing you 
know you pick up the ship's characteristics and it's in it. 

Q. Two particular areas I'm particularly interested in. One is the
lack of proper damage control assessment in the THRESHER prior to its 
operation, which I i;..ould like to have you discuss, and the second area 
I'm primarily interested in is the desirability for so many remote, 
automatic, complicated system controls, how they came about, and do we 
really need them? 
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A. All right, let me take the first one. First of all, let me clai� no
expertise on this particular area of the details of what I assume wou�d �e the 
looping, say of your salt water system, the separation of your vital and non
vital components; your ability to secure a system without securing the main 
plant. As to the history of this I frankly do not have direct�anclp

1
p.ersonal 

knowledge, and I hope I can confine myself to those things in which I do have 
this knowledge. As regards to the other one, I will give you a philosophy state
ment without again addressing myself to the THRESHER design. 

Automation -- the work by itself always has made me somewhat suspicious and 
I view it as something you have to be extremely careful with. There are three 
types of automation in my mind. One is automation for automation's sake and you 
find this every once in a while. The second is automation in the sepse of doing 
something better, hopefully, than a man can do it, and the third one is the pro
position of automating because the man simply can't do it, and all through this 
you can see the time threat generally. One of the areas of discussion I expect 
to interject myself into as time goes on, as a connec_tion with the results of 
this board, is this question of how many needs to be remotely operated, speaking 
specifically of the valve systems, and how far do you go. Electronics, and I 
use it in the broad sense, I guess I should say electrical devices, can fail, 
they can cross you up. On the other hand, in many cases, depending upon the 
rapidity of the action of the individual in the crew, you can get away without such 
devices. It's a question that is difficult to answer in the broad sense, as J 
guess I've indicated by my answer, but it is one that certainly should be under
stood. 

Q. We have a tough problem in connection with submarine personnel and their
experience in which we have tried to make the system easier to operate, simpler 
to operate, perhaps less technical training to operate it required, but a real 
lack of appreciation of consequences involved, particularly with respect to 
casualties. There are some things that we have to do automatically if we get high 
performance, but I do think, having had a lot of experience on the ships, that 
the number of things that we are doing automatically are considerably higher than 
they should �e. We probably ought to consider a lot more casualty action than 
reliability. 

A. This is correct. I really don't know exactly where this would break
out in the THRESHER, but I would hope you would 13,gree with my philosophy on the 
three kinds of automatic devices and it's the middle one that needs the greatest 
attention on our part. There are other things that everybody will admit are done 
better by a device, a senser, or what have you. It's this middle area, where a 
man can't do, and this is strictly a time element, how fast does it have to be, 
how quickly does the corrective action have to be taken when you get to a certain 
area. 

REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. We have heard testimony which indicates that there may be a disparity in
the standards of construction and quality assurance as between the reactor com
partment and the remaining areas of a nuclear submarine; examples are maintenance 
of clean areas, and welding specifications and requirements. Can you comment on 
the practicability of extending the standards to a uniform high level?
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A. Well, as in all things you run into the phase of cost effectiveress.
Where a system is of vital importance to a ship, and the nuclear reactor and its 
associated equipment being obviously one of these, with a big star on it, and I 
would also suggest that within this group is such things as salt water systems, 
anything with ea pressure, hydraulics, high pressure air, etc., these should, 
and certainly will require that they get very special attention; the whole 
envelope itself gets it right now. But how far you go is, I think again, some
thing that we are in the process of reviewing. There is nobody who can possibly 
fault in any respect the quality control imposed, exercised and made to stock of 
the Nuclear Reactor Branch. Whether or not this is warranted across the board 
remains in my mind something of a moot question. We certainly don't want to be 
in a position of neglecting those things which are in fact important. 

Neither the counsel for the court, the court, nor the counsel for RADM Palmer, a 
party, wished to examine this witness further. 

The president informed the witness that he was privileged to make any further 
statement covering anything relating to the subject matter of the inquiry that he 
thought should be a matter of record in connection therewith, which had not been 
fully brought out by the previous questioning. 

The witness said that he had nothing further to state. 

The witness was warned concerning his testimony and withdrew from the courtroom. 

The court recessed at 1245 hours, 9 May 1963. 
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The court opened at 1415, 9 May 1963, with open doors. 

All persons connected with the inquiry who were present when the court closed 
were again present, with the exception of (b) (6) , who was relieved by 

(b) (6) as reporter. 

No witnesses not otherwise connected with the inquiry were present. 

Rear Admiral Ralph K. James, U.S. Navy, w•s called as a witness for the 
court, was informed of the subject matter of the inquiry, was advised of his 
rights under Article 31, Uniform.Code of Military Justice, was duly sworn, and 
examined as follows: 

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: Admiral James, this is an open session of the court, and 
members of the public are present. For that reason, classified information can
not be divulged. If, in your judgment, the answer to any question put to you by 
a member of the court or counsel would require the inclusion of classified matter 
to make it complete, you will not answer the question but will so indicate in
stead. 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. State your name, grade, organization, and present duty station.
A. My name is Ralph K. James, Rear Admiral, United States Navy, currently

attached to the Bureau of Ships, Washington, D, C. 

Q. What is the nature of your present duty, sir?
A. I have just been relieved as Chief of the Bureau of �hips at the ex

piration of my four•year appointment, and I am currently serving in the capacity 
of a special assistant to the Secretary of the Navy on tasks.that he, from time 
to time, shall assign until my retirement becomes effective on 30 June of this 
year. 

Q. Would you briefly sunnarize your naval and professional background and
@xoerience. sir?

A. I was graduated with the Class of 1928 at the U. s. Naval Academy; a
sea-going line officer for a period of two years, followed by a three year 
post-graduate course at Massachusetts Institute of Technology that terminated 
in the award of the degree of Master of Science in Naval Architecture and 
�arine Engineering. 

I was subsequently attached to and served in several Naval Shipyards in 
varying capacities from the role of Ship Superintendent, doing the job of 
undertaking the overhaul of ships, through the planning, design for ship over
haul, and construct'ion. I served at sea with the fleet in repair ships as a 
Repair Officer. Overseas during the war both in the African and in the Pacific 
Theatres in varying capacities, largely in charge of ship repair to the battle 
damaged ships that were in the respective areas in which I have served, Sub• 
sequent to the war, I served as the original Executive Officer and subsequently 
as C01D11anding Officer of a new establishment for the handling and storage of 
repair boats for ships of the Navy. Subsequently a student at the Naval War 
College, followed by a tour of duty at a naval shipyard as Shipbuilding Super
intendent. This brings me to 1951, when I created for the Navy an activity 
known as the Shipbuilding Scheduling Activity, where I served as its first 
collllll8nding officer. Thence to the Bureau of Ships as Comptroller of the Bureau 
for a period of two years, following which I c011118nded the Long Beach Naval 
Shipyard in California for three years. In 1958 I returned to the Bureau of Ships 
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as Assistant Chief for Field Activities, having the direct administrative re
sponsibility for the various field activities, including Naval Shipyards, Labora� 
tories, and Supervisors of Shipbuilding offices� And in April, 1959, I was 
appointed Chief of the Bureau of Ships by the President, and have served in that 
capacity until April 29, 1963, just passed. 

Q. As Chief of the Bureau of Ships, were you knowledgeable of THRESHER's
design, and did you review her design during the period that you were Chief of the 
Bureau? 

A. The THRESHER's design was one that, in its initial phases - shall we
identify it as the contract design phase - was completed prior to my tenure in 
office. The ship was actually laid down in 1958 before I became Chief. Sub
sequently, however, because of the various aspects of the THRESHER's design which 
were raised, it has been the subject, more or less, of a continuing analysis. 
THRESHER represented -- 1 am pausing in order that I may phrase it in a non
classified manner - represented a significant step forward in the state of the art 
for ship silencing and for depths to which sub1118rines could go. For this reason, 
it represented an area where there were continuing interests on the part of the 
operating force in all aspects of the craft that subjected the THRESHER, perhaps 
more than most other ships, to review from time to time of the various aspects 
involved. Subsequent to that time there have been two or three analyses and 
reviews of the design, including one that has been instituted only since the 
tragedy of her loss. 

Q. What is your appraisal of the soundness of THRESHER's design and her
reliability and safety for operating within her design limits? 

A. Well, because of the very nature of the reviews to which the design of
THRESHER was subjected, I think I can speak with great feeling. In my jud8JDent, 
as a practicing Naval Architect with over thirty-three years experience and 
background, that this ship represented the finest in capability to perform her 
duties at sea and to be possessed of the greatest of safety capability that was 
within the means of ingenuity to produce and work into the design and construction 
of this ship. 

Q. What actions did you take as a result of THRESHER'S loss?
A. Well, the loss of THRESHER, of course, came on the heels of a feeling,

as I have expressed it, of great confidence in the design of THRESHER. I might 
elaborate a little on your prior question. We achieved significant increases 
in depth capability as demonstrated by the THRESHER herself. In succeeding 
excursions to test depth during her short lifetime, we achieved significant re
duction in sound and noise of this craft as a result of many changes brought 
about that paid off handsomely in the suitability of this ship as a warship to 
carry on her prescribed assignment. Notwithstanding this feeling of confidence, 
the day of the tragic news of her loss, a soul-searching by myself immediately 
followed as to, had we overlooked anything that might have contributed to her 
loss? As of that moment, there was little knowledge that was available to me 
as to what might have been the cause of her loss, which perforce was a question 
of heart and mind to examine again into all aspects of THRESHER and the ships 
that will subsequently follow her design that are in the building ways today. 

So I instituted a study group, having informed the Secretary of the Navy of 
my intention to do this. I made one fundamental policy determination that in a 
re-review of every element of THRESHER',s design, I would exclude from participa
tion any who had, in fact, participated in the original THRESHER design. This 
perforce led me to recall officers skilled in submarine design from the retired 
list because the availability of experts • and I use the term advisedly - in the 
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design of submarines is rather limited. It is limited essentially to naval 
officers of engineering duty discipline or to civilian engineers who have been 
associated with the program in naval establishments, with the single exception 
of civilian engineers attached to the Electric Boat Division of the General 
Dynamics Corporation. 

So from this spectrum I appointed a group of, I believe it is eight indi
viduals, headed up by a retired rear admiral, Rear Admiral A. I. McKee, who in 
the vernacular of those knowledgeable in submarine matters is virtually known 
as "Mr. Submarine," not only in the United States Navy, but he enjoys this rec� 
ognition in foreign countries where the submarine is part of the operating fleets 
of those countries - those friendly countries, at least. Admiral McKee is 
currently heading up this group. 

On Monday of last week, the last day of my tenure in office, this group under
took a detailed review, system by system, of everything that went into the 
original design of THRESHER. As an outcome of this, I am sure, because of the 
contrast of the high-grade talent, there will be suggestions for improvements. 
This group, however, is not given the specific task of attempting to uncover any
thing that might have been a contributory cause of this accident, but in full 
recognition that this court has the responsibility to determine the answer to 
that specific question, there is no desire or intent to overlap the objectives. 
In fact, it is expected that the results of your labors will contribute signifi
cantly to the efforts on the part of the McKee Board. I expect they will be in 
session no less than three months, during which time they will, in areas of 
structural design, take it apart piece by piece. In the electrical system, they 
will take it apart piece by piece. In the piping system, in the propulsion 
system - anything that contributes to the safety of the ship to operate at sea 
will be re-reviewed for whatever fundamental knowledge and information might 
flow from such a review. That constitutes my action subsequent to the tragedy, 
except, of course, in the concluding days of my tenure in office to learn as 
much as I could from sources available to me as to the circumstances that might 
have been contributory to the tradegy. 

Q. Based on information you hold today, have you formed any opinion as to
the possible cause of the loss of THRESHER? 

A. I would say that speculation, rather than opinion, has been -- I have
speculated, of course, as any responsible officer has done, as to the cause. 
I have been privy to certain information that has made my speculation perhaps 
a little more intelligent than others who have not been afforded the benefit 
of this information, but I am afraid here you are leading into revelation of 
highly classified information that is the basis for my speculation. So I yield 
to the ultimate outcome of the results of this court as the most authoritative 
source of intelligent speculation. 

Neither counsel for the court, the court, nor counsel for RADM Palmer, a 
party, desired further to examine this witness during this open session of the 
court. 

The president of the court advised the witness that neither counsel for 
the court, the members of the court, nor counsel for RADM Palmer desired to 
propound questions which could be answered in open court, but informed the 
witness that he was privileged in open court to make any further statement 

covering anything related to the subject matter of the inquiry that he thought 
should be a matter of record in connection therewith, which had not been fully 
brought out by the previous questioning. 
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The witness made the following statement: 

WITNESS: Well, perhaps one supplemental point to supplement what I have 
already said. THRESHER, of course, was the lead ship of a class of submarines 
of which there are a significant number. I don't recall the ex�ct number under 
construction. I believe it's nineteen. The court has access to data to 
correct that if. I am in error. As of the time of the tragedy and the subsequent 
review of the events, inevitably the question had to be asked: Should we cease 
and desist on the program to complete those ships now on the stocks, or should 
we proceed? This matter was reviewed rather extensively by myself and my 
counselors in the Bureau of Ships, and was a question raised by the Secretary 
of the Navy to get his own feeling toward this matter. My counsel to the 
Secretary, supported by others not within the Bureau of Ships, was that the 
THRESHER is fundamentally an excellent design; it has, as a lead ship, demon
strated her capability; and that there should, therefore, be no termination of 
the program to complete the follow-on THRESHERS now under construction. This 
has been accepted by the Secretary without question, and we are continuing with 
the program. 

At this point the court was cleared of those persons not connected with 
the inquiry, and the following proceedings were conducted behind closed doors. 

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: During the closed session of the court, sir, classified 
information, of course, can be divulged. 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. When the court was closed, you were responding to a question concerning
any speculation or opinions you might have as to the possible cause of the loss 
of THRESHER. Do you have anything further which you would like to add to your 
previous answer in this regard? 

A. I know I will contribute little to the court's knowledge, except just
what are my feelings in the matter, because I know you have been informed of 
the various data that my own people have contributed. There is also the 
knowledge of what has been published in the newspapers of events as reported 
by the messages that were exchanged between the surface ship tending the 
THRESHER and the THRESHER herself. I think the most significant factor in mv 
formulating an opinion was the information recorded in the SOSUS taoes and the 
analyses of these that have been made by the various groups in Norfolk and 
which are subsequently being reviewed by the crime laboratory in New York which 
gave a rather detailed picture of events as they occurred, minute by minute, 
including the fact of a reactor SCRAM, including the time intervals which were 
of significance; events that occurred which could be described as perhaps the 
collapse of part or all of the pressure hull, and then the subsequent collapse 
that could be described as the collapse of various particular pieces of equip
ment within the pressure hull. This, plus the knowledge, as I say, of that 
which has been made public leads me to a completely unsupported opinion that 
THRESHER suffered some sort of a casualty that, at the inception of which, 
could not have been considered serious by the operating personnel, Let me 
restate that: could not have been considered catastrophic by the operating 
personne 1. 
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I support this by the alleged exchange of messages which said, "Experiencf.ng 
minor difficulties," and doing the following things: These "minor" difficulties 
appear to have been the poHible source of an electrical failure that might have 
caused a reactor SCRAM. If at that time the boat was 1n negative buoyancy an� 
at or close to - and I believe she was at or close to - test depth, then the lose 
of power would have been a signif icentdeficiency in recovery that nonned ly the 
crew might have expected possible with the continuing availability of power. If 
this speculation has any validity, then the boat c�,uld have rather rapidly pro• 
ceeded below collapse depth, with all of the attendant tragedy that would imrnediatt1•• 
ly follow. I qualify my speculation as being only partially informed on events, 
but I have to believe that it had its start somewhere in some deficiency that 
occurred to the material of the ship before she got into real trouble. 

Q. Admiral, over the past three years there have been a number of failures
of silver brazed joints in submarine sea water systems, hydraulic systems, and 
high-pressure air systems. These fa! lure� have given impetus to consi-:ie ... ations 
as to the safety and reliability of silver brazed joints for service :f.n 11ital 
submarine piping systems. Can you canment on the reliability of silver brazed 
joints in vital systems as distinguished from welded joints in the same systems·: 

A. Well, I don't think there is any fundamental basis for a direct com�
parison of reliability of one kiP<l of a joint versus the other kind; rather, in 
my judgement, this comparison is valid only on the basis of the workmanship as 
reflected in one kind of a joint and the workmanship reflected in another kind 
of a joint. A well executed silver brazed joint in piping sy1tems exposed to 
high pressure hae been demonstrated by true pragmatic tests in various shipa to 
be as completely suitable as a well executed welded joint in a comparable system, 
Per.haps because the state of the art of workmanship in welding was greater than 
in the state of the art of silver brazing of joints, we get an onerous comparison 
that could be made between the two if we disregard the issue of woikmanuhip. 

We have been greatly concerned in the Bureau of Ships for a prolonged period 
of time fo:t virtually all of my tenure in off ice with the question of joillta :!.n 
submarines because of the serious implications of a joint failure. We in� 
stituted processes to verify the adequacy of workmanship some three and a hnlf 
years ago and found, to our great distress, that the workmanehip that we had 
believed to be adequate in some instances was not adequate. Now, confounded by 
the inability to see inside of a joint after it had been made up by the devices 
then available to u•, radiography revealed certain features of a joint, but did 
not reveal all of the features. There was need to have a means to see inside 
the joint, and we have pursued this problem with some vigor in various areas 
to find a non-destructive way to verify the amount of a joint having been pro ◄ 

perly made, and have succeeded in recent months in developing non�destructlve 
ultrasonic testing methods that will give us the assurance that a joint is in 
fact properly made up. 

A welded joint is r�latively easy to Nke up and to inapect for its 
adequacy if it 11 a shop joint, but in submarine,, as moat of you know, you have 
many, many problems with joints that are made up in some of the tightest, most 
difficult to enter corners, d1-)1:·c ·1 welded jQint can suffer from lack of p:tope1 
workmanship just due to the physlcal difficulties involved in getting around the 
circumference of a pipe to weld it properly and aubsequent:ly to ex"rnine it. We 
have, however, as a recognized change in construction techniques, directed - and 
I can't recall how long ago, but it was approximately one and a half to two venra 
ago · that all joints in all piping that were exposed to sea preesure,of three 
inches and greater sizes outboard of back-up valves on our submarines, '.J•!:i.·;-i to be 
welded joints. And this is being fitted in all new submarines as a means, we 
believe, of giving us the assurance that the joints have a greater possibility 
of being sound. Unclassified
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At the same time we have instituted some tremendous efforts in all submarines 
built in yards, both private and naval, to make sure that the techniques for 
silver brazing will develop joints that will give us a minimum bond of 25 percent 
or better, the 25 percent figure being one that our tests nave aemonscracea gives 
an adequate joint. We aspire to significantly better than that minimum and are 
�res�ribin� limits of - the exact fi2ure escapes me - but on the order of 70 to 
75 oercent of bond between the silver brazing material and the joint. These two 
actions were planned to be back-fitted ship by ship into the already completed and 
delivered boats as the opportunity to do so presented itself. 

Q. Do you have at hand any directives you may have sent out expressing your
concern for the quality of silver-brazed joints and the .state of the art. in the
const"ruct-ion of silver-brazed jo.ints? - .. . . ·-

A. Well, there are a number of directives, but perhaps one of significance
was at a time when the problem of the silver brazed joints and welded joints was 
one of the hotter topics in the Bureau of $hips. I did dispatch a message to all 
of the Naval Shipyards, to all of the Supervisors of Shipbuilding in private yards, 
not just for submarine construction but for surface ship construction, where these 
same techniques are being applied in high-pressure steam lines, expressing my 
significant concern about this·probiem and tried to impress upon my Shipyard 
COD1Randers, and my Supervisors of Shipbuilding the need for them personally to 
inject themselves _into an appreciation of this problem and to apply the processes 
that were then current to the work, repair and/or const.ruction involving joints 
out of copper-nickel and.involving silver braze. 

Q. Do you have a copy of that message?
A, I have a rather beaten up copy of a message that went out on the subject

in September of 1961. 

The witness produced a copy of Bureau of Ships message 152241Z of September 
1961, and it was submitted to the court and to counsel for RADM Palmer and was 
offered in evidence by counsel for the court. 

There being no objection, it was so received and marked "Exhibit 177 • 11 

Counsel for the party waived the reading of Exhibit 177. 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. As a result of your efforts and the efforts of all the others working
on the problem, would you say that the quality of construction of sil•braze 
joints over the years has improved and that joints being constructed today 
pr·ovide a reasonable measure of reliability? 

A. I believe, to make a short answer to that, definitely.

Q. Admiral, could you express your own views on the choice of HY-80 steel
for use in the construction of pressure hulls in deep-diving submarines? 

A. The development of HY-80 steel came in part from the need, as expressed
by the operating forces of the Navy, to achieve greater depth of operating 
submarines and yet allow for significantly increased pay loads over the sub
marines built using the ordinary carbon steels or the special treatment steels. 
The devetopment of HY-80. a high-yield steel, .possessing great ductility 
and yield at 80,000 pounds per square inch, was carried on over a period of 
years, and with its final manufacturing development, was identified as the 
fµndamental steel to be used. in the SKIPJACK, the 585. Prior to that, the 
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closest approximation of that kind of a steel that had been put into submarines 
was used in the ALBACORE, in which we used special treatment steel. Because of 
the high yield capabilities of HY-80, you are able to either go to greater 
pressure, or greater depths, with the same kind of a hull, or go to the lesser 
depths and carry a greater payload of those things which make a submarine a 
submarine, So it was a development that made possible the proceeding to the 
b(1) foot depth boat that was being sought by the operating personnel. 

The application of HY-80 brought with it headaches to the shipbuilders that 
have been a constant source of concern by the very nature of it. It has to be 
specially heat controlled for preparation of joints before welding. The welding 
rod itself has to be of special quality, and it has to be treated before use by 
a heating at those prescribed temperature ranges. It has to be free of moisture, 
and the circumstances under which the welding should be done prescribe that better 
welds can be attained in the controlled atmosphere rather than in the natural 
atmosphere that might obtain. 

Over a period of years, from the start of SKIPJACK to the present, we have 
undertaken many studies of the question of the application of HY-80 to sub
marines. It had started before I took office. 

In the early months of my tenure, a problem came up with the THEOOORE 
ROOSEVELT which involved a section of the submarine that had been borrowed from 
a SKIPJACK class hull on the ways and worked into the THEODORE ROOSEVELT at 
Mare Island, the first Polaris submarine, and we found cracking of the welding, 
which had characterized this material when welded under less than completely 
controlled circumstances. As a result of a discussion with the then Chief of 
Naval Operations, Admiral Burke, we challenged the validity of the choice of 
HY-80, and in - I believe it was in November of 1959, I assigned to the then 
Assistant Chief for Shipbuilding, Admiral Farrin, the task of creating a panel 
to study this question to satisfy me, a relative new-comer to the Bureau, that 
the Bureau's prior decision was a valid one to use this material in submarines. 

Such a study was initially finished early in 1960. The results were made 
known to me, reviewed by me, and accepted by me. I so informed the Chief of 
Naval Operations that I had reviewed and endorsed the application of HY-80 as 
a basic construction material in the submarines of the then current shipbuilding 
programs, but that I was continuing the study because as a result of the analysis 
of this material by a group comprised largely of engineer officers of the Bureau 
of Ships, the senior civilians, supplemented by a large number of people from 
industry, such as Babcock-Wilcox, the University of Illinois, Doctor Freudenthal 
from the University of Columbia, and others from the shipyard building submarines, 
welding experts, we blessed with holy water, if I may be so indelicate to use 
that expression, the use of HY-80 but recognized the need for further analysis 
of its fatigue capabilities. 

We found that the knowledge of fatigue failures in the world was extra
ordinarily limited. We recognized that in the aircraft industry they had to 
resort to such things, as many of you will recall they suffered a series of 
aircraft crashes -- they had to resort to the testing of full-scale airplanes 
submerged in a tank in order to apply the necessary cycles to cause its failure 
in an effort to determine why these other aircraft failed, 

We believed our studies should go on as a result of the simple reassurance 
from the panel about the application of HY-80 to the current construction pro
gram and what it meant in terms of the lifetime of submarines. So a series of 
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projects were undertaken, largely involving the collection of data from the.sub• 
marines themselve, . ....t�rmine the number of cyclical excursions a submarine 
experienced in t�e ��ae.o/ a year's operating service. We started instrumenting 
certain critical�areaa..-»«"boats to collect strain gauge data to assist in com• 
piling a factual background; and began the testin2 of models at the David Tavlor 
Model Basin and the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard uo to ei2ht•tenths scale models, 
subjecting these to actual cyclical variations of stress and strain. 

These programs are continuing. Our fundamental knowledge of fatigue is 
building up rapidly. We, the Bureau, have not.concluded on a lifetime probability 
for HY-8O type submarines, but we believe that with the cyclical operation of 
submarines from surface to test depth and in between. that we can see with some 
degree of certainty a minimum lifetime of thirteen years, and we are continuing 
our examinations to find out what, in fact, this amounts to. Now, when I say 
a lifetime of thirteen years, I don't mean in thirteen years we will have a 
catastrophic failure and all is lost. I mean that, unless actions are taken to 
dig out and repair cracks, that such a possibility would exist. 

We have instituted a system in all of the submarines in the shipyard to 
examine for the presence of cracks, and at the time of determining that there 
are, in fact, cracks in the HY-8O, to take the simple corrective measure of 
restoring the fund�ental strength of submarines to resist. This program will 
continue, but I think we have significantly improved our knowledge. 

As a final note, the desire for even greater depths cannot be satisfied 
completely with HY-8O, because it alone will cause high prices to be paid in 
payloads as we go down to depths already under construction in the b(1) foot 
AGSS-555. We must. therefore. look ahead. We have contracts on the street 
today for the development of HY-120. We are pressing further laboratory tests 
tnd developments of an HY-200. We are looking at alternate materials, including 
tluminum, titanium, and even filament-wound fiberglass hulls, all because of the 
�esire on the part of the Chief of Naval Operations and his support staff to 
1chieve even greater depths. 

Q, Is it your judgment that with our present equipment and, more par• 
ticularly, with present practices,:�e can adequately survey the hulls of 
HY-80 submarines to insure that there-will be no undue risk to safety involved 
in the operation of such submarines? 

A, I believe this sincerely. 

Q. We· have had evidence that there is a difference in the standards of con
struction and quality assurance as between that maintained in the reactor com
partment and in remaining areas of a nuclear submarine; examples are the main
tenance of clean areas during the conduct of certain work, and the standards 
and requirements for the welding of pipe. Can you comment on the practicability 
of extending the standards on a uniform basis throughout the ship? 

A. Well, of course, it would be practicable to extend these standards
throughout the ship from a point of view of, could it be done? But the wisdom 
of do-ing so would be lackins, in my judgment. There is the need in the reactor 
area to assert the greatest of care to preclude events which might cause a ship 
to become "hot" and have a failure that had to be dealt with; also to minimize 
the poss�bility of such failures. So there is.a selecting process by which 
these higher stahdards are applied to the reactor area and to the piping and 
equipment within the area as contrasted to other areas where a breakdown could 
b� dealt with in a way that today the Navy accepts as normal, without subjecting 
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ourselves to the tremendously increased costs of construction, the tremendously 
increased complication of electronic equipment, the tremendous increased time to 
produce our ships that would flow from a general application of those same 
standards into every system in a ship. 

Now I want to make one point here: it isn't either all white or all black. 
By this I mean that a system, because it is in the nuclear area, isn't the only 
system that receives special care and attention and all else receives little or 
no comparable care and attention in the construction area. Each of these receives 
the degree of attention that is merited by the gravity of the system and the need 
for protecting it during construction from anything that might derange it and add 
to the problem of completing it. 

Q. From the detached and dispassionate view of a man who is the ex-Chief
of the Bureau of Ships, could you connnent on the adequacy of the military staffing 
of your bureau, with particular reference to the submarine personnel? 

A. If the court is prepared to stay in session for about six hours I can
give an adequate description of this problem. I shall try, however, in the next 
two or three minutes to discuss this problem. Perhaps the greatest single un
finished part of the business that I left behind for my successor to worry about 
for reasons that are too numerous to mention and perhaps inappropriate to this 
forum, has been a lack of support for the younger officers of the Navy to seek 
out technical careers, more particularly to seek out technical specialist 
careers. The impact of this has been great. 

Instead of having an input of the kind of officers qualified to carry on 
the very great responsibilities of assisting in the design of these ships, 
participating in the construction of them, participating in their maintenance 
thereafter, we are receiving, over a period .of years, a greatly diminished 
number of officers coming into the engineering specialties, to the point where 
staffing of not just those with submarine qualifications and the jobs they 
fulfill, but the staffing of engineering officer billets in naval shipyards has 
become a matter of very serious concern. 

Q. Could you direct your discussion, if you will, to the effects any
shortage of trained personnel could have had in the design, construction and 
repair of THRESHER? 

A. Well, specifically, this Shipyard is running significantly below its
authorized strength of engineering duty officers. This Shipyard is not unique 
in this respect, but it is feeling the paucity of manpower. Therefore, the 
administration of the affairs of this Shipyard must place a greater demand on 
those remaining officers available, and on the civilian engineers, whom they 
generally direct, to carry on the roles that are the responsibilities of those of 
us who serve ashore in providing the required service to the fleet. I would 
say that this shortage of officers is significantly reflected in the sometime 
inadequancy that we find in specific systems, programs that we have. 

I can cite you examples in connection with problems dealing with certain 
destroyer classes where, because of the inability of our manpower to review 
detailed plans on certain reduction gear that went into the BIDDLE class 
destroyer, defects were allowed to creep in that had a significant impact on 
the production of the equipment and thereby contributed to an unimportant 
failure, nevertheless, in the ship. I cite this as the kind of thing that 
is also a reflection of the increased volume of work that the Bureau of Ships 
must administer. 
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The appropriations have grown in the four years of my tenure in office from 
something around two and a half billion dollars to something over four and a 
half billion dollars. During the same period of time, the civilian personnel 
of the Bureau has been reduced from roughly 3800 down to 3100, a reduction that 
has been taking place in the engineering area as paralleled in the staffing of 
engineering duty officers, at a time when we find ourselves with almost double 
the burden, with a reduction of 20 percent in personnel to do the job. This has 
been a long-winded answer, but is a subject that touches me right to the quick, 
and I haven't been able to do a damn thing about it. 
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(b) (6) relieved (b) (6) as reporter at this point. 
�-

Questions by���:,�dent, VAll1 Austin:

Q. Admiral James, to put it in capsule form, at a time when the complexity
of shipbuilding is increasing at the most rapid rate, perhaps, in the history_ 
of man, you are experiencing not the ability to get a greater input of 
talent to cope with this greater complexity, but are finding that despite 
all that you could do you had to accept a lesser quantity of talent to cope 
with this incressing complexity; is that correct? 

A. That is absolutely correct, sir.

Questions by counsel for the courti 

Q. Did your remarks apply equall� as well to the civilian staffing of
.the:Bureau •• in·.our _Naval Shipyards?

A. My remarks applied specifically to the civilian staffing of the
Bureau of Ships. Staffing at the Naval Shipyards is an�ther subject and 
ie perhaps less serious than is that at Bureau Headquarters. 

EXAM1NATION BY THE COURT 

Questions by a member, CAPT Osborn: 

Q. Admiral James, we've had one other case involving pressure from the
operating forces and pressure from the technical sections of the Bureau to 
maintain a piece of equipment in operation that was a bad bit. I refer to 
the pahcake.engines on the 563 class submarines. Do you think in an effort 
to increase our production that this has been the case with sil•brazed joints? 

A. t don't rela·te the two at all, Captain. One is a process.; one is a
product. And I think you can distinguish _between the two. 

Q. I am referring to the result in uch case, Admiral. In one case we
have no, really, opposition with respect to sil-braze work, a method of 
determining our particular status when, at the time the problem existed, we 
re.lly had no method that had then been developed? 

A. I would say -that there is no question about it but what the prepara
tiort for introducing this new process into the shipbuilding industry, both 
private and naval, lacked certain imaginatiort at the time it was adopted. 
We did qot prepare our manpower to the degree that now we know to have been 
necessary. The process; however, under controlled cortditions, as I have 
S'tated, leaves nothing to be desired. 

Q. l have no doubt of the process once it's urtder control and properly
ultrasonically tested, Adm.irai. 1 am just referring with respect to the 
slowness and particularly with respect to 1 say; the status of, say, 
THRESHEl or TINOSA, how to establish those other than having to pay pretty 
deady for it. 

A.· Well I must cortfess to only a superficial knowledge of the pancake
problem exc_ept to know ·that it :i.s not a very sterling performance producing 
this en$il'u!. Re-engining of the ships, of cqurse, was a significant 
problem that we all shied away from as the last resort. Perhaps we post
poned the last resort too-damn long, trying to. get operating submarines. 
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Q. Well I don't share that this is any particular individual responsi
bility. I'm just looking at the whole process as a whole, and certainly 
with a big advantage in retrospect. How do you feel about it in retrospect? 

A. How do I feel about--

Q. About silver brazing, in retrospect?
A. I have no concern about properly executed silver brazed piping in

any state. But I must confess I was aghast at how little control we found 
evident across the board both in building and repairing. We allowed our 
mechanical forces in various places to do slaphappy jobs. Now we are 
identifying each and every joint to the man who creates it. We believe by 
this device that we will establish a sense of responsibility that was lack
ing that may now make all the difference in the world. 

Questions by the president, VADM Austin: 

Q. Admiral James, a letter has been introduced into the record as
Exhibit 115 which is from the Chief, Bureau of Ships, to the Connnander, 
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, and it's dated 28 August 1962. This le tter is 
signed by R. L. Moore, Jr., Deputy Chief of the Bureau. I would like to 
show you this letter and ask if the subject treated in this letter was 
discussed with you before the letter was sent. (The witness was handed 
Exhibit 115). 

A. The specific letter I only recall having seen of recent date. The
subject matter, however, is one that I am constantly aware of and con
sulted with, and participated in the discussions of, from the beginning of 
our concern with this through to the 29th of April, 1963. 

Q. So that your Deputy, in signing this letter, was signing it with
the benefit of prior discussions of this general subject with you on many 
occasions perhaps? 

A. My Deputy would have signed this letter only in the full apprecia
tion of the fact that I would generally concur with whatever he signed. 
I am trying to recall the date here, whether I was in town or not, and 
I'm afraid I'm going to be unable to do so. But I would say with cer
tainty that Admiral Moore and Admiral James were as singularly minded 
thinking a pair as I have ever witnessed in the Bureau of Ships. 

Q. This letter indicated that it was the desire of the Bureau of
Ships that a minimum of at le ast one ultrasonic test team be employed 
throughout the entire assigned post shakedown availability of the THRESF.ER-

A. A minimum of what, sir? 

Q. A minimu.� of one ultrasonic test team--and that insofar as possible
the maximum number of sil-brazed joints be covered by this team. That 
would seem to indicate that the Bureau of Ships did place reliance on 
the ultrasonic test method and that the Bureau of Ships was desirous of 
getting more information than it then had as to the reliability of the 
silver brazed joints which were then in the THRESHER. Is that a correct 
interpretation? 

A. I would think so, yes, sir. The ultrasonic test methods were
devised separately, but in collaboration, both at Mare Island and at the 
Electric Boat Company, and we wished to introduce here at Portsmouth a full 
awareness of the potential of this system; and I believe this was a factor 
in prescribing the requirement here for the Portsmouth Shipyard to get in the 
act. 
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Q. Admiral James, I believe that during the time that you were the
Chief of the Bureau of Ships, you exerted efforts to try to obtain officers 
not specially qualified as Engineering Duty Only officers, but officers 
with operating experience from the line of the Navy who may not have had 
the benefit of special education in the engineering field, to bring to your 
Bureau a continuous input of fleet experience and operating viewpoint. Is 
that correct? 

A. This is absolutely correct; and I achieved a degree of success in
this effort through the cooperative appreciation by the Deputy CNO of the 
wisdom of this action. For example, when I took office we had what we 
called a Sea Exchange �rogram that brought roughly twenty-five to forty 
operating officers into the Bureau's shore areas in exchange for a correspond
ing number of Engineering Duty Officers. In my tenure in office, we have 
increased this number to seventy-five. In the specific area of your 
interest, I was completely frustrated, however, and made an appeal on 
several occasions, for the assignment within the Bureau of Ships of former 
commanding officers of nuclear-powered submarines, and found that there was 
a great demand for the services of these highly trained officers elsewhere. 
My wishes were acknowledged as valid but were not supported by any action 
to give me the kind of talent that I think would have brought great informa
tion and value to our performance within the Bureau. 

Q. Does that apply even to Code 1500 of the Bureau!
A. Well, no, because Code 1500 is a closed corporation, and he can

levy upon his former associates in the nuclear submarine field at will. 
But Mr. 1500 is one of the areas where I hoped for support to carry out 
my other intentions and I found it difficult to convince him that any such 
officers should be anywhere but in the 1500 area. 

Q. Now Admiral James, we have had testimony which seemed to indicate
that the instruction booklet, Ships Instruction Book, which normally is 
given to a ship by the building yard, in the case of THRESHER, was not 
approved by your Bureau; that it had been let to an outside contractor, 
and the outside contractor had been given a former booklet which did not 
have the sophisticated silencing equipment and other things that THRESHER

had; and that, therefore, the THRESHER went to sea with a preliminary 
booklet--that former guideline booklet was of the 588 class. This booklet, 
which was called a Preliminary Ships Instruction Book, did not address 
itself too much to damage control. It addressed itself more to the safe 
operation of the plant and the description of the systems involved. Can 
you say anything on this subject which would help the court to understand 
why the damage control feature was not more seriously treated in the Ships 
Instruction Booklet? 

A. I will have to plead ignorance to the specific case that you are
citing. I think I could only serve to muddy the court's information if I 
attempted to comment on it. After a period of study I could make a 
responsive answer, but at this moment I don't believe I can. 

Q. Well I don't think that will be necessary, Admiral. We have had
testimony from those in your Bureau who are closer to the subject than 
you and I did not know whether you had any other knowledge that would add 
to our understanding of this. 

A. No, sir, I am completely without knowledge on this.
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Neither counsel for the court, the court, nor the party desired to 
examine this witness further. 

The president of the court informed the witnes� that he was privileged 
to make any further statement covering anything related to the subject 
matter of the inquiry that he thought should be a matter of record in 
connection thetewith i which had not been fully brought out by the 
previous questioning. 

the witness made the following stat�ent: 

WltNESS: I believe I have rtothing further to add except to wiah the 
court we1Lin their tremendous undertaking. From the conclusions of 
this court will flow great information of value to prevent a recurrence 
of this tremendous tragedy. 

PIU:SiDBNT: We are all very mindful of that responsibility. 

The witness was duly cautioned concerning his testimony and withdrew 
£ro111 the couttro.otn, 

the court recessed at 1528 hours ! 9 May 1963. 

the court opened at 1547 hours, 9 May 1963. 

All persons connected With the cou�t who were present when the court 
adjourned were again present in court. 

No witnesses not otherwise connected with:.th�:in�uiry·were present. 

Thomas R. West, a for�er witness for the court, was recalled as a

witnesl for the court, was reminded that the oath he had previously 
taken was still binding, and wss examin�d as follows: 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. M�. West, you are a Leadingman Pipefitter of $hop 56 1 are you
not? 

A, this.is correct. 

COUNSgL FOR TffE COURT: this is a closed session. Classified informa
tion may be divulged. 

Q, Do you have a plan of the Marotta Reducing Valve in b(1)

high-pressure air system in THRESHER? 
A. I do; sir.

Q, Does it show the screen assembly installed in the valve? 
A. It does, sir.

The above•cited plan was submitted to the party and to the court, and 
was offered in evidence by counsel for the court. There being no 
objection, it was received in evidence as Exhibit 178. 
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Q. Would you show the screen assembly installed in the valve, please,
Mr. West? 

A. (The witness pointed out the screen assembly on Exhibit 178)
The screen assemblv installed in the valve is installed on the inlet oort 
and it sets on a land; and this tailpiece adapte� will hold this on the 
land. 

Q. Do you know of any instructions to remove the filter from the valve
assembly? 

A. I know of no instructions. I have checked with Design and there
are no instructions to remove this screen from the reducer, sir. 

Q. To the best of your knowledge, how many
of Marotta Valves were installed in THRESHER?

A. There were three installed on your b(1) 

One of your reducers is in the forward room for 
of these are in the Air Regenerating Room. sir. 

Q. On the high pressure manifold?

of such screen assemblies 

reducers. 
Number One bank; and two 

A. These are in the reducers on the high pressure manifold, yes, sir.

Q. Do you recall a Planning Conference around the first day of
April, 1963, at which the subject of these filter screens was brought up? 

A. This is correct, sir. The Captain of the ship, Captain Harvey,
requested the shop to remove these so that his people could check and 
make sure that these screens were still in these valves. These valves had 
been removed and gone in eighty and come back and were put in and he wanted 
a verification of this. 

Question by the president, VADM Austin: 

Q. A verification of what now?
A. That the screens were still in the reducers, sir.

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. Was it your understanding that he wished the screens to be in
the reducing valves and wanted to have it demonstrated to his satisfaction 
that they were installed? 

A. This is correct.

Q. Was such an inspection made to the satisfaction of the CO!llltlanding
officer?

A. That is correct, sir.

Q. Can you tell us about it?
A. I had one man go aboard the boat with, Chief Johnson was his

representative, and they secured one system at a time, removed the Marotta 
valves and inspected to see that the screen was there. At the end of this 
I checked with Chief Johnson and the ship was then satisfied that none of 
these were put in without screens. 
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EXA11INATION BY THE COURT 

Questions by a member, RADM Daspit: 

'Q. 
in case 

A. 
you can 

Is there any provision tor automatically by-passing this screen 
it clogged up? 
There is none for automatically by-passing the screen, sir; but 
by-pass the reducer. 

Questions by the president, VADM Austin: 

Q. Mr. West, what was the material of this screen?
A. The actual material of the screen, sir, I cannot state. I do not

know the actual material, sir. 

Q. Was it the conical screen which was furnished by the Marotta Valve
people? 

A. This is correct, sir.

Q. And you are reasonably certain of this point?
A. Yes, sir, I am.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. In by-passing the Marotta Reducer Valve, what size line is
provided for the by-pass? 

A. That line is an inch and a quarter tube size, sir.

Neither counsei for the court, the court, nor the party desired to 
examine this witness further. 

The president of the court informed the witness that he was privileged 
to make any further statement covering anything related to the subject 
matter of the inquiry that he thought should be a matter of record in 
connection therewith, which had not been fully brought out by the previous 
questioning. · 

The witness stated that he had nothing further to say. 

The witness was duly .cautioned concerning his testimony and withdrew 
from the courtroom. 

Raymond E, Bemis, a former witness for the court, was recalled as a 
witness for the court, was reminded that the oath he had previously taken 
was still binding, and was exam�ned as follows: 
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DIRECT EXAMINATION 
Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. Mr. Bemis, you are in the Design Division of the Portsmouth Naval
Shipyard, Code 263 BRAVO, are you not? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. You have previously testified as to the overall design capabilities
of  the trim and drain system, have you not, sir?

A. Yes, sir.

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: This is a closed session of the court and you can 
give classified information. 

Q. In particular, you also testified concerning certain water hammer
tests that were conducted during June of 1961 on THRESHER 's trim system 
subsequent to her second sea trials? 

A. That would be after the second sea trials.

Q. Yes,"after''. "Subsequent to." You testified that during those tests
peak pressures as high as 1100 pounds per square inch were in duced. Since 
that time have further studies and calculations been made which indicate 
the approximate peak pressures which resulted from operation of the trim 
system at test depth during those sea trials?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Can you give us that information?
A. Yes, sir, I can. During the first and second sea trials of the 

THRESHER, the hull and back-up valves of the various svstems. and I'm 
speaking particularly of the trim system, was cycled at 100 foot increments 
to test the workability at various depths. They were cycled four times during 
the first sea trials and they were aborted because the hull valves were not 
operating correctly. The second sea trials they were operated seven times 
during the second sea trials. During the cycling of the hull back-up 
valves to the trim system, to the trim suction main, full sea pressure was 
abruptly admitted to the trim section main with the valves at the extremity 
of this main shut. As this suction main was at or below atmospheric 
pressure, a violent water hammer was induced, and during this cycling there 
were two joint failures; one. a tour inch line: and one. a three-quarter inch 
line. These were both silver brazed joints. There is no definite knowledge 
that both of these joints failed during the last cycling of the valves. It 
is evident. however. th at the svstem was exoosed to abnormal oressure 
since the four inch pipe adjacent to the test valve at the forward trim tank, 
which is the extremity of the line, bulged to, or expanded to and 
remained at seventy-thousandths above the maximum allowable diameter of the 
pipe specifications. The yield strength of this tubing is 18,000 pounds. 
The calculations that we have made state that the calculated force necessary 
to expand this tubing to seventy-thousandths larger than its diameter and 
remain there was approximately 16,500 pounds per square inch. Further, 
the floats in all three priming valves attached to the trim suction mains 
were crushed. These floats were made of .050 or fifty-thousandths Inconel, 
which has a yield strength of 50,000 psi. The calculated force necessary 
to crush these floats was 15,680 pounds. From these two figures that I 
previously stated, 16,500 to expand the pipe, and 15,680 pounds to crush 
the ball, it is safe to assume that the peak pressure assumed during thi.s 
water hammer was in the neighborhood of 16,500 pounds. I couldn't bring the 
pipe to show the expansion of the pipe, but I do have one of the floats that 
was in one of the priming valves. This float was taken out of one of the 
priming valves after the second sea trials. 
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This is what happened to it (the witness displayed a markedly crushed 
circular ball float). This float is full of water. It has not leaked 
since we took it out of the system. We have examined the seam, which 
you can see in here with a magnifying glass, and there appears to be a 
slight fracture in the seam. We are assuming that this seam opened up 
during this water hammer, allowed the water to enter this ball, and then 
closed: and since then the ball has not leaked. This is a five-inch 
diameter Inconel .050 thickness ball. These ends here (indicating) are 
the seats and the guides that seat this flo at when the air is evacuated 
from the system. As the water rises in the priming valve, this float 
is listed and this ball here seats this little ball and prevents anv 
salt water from 2ettin2 into the nriminP svst"Am. 'Rv t-hPn vn11 h.::i"P .::innrnv-1-
mately twenty-two inches of vacuum in the trim suction main. That's all 
I have on the crushing effect of the water hammer. 

Q. Do you have a copy of the Test Lab Report on the trim system piping
failure? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Will you identify it?
A. This is a test report put out by the Materials Test Lab on the

second of June, 1961, pertaining to the failure of the two afore
mentioned silver brazed joints. There are photographs included. 

A Test Report dated 2 June 1961 was submitted to the party and to 
the court and was offered in evidence by counsel for the court. There 
being no objection, it.was recetved in evidepce as Exhibit 179� Counsel
party, RADM Palmer, waived reading the exhio t. 

Q. Do you know what distribution was made of this report?

for the 

A. No, sir. I endeavored to find out and there was no distribution.
Mr. Sheehan in the Materials Test Lab told me personally that he knows 
this was provided to the Planning Officer, the Design Officer, and the 
various codes in Design Division. 

Q. 
discuss 

A. 

Is that knowledge confirmed by various internal memoranda which 
the conduct and results of the tests made? 
It doesn't specifically refer to this Test Report, no, sir. 

Q. The high peak pressures that were impressed on the trim system
induced certain failures. What subsequent tests and inspections were 
made to determine that these high peak pressures did not induce 
incipient failures in systems, joints and valves? 

A. After the vessel came in from the second sea trials, we were
requested by the Bureau of Ships to conduct a series of waterhammer tests. 
These tests were conducted in the No. 2 drydock by filling an old conning 
tower partly full of water and putting air pressure on top of this water. 
This pressure was abruptly admitted to the various systems, the trim 
system especially, to induce water hammer. We started at a low pressure 
and built it up to a high pressure. We started with the valvP.s onPnino 
rapidly, less than one second. We ended up with the valves opening in 
seven to nine seconds and shutting in two seconds. And this rP.rlnr.An thP 
wacer nammer. !n some cases by increasing the tank pressure by thirty
eight per cent, the peak pressure was decreased bv twentv-ei2ht oer cent. 
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Q. Mr. Bemis, I was referring to any possible latent weakening effect
that these high peak pressures might have had on the system as a whole; 
that is, was each joint or valve visually inspected or inspected by some 
nondestructive test method to determine whether it suffered any weakening 
effect. 

A. I can't answer this fully. All I can answer is that these systems
were tested to one and a nalt times b(1) pressure before and after 
the water hammer test. These pressures were maintained for six �ours. 
There was in�ignificant pressure drop during these six hours. And that's 
all I can tell you. 

Q. Do you have any personal judgment as to whether it was possible
that there was a weakening of the joints and valves in the system as a 
result of the high peak pressure? 

A. I would hesitate to answer that, sir.

Q. Either way?
A. Either way.
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(b) (6) relieved (b) (6) at this point as reporter. 

Q. You indicated a failure in a four-inch joint of the trim system. Will
you more fully describe the type of tailure which occurred in that joint? 

A. Yes, sir. This joint was in a four-inch suction main. The piping was
copper-nickel. The coupling that joined the pipe was made of nickel-copper. This 
last was a joint that was put in due to the effects of expansion and contraction 
of the trim main. We installed an expansion loop of pipe -- four-inch pipe--
in the diesel generator room. This is where the failure occurred. The coupling 
was made up of monel with a Grade IV silver brazing insert -- pre-inserted ring. 
This was brazed in place and for some unknown reason the shop put a fillet silver 
brazing on top of the joint of Grade III silver. This is described in this joint 
failure brochure. The photographs of the joint indicated that the water hammer 
broke the ioint apart at the top of the ioint. The bottom of the joint held. 
Further photographs show that due to the larger amount of heat necessary to melt 
Grade Ill silver, that all of the Grade IV silver in the joint ran to the bottom 
of the joint, leaving only the Grade III silver at the top of the joint bonding 
the ioint. 

Q. Mr. Bemis, you stated the yield strength of the tubing ot tour-inch
diameter in the trim system was 18 thousand pounds per square inch. What type 
of material was this? 

A. Copper-nickel 70/30 - seventy per cent copper, thirty per cent nickel;
seamless tubing. 

EXAMINATION BY THE COURT 

Questions by a court member, Captain Nash: 

Q. Mr. Bemis, you told of a section of line which was bulged.
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Was anything done to this line after the completion of the sea trials?
A. Not to my knowledge.

Q, It was left in its bulged condition? 
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Do I understand correctly, however, that it was subjected to test pressure
after the bulging occurred? 

A. Yes, sir, b(1) test pressure. 

Questions by a court member, Captain Osborn: 

Q. Static pressure, vou calculated 18000 oounds oer sauare inch?
A. No, sir, that wasn't static pressure; this is the yield strength of coooer

nicke! tubing. 

Q. Well, what did you do to give you the seventy thousandths deflection? -
What pressure did you calculate to give you the seventv thousandths deflection? 

A, Oh, 10,,uu pouncts. 
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Q. 16.500. Is that a static pressure that would do thi s?
A. No, sir, water hammer -- a peak.

Neither counsel for the court, the court, nor counsel for RADM Palmer, a party, 
desired further to examine this witness. 

The president informed the witness that he was privileged to make any further 
statement covering anything relating to the subject matter of record in connection 
therewith, which had not been fully brought out by the previous questioning. 

The witness stated that he had nothing further to offer. 

The witness was duly cautioned concerning his testimony and withdrew from the 
courtroom. 

John B. Heeney, a civilian, was called as a witness for the court, was informed 
of the subject matter of the inquiry, was advised of his rights against self
incrimination, was sworn, and examined as follows: 

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: This is a closed session of the court, Mr. Heeney.and 
classified information can be divulged here. At the conclusion of your testimony, 
I shall ask you what classification you would ascribe to it taking your testimony 
as a whole. 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. State your name, address and present occupation.
A. John B. Heeney, (b) (6) and I am a Production 

Specialist in the Planning and Estimating Division of the Planning Department. 

Q. You are employed at the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, are you not?
A. I am.

Q. Would you describe, briefly, the nature of your duties in your jot:,?
A. Yes, sir. I am what is locally described as a Planning and Estimating

Department Type Desk. In my duties at the Shipyard, I am normally the assistant 
to a commissioned officer who is designated as an Assistant Planning and Estimating 
Superintendent. In connection with the THRESHER, I was the civilian assistant to 
the Planning and Estimating Superintendent who had charge of the THRESHER overhaul. 

Q. What was his name please?
A. Lieutenant Commander Billings.

Q. State, briefly, your background and experience?
A. 1 came on the Shipyard Z/ years ago as an apprentice.. I served my

apprenticeship as a machinist in Shop 31, during which four years I spend six 
months in the outside machine shop and three months in the drafting room. At the 
end of my four-year apprenticeship, I served four years as a journeyman machinist; 
after which time I was transferred to the Planning and Estimating Division. I 
served a period of time -- I can't tell you exactly how long -- as a Planner and 
Estimator, and became a Type Desk Assistan� beginning with the TANG class, the 563. 
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Q. Directing your attention to the period around the beginning of December,
1962, were you aware of the fact that a survey was requested by the Bureau of 
Ships to be conducted on the silver brazed joints of the piping systems in 
THRESHER by ultrasonic methods? 

A. Yes, sir, I was.

Q. Were you aware of a memorandum from Code 303B here at the Shipyard,
addressed to Code 213X regarding unlagging of joints for- further inspection by 
ultrasonic methods? -- In that connection I show you Exhibit 116 before this court. 

A. Ye�, sir, I wa:s aware of that memorandum.

Q. Did you sign a reply to that memo which has been admitted before this
court as Exhibit 117? (Showing document to witness) 

A. I did, yes, sir -- that's my signature.

Q. Can you describe the process by which the decision was made to sign the
answer which you have signed on Exhibit 117? 

A. Yes, sir. If I may, I would like to point out first, that one of the
duties of the Planning and Estimating Type Desk and one of the duties which was 
mine, was to instruct the Production Department, different particular Production 
Department shops, as to exactly what work they were to accomplish, and all work 
accomplished by the Production shops had to be signed and has to be signed to 
this day, by a member of the Planning and Estimating Type Desk. Acting as the 
Planning and Estimating Type Desk, I signed a job order. If I may please read a

job order out of context. 

Q. Could you produce the job order first. I believe it is pertinent enough
to introduce into evidence. 

A. Yes, sir. (Hands document to counsel for the court)

The cited job order and associated design liasion instructions and condition 
reports were then offered in evidence by counsel for the court. There being no 
objection it was so received and marked as Exhibit 180. Counsel for RADM Palmer, 
a party, waived the reading of the exhibit at this point. 

Q. Refer to Exhibit 180 and read the excerpts from them which are p�rtinent
to your answer. 

A. Reading out of context from the job order, the portion that is pertinent to
my answer reads as follows: "Check first those joints in the system that are not 
lagged. If, at a later date, time allows than lagging will be removed. Keep P & 
E and Design informed on the results of this inspection periodically, especially 
rejected joints, so that replacement action may be taken." 

Q. Now you were explaining the background of the composing of your reply
which is Exhibit llZ --

A. Oh, I am sorry. Do you want me to go on from there?

Q. Yes, :please do.
A. I was explaining my reply. Now if I may, when I received the memoraµdum

from Code 303 --

Q. Exhibit 116. Proceed.
A. I have the original. At the time I received the memorandum from Code 303�-2--
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Q. Referred to in this court as Exhibit 116 -- go ahead.
A. -- this was a follow-up and requested follow up action on the job order

90393 which I previously read and which has been introduced as evidence. At the 
time I received this, my one duty was to report and answer 303B as to the Shipyard's 
ability to accomplish the inspection of the unlagged joints during the availability. 
This was a Production Department decision but it should be passed out by Planning 
and Estimating because Planning and Estimating dictates to the Production Department. 
At that time I called on the telephone the then acting assistant ship superin
tendent for the 593, Chief Warrant Officer Charles Cadenhead. 

Q. How do you spell his name,please?
A. I spelled it in my own way as C-A-D-E-N-H-E-A-D. That is close.

time I made a note in my own handwriting on the original of the 303 memo 
"11/30/62. No inspection of lagged joints will be possible during PSA.

These conunents are my own. The handwriting is my own. At the same time 
my reply to the 303B-2 memo. This is my reply of 4 December. 

Q. Exhibit lly before this court.
A. May I go on?

At that 
which says: 
Cadenhead." 
I prepared 

Q. Please do.
A. At the time I prepared my reply, which eventually was dated 4 December,

I did not sign it. It was not dated. It was routed to the Production Department 
and on the original copy of the 303B memo, I have in my own handwriting a note 
which says 1121311 -- that is myself "by reply by memo of 4 December, route sheet 
of which was approved by 313 prior to issue." What this means, gentlemen, is that 
I prepared my reply, my memorandum of 4 December. I did not sign it. I sent it 
down to the Production Department on a route sheet for the approval of the Ship 
Superintendent Code 313. 

Q. Who was that?
A. I don't know today. Records will show but I do not know today whether at

that time the Ship Superintendent was Lieutenant Biederman who was lost on THRESHER, 
or whether it was Lieutenant Frank Seymour. The Ship Superintendent changed some
where in between and I don't know which of these two gentlemen it was. Since that 
time I have at_tempted to obtain a copy of the route sheet which bore the ship 
superintendent's initials. Unfortunately, this route sheet is not in existence 
because Central Files has informed me that they do not keep copies of internal 
route sheets unless they bear what to them is a pertinent note. I have only my 
own handwriting on the original to bear me out on this. I might add though that· 
this memo -- my memo reply of 4 J)ecember -- was routed, copy to Commanding Officer 
SSN 593; Code 310 , the Shipbuilding Superintendent; Code 313 , the assistant ship
building superintendent who would be either Lieutenant Biederman or Lieutenant 
Frank Seymour; Code 241D of design; and Code 260 of Design. 

Q. Was the note also routed to Code 303B and Code 303B-2 of Quality Assurance?
A. It was, yes, sir.

Q. Was a decision then made on the basis of the time factor involved?
A. Yes, sir, it was.

Q. Do you have a copy of a letter written by Lieutenant Commander Billings,
setting forth an arrival conference agreement that the Shipyard would ultrasonically 
test silver-brazed joints not lagged and that lagged joints would be so tested only 
if time permitted? Do you have such a copy of a letter? 
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A. Yes, sir, I do.

Q. Would you produce it please?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. I show you a Por½smouth Naval Shipyard letter dated August 9, 1962,
addressed to the Bureau of Ships entitled "Piping Joints Inspection Sea Water 
Systems USS THRESHER." Does this refer to the conference? 

A. Yes, sir, it does -- paragraph 2.

The cited document was then offered in evidence by counsel for the court. There 
being no objection by the court or counsel for RADM Palmer, a party, the document 
was so received and marked as Exhibit 181� Counsel for RADM Palmer, a party, 
waived reading the exhibit at this time. 

PRESIDENT: Was this letter ever sent? 

WITNESS: Yes, sir, it was. 

PRESIDENT: Why then is it signed by the originator? 

WITNESS: I can't see it from here, Admiral. I don't understand. 

Q. Is that the original or a reproduction? (Handing Exhibit 181 to witness)
A. I had assumed that this was a reproduction. May I point out that in

SUBLANT Letter of 7 September '62, Reference (a) is COMNAVSHIPYD PTSMH ltr serial 
213 SSN593/9480 of 9 August 1962. 

PRESIDENT: I think we want to enter that as an exhibit. 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. My question related to a letter prepared by Lieutenant Commander Billingi;.
I note that this is not signed by him. Was it so prepared to your own knowledge? 

A. Yes, sir, it was by evidence of the file number which started out "Code 213. 11 

Q. Would you describe the arrival conference to which you made reference?
A. Yes, sir. This was the arrival conference of THRE9iER, quoting from

memory, at which representatives of the ship, Bureau of Ships and SUBLANT were 
present. Again quoting from memory, I do recall that the question of inspection 
of silver brazed fittings was very important to that meeting, and it was defineteJ.y 
decided -- and now Lam .reading from this letter: "As agreed by all attendees" 
"the following inspection of sea water systems will be accomplished during 
THRESHER PSA." And we spoke at the time of the "visual inspection of all sil
brazed joints two inches and above, which are unlagged and readily accessible'' 
and this is important -- "including all joints between hull and backup valves. 
Ultrasonic test all suspect joints found by this visual inspection." But it was 
recognized by all present at the arrival conference that the inspection of all -
repeat -- all silver-brazed joints lagged and unlagged, would virtually impossible· 
during the availability. 
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Q. Do you recall the names of those present at the conference?
A. Members of the ship's force, and l hesitate to say who was represented

by the ship's force -- I believe the commanding officer, but I will not say that. 
From SUBLANl' -- and again I'm relying on memory, would it have been Captain Hamby? 

Q. If you don't know -- don't say.
A. Well, I am not sure who it was. From Bureau of Ships it was Commander

Woolston. Other than that, gentlemen, I am just relying on memory; I can't say. 
I might also point out that because this was considered of prime importance at 
the arrival converence, I left the conference for the express purpose of having 
an estimator write'a job order covering the inspection of silver-brazed joints 
which was later read at the arrival conference and found acceptable to all present. 

Q. Did you later receive a letter from Commander Submarine Force United
States Atlantic Fleet, early in September, 1962, which made certain modifications 
in that agreement? 

A. yt!s, sir, I did.

Q. Would you produce it?
A. Yes, sir. : (Hands document to counsel for the court)

The cited document, a letter from Commander Submarine Force, U. S. Atlantic 
Fleet, dated 7 S�ptember 1962 was then offered in evidence by counsel for the court. 
There being no objection by the court or counsel for RADM Palmer, a party, the 
document was then received in evidence and marked as Exhibit 182. Counsel for 
RADM Palmer, a party, waived the reading of the document at this time. 

Q. Do you have any further background material with reference to your decision
which resulted in your memorandum of 4 December -- Exhibit 117 before this court? 

A. No, sir, I do not.

Q. You do not. At the time you signed Exhibit 117, did you have in mind any
directive from the Bureau of Ships on this subject? 

A. Yes, sir. There was a Bureau of Ships letter which spelled out in detail
the Bureau of Ships desires in regard to the inspection of the silber-brazed 
joints on the 593. 

Q. Was that in your mind at the time of preparation of this letter?
A. I knew of this letter and I had read it.

Q. Would that be Exhibit 115 -- ts this the one?
witness) 

A. The Bureau of Ships letter of 28 August.

(showing do�ument to 

Q. Yes, the Bureau letter of 28 August I just showed you which is Exhibit 115.
A. Yes, sir.

Q. This is the letter that you had in mind?
A. Yes, sir.

EXAMINATION B¥ THE COURT 
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Questions by a court member, Captain Nash: 

Q. Did you realize that the action which was decided upon was contrary to
the instructions of the Chief of the Bureau of Ships? 

A. No, sir, I did not.

Q. Do you now realize that?
A. No, sir, I do not.

Q. Let me be sure we are talking about the same letter. You looked at
Exhibit 117? 

A. Which is the Bureau letter of 28 August?

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: Exhibit 115. 

CAPT NASH: I am sorry, Exhibit 115. 

WITNESS: I have a copy of it here. 

Q. Now we are talking about the same letter?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Do you see any contradictions between what you decided upon, and the
instructions of the Chief of the Bureau of Ships? 

A. In the first place, Captain, let me explain, let me ask what you mean
when you say that I decided upon -- what decision did I make? 

Q. No, do you recognize any contradiction between the Bureau instruction
and the decision that was arrived at? 

A. That was made, and the Bureau of Ships letter of 28 August? -- no I
don't, Captain, no, sir. 

Q. I didn't mean to debate whether you made that decision or not.
A. Understood. No, sir, I do not see any difference between the decision

that was made and the letter of 28 August, no, sir, I do not. 

Questions by a court member, Captain Hushing: 

Q. Mr. Heeney, about when did the THRESHER availability start?
A. Shortly before July of 1962.

Q. Exhibit 180 is the job order which called for ultrasonic testing. Will
you read from that job order the date it was issued? 

A. The job order was issued, Captain, of the 25th of September 1962.

Q. Do you have any knowledge as to why there was a two to three months' delay
in issuing that job order? 

A. Yes, sir, I do.

Q. Can you tell us?
A. Yes, I can, Captain. Actually there were two job orders iss�ed on THRESHER

which accomplished primarily the same purpose. On is Job Order 90393, which has 
been introduced into evidence. This was dated 25 September 1962, and was signed 
by myself. This, if I may add, was Work List Item N-116. And prior to that time 
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there was another Work List Item. This was Work List Item N-60. This was issued 
on July the 28th, 1962. 

Q. And what is the job order number?
A. 50812.

Q. And what does that call for?
A. If I may read from it, Captain in the first place the references are 

identical on the job orders. 'This job order will ·be 'issued in three parts. 
Initial test of the system, repair or replacement of rejected joints, final tests. 
The general instructions of the job order were to hydrostatically ¢est sea water 
systems, references (A) to (K) per instructions on Sheet 4 through' 6 of this job 
order. If I may �kip and read it out of context to show the similarity. "Remove 
lagging from all silver brazed joints between and including hull valves and 
backup valves of the systems listed under references (A) through (K)." "Visually 
inspect all silver-brazed joints between and including hull valve and backup 
valves, and all others in the system that are not lagged and are a�cessible 
without the removal of any interferences." This job, Captain, was issued on the 
28th of July. 

Q. When did it call for the work to start?
A. :. The 27th of July -- the scheduling division called for the start of

work on the 27th of July. 

Q. And when did the scheduling division call for the start of ultrasonic
testing as appeared on 90393? 

A. Sep't.ember the 25th.

Q. Do I understand correctly then that there was approximately two months
between the issue of the starting of work on job order 50612 and the starting of 
the ultrasonic test on job order 90393? 

A. If I may refer back to 50612, which was issued on the 28th of July, it
says "Have any joints that fail on visual inspection ultrasonically inspected by 
Shop 54." And this is in the job order dated the 28tti of July, so ultrasonic 
test was covered in the job order dated 28 July. 

Q. So far as you know ultrasonic tests could have started as early as 28 July?
A. Yes, sir, it could have.

Q. I believe the job order which was introduced as Exhibit 180 called for
periodic reports from the inspection group on ultrasonic test, did it not? 

A. It did.

Q. Did you receive such periodic reports or did anyone in Planning receive
such periodic reports? 

A. Yes. These periodic reports were prepared in the form of Design liai�pn
instructions. 

Q. As a result of condition sheets or something of that nature?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Do the condition sheets give any indication of how many joints had been
ultrasonically tested or do they concern themselves only with one deficiency? 
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A. No, sir, they give an indication -- I am
contain information on one deficiency at a time. 
condition reports -- do not summarize the number 
come up until the 303 memo to my knowledge. 

sorry -- the deficiency reports 
They do not summarize -- the 

of joints tested. This did not 

Q. So you have individual reports of deficiencies; but you did not have any
periodic reports of the total number of joints tested? 

A. I did not.

Q. Do you know if anyone in Planning and Estimating did? -- Doesn't this
job order call for a report from Planniqg and Estimating? 

A. It does.

Q. Do you know if anyone receiyed such periodic reports other than condition
reports or design liaison reports for individual defects? 

A. No, sir, I do not.

Q. Is there anyone, whom yo� can think of, who might have such information?
A. Anyone who I might think of who might have such information? -- Yes. I

believe this would be Code 263B of the Design Division. 

Questions by the court president: 

Q. Mr. Heeney, referring again to Exhibit 115, I read to you from this letter
from the Chief of the Bureau of Ships: 11To this end Portsmouth Naval Shipyard is 
directed to initiate the following act ions during THRESHER' s PSA" -• 

A. Excuse me, Admiral, what page?

Q. This is page 2. 11a. Employ a minimum of at least one ultrasonic test
team throughout the entire assigned PSA to examine, insofar as possible, the 
maximum number of sil-braze joints." In which job order is the spirit of that 
directive reflected, if at all? 

A, In the spirit of the job order 90393. 

Q, Please will you read that part of the job order which is responsive to 
that directive? 

A. Yes, sir. Shop 32 "visually inspects per section 3B reference (M), and
ultrasonically inspect all silver brazed joints two inches and above on all 
piping systems, references (A) to (K) that are subjected to sea pressure. A 
man will be assigned to the inspection crew to serialize j9ints for identification 
and recording purposes, Check first those joints in the system that are not 
lagged. If, at a later date, time allows, than lagging will be removed." 

Q, Did the Bureau say to let lagging stand in your way or did the Bureau 
say "Insofar as possible the maximum number of sil-braze joints"? 

A. On page 3 -- in paragraph 6d, the Bureau letter said and I quot:;e: "All
joints which do not indicate by ultrasonic test an average of 40 percent bond 
with a mindmum of 25 percent bond on either land, shall be considered defective. 
Defective joints shall be repaired or replaced on a 'not-to-delay' ship basis." 

Q. "Defective joints will be repaired or replaced on a 'not .. to-delay' ship
basis. 11 

A. Yes, sir.
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Q. But Mr. Heeney, we are getting away from my point. Let us go back now to
the language to which I invited your attention. "Employ a minimum of of at least 
one ultrasonic test team throughout the entire assigned PSA to examine, insofar 
as possible, the maximum number of sil-braze joints." As you read from the job 
order, I did not understand that a sil-braze test team -� ultrasonic test team -
was being put on this job to stay on it for every day of the PSA, and that's what 
they told you to do. 

A. It was the intention of the job order, Admiral, as the job order was
written, to do exactly that, until we reached the point.in the availability when 
the test program would not permit us to go into the silver-brazed joints -- into 
the lagged joints -- which were not accessible, by virtue of the fact that the 
test program would not permit us to go into the lagged joints. 

Q. Mr. Heeney, I have not yet heard, either quoted from the job order itself
or from your testimony, anything that seems to me to coincide with the spirit and 
letter of this paragraph -- this subparagraph "a" of paragraph 6, page 2, Exhibit 
115 which I have read to you twice. You, in your job order, said that a man 
would be designated, and will you read from it again to get the exact working? 

A. Yes, sir. "A man will be assigned to the inspection crew to serialize
joints for identification purposes." 

Q. To identify them for recording purposes. Now was that to be the ultrasonic
test team? 

A. No. This was a directive to Shop 32 to assign a man to do this for the
test people, Admiral. 

Q. Yes, but where do you direct any shop to assign a minimum of at least one
test -- ultrasonic test team -- through the PSA in order that the maximum number 
of sil-braze joints shall he tested? 

A. Under job order 50612, and I quote: "Provide services of ultrasonic
inspection team as requested by Code 303B"--

Q. As requested by?
A. 303B, the inspection division.

Q. Did you direct Code 303 to keep one team minimum on this
A. Key op 03 of the job order. ''During initial hydrostatic

water systems, visually inspect all silver-brazed joints between 
hull valve and backup valves, and all others in the system that 
and are accessible without the removal of any interferences. 
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(b)(6) was relieved by (b) (6) as reporter at this point. 

Q. That says "visually inspect" those that are not lagged. That does not
say "ultrasonically inspect the maximum possible number." Do you find anything 
in the job orders, Mr. Heeney, responsive to my question? 

A. Not in the job orders that I signed, I do not, Admiral, which goes beyond
what I have already read, so far as the team to conduct the inspection throughout 
the test. 

Q. Was there anything in correspondence which has not yet been cited which
removed this requirement, or modified this requirement, to the best of your 
knowledge? 

A. No, sir.

Q. Was there anything at the arrival conference, at which the Bureau of
Ships had a representative, that modified this requirement? 

A. There was, Admiral, to this effect; that the Bureau of Ships letter went
beyond the sea water system and asked us to ultrasonically test hydraulic systems 
and high pressure air systems which the Shipyard was not capable of doing, by 
virtue of the fact that most of these systems were below two inches, and we did 
not have the capability for ultrasonically testing these systems. We went back 
to the Bureau, pointing this out, and to the best of my knowledge, Admiral, we 
never received a reply. 

Q. But at the arrival conference, this point that I have been asking you
about, was not discussed, this minimum of one ultrasonic team and maximum number 
of joints? 

A. This was discussed, Admiral, and the point was made that this would be done.

Q. But no lagging would be taken down?
A. That is correct; no lagging would be taken off unless eventually the

availability stated that we could do this. We just did not guarantee, or we did 
not say that we wouldn't remove lagging until the point came that a decision could 
be made. 

Q. What was the date of the arrival conference; do you recall, or do you have
papers from which you can refresh your memory? 

A. Yes, I do. Have I given my letter in evidence, Code 302 letter of 8
August? 

PRESIDENT: I have it here. It refers to the arrival conference, but it doesn't 
give the date. 

WITNESS: July the 12th, I think. 

Q. It would appear to have been before 9 August.
A. Yes, sir, it was approximately July 12. Don't qu6te me, but I believe

that was it. 

Q. This Bureau letter was written 28 August; therefore, the Bureau letter was
subsequent to the arrival conference, and is presumably the latest information, up 
to that time, of the Bureau's desires. 
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The witness did not answer. 

REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. At the time you signed your memorandum in December, in response to the
request as to whether or not lagg�djoints should be bared for ultrasonic testing, 
what information did you have as to the termination date of the post shakedown 
availability; do you recall? 

A. I do not recall, no.

Q. Did you check at that time?
A. Whatever the termination of the post shakedown availability was, I can

only say that I was aware of it, because there never was a day that I wasn't 
aware of the termination of the availability, as the availability increased from 
time to time. 

Q. Did it increase after the time you signed your memorandum of 4 December,
do you know? 

A. Yes, it did.

CROSS-EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for RADM Palmer: 

Q. Mr. Heeney, can you help us on whether or not an ultrasonic test team was
assigned to carry out the required inspections? 

A. Ma_y I refer you to Production Department for this statement?

Q. Do you have any knowledge of this?
A. As I sit up in the office, Captain, I do not have exact knowledge of what

goes on in the Production Department. I know what we expect of them. I know what 
we tell them to do, but I do not always get a feedback as to what they do. 

Q. Whether by job order or otherwise, did anybody in your section, to your
knowledge, cause a team to be assigned to the inspection? 

A. Yes.

Q. Can you give assurance that a team was assigned to the inspection, from
your knowledge? 

A. I cannot give the court assurance that it was assigned.

Q. You said in your earlier testimony that the decision, set forth in the
December 4th memorandum, was based on the time factor. Will you elaborate on 
what you meant by the time factor? 

A. When I said the time factor the decision was made by the Production
Department, based on the time factor, meaning only this, meaning the statu� of the 
art of an inspection of the systems at the time Production was asked to make a 
decision "Can we go into the unlagged joints" and Production came back to me and 
said ''No, we cannot" and this was based on the fact that in order to meet the then 
existing completion date, they would have to continue with their test program which 
was already under way. 
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Q. Was the length of the availability another time factor which entered
into consideration here? 

A. I think the length of the availability must have, Captain, based on the
fact that they had tested their program and they knew when they had to complete 

it to complete the availability. 

Q. Now do I correctly summarize your testimony that the decision as represented 
by the 4 December memorandum, was based on, first, the �greement reached at the 
arrival con:ference; was that the first basis? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. And I believe you stated that there was a BUSHIPS representative at that

conference. 
A, Yes, sir, there was, 

Q. Additionally, you left the conference and prepared a job order that you
have cited. 

A, I left the conference and caused a job order to be prepared. 

Q. And brought it back to the conference?
A. Yes.

Q. And this met with the unanimous agreement of all the conferees; is this
correct? 

A. I believe it did. I was not at the conference at the time the job order 
was read or approved by the representatives present, but I did cause to have the 
job order written, and the job order was introduced at the arrival conference. 

Q. Did you receive any information that anybody dissented from the job order

that you prepared? 
A. No, sir, I did not.

Q. And is it also correct to state that the second basis for the decision was
the time factor that you have described? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Now as to the level of management at which this decision was made, can you
help us as to whether this conformed with existing policy or operating procedures 
in the Yard, or a decision of this nature to be made by the Production Department? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. It was?
A. It was, in accordance with the existing instructions; yes, sir.

Neither the counsel for the court, the court, nor the counsel for RADM Palmer, a 
party, wished to examine this witness further. 

The president informed the witness that he was priviieged to make any further state
ment covering anything relating to the subject matter of the inquiry that he thought 
should be a matter of record in connection therewith, which had not been fully brought 
out by the previous questioning. 

The witness said that he had nothing further to state. 

The witness was warned concerning his testimony and withdrew from the courtroom. 

The court adjourned at 1720 hours, 9 May 1963. 
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TWENTY-FOURTH DAY 

The court met in executive session at 0830 hours. 

Portsmouth Naval Shipyard 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire 
Friday, 10 May 1963 

Present: All members of the court and the counsel for the court. 

The history and standards of welding in general, radiography techniques, 
and capabilities of industry, and their application to both castings and pipe 
joints, were the subjects of discussion during the executive session. 

The court opened at 1015 hours and announced that this session would be held 
with closed doors, 

All persons connected with the inquiry who were present when the court 
adjourned were again present i.n court. RADM Palmer, a party, and LCDR Hecker, 
a party, and his counsel, waived their right to be present at this session of 
the court. Counsel for RADM Palmer was present. 

Commander Shelley E. Rule, U, S. Navy, a former witness, was recalled as 
a witness for the court, advised that his prior oath was still binding, and 
was examined as follows: 

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: Commander Rule, this is a closed session of the court 
and classified information may be divulged. 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q, You are the Quality Assurance Superintendent, Code 303, at the Portsmouth 
Naval Shipyard; is that correct? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Will you, first of all, briefly outline for us the provisions in the
Shipyard instructions setting forth the responsibilities and functions of the 
Quality Assurance Control Committee? Do you have the instruction? 

A. Yes, sir.

Portsmouth Naval Shipyard Instruction 5420.25B, dated 12 February 1963, was 
submitted in evidence and there being no objection it was so received as Exhibit 
(183). Counsel for RADM Palmer waived reading of this exhibit at this time. 

Q. You came to this Shipyard in September of 1962, did you not?
A. In January of 1962.

Q. At that time was a previous precept or instruction for the Quality
Assurance Committee in effect? 

A. Yes. The Quality Assurance Committee was in existence before I came
here. 

Q. 
1962. 

I show you Portsmoui.:h Naval Shipyard Instruction 5420.25A of 20 November 
When you came was this the directive under which the committee was operating? 
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A. No, this was preceded by 5420,25 > which was already in existence when I
arrived .. It was modified in November of 1 62 by this one, and later in '63 by the 
exhibit. 

Portsmouth Naval Shipyard Instruction 5420.25A, dated 20 November 1962, was 
offered in evidence and there being no objection it was so received as Exhibit (184). 

Q. Commander Rule, there was an earlier instruction with the same title,
dated 11 July 1961, entitled Portsmouth Naval Shipyard Instruction 5420.25. Was

it substantially the same as 5420,25A? 
A. Substantially the same as 25A, yes, sir.

Q. When did you become the Chairman of the Quality Assurance Committee here
at the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard? 

A. In the beginning of November, 1962.

Q. Do you recall the date?
A. About the 4th of November, I believe .•

Q, Prior to that time, how long had you been a member of the committee? 
A. I had not been a member, I came to it as Chairman when I took over the

job of Quality Assurance Superintendent. 

PRESIDENT: This was also in November? 

WITNESS: Yes, sir, 

Q. Briefly describe the proceedings of the committee and the nature of the
business which it conducted during the period while you were Chairman? 

A. The committee took over the business and the plan of action as it found
it from the previous group, The committee consisted in general of people in 
the middle management level across the various departments, They met, not 
invariably, but approximately at two·"week intervals, Their work was broken down 
into separate tasks,which were shown in a Plan of Action. Each task was assigned 
to an individual in general, a member of the committee itself, as the senior 
action code, to be further assisted by such other people as he required, and 
these tasks were then to be worke.d on outside and reported to the committee by 
some specified date. 

Q, Was there a Plan of Action dated 7 December 1962? 
A. There was, yes, sir"

Q. Is that the latest published Plan of Action of the Committee?
A. Yes, sir, it is.

Q. Would you produce it,please?

(The witness did so) 

Q,, This is QJali'�i Ar;surance Pi:ogram, Portsmouth Naval Shipyard Plan of Action, 
with a pen date of 7 December 1962; is that correct? 

A. That is correct.

Q. Signed in what way?
A. It was submitted by me as Chairman, accepted by the Production Officer

and approved by Admiral Palmer. 
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The above cited Plan of Action, dated 7 December 1962, was submitted in 
evidence, and there being no objection it was so received as Exhibit (185). 
Counsel for RADM Palmer wai,ved the reading of this exhibit at this time. 

Q. Was it the practice of the committee to maintain folders in which to
place records of action taken under each one of the tasks enumerated in Exhibit (185)? 

A. Yes, sir, the:.e are folders.

Q. Referring to items No. 15 and No. 16, tasks numbers 15 and 16 in Exhibit
(185) "Prepare a plan for audit and evaluation of general conformance to establish
quality assurance directives and procedures, etc." and item 16, "Inspection
procedures. Develop inspection procedure, etc," Has a plan every been prepared
as outlined in task No. 15?

A. No complete plan as such, overall; various audit procedures have been
developed for individual areas. 

Q, Now with reference to item 16, "Develop Inspection procedures to include 
processing of data in all areas other than combat systems"; does your folder 
show that that item had been developed and placed into effect? 

A. The folder itself doesn ° t indicate that a complete system of procedures
has been developed. We have individual procedures in various areas. 

Q, I note that items 15 and 16 are also assigned old numbers in this 
plan. Can you testify how long items 15 and 16, perh:�ps under different numbers, 
have been in the plan of the committee? 

A. Item 15, was old No. 21, which appeared on a prior Plan of Action dated
15 June 1962, with a target completion date of 10-15-62, Item 16 refers to old 
numbers 5 and 22, which respectively had target completion dates of 12-5-62 and 
in the case of the old item 22, a continuing entry as a target completion. 

Q. Is it a fact that you were not only Chai,rman of the Quality Assurance
Committee, starting early in November, but you were also appointed Quality 
Assurance Coordinator? 

A. I was appointed Coordinator, Quality Assurance Coordinator in a later
revision to this Instruction.. 

Q. Can you give us the reasons for the dual title?
A. The second title arose from the issue of a BUSHIPS Instruction which

called for the designation of a Coordinator and the formation of Quality 
Assurance teams. 

Q. What instruction is that?
A. BUSHIPS 4355.23 of 3 December 1962. "The Quality Assurance Teams;

establishment of". 

Bureau of Ships Instruction 4355.23, of 3 December 1962, was offered in 
evidence and there being no objection it was so received as Exhibit (186). 
Counsel for RADM Palmer waived the reading of this exhibit at this time. 

Q. Referring now to Exhibit (184), the 20 November 1 62 directive, 
Commander Rule, I note sub-paragraph 3(b) refers to a Management Policy Board. 
Would you tell us who composed the Management Policy Board during the month of 
November, 19621 
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A. The Management Policy Board is composed of department heads and heads of
offices; the chairmanship rotates from time to time. The Chairman, at that time, 
I believe, was Captain Guerry, Production Officer. 

Q. Did the Chairmanship and constitution of the board remain the same during
December of 1962? 

A. The board remained the same; the Chairmanship changed to Captain Rehler,
Public Works Officer; I do not recall the date. 

Q. Was that in Decemb�r, 1962?
A. I couldn't say,

Q. Who drafted Exhibit (184)?
A. I drafted that myself, with some modifications, possibly, by the Management

and Engineering Office. 

Q. I refer you to Exhibit (116) before this court, a memorandum from Code 3O3B-2
of the Shipyard to Code 213, subject� "U.S,S. THRESHER sea-water silver brazed 
joints; inspection of". The memorandum is signed by R. E. FITE of the Quality 
Assurance Branch; is that correct? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. The general tenor of the memorandum is that the results of ultrasonic
inspection of silver brazed joints are set out and it ends up with a declaratory 
sentence that "Code 3O3B-2 would like a decision at this time in regards to the 
lagged portions of the systems in THRESHER." That memorandum was answered, was 
it not? 

A. Yes, sir, on the 4th of December 1962.

Q. Were you aware of the status of the inspection of silver brazed joints
in THRESHER at the time that the request was made by your division for a ruling 
on whether or not the lagged joints should also be inspected? 

A. I was aware of that memo when it went out; yes, sir.

Q. Were you aware of the reply signed by Mr. Heeney when it was received
in your division? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. At that time were you also aware of a letter from the Chief of the
Bureau of Ships to the Commander, Portsmouth Naval Shipyard dated 28 August 
1962, which is numbered before this court as Exhibit (115)? 

A. I was aware of this, yes, sir.

Q. Taking the three documents together, then, the basic directive from
the Bureau of Ships directing that the silver brazed joints in THRESHER be 
ultrasonically tested, and that a minimum of at least one ultrasonic test team, 
throughout the entire post shakedown availability period, be employed to examine 
the maximum number of silver brazed joints, insofar as possible, did you consider 
the matter of sufficient importance from the point of view of your responsibility 
in the quality assurance field, to reverse this decision to the Management Policy 
Board? 

A. No, sir.

Q. · I refer you to Exhibit (184) before this court, the directive then in
effect covering the activities and responsibilities of the Quality Assurance 
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Committee, and to paragraph 3 (b) "Keep the Management Policy Board and other 
committees informed as appropriate where areas of interest develop". Could you 
explain why you did not consider it necessary or desirable to keep the Management 
Policy Board informed of this matter? 

A. I didn't consider it as a matter for the Quality Assurance Committee and
Management Policy Board. I considered it a matter for the Quality Assurance 
Division, that is Code 303, and the Production Department and so on. 

Q. Would you explain your reasoning?
A. I did not consider it a matter of broad policy. I might say I considered

it a matter of day to day work, so to speak, on the vessel. 

Q. The ultrasonic testing of silver brazed joints in THRESHER pursuant
to the directive contained in Exhibit (115) was a matter in which you had a 
direct interest; was it not? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. The directive calls for the carrying on of thattesting to the maximum
extent possible during the entire post shakedown period of availability. Is it 
a fact that the post shakedown period of availability was extended from time 
to time after the initial determination not to unlag the joints was made? 

A. It was extended, yes.

Q. Did you have any occasion to review in your own mind the desirability
to revise the initial decision not to unlag, in view of the greater period 
of time available in which to accomplish the testing? 

A. I don't recall that I gave it any particular attention after December.

Q. Did you ever discuss the decision not to unlag the joints in THRESHER
with anyone higher in the chain of responsibility than yourself? 

A. I don't recall; I may have discussed it with the Repair Superintendent
at the time. I believe I discussed it with the Production Officer. I did 
not discuss it with anyone outside the Production Department. 

Q. Is it your recollection that there was any concern in higher management
over this decision not to unlag and inspect? 

A. I couldn't answer that outright. I was aware, and others were aware
of the figures in the report of November and the percentage rates that were 
involved. 

Q. I note that Exhibit (117), an internal memorandum of the Portsmouth
Naval Shipyard, which stated that time did not permit the unlagging of joints 
in THRESHER for ultrasonic testing, included provisions for a copy to the Commanding 
Officer of THRESHER. Did any of the ship's personnel make representations to you 
after the date of Exhibit (117) to the effect that they questioned or protested 
this decision not to unlag? 

A. I recall no contacts on that with the ship.

PRESIDENT: Counsel, what is the date of Exhibit (117)? 

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: 4 December, sir. 

Q. With specific reference to the ultrasonic inspection of silver brazed
piping joints, and the radiography of piping joints in THRESHER, can you describe 
the record keeping in Quality Assurance control for such work items during 
THRESHER's post shakedown availability? 
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A, The joints which were found on the original inspection by either visual 
or ultrasonic inspections to be defective, were submitted to the Planning Department 
for repair. At the same time the shop was made aware of this. The shop would 
then conunence to repair it when they received instructions on the joints. There 
was an ultrasonic report made out at the time the first test was made, and the 
card, a so-called No. 5 card, made out on inspection at that time. Another card, 
the same sort and the same set, was made out by the shop when they conunenced the 
repair. When the shop then had repaired the joint, which had to be ultrasonically 
tested again, that is one made in place aboard ship, the inspection people were 
called again and they in turn tested this, reported the second ultrasonic test, 
and noted it on the card itself. There was one card then held by the shop, another 
card was held by the ultrasonic inspectors, and the third card which was held 
by the 303B inspectors. 

Q. Was the same procedure followed in radiography of welded joints?
A. Radiography is slightly different, in that there is another form which

is sent from 26 shop to the radiography section to ask for radiography. 

Q. Where was the master check-off list maintained of the joints and the
piping that had to be inspected in the Quality Assurance program? 

A. There was no master check-off list as a list. There were drawings which
were followed in the course of the inspection. The joints were marked on the 
drawings as the inspection proceeded. 

Q. The Quality Assurance Branch, as part, of the total Shipyard effort, did
not keep a master check-off list to insure that every item, that every joint 
requiring non-destructive testing by radiography or ultrasonic methods was in 
fact satisfactorily tested; is that correct? 

A. They did not keep a list; they kept a drawing.

Q. Has this item been considered by the Quality Assurance Conunittee as a de
vice for keeping a positive control on the joints to be tested? 

A. It has been considered by the cor:imittee and it has been considered also
by the Quality Assurance Division, both in areas of pipe joints and structural 
joints, as well. We, in this case, made up drawings as we went along. In other 
cases we have had so-called "Indent. Drawings" furnished which we followed. This 
practice varies from ship to ship in accordance with what kind of material we are 
furnished. It varies between the overall type of work, of which we may consider 
the PSA a part, and new construction work. We have endeavored to improve this 
from time to time, and at the present time have a considerably more formal 
system in effect on the SSB(N) 636, for instance. 

Q. In the post shakedown availability period of THRESHER, howdid you audit
those prints and plans in order to determine if any joints had been left un
covered so far as testing was concerned? 

A. It would be a matter of checking against the job order, which listed
plan numbers to be covered and described the type of joints to be covered. 
A matter of comparing that with the drawings themselves to see which joints 
were marked as having been tested and when, possibly, and what kind of results 
were obtained. 

Q. Was such an audit regularly performed?
A. Not a regular audit; this was a <lay to day duty of the man on the job

who was conducting the inspection. 
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Q. Did you require any sort of reports to you so that you could be assured
that no joint requiring testing was left untested? 

A. No.

Q. Do you have a copy of the survey of silver brazed piping joints in
THRESHER's hydraulic system, which was conducted by Electric Boat Division in 
Groton, Connecticut? 

A. I believe so, yes, sir.

Q. Will you produce it, please?

(the witness did so,) 

Q. By whom is it signed?
A, By E. J. Behney, Manager, Quality Assurance Control. 

Q. What is subject?
A. The subject is "Ultrasonic testing of sil brazed joints two inches or

less in diameter located on the hydraulic system of the U.S.S. THRESHER SS(N) 593; 
Results of". 

Q. And the shop order?
A. The shop order under which this was conducted is 3930•136.

The above s u r v e y order was offered in evidence, and there being no objection, 
it was so received as Exhibit (187). Counsel for RADM Palmer waived the reading 
of this exhibit at this time. 

Q. Do you have any personal familiarity or knowledge of the events which
Exhibit (187) relates? 

A. None at all; no, sir.

Q. Are you familiar with the details of the conduct of the inspection of
silver brazed pipe joints in THRESHER at the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard made at 
the request of the Bureau of Ships during THRESHER's PSA? 

A. The details that I have gathered from a search of the records afterwards
and from such other things as I mentioned earlier. 

Q. Would you relate the details to this court? You may refer to your
files to refresh your recollection on this point. 

A. The survey was conducted under instructions, or a set of ground rules,
so-called, which were originally written for a survey on SKIPJACK, and later used 
on THRESHER. This outlined the manner in which the control cards were to be 
generated and inspections performed. It also indicated the manner in which the 
joints nomenclature was to be used for identification of joints. The survey was 
commenced in response to a job order 50612 and continued under a job order 90393. 
The first condition reports of defects found were generated about the 10th of 
September. Following that there was a series of condition reports covering defects 
as found, On the 29th of November, a sununary report was given, not a joint 
identification, but a sununary account of it was submitted by the Planning Department 
to the type desk. This is the one referred to previously, which requested 
instructions for further actions with regard to the lagged portions. Then later on 
the same figures, with some corrections in arithmetic that arose in the meantime, 
were put in a memorandum and finally with the same figures, again with these 
corrections, in a letter to the Bureau of Ships on 22 April, in which the results 
of the survey were reported. The report to the Bureau again did not list individual 
joints, but only contained a summary count of the joints covered and the results 
found. 
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Q. What was the date of that report?
A. 22 April.

Q, Was that report prepared by you? 
A. It was prepared by my staff, yes and passed by me on the way out. It was

signed by the Shipyard Commander. 
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(b) (6) relieved (b) (6) at this point as reporter. 

A. (Continued) Following this, and in more recent days, there has been
compiled a list of joints covered in this survey by joint name showing the 
results obtained on each individual joint. 

not? 
Q. That was made as a result of a re-examination of the records, was it

A. That's correct.

Q. How was that re-examination of the records conducted?
A. By search of the marked-up plans that were made at the time, by

correlation of the files between the Inspection Branch and the Ultrasonic 
Testing Branch. 

Q. Did you document this re-examination? 
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Do you have that paper with you?
A. I have a list of those joints.

Q. Would you produce it, please?
A. This is it here.

The witness produced said document. 

Q. This is a list of silver-brazed piping joints 2 inches inside pipe
size and over-subjected to submergence pressure in Trim and Drain, Auxiliary 
Sea Water, and 8000 gallons-per-day distiller systems, which were ultrasonically 
tested during THRESHER's post shakedown availability. Is that correct? 

A. That's correct, sir.

The aforementioned document was submitted to the court and to counsel for 
RADM Palmer, a party, and was offered in evidence by counsel for the court. 

PRESIDENT: Let the court see the tabulated data on joints inspected. 

Exhibit 118 was submitted to the court for examination and comparison. 

There being no objection, the aforementioned list of silver-brazed piping 
joints was received in evidence and marked "Exhibit 188." 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. Turning to Exhibit 118 before this court, a memorandum from 303B-2 to
Code 303 at this Shipyard, dated 17 April, was the total of the column "New 
Joints Installed" on Exhibit 118 included in the totals of the columns to the 
left of it which would indicate the total joints inspected? 

A. Partly, but not entirely.

Q. Would you explain that, please?
A. The first three columns of that--namely, the 125 joints accepted by UT,

the 45 accepted visually on che basis of the visual inspection only, and the 
20 which were rejected by UT, represents the total initial coverage. In order 
to repair the 20 defective joints, other joints--some of which were within the 
original scope of the survey and some of which were not--had to be unmade in 
order to get at the defective joints. Therefore, the 67 covers all of the 20 
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which had to be remade. It covers some of the so-called good joints that were 
just inspected and some of the adjacent joints that possibly had not been. 

Questions by a court member, CAPT OSBORN: 

Q. Let me get squared away here. The 67 were required to put in proper
condition the 20 rejected, is that correct? 

A. Yes, sir, it is. The 20 plus the other;s,

Question by counsel for the court: 

Q. Now, referring to Exhibit 188, would you explain those tabulations
and the final notation thereon, with particular reference to an explanation 
of the "Averages" column, which contains underlined figures? 

A, Yea, sir. This tabulation was made up by system and by compartment 
in the ship, It so happens to be divided by drawing as well. The joint 
number, or joint name, is the nomenclature that was used in the survey. The 
column headed "Heat" indicates the number of times that the joint had to 
undergo a brazing process. A zero would indicate that it was the joint as 
found, As to the "Bond Percentage," the outer indicates the land on the side 
of the groove which is near the pipe. The inner column refers to land which 
is near the fitting••that is, the center of the coupling or the disc of the 
flange, The "Average" column represents the numerical average of the other 
two, except for a few cases which I will explain, The underline in the last 
column indicates that was the final reading on that joint and the reading 
upon which the acceptance was based. Now, certain of these joints were on a 
zero reading and rejected. The figure "3", for instance, were all rejected 
joints. It is noted they were replaced later by welded joints for reasons 
other than just the silbraze survey. The first was rejected on the basis of 
a low average bond. lt would have failed on the basis of the inner land any
way. The second appears to be good, but it was rejected for excessive number 
of no-bond segments; and the thir� on the basis of low average. In general, 
any joint which has a zero heat number and no further entries was good on the 
first try. The nomenclature--If the fitting starts off with an "F", that is 
the original joint. If it is "NF", that means in the course of repair a new 
fitting had to be installed. 

EXAMINATION BY THE COURT 

Questions by a court member, CAPT HUSHING: 

Q. Does the "l" before "ANF" mean, for example, the first heat?
A. The "1' 1 before that means another new fitting; it has nothing to do-

it doesn't designate the number of heats, although it is associated with it. 

Q. On page 1, under the Midships Compartment, the first joint coupling
Pl0-2B/ANF·92·1 shows an average bond of 41, is not underlined, and I assume, 
therefore, that it was rejected? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Skip one, and we come to Pl0·2B/1 ANF-92-1, and we find average bond
53, underlined, indicating an accepted joint? 

A. Yes, sir.
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Q. Is that one and the same joint?
A. It is the same joint by location in the system, but a new fitting had

to be installed, The first joint, line 1, was a new fitting, and it is all 
right; but, later on, after a re-heat, it had to be renewed. 

Q. But the figure "l" indicates the same joint but a new fitting?
A. The same joint.

Q. So, if we have a "1" right after the slant, we always have a new
fitting, which also means we have at least one heat? 

A. Yes, sir,

Questions by a court member, RADM DASPIT: 

Q, You said an "F" was the original joint, an "ANF" is a new joint, and 
"l·ANF" is still another new joint. What is a plain "NF"? 

A. Perhaps I should read the full five designations and this would help
explain it. An "F" is the original fitting as it came in the Yard. An "AF" 
is a joint which was not shown on the plan but it was found to be in place 
on arrival. It is a so-called field joint. "NF" is a new fitting which was 
put in an old joint during the PSA. 

Q, Put in where an old joint was removed? 
A. That's correct, sir. An "NAF" is a new fitting put in an old joint

which was there but not shown on the plan . 

Q. Just a minute. You said an "NAF". Do you mean an "ANF"7
A. No, sir·-"NAF". "ANF" is a new joint which was created during this

availability, and is not shown on the drawing as it arrived. In other words, 
a new field joint. 

COURT MEMBER, RADM DASPIT: Counsel, would you get the legend to add to the 
exhibit. 

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: Aye, aye, sir. 

REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. Would you proceed with your explanation?
A. This list of twelve pages, then, shows 161 distinct joints, as opposed

to the 145 which were covered on the inspection proper. These additional 
joints, as I said, were necessary in order to make the total required. 

RE-EXAMINATION BY THE COURT 

Questions by a court member, CAPT OSBORN: 

Q, I didn't get that 145. I either got 125 UT accepted, 45 visually; and 
now we are discussing the 45 visually inspected. Is that correct? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q, So, take the 125 joints with the 20 rejects, there are 161 detailed 
fittings UT tested? 

A. Would you state that again, please?
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Q, Well, you state it for me on what it is. 
A. Yes, sir. We accepted 125 original joints and turned down 20. We

made a total of 67 new joints, some of which were welded. We have on this 
list, as I counted them, 161 separate joints. 

Questions by the president, VADM AUSTIN: 

Q, Of those 161 joints, were 10 rejected ultrasonically, or 20? 
A. Twenty of the original joints had been rejected. There were quite a

number of rejects above that during the course of repairs, each of which had 
to be repaired in turn, so the number was greater than 20, actually. 

Q. In your last paragraph on page 12 of this exhibit, you say, "The
foregoing list, made 4 May 1963 from prime shop and inspection records, 
indicate that of the 161 distinct joints, 151 were accepted on the first 
ultrasonic inspection." 

A. Yes, sir.

Q, Now, my arithmetic says 161 minus 151 leaves 10, so that is what has 
us confused, the discrepancy, the differential between 161 and 151 on this 
piece of paper, and the 20 joints that failed ultrasonically on the other 
piece of paper, you see. 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Can you explain that for us?
A. The 20 joints which are shown as having failed on the letter to the

Bureau failed, of course, before any brazing was connnenced, and then some 
additional joints failed during the course of brazing, or did not pass the 
test, so the first failures will show on a zero heat. Of the subsequent 
failures, some will show on a zero heat; if it is an additional joint, it 
will show on Heat 1 or Heat 2 prior to the final underlined failure. 

Q, I am about one heat behind you. Let us try to reduce this to a little 
simpler version. Now, citing Exhibit 118, which has the tabulation designated 
as a detailed sunnnary of inspections accomplished shown in table below, that 
is the memorandum from 303-B2 to 303, dated 17 April 1963. 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. As of the date that that memorandum was written, this was a sunnnary
of joints tested, passed and rejected, both ultrasonically and visually, is 
that correct? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Now, the first column totals up to 125 and it is labeled, "Joints
accepted UT Inspection." 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Are we to interpret that that is the total number of ultrasonic tests
which passed, or is it the total number of joints that passed? 

A. This is the total number of joints as the ship came in the Yard, sir.

Q. Now, those were all old joints?
A. These would be old joints, yes, sir.
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Q. All old joints, because all joints in the right-hand column, which
total 67, although some of them may have been found defective on one heat, 
were reheated until they passed, is that correct? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q, Because that is labeled, "New Joints Installed"? 
A. Yes, sir.

Q. So, the 67 figure is not included in the total of 125?
A. Some of them are for the reason that if an old joint was passed, it

was counted in the first column. 

Q. Some of the 67 are included in the 125?
A. Yes, sir, in the same geographical location in the ship.

Q. I think that may be inaccurate, Would you reconsider that statement?
Some of the joints in the left-hand column which were accepted probably had 
to be torn out due to the work that had to be done installing a new tee or 
something that had been found defective? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. So, isn't it more likely that your joints in Column 1, and that totals
125, might have included some of those that are listed over in the right-hand 
column? 

A. Well, let me say, there is an overlap between the two columns. I
don't know that you want to say that this column includes some of those in the 
right-hand column and the right-hand column includes some of the left. 

Q. Well, now, the "Visual Inspection Joints" stand alone. They are not
overlapped or duplicated in either of the other columns, is that correct? 

A. They are not duplicated in either the first or third columns; some of
them could be in the last column. 

Q. Some could be included in the last column?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Well, now, going back to your new catalog and summary here, Exhibit
188, will you explain to the court, in the light of our discussion, will you 
explain the sentence at the bottom of page 12, which says, "The foregoing list, 
made 4 May 1963, from prime shop inspection records, indicates that of the 161 
distinct joints, 151 were accepted on the first ultrasonic inspections, either 
as found or as first brazed." Will you explain what it was intended to 
communicate by that sentence? 

A. That either the joints were good when the ship came in and were left
undisturbed or that the fi.rst brazing job performed on that joint in the Yard 
was acceptable. 

Q, Oh, that makes it clear. We are deeply grateful. It means, then, 
that this pair of figures does not give any index whatever to the number or 
the percentage of old joints tested which failed ultrasonically? 

A. No, sir.

Q. That is the point which has not been clear.
A. Yes, sir.
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Questions by a court member, CAPT OSBORN: 

Q. But for the foggy section over here, will you clarify one question
for me? I understand that is a complete explanation of the joint problem, 
but I particularly focus my attention on old joints--that is, the joints 
that came into the Yard in THRESHER, no work having been done on them--was 
that 20 out of a total of 145 joints which were found defective on ultra
sonic testing? 

A. That's correct, sir,

FURTHER REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q, On the basis of your re-examination of records of ultrasonic inspec
tions of silver-brazed joints done under this survey, Exhibit 188, and of 
yeur computations, what was the rejection rate of old joints rejected by 
ultrasonic tests? 

A. This would be the quotient of 20 over 145, or 13,8 per cent.

Q. Did you conduct an examination of inspection records of silver-brazed
piping joints which were made in THRESHER's vital sea systems during her post 
shakedown availability period which were not included in this survey? 

A. Yes, I have reviewed certain other joints that were tested in sea
water systems. 

Q. Did you document that review?
A. Yes, sir. I have a list of diesel generator cooling joints, for

instance, and some in other systems. 

Q. Do you have three lists in all?
A. Yes. I have a list of diesel generator cooling joints; I have some

piping joints which are not subject to submergence pressure; and a list of 
welded joints that are subjected to submergence pressure. 

Q. Would you produce them, please?
A. Yes, sir.

The witness produced three lists as follows: (1) Welded Piping Joints
in Air Conditioning, Auxiliary Salt Water, and Trim & Drain Systems; 
(2) Silver Brazed Piping Joints Remade in Filling Lines; and (3) Silver Brazed
Piping Joints Remade in Diesel Generator Cooling System.

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: Here are three separate lists, sir. These are offered 
for the purpose of showing success rates with other joints. 

The aforementioned documents were submitted to the court and to counsel 
for RADM Palmer, and were offered in evidence by counsel for the court. 

There being no objection, they were so received and marked, "Exhibit 189," 
"Exhibit 190" and "Exhibit 191," respectively. 

Counsel for the party waived the reading of these exhibits. 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. The last annotation on each of the exhibits contains a computation of
success rates with the joints, does it not? 

A. Yes, sir. This is not to be confused with a rejection rate.
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Q. It is the success rate?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Did you conduct a similar examination of inspection records on
welded joints on THRESHER's sea water system completed during her post 
shakedown availability period? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. On what systems?
A. On the air conditioning, the salt water to air conditioning, the

auxiliary salt water, and trim and drain systems. 

Q, Would you produce the document showing the results of that exami

nation? 
A. That is Exhibit 189, sir.

Q. Was there any means provided for feed-back of inspections disclosed
by your inspection results under the quality assurance program to the shops 
concerned; that is, for example, from Code 303 to Shop 56, the Pipe Shop? 

A. In the case of welded joints, the Radiography Branch gives back to
the shop the results of the radiographs and this, in turn, generates action 
on their:part to proceed to make repairs, The UT records of tests of 
silver-brazed joints also goes back to the shop. That is the notification 
indicating that it has not passed, and this goes back to the shop for action. 

Q. Was there any corrective staff work done by the Quality Assurance
Division when a pattern of inferior silver-braze work, for example, was 
displayed by their records? Could you synthesize the information from a 
great many tests and present that to the pipe shop? 

A. There has been an audit of silver-braze work in general. It is
taken throughout the yard without regard to the ship the work is being done 
on. It is not conducted to spotlight a particular ship or job order. 

Q. Has consideration been given to the establishment of a procedure for
feed-back when a pattern of inferior work shows up on one ship? 

A. Yes, sir. We have picked up individual indications and traced them
back to find out what caused them. In one particular case we found it was a 
matter of sizing of pipe that caused a particular run of bad joints, for 
instance. 

Q. Job Order 90393, Exhibit 180 before this court, was one of the original
job orders written pursuant to the directive to ultrasonically test sil-braze 
joints in THRESHER during her post shakedown availability. Included in that 
job order was the directive to keep P. & E. and Design periodically informed 
of the results of such inspections. Were such periodic reports made to P. & E. 
and Design by Code 303? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Do you have records of these reports?
A. I have some as samples, not the complete records. I mentioned earlier

that the first of the condition reports was submitted in about the first two 
weeks of September, and I have here a few examples of those that were submitted 
afterwards. 

Q. Would you produce them, please?
A. These are copies, and I believe the court has the originals.
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Q. These indicate individual joints which.were rejected?
A. These are individual joints which have been found to be rejected on

ultrasonic or visual tests. 

Q, Was there any staff report by Code 303, giving the total of the 
joints inspected and totals within that of those found rejectable? 

A, I don't believe there were any sutnll\ary reports. There was no 
totalizing up until the time of the November 29th memorandum. 

Q. You have indicated that ultrasonic test inspections were made of
certain joints in the trim and drain system, and it has been reported that 
there were failures in the silver-brazed joints in the trim system due to 
water hanmer effect on the first deep dive. The major fa!lur�was a joint 
in the 4-inch suction line located in the diesel engine space, port side. 
From your records of inspection, can you state whether any joints 
in this trim suction line in the vicinity of the failure wer��tnspected? 

A. I have no personal knowledge of this and have no records here, I
believe, that I could identify as such. 

Q. Was there any consideration given to ultrasonic inspections of the
trim system, particularly in the area of the failures,in view of the known over
stressing of the system during her first deep dive? 

A. I couldn't say, sir.

RE-EXAMINATION BY THE COURT 

Questions by a court member, CAPT NASH; 

Q. Commander Rule, I refer to Exhibit 115; were the instructions of the
Chief of the Bureau of Ships , as outlined in Exhibit 115, known to the member
ship of the Quality Assurance Committee? 

A. Not to the Conmittee, sir. I was aware of them, myself, as Code 303.

Q. Did you discuss these instructions with the Committee?
A. No, sir.

Q, Was the Committee aware of the plan for surveillance in THRESHER? 
A. Not as a committee, no, sir.

Q. What steps did you discuss with the Committee to implement the instruc
tions of the Bureau Chief in his letter? 

A. This letter and the matter of the survey on THRESHER was never taken
up as a committee matter. It was handled solely as a matter by the Production 
Department and the Planning Department. 

Q, Looking at this as a matter of important philosophy in surveillance, 
is it not an item which should properly have been considered by the Committee? 

A. I don't feel so, sir.

Questions by a court member, CAPT HUSHING: 

Q. Commander Rule, I believe you reported to the Shipyard in January, 1962?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Now, what was your initial assignment �n the Shipyard?
A. Production Engineering Officer.
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Q, And when were you made the Quality Assurance Superintendent? 
A, November of 1962. 

Q. Did you have Quality Assurance under your cognizance as Production
Engineering Officer? 

A, No, sir. That is a separate division. 

Q. So that you were moved in the Shipyard to take charge of the Quality
Assurance in November of 19627 

A. Yes, sir,

Q. You did not have the THRESHER availability for Quality Assurance
except for that period from November, 1962, until she left in April of 1963, 
is that correct? 

A. Yes, sir.
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(b)(6) relieved (b) (6) as reporter at this point. 

Q. Turning to another subject, you mentioned I believe that your inspectors
used drawings for the purpose of check-off lists of joints which were worked on 
during the availability, did they not? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. 
Quality 

A. 

Are those joints part of your records; are they maintained anywhere in the
Assurance Division?
The drawings, sir?

Q. Marked-up drawings?
A. Marked-up drawings we have covering this area of the survey.

Q. How about new work where inspection is required.
A. Do we keep drawings on new work? On some, yes. On new construction we

do have marked-up drawings. 

Q. Suppose we have a job order which calls for five or ten joints in the ASW
system to be replaced and the job order calls for U/T inspection. Do you get a 
copy of this job order? 

A. My office gets a copy, yes, sir.

Q. Does Code 303 get a copy of that job order?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. How does 303 insure that all of the new joints which are created as a
result of this job order are in fact inspected? 

A. 303, in general, and this is on repair work, answers the inspection call of
the shop to inspect the joints when they are fitted. This would either be a 
visual inspection in process, or a U/T inspection or visual inspection when 
completed. 

Q. Suppose through inadvertence a shop makes no such call?
A. Then it would be up to the knowledge of the inspector and his reminding the

shop that this has occurred, or it is possible that it could be missed. 

Questions by a member, CAPT Osborn: 

Q. Did we do any ultrasonic testing on SKIPJACK?
A. I couldn't say at the moment. I would say that we did, but I don't know

of it in particular. 

Q. Did you think the rate of inspection was a fairly productive rate in terms
of ultrasonic joints during the THRESHER availability? 

A. If you mean the number of joints inspected versus the time available, it
was less than the optimum rate of inspection, due, possibly, on the one hand, to 
interference in getting at the joints; possibly, on the other, to a lack of man
power to get all'the joints. 

Q. Lack of manpower? Weren't you directed to use one complete ultrasonic team?
A. Yes. sir.

Q. Don't you have a complete ultrasonic team in the yard?
A. Yes. sir.
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Q. How many joints do you think an ultrasonic team can inspect a day on a
fairly sustained schedule? 

A. If the joints are available readily to a team, they can average eight
joints in a day for a team. Under certain circumstances they can exceed that; 
under other circumstances, where interference is involved, they fall far below 
that, 

Q. Does the ultrasonic team ordinarily prepare the joints they inspect or are
the joints prepared by someone else� I mean with respect to clearing interference 
and this type of thing. 

A. The physical interference is supposed to be cleared by other trades. The
matter of tagging the joint, which is another part of preparation for ultrasonic 
survey, is sometimes done by the trades, sometimes by the 303B inspector, and 
sometimes is left to the ultrasonic team to find it. 

Q. In view of the apparent urgency of Bureau of Ships letter of 28 August, was
every effort given to assist the ultrasonic teams to assist them in inspecting a 
maximum number of joints? 

A. Every joint, I feel, that the inspectors turned up, the ultrasonic team
was informed of, 

Q. That's not what I'm interested in doing. Was the maximum amount of help
given, or assistance given, to let this team inspect as many joints as it possibly 
could? 

A. I couldn't speak at this time on what the shops put into clearing physical
interference. I was speaking of the visual inspections prior to ultrasonic. 

Q, You've been in the Yard for quite some time. What is the feeling about 
ultrasonic testing in the Yard? I don't mean in your particular shop; I just mean 
the general feeling of Portsmouth Naval Shipyard. 

A. I'm not sure I know what the feelings of all parts of the Shipyard are with
regard to ultraeonics. It's an expanding field, it's relatively young, and it's 
changing every day. 

Q. Is it hard to seil; do you get excellent cooperation by the people; are
the people very sympathetic to your problems, or this sort of thing? 

A. There could be some reluctance to accept a reading on an oscilloscope as
evidence of what kind of workmanship is inside the joint. 

Q. Where does this reluctance come from?
A. It could come from anyone who is not familiar with the ultrasonic testing

equipment. 

Q. Have you noticed any reluctance on anybody's part to support the ultrasonic
testing? 

A. I've never had any objections raised to me.

Q. In reviewing back over the record, twenty out of one hundred forty-five
old joints tested fell below the standard. Did you have any indication that this 
was the rejection rate as the tests were being made? 

A. I had the indication in November when this report was turned in.

Q. Whom did you discuss this with?
A. I don't recall at the moment whom I may have discussed it with. I beleive

that I discussed it with the Repair Superintendent and with the Production Officer. 
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Q. In retrospect, do you think it was a pretty high rejection rate?
A. The thirteen percent is about the same as the Yard itself gets on ultrasonic

tests of new joints made in their better months. The rejection rate runs from 
there up to possibly eighteen percent. 

Q. But all of the joints that are detected in the Yard are repaired, are
they not? 

A. All those that are rejected are repaired.

Questions by the president, VADM Austin: 

Q. Commander Rule, in answer to a question, you just remarked that although
there was some reluctance on the part of some to accept the reading on the os
cilloscope as proof of unsatisfactory work inside of a joint, that you have never 
had any objections raised to you. Now, with the system in effect, would not it be 
easier for those who make the joints not to call out your ultrasonic testing team 
to test them than to argue with you about it; in other words, this reluctance on 
their part to have their work scbjected to ultrasonic testing might well result in 

joints not being tested if the initiative for test is left with the people who 
make the joints. Is that correct? 

A. It could be so, sir; I don a t know.

Q. Now, Commander Rule, you have re-sponded i::o the request of this court for

a nt:mber of records and you have produced those records promptly and, it appears, 
fully. You do seem to have a great deal of organization and system in your 
Quality Control, and yet I wonder if che object of your organization is kept in 
mind sufficiently to insure the accomplishment of its mission. In the case of the 
THRESHER, we had a letter from t·ne Chief of the Bureau of Ships written subsequent 
to a letter from the Navy Yard, Portsmouth, in which the Navy Yard, Portsmouth, 
indicated that it thought that u1.trasonic testing of the old joints of THRESHER 
was redundant; and yet the Chief of the Bareau, on the 28th of August, addressed a

letter which not only did not 2oncur with that view, or appraisal, or estimate, 
but indicated rather strongly that an inspection of the sil-brazed joints in the 
THRESHER was to be done, at least to the extent: it could be done by a single ultra
sonic team; and the words used in the le::t:er would seem to indicate that it was 
desirable to have the maximum number of sil-brazed joints so inspected. The 
original job order which was writ�:en in the Planning and Estimating Division 
covering the inspection of sil-brazed joints did not provide specifically for a

minimum of at least one sil-braze ult·�·asonic testing team to be assigned to this 
task, but it did ask that the Planning and Estimating Division be kept informed 
from time to time as to the results found on this test. Can you explain how your 
Division failed to sense the importance of these tests, and, instead of making 
several summary reports, only made one summary report as late as late in November? 
You did make individual reports of failed joints, but I believe that you testified 
that you made no summary of reports. Can you explain that in further detail? 

A. I would say, sir, that the fault very likely lies on myself, for the
reason that you stated earlier, that sometimes the mission of the division is 
lost sight of in day to day detail work. 

Q. The court recognizes thac there is a great deal of detail involved in
running your division, that you do have much record-keeping to do, and many job 
orders to watch; but it �ould seeffi that the over-all mission here was lost sight of 
in that you didn I t seem t:o s ..1tr;1JJ: summary reports as you found these old joints 
that were not always pa8sing ultrasonic tests; is that correct? 

A. Yes, sir.
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Q. Well now, did you at any time, to your recollection, raise this point as a
matter of some concern to you, as the Head of the Quality Assurance Division, 
with higher authority? 

A. No, sir, I can 1 t recall any specific occasions.

Q. Now, I believe you did say that you thought you had discussed with the
Repair Superintendent and perhaps the Production Officer the summary of the results 
which were reported on the 29th of November. Do you recall whether or not you 
were given to feel that this was not to be considered as a matter of great concern 
or not? 

A. I do recall the impression, and I couldn't quote the remarks at this
point, that the press of the schedule on availability was such as to make it 
difficult to go any further than we had gone, We asked at the time of this report 
concerning the joints whi.ch were lagged if we should do any more in.-.that direction; 
but at that time I believe the schedule was much shorter than it eventually 
turned out to be. It was the pressure of getting the ship finished, 

Q. In other words, your recollection is that it was a matter of what could be
done in the time available which was the governing consideration? 

A. Yes, sir.

Questions by a member, CAPT Ht:shing: 

Q. Commander Rule, when aid you take the position of Qt:ality Assurance
Superintendent? 

A. About the 4th of November, 1962,

Q. And whEn was the report: of the Q;-2a:li.ty Assurance Division relative to the
sil-brazed inspection on ere I'.i.1.RESHER submitted to the Planning and Estimating 
Department? 

A. 29 November, I believe,

Q. This was a period, then, of aoout three and a half weeks?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. During that time were yo'-1 tlcsy acclimating yourself to your new position?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Were there other crises and other problems in the Yard during this time to
which you addressed yourself? 

A. There was the daily business, both of new construction and repair. I 
don't recall specific crises at t�is moment, 

Q. But you were learning a new job?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Did you find that anyone in your organizacion brought to your attention
the importance or seriousness of the ul'::rasonic testing of the THRESHER? 

A, I don't recall any specific discussion on this matter, 

Q. Did you discern this problem, then, by virtue of the preparation of the
report? 

A. I was aware of che ""epon: i t:sel f when it came out= yes, sir.
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Q. In your opinion was it :hen already too late to do additional ultrasonic
testing without actually delaying the ship? 

A. · I don it know that I fo:r:med an opinion l:i.ke that. We asked that question,
really, instead of attempting to answer :it ourselves. My habit at that time was, 
and still is, to discuss the events of the day from time to time in the evening 
with the Repair Superintendent and Production Officer and this very likely came 
up along at that time. I don't recall the specific occasion. 

Questions by a member, CAPT Osborn: 

Q. Who did you relieve as Quality Control Officer?
A. I came in as the first military head. Mr. Rogers had been head of the

division, and Mr. Rogers is now 303X, my head civilian assistant. 

Q. On your letter of 22 April that you prepared for Admiral Palmer to the
Bureau of Ships, surranarizing the reports required in the 28 August 1962 letter, 
who prepared that letter? 

A. This was prepared by one of the members of my Engineering Evaluation Branch,
who discussed it with me, and modified it, and so on. 

Q. Who is this member of your Engineering Evaluation Branch?
A. This is Mr. Frank Trowlick, I believe.

Q. When you were taking over, you were in the Yard in another position here
and you were taking over Qua!..it:y Assurance. Once you got the word that you were 
going to have this job, what did you think your biggest job would be? 

A. Really, learning the difference between Quality Assurance as it now exists
arid ::he old concept of the Inspection Division as it existed the last time I say 
the Yard. 

Q. What was the general feeling of other departments in the Yard with respect
to the s ilv,er brazed joints in a. period, say, two years ago and at the present 
time, when you took over? 

A. I was not directly connected with this end of it a few years before. With
the deep1,:r depths and consummate higher preesures, I know that much more attention 
has been focused on the silver brazed joints. 

Q. You knew it was a particularly hot subject around this Yard, didn't you;
there wasn't any doubt in your mind about that, was there? 

A. Yes, sir, I knew that.

Neither the counsel for the court, the court, nor the party desired to examine 
this witness further. 

The president of the court informed the witness that he was privileged to make any 
further statement covering anything related to the subject matter of the inquiry that 
he thought should be a matter of record in connection therewith, which had not been 
fully brought out by the previous questioning. 

The witness made the following statement: 

WITNESS: I have one correction to a paragraph in a letter which we sent to the 
Bureau on the 22nd of April which may be of interest. This involves paragraph 4 
of that letter which contair:s a couple of arithmetical mistakes and some dupli
cations in the counting of joints. I don 1 t know that it materially affects the 
letter as a whole, but I have it here for the court. (The witness handed a 
document to counsel,) 
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PRESIDENT: Commander Rule, can you 8ynchronize this as to the necessary corrections 
in the Bureau letter? 

WITNESS: I can re-word paragraph 4, sir. 

PRESIDENT: All right, that's better. 

WITNESS: Shall I do it orally, sir? 

PRES !DENT: Yes. 

WITNESS: This would be the corrected paragraph 4 in a letter to the Bureau dated 
22 April 1963. "In addition to the 190 joints inspected and passed in connection 
with the foregoing job, 33 joints, two inches IPS and over were made under other 
job orders during the availability. Of these, 20 were fabricated in the shop and 
inspected visually before and during hydrostatic tests. The remaining 13 were 
fabricated aboard ship and tested ultrasonically, except for one, a tapered fitting 
which was accepted by visual examination during hydro. 

COONSEL FOR THE COURT: Let fr.e record show that the witness was referring to a 
letter which is Exhibit 160 before this court. 

Tbe witness stated that he had nothing further to say. 

The witness was duly caut:.0!1ed concerning his testimony and withdrew from the 
courtroom. 

The court recessed at 1233 hours, 10 May 1963. 

The court opened at 1355 ho�r8, 10 May 1963. 

All persons connected with the inquiry who were present when the court recessed 
were again present in court. 

No witnesses not otherwise connected with the inquiry were present. 

Edmund T. Scarponi, (b)(6) was called as a

witness for the court, was inforrr.ed of the subject matter of the inquiry, advised 
of his rights against self-incrimination, duly sworn, and examined as follows: 

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: Tbi.s is a closed session of the court, Mr. Scarponi, and 
classified information can be divulged here. 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. State your name, address, and present occupation?
A. Yes, sir. My name is EdruuP..d T. Scarponi, Foreman Pipefitter, Portsmouth

Naval Shipyard, Address: (b) (6)

Q. How long have you held your present position in the Shipyard?
A, Since July the 7th, 196]. 

Q, Would you state briefly the nature of your present duties? 
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A. Yes, sir. I am a Foreman Pipefitter in charge of the Pipe Shop, which
includes pipefitters, coppersm/iths, air conditioning and refrigeration mechanics, 
insulators, helpers and apprentices in each of the trades. 

Q. What is your background and experience in your present line of work?
A. I came to th� Portsmouth Naval Shipyard in 1936 as a machine operator,

I served in that capacity for approximately ten months and I received a call as 
an apprentice coppexsmit:h and I served my apprenticeship as a coppersmith in the 
Pipe Shop. Upon attaining journeyman's rating I worked at the coppersmith trade 
for approximately four years and became an instructor coppersmith to work and 
train trainees during the early part of the war, both in classroom work and shop 
work and ship work. In 1944 I was made a Leadingman Coppersmith, then Quarterman 
Coppersmith sometime later, then became a Chief Quarterman Pipefitter, and sub
sequentlv Foreman Pioefitter. 

Q. My questions now will relate to the period of THRESHER's post shakedown
availability. 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Will you describe how Shop 56 was organized and managed in order to carry
on its business? 

A. Yes, sir. As a Foreman Pipefitter I work through the Chief Quarterman
Pipefitter. We have a reactor plant quarterman with five leadingmen that work for 
him on reactor plant work. We have two leadingmen air�conditioning refrigeration 
mechanics; we have two leadingmen insulators; we have a quarterman in charge of 
all shop work in the Pipe Shop with five leadingmen. We have three Quartermen 
Pipefitters on the afternoon shift, and nine Quartermen Pipefitters on the various 
projects. 

Q. How many in all were normally employed in Shop 56 during the post shakedown
availability of THRESHER? 

A. Approximately 780.

Q. What means did you use to pass on the orders and instructions which you 
had to the people who had jobs to do on THRESHER? 

A. The way we were and are organized in Shop 56, the job order briefs and
instructions, DLI's, DM's, and various documents that authorize work, go through 
the mail system in the outfitting group and are dispatched directly to the Project 
Quarterman. This pertains to all projects. A copy of all job orders is retained 
in the shop for shop planners and shop scanning and perusal. The supplementary 
instructions that are required to supplement the job orders and job order author
izing documents, plans, DLI's, and so forth, such as:instructions by me or the 
Chief Quarterman, are given either verbally or by memo or directly to the Project 
Quarterman by visitation to the Project Quarterman's Field Office. 

Q. By what means did you insure that the orders and directives which were
issued to your men were not only carried out, but were carried out in strict 
compliance with the conditions of your directives? 

A. I wonder if you'd care to repeat that, please?

Q. By what means did you insure that th.e orders and instructions given to
your men were not only carried out, but were carried out in strict compliance with 
your directives? 

A. We have manpower distribution charts that we maintain daily. This gives me
an indication. as to the atrount of people, the numbers of people that are working 
on any particular project, both nuclear and non-nuclear, air conditioning, refriger
ation, and insulation, any o.f the departments within my department, so that I can 
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keep a close watch on the manpower distribution. The joint completion charts are 
another method whereby I can keep a status report as to the progress of the work. 
Personal observation, of course. As regards to brazing cards, speaking of quality, 
we watch quite carefully not only the reports that are sent down weekly by the 
ultrasonic people to keep a close check on the individual brazers who may not be 
performing as well as we think they should be. In most cases where we think they 
may need it, they are assigned to a refresher or additional training. That's 
about it. 

Q. Would you describe in some greater detail the joint completion charts to
which you referred? 

A. Yes, sir. We have a joint count on each plan that is required by plan.
These are projected into a master joint count chart. Dates are projected as to 
when we will start or when we should start a test program on the various plants and 
systems, and we constantly plot a chart of actual progress against the predicted 
progress; and the variants in the predicted plot against the actual plot indicate 
usually that we're behind; and it indicates the rate of progress. 

Q. How frequently during THREpHER's post shakedown availability did you board
the ship to make sure that the work being done by your men was being done the way 
you directed it be done? 

A. Quite frequently. I don't recall very many days that I was not somewhere
around, on, or in, or about the THRESHER. I attended many of the plan of the day 
conferences at 115 that were held in the field office with Lieutenant Biederman's 
Project Team; and this included my project supervisors. To answer your question, 
I was abo�rd the THRESHER quite often. 

Q. When was the last time before she sailed that you were on board her to
check the work of your men? 

A. I cannot remember specifically. I do remember that while THRESHER was in
Dock Number 3 I went down -- oh, yes, I went down to check with one of my supervisors 
to see if a flan�on the Ddesel salt water hull opening was accessible. Somebody 
mentioned that it may be under a �eking ,{ock. We went down, looked at it, observe'd 
it, found that it was very accessible. And, as a matter of fact, while we were 
down there, there was still a foot of water in the dock or a little more, and 
Captain Harvey came down in there and he had his boots on and we passed a few 
remarks about the water in the dock. This was -- I don't remember the date 
during the time the ship was in dock. I was on the ship after that when it came 
around the pier. 

Q. In answering a question as to how you check up on the quality of work
performed by your men, you said you paid attention to individual reports of 
ultrasonic testing which could indicate to you when individual brazers were not 
'performing as well as they should be? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Can you recall instances where the work performed by either brazers or
welders working for you was sub-standard so that you had to take action in their case? 

A. Yes.

Q. Please relate them to us?
A. Quite often we, by means of this report and by other means, such as super

visors reporting back that a particular brazer was not applying heat properly, or 
that th�y suspected that his eyesight might be getting poor, or that he might be 
a little overweight, so that we could have the flexibility to use these people 
where it was necessary to use the, or color blindness, in several cases we disqual
ified brazers. Those are some of the actions that were taken. The action that was 
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taken in these particular cases was disqualification and the removal from their 
possession of brazing qualification cards. They were not permitted to braze. 

Q. Do you recall any instance where a man's continued sub-standard performance
led to his being released from his employment? 

A. No, sir, I do not. There was no continued sub-standard performance in
the brazing. 

Q. With reference to welding, what is your answer?
A. I don't know anything about welding. I do not have control of the welders.

Q. You referred to the joint completion charts which assisted you in keeping
track of the progress of the work to be performed by your shop. During a post 
shakedown availability or overhaul in this yard, how did you assure that every 
joint made by your personnel which required non-destructive testing actually re
ceived non-destructive tests? 

A. The systems in which non-destructive testing -- and we're speaking ultra
sonically, I assume --

Q. Yes.
A. -- were clearly named, clearly spelled out. On those systems where a

joint was made in position that was over two inch, an ultrasonic brazing card was 
submitted to the ultrasonic people for non-destructive tests. 

Q. By whom?
A. By the pipefitter supervisor.

Q. How could you check up to make sure that this happened in every case where
it was required? 

A. The only way we had as a check, there were two cards made for each joint
brazed, a pink card and a white card. The pink card was retained in the Project 
Quarterman 1 s fild --

Q. Are you referring, Mr. Scarponi, to the situation which would exist after
the card was made out? 

A. After the cards were made out, yes, sir.

Q. I'm asking you how you could be sure the cards were made out in every case
where they should be. 

A. Oh, I'm sorry. There is no way to be absolutely sure.

Q. Under the system that existed then?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Does the system still exist?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Have you considered establishment of a centralized control system to insure
that joints in vital piping systems do get the testing that they require? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Have you recommended th� establishment of such a system?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. What is the status of it?
A. It is, I assume, being set up. It is being studied and will be set up.
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Q. In the meantime, have you taken any steps within your own Piping Shop to
keep track of the joints being made by your men ·to' assure yourself that they are 
being tested? 

A. Yes, sir, I have issued orders and instructions that all joints that are
in hazardous systems, regardless of ships, will have a card made out and filed and 
just as soon as the Shipyard has the capability of ultrasonically testing, they 
will be done. 

Q. Has an instance come to your attention in which a card should have been
made out and filed and was not? 

A. A particular instance?

Q. Yes.
A. No, sir.

Q. A general instance if not a particular one?
A. I don't have any firsthand knowledge --. no, sir, I don't have any first

hand knowledge that even generally speaking cards were not made out that should 
have been made out. 

Q. Do you have any secondhand knowledge?
A. No, sir.

Q. Would you describe the training program that is in effect for your silver
brazers? 

A. Yes, sir. We have and have had a formal training plan for all silver
brazers and a qualification test for all silver brazers which includes some very 
technical instructions on very technical phases of brazing which are necessary, such 
as material identification as regards to acid checking, and co-efficients of ex
pansion and contraction for the various materials, conductivity of the various 
materials, metals; size and mass and configurations of the various metal materials. 
It includes simulated conditions that a brazer could be expected to encounter 
during ship-board work as well as shop work. 
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(b) (6) relieved (b)(6) as reporter at this point. 

Q. In the last twelve months, how many silver-brazer cards have you pulled
away from your workmen when you sent the men back to be retrained? 

A. I don't know the exact figure.

Q. Would you estimate it?
A. Yes, sir. We do not pull cards away from people when they need to be

refreshed. We just 9
- We have an expiration date on all brazing cards. After 

they are refreshed or trained we have a refresher -- I am sorry -- an expira
tion date on the card, which is three months, 90 days - or 88 days actually. 
And then they are brought back by tickler to a refresher, and their card is not 
taken away from them. However, to answer your question, I would estimate, that 
over the past two years, for various reaso�, between 60 and 70 people have been 
disqualified. 

Q. How many of those were restored to silver brazing duty?
A. Some.

Q. What percentage?
A. I don't know. I would hazard a guess if you would like.

Q. Yes, please do.
A. I would say probably 15 per cent.

Q. Only 15 per cent of those were restored to silver brazing duty?
A.· Of those that were at one time disqualified.

Q. What happened to the others?
A. What happened to the other people?

Q. Yes.
A. Nothing.

Q. Did they go along silver brazing?
A. Oh no, sir.

Q. What happened?
A. They are in other phases of pipe fitting work such as pipefitting,

flushing, testing, hangering, other phases of pipefitting work. 

Q. Who are your five best silver brazers? Will you name them please?
A. I think I can, yes, sir. Mr. Bouliard; Mr. Vigneault; Mr. Morin,

Mr. Giorgi; Mr. Martel. 

Q. Did they all work in THRESHER?
A. Oh no, sir.

Q. Did any of them work in THRESHER?
A. I would say, yes.

Q. You �on't know?
A. No, sir not off hand.

Q. Was there any shortage of silver brazers to perform work in THRESHER?
A. No, sir.
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Q. Was the situation tight at all with reference to silver brazing?
A. No, sir.

Q. Will you relate any significant difficulties experienced by your men on
THRESHER work during her post shakedown availability? 

A. Other than the normal rejected fittings due to lack of bond or porosity,
hull fittings, I have no knowledge of any difficulties, major difficulties in 
piping work. And if I may C•:>ntinue, outside of also the rejected-repaired, and 
rejected and repaired welded fittings-and specifically I am talking about the 
Hallllllel•Dahl valve installation that took an excessive amount of time to get clear 
shots of the buttQwelded joints O no, sir, I have no knowledge of any unusual 
difficulties. 

Q. How would you estimate the quality of the pipe work in THRESHER on the day
she put to sea after her post shakedown availabilty? 

A. To my knowledge, the pipe work, including the flexible hose installation,
was very satisfactory. 

Q. Your an1wer referred, did it not, to the work done in THRESHER during her
post shakedown availability by your men? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Referring to her construction period, are you familiar with the casualty
which occurred in BARBEL in late 1960? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Would you estimate what percentage of completion existed in THRESHER at
the time of that casualty go fsr as your piping work went? 

A. At the time of the cai!\ualty on the BARBEL, how complete was the THRESHER?

Q. Yes, exactly.
A. I would say very complete • 0 I am sorry; I don't know the degree of

completeness. I would say pretty well completed. 

Q. Did you institute any c�anges in Shop 56 as a result of the BARBEL
casualty? 

A. Yes, sir, as a direct result.

Q. Would you mention then to us please?
A. Immediately, one of the first things that was done -- that I did -

was the positive material identification program that is still with us. At the 
point of issue -- shall I elaborate on this? 

Q. I think we have heard an account of the identification process. Would
you itemize the steps taken ple�se. 

A. All right. An accelerated training program was initiated on, not only
silver brazing but many other a.re.:ts 00 29 to be specific. We initiated the 
90-day expiration date on brazing certificates, and we again • I again -
emphasized the need for a joint identification plan.

Q. The purpose of your changes was to improve the quality of the work per
formed by your ruen, was it no�? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Were all of the changes that you have related to us directed by higher
authority? 

A. No, sir.
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Q. Which ones were instituted by you as a result of your own initiative?
A. I would say the material ide:Tutification procedure and the permanent

etching of all material
9 

was. The training program was developed with the 
assistance of the Training Division, and the assistance of all my quartermen 
as a team identifying the areas in which we needed the training first, the most 
urgent ones. We had intended to have many� many more than 29 areas and we still 
intend to. The expiration date on the brazing cards was later - I am almost 
certain later = recommended by the Bureau. 

Q. Wha.t did you do to go back and audit the piping work done by your men
in THRESHER after the BARBEL incident? 

A. What did I do?

Q. Yes.
A. To my knowledge and my memory

9 
I initiate.cl no action.

Q. Do you know of any action which was initiated by anyone else at that
time? 

A. No� sir� I do not.

Q. Testimony has been received by this court that in certain instances
during THRESHER' s post shakedown. availability !) valves in THRESHER' s sea water 
system were installed backwards. Would you discuss this aspect of the piping 
work done by personnel of your shop? 

A. Yes 
9 

sir. I um kind of sorry that the word "backwards" was used. I am
sure that another word could have beeu used. However

9 
there were some cases on 

THRESHER valve installation that the valves wet'e put in reversed intentionally 
so that we could proceed with certain salt water test - in other words isolate 
the system. In other cases the llc.tuator on the valves was reversed. In other 
cases it was only a question of loe,:sening the two nuts that made the mechanical 
joints that made the valves into the pipe system, and rotate the valve so that 
the handle would be more readily al<Ccessible. 

Q. Were there other occasions when the valve innards were left out and the
valve was used only as a dummy spacer? 

A. No, sir. There were cases where the valve was used as a spacer to make
up the piping and no specific attention was paid to the flow of that particular 
valve until after the brazing and cleaning was done. 

Q. In such instances as those which you have told us about, were your men
instructed to tag the valves, or to physically identify them in any way

9 
so 

that it was clear that they were not in their correct, ultimate position? 
A. To my knowledge, they were not instructed to do so, no sir.

Q. Are they so instructed now?
A. No, sir.

EXAMINATION BY THE COURT 

Questions by� court member, Captain Nash: 

Q. Mr. Scarponi 0 yoi.;: have been here for some time now.
A. Yes 

9 
sir.

Q. Do you recall the name of the first submarine on which you worked here
at Portsmouth =� or one of the first1 

A. I should, yes.
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Q. Would you please name what you can of the submarines that you have worked
on? 

A. Yes, sir. I worked on the HARDER �� it was not built here. We worked on
the SEA ROBIN, SEA DOG, SQUALUS, SAILFISH, SEA FOX. 567--I don't remember the 
name of it. the SWORDFISH, the SEADRAGON, the ABRAHAM LINCOLN, the THRESHER. I 
didn e t actually turn wrenches �� that's all I cam remember.

Q. Have you noticed any change in the requirements in connection with the
pipefitting work since the days of the SEA FOX for instance? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. What have you done to familiarize yourself with the great change in re
quirements for THRESHER as compared to SEA FOX? 

A. Well, I think as much as possible to keep up with the -- try to keep up
with the technological ��pects, particularly where it relates to the mechanics 
of the trade, not only mine -- it Os very difficult to be an isolationist; I wish
we could be. I don't like to learn too much about radiography but sometimes we 
have to; I don't like to have learn how to read an ultrasonic screen, but sometimes 
we have to. I attended, back alomg when Captain Jackson ran an after hours 
lecture �� 1 think there were some 20modd lectures as they related to the Design 
Division; 1 nttended those. I think that I can say that I have kept up with the 
brazing picture pretty well, as much as possible. I have kept up and am know
ledgeable of the radius requirements on v�rious systems and materials, on the 
types of joints that are required end why they are required on various systems 
and materials. 

Q. Has most of this been do�� through Shipyard 0sponsored courses, or have
you pursued some studies outside the Shipyard? 

A. There were several oiutaide the Shipyard not relating too much to the
mechanics of the trade or the tnidee themselves. It was more of a management
type course conducted by th� University of New Hampshire. There were some 
Shipyard �sponsored program�so:me of eac.h. 

Q. Do you feel that you hav� an awareness of the difference in the pressures
which faces SEA FOX and the pressures �hat have faced subsequent submarines up 
to and including THRESHER? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Do you feel that your quarterm,:m and other men are aware of this great
change? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. We've talked a great deal about the evaluation of performance of sil
brazers. I'd like to ask you how you evaluate the performance of your quartermen 
and other senior workmen? 

A. The at t,,mtion to di?.:tail, the way they run their particular project and
the discussions that I have with each and every one of them; and the way their 
people - the loyalty that their people have and the respect that they have, their 
people and their leadingmen, toward their quartermen; the type of a ship he runs; 
the kind of instructions that he in turn gives his people. This is my measuring 
stick. 

Q. How J.o you rece.ive the infonnation th!at enables you to use that measuring
stick? 

A. Daily contact and the reports that come back, that are fed back through
to me plus the fact that I weekly go through the outlined erection schedule 
with each of the quartermen that r.ave a project .• 
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Q. Do you require the quartermen or leadingmen to keep any records in the
form of a log book? 

A. Yes, sir, the quartermen and the leadingmen that have a project have log
books that they use for shift turnover and these logbooks highlight--actually all 
they are are reminders to the second or third shift as to the required turnover, 
the jobs that were highlighted. It isn't intended to be a diary; it is intended 
to be a logbook. 

Q, Do you ever examine these logbooks? 
A. \,,3, sir.

Q. Mr. Scarponi, what training courses do you carry on for the quartermen
and leadingmen? 

A. I have none sponsored by me.

(), If we are to expect that the qualification of the silver brazers, the 
qualifications of the junior members of your shop are to stay up to date, does 
it not follow that we have to keep the quartermen and leadingmen up to date? 

A. Yes, sir, it certainly does. I don't know whether I mentioned it or not -
it may help in this. I have a meeting for an hour with all of my quartermen 
every Thursday afternoon at three o'clock and this has been going on for, l would 
say, a year and a half, an informational clambake. 

Q. Would you give me some examples of the things that are discussed?
A. Yes, sir. Almost invari.ably, almost every week p we talk about systems'

cleanliness and what we should do, could do, and will do to improve housekeeping 
and system cleanliness. A1mo5t invariably every week we talk about brazing, and 
almost invariably every week we talk about loafing and what we can do to get more 
productivity from our respective people. These are the three that we always talk 

about. And then other current topics of the week. 

Q. Do you ever have occasion to visit the various shifts?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Could you tell me if you do this as a planned program with a regular
frequency, or how you do accomplish these visits? 

A. I have no plan, rcor do I do it every night nor every week; sometimes
twice a week - sometimes it is just when I feel the need. It is quite often, 
however, quite often. Many times it's for a hour. During the THRESHER's fast 
cruise - it was on a Sunday afternoon - my wife and I drove incbwn around the dock 
and drove out again. Another time� during the THRESHER pre-dock work, I came in 
here and we had -- this was probably a month, five weeks prior to her completion -
we had a little job; it was changing the water level indicator lines, and I was 
there until three o'clock in the morning. I came in about eight. Very often, 
prior to the lauching of the JACK and prior to the launching of the JOHN ADAMS, 
when we had more people up on the building ways, I quite frequently came in, 
talked to my afternoon supervisors. Sometimes I would go in my office and catch 
up on some of my mail - quite often without compensation however. 

Questions by a court member, Captain Hushing: 

Q. Mr. Scarponi, I believe you said you became the foreman pipefitter on
July 7, 1961? 

A. July 7, 1961, yes, sirQ•�7�7.

Q. What were you before that time?
A. Chief Quarterman pipefitter.
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Q. Do I take it from that, there was someone else in charge of the pipe
shop before you became the foreman pipefitter? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Who was that?
A. Mr. Lord was the master pipefitter.

Q, Mr. Lord was the master pipefitter for the period 1956 to 1960? 
A. Yes, sir.

Q. So that during the period of the building of THRESHER m you said she 
was essentially completed by the end of 1960 - Mr. Lord was the senior pipefitter 
in this Shipyard? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q, Was Mr, Lord available continuously during that time -- I mean did he come 
to work every day during the period of the building of THRESHER? 

A. He had a period of illness, and I would guess -- I'm not sure of the dates
right now, but it was toward the latter part of his stay, of his employment where 
he was absent. 

Q. Might this be the period from 1958 to 1960?
A. Oh,it was definitely within that period, but it was the latter part of

that period. 

Q. During that period when he was not available to be the senior pipefitter,
on whom did this duty fall? 

A. �-

Q, On you? 
A. Yes� sir.

Q. Did Shop 56 go through a period of expansion between 1956 and 1960?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Was it a large expansion?
A. I'm sure that the figures are available, Captain.

Q. Do you have any feel for the expansion -- was it ten per cent, 20 per cent,
50 per cent? 

A. I don't know how large it was == it was in 1958 I would say, 

Q. Compare the end of 1960 to the end of 1956?
A. 1960 to what?

Q. To 1956.
A. It was substantially larger in 1960, yes, sir.

Q. 50 per cent?
A. I don't think it was 50 per cent.

Q. 25 per cent?
A. I would say between 25 and 30, and this is to the best of my memory.

Q. What brought about the expansion in Shop 56 during this period - increased
work load? 

A. Yes, sir.
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Q, Higher technology requirements? 
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Was there extensive training necessary during this period for Shop 56
personnel? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q, Was extensive training given to Shop 56 personnel? 
A. Not extensive, no sir.

Q. Bv this you mean that there should have been more?
A. Yes, sir, I believe there should have been more.

Q. To meet the complexity and the work load?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Or is there one more than the other -- is it more because of increasing
complexity, or more because of increased work load? 

A. I'm not sure that we should separate them.

Q. During this period, were there any reductions in force?
A. During the period 1956?

Q. '56 to 1960 say.
·A. Yes, sir. It seems to me that in 1949°-

Q. 1956 to 1960 I am talking about.
A. Oh I am sorry; I don 1 t remember==! don't know.

Q. Let's turn for a minute to your supervisors from the quarterman level
up. 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Speaking in relative terms, using the words "outstanding," "excellent,"
"satisfactory," "fair" and "poor," how would you describe your chief quarterman? 

A. Very good.

Q. Very good.
A. Yes, sir.

Q. How would you describe your quartermen?
A. In ::;c�,:.ral?

Q. In general.
A. Some of them excellent; othetsvery good.

Q. So that you think
A. As quartermen.

Q. Do you think that they are all covered by this "very good" to ,"excellent"
categpry? 

A. Generally speaking yes,

Q. Do you have any weak quartermen?
A. Some weaker than others.

Q, Are they weaker than "very good" or are they still very good quartermen 

but "weaker" in a relative sense? 
A. Weaker in a relative sense, yes, sir.
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Q. So you don't think any of them are less than very good?
A. No, sir.

Q. Let's turn to the quality assurance program. Prior to say 1958, was
there extensive quality assurance program in this Shipyard in the way we now 
know it? 

A. Prior to 1958, Captain?

Q. Yes. Let me rephrase my question. Prior to 1958, was the mechanic and
his leadingman essentially responsible for the quality of the product, with 
little or no inspection by the inspection department in the Shipyard? 

A. No, it wasn't entirely the leadingman and mechanic. We didn't have as
much quality control, quality assurance or inspection as we have in the past 
several years, but we were not without it. 

Q, Well then what you are saying is that it has grown? 
A. Yes, it has grown.

Q, Has it grown substantially has the number of inspectors in the pipe-
fitting area doubled - quadrupled? 

A. Inspectors in the pipefitting area?

Q. Yes.
A. Yes. I would say, yes» it has grown quite substantially.

Q. How many times?
A. I would say -- there again I don't know.

Q. Give me your best judg,,1,.>.:1t.
A. I would say at least 50 per cent.

Q. Fifty per cent?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. How about the number of quality assurance inspections madeby people
like ultrasonic inspectors and radiography examiners and so on. Has this in• 
creased considerably? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. How about since 1960?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Has there been a large increase in these areas?
A. Yes, sir, I would say a hundred per cent in that area.

Q. Would you say then that the quality assurance of the THRESHER's PSA
was at a higher level than the quality assurance of the construction of THESHER? 

A. Yes, sir, I certainly do.

Q. Does this give you any higher confidence in the product of the pipe job
for the THRESHER PSA than for the THRESHER building period? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. In connection with the THRESHER PSA, did you see any of the condition
reports as a result of the ultrasonic inspection on piping joints on the sur
veillance program? 

A. No condition reports �� I saw some of the reject slips.
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Q. All right, reject slips or condition reports.
A. Yes, sir, I did.

Q. You saw some of those?
A. Yes, sir, some of them.

Q. Did you get any feedback from the Quality Assurance Division of the
Shipyard as to the number of original joints which failed to meet the current 
criteria for acceptance? 

A. In terms of how many?

Q. Yes. Say out of a hundred inspected, how many of them failed to meet
the criteria -- did you get any such information from Code 303? 

A. No, sir.

Q. Did anyone in your shop compile such information?
A. Compile information, no, sir.

Q. Could anyone in your shop compile such information?
A. What was that, sir, "would" or "could"?

Q. "Could" anyone in your shop compile such information .,._ would you have
enough records available to compihi such information? 

A. No, sir. I don't believe so. However
i each one of these reject slips

meant something to us as pipefitters? 

Q. Wel4 what did they mean to you as pipefitters?
A. It meant that the work had to be done over again, repaired, replaced,

remade. But I don't -- I have no knowledge that we had any compilation of the 
scope, or the magnitude. 

Q. Did you get any feel from the defect reports and the condition reports,
and the things that you said you have seen, as to what percentage of the old 
joints in THRESHER - the old sil-brazed joints, that is - whi�h were not meeting 
the current standard? 

A. No. I'm afraid I don't - I've got two things confused here, Captain.

Q. Let me rephrase the question.
A. Are we talking about bond now, meeting the criteria on a certain one

fitting or numbers of fittings? 

Q. Let me rephrase the question. Maybe I can make myself a U.ttle clearer
to you. 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. There were applied to the joints to be inspected certain new criteria for
bond. With these criteria certain systems on THRESHER were to be inspected by the 
ultrasonic testing technique. 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. The application of this technique to these new criteria at the joint, re
sulted in a certain number of rejections by ultrasonic test, Now did you have 
any feel for how many joints were so inspected and how many of these joints failed 
to meet these criteria? 

A. No, sir.
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Q, All you knew was the case where the individual joint had failed to meet 

them? 
A. Yes, sir.

Q, Now in connection with the pipfitting trade •· 
A. Yes, sir.

Q, --is it more complex today than it was five years ago? 
A. Yes, sir,

Q. Is it a great deal more complex than it was ten years ago?
A. Yes, sir,a great deal more.

Q. Do I understand that it is continuing to increase in complexity and
difficulty from what you said? 

A. Yes, sir. Up until this very moment it is continuing to become more
difficult, yes, sir. 

Q. Is this because of higher pressures and higher service requirements of
the systems? 

A, This is one of the reasons. 

Q. Wel� how about new technical processes, new technology in the trade; is
this on the rise in increasing difficulties and perplexities? 

A. WelL there are many, Captain.

Q. Tell me why it i3 getting tougher?
A, Well, pressure requirement is a�ong the very foremost. The cleanliness 

requirements, the end prep requirements, the tolerance requirements, the automatic 
control requirements, the additional components and additional things that we have 
to put into a certain space, makes it more difficult; the complexity of the con
figurations that we have to achieve, makes pipefitting more difficult. The various 
types of materials that we have to know about tm1kes it more difficult. The various 
types of fixtures, things, and valves, anp the hangering is becoming a science 
rather than a trade. These are things that contribute to making pipefitting much 
more difficult than :i.t was. 

Q. Do you thiPk that this added complexity and difficulty makes more
important the predetermination of the work to be done in the form of instructions, 
or is it still at such a level which permits the inqividual tradesmen to be given 
a simple job order and be sent off to do the job? 

A. There isn't any question about that in my opinion; much more sequencing,
pre-planning pre-ordering, predetermination must be done. 

Q. Do you think that you have adequate resources within your shop to do this?
Do you have enough planning personnel of the right type? Do you have engineering 
talent if you feel you need engineering talent? 

A. To a limited degree, yes, we can.

Q. By "limited" you mean that you can go to a certain level of complexity?
A. Yes.

Q. Or do you mean that you can cover small areas of it?
A. To a certain degree of complexity.
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Q. What do you feel are your limitations in this a�ea today?
A. Well this, Captain, varies. When we hire - when people come into the

pipe shop - we hire them as pipefitters, The additional knowledge that they might 
accidentally have that we can put to use, of course, varies with the individual. 

Q. Can you take a plumber off the hiring list and put him right to work on
these ships such as THRESHER? 

A. No, sir.

Q. What do you have to do?
A. We have to train him, either formally or informally, He has to learn.

He has to be taught the different requirements in pressure, different requirements 
in techniques, different requirements of the overall pipefitting industry - sub• 
marine building as opposed to house plumbing, 

Q. Let's turn for a moment to process instru�tions and procedural control.
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Do you think your people are disciplined to carry out process instructions
and process controls? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. How do you audit and check to see that they are in fact carrying out
process instructions? 

A. Some of them, of course, are audited in various methods. For instance
the process instruction that sizes = pipe, is �udited by the brazer when he tries 
to insert a feeler gauge. It is automatically rejected. The process instruction 
on end "prep" is automatically audited by either the inspector or the welder when 
the end "prep" doesn't meet the geometry that is necessary by the process in
struction. 

Q. But workmen tend to get friendly and often, working as close as they do,
they might tend to fluff things off a little bit. How do you audit or how do you 
check from time to time to insure that things a�en't getting this way? 

A, Well the innnediate supervisor is constantly reminded that this is his 
responsibility of insuring that the work is done properly, according to job 
instructions. We don't have any foolproof method of doing this. 

Q. Do you have a spot check method?
A. Yes, sir. All supervisors in the brazing, random check, spot check, and

in those cases where it is required, in-process inspect. 

Q. Do you get a report back of how many deviations they might have found
on any given day from this procedure? 

A. Not a formal feedback as such, but we constantly talk to each other
about this. 

Q. How about in the area of installation of flexible hoses? How do you
audit that to be sure they are not twisted wheq they are installed in ships? 

A. There is a process instruction on �lex hos�s, of course. This covers
the area of assembly of flexible hoses, and the installation aboard ship of 
flexible hoses is continued with qualified pipefitters as a normal trade re
quirement. And as far as auditing that they are not distorted or twisted, this 
is done on an installation check and signed off on a flexible hose test memo 
list, checkoff list. 
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Q. I understand how it works, What I want to know is how do you, or people
you designate, audit some of these processes acros$ the board on a given day, for 
example? Will you go look at people installing flexible hoses? Do you ever do 
that? 

A. Yes, sir, I do it, not as frequently as the supervisors do. They do it 
every day. 

Q. Do you get a report back from the supervisors as to what they found wrong?
A. Yes, sir, in certain cases, yes, sir.

Q, Well tell me, for example, in the flex hose area, what have they found 
wrong as a recurring pattern? 

A. That in some cases where the hoses were not only installed improperly
but that somebody has been climbing over them and walking over them, and now 
they are distorted, and we have to protect them, In the case of one of our ships, 
we are putting strong backs on all the hoses that we install, and in all of the 
others, we don't install them ,.;ntil we absolutely have to, This is one of the 
things we learned by auditing, one of the things that we get as a result of feed 
back information - don't put them in until it is absolutely necessary, as late as 
possible. 

Q. Have you audited time cards lately for your shop?
A. I am sorry -� I don't understand the question.

Q. The time cards j the signing of them = initialing of the time cards, The 
time cards contain a place for the job order to which a man is charged, 

A. The cost cards, yes, sir,

Q. Have you audited the cost cards for charging lately?
A. No,

Q. Has anyone in the shop done it lately?
A. To my knowledge, I don ° t think so. I don't know.

Q. Is there a Shipyard procedure for having audits by the Comptroller De�
partment, do you know? 

A. No, sir� I do not.

Q. Let's talk about brazing for a moment. Has the quality of brazing in
this Shipyard.improved over the past two to three years? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q, Do you think it is now good, excellent, outstanding? Or if you think 
it is worse than good you can say that too, of course. 

A. I think it's excellent.

Q. You think it is excellent?
A. Yes, sir.

Q, Using that as a reference point, what would you say about the quality 
of brazing in 1959 in the Shipyard? 

A. Not so good.
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Q. Not so good. Do you think that the quality of brazing today is adequate
for the oun>ose intended; i.e., high performance submarines which dive to deep 
depths such as the TINOSA? 

A. Well, sir QO 

Q. Let me restate the question. The quality of the brazing that we are
getting today, is it adequate for the purpose for which it is intended to be put; 
that is. in high performance submarines which are· to go to deep depths such as 
TINOSA? 

A. To my knowledge, yes, sir.

Q. Do vou have any questions at all about the adequacy of the silver brazed
joints in TINOSA today? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. You have.
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Will you please tell me what that question is?
A. Well I would like to be reassured that the joints that were made prior to

our joint certification cards could be non°destructively tested, ultrasonically. 

Q. When did the joint certification program go into effect?
A. After the TINOSA was st�rted.

Q. Well was this a year ago or two years ago?
A. It was more than a ye�r ago.

Q. More than a year ago?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. You are satisfied with t�e joints that have been installed since the
joint certification program? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. But you have a question in your mind and you would like to be reassured
about those which were installed before, is that correct? 

A. Yes, sir.
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(b)(6) was relieved as reporte� by (b) (6) at this point. 

Questions by a member, CAPT Osborn: 

Q. Have you so stated your opinion on the TlNOSA to anyone, Mr. Scarponi?
A. I didn't have to beFause I understand that it is being talked about now,

and certainly I shall. I have not, no, sir. 

Q. This #eems to be of our biggest problem� that retro£itting new technology
back in the ships. 

A. Yes, sir, it is.

Q. Now, I'll refresh your memory just a littl� bit, but I want to be sure
that you're correct on this. The BARBEL incident occurred on 30 November 1960. 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. The THRESHER completed fire range testing about 15 March 1961, and the
BARBEL investigation oJCUrred in the first weeks of April, 1961. Now in that 
setting, the improvement that you made in the eilver braze field, would you think 
it reasonable that a large number of those back-fits were possible r�jects in the 
THRESHER at all? 

A. Would have been?

Q. Yes.
A. Yes, sir,

Q. Do you think a large number of them would?
A. Could have been.

Q. I mean were they?
A. I don't have any knowledge whether they were or not. I'm sorry, but I

don't remember. 

Q. But to your knowledge, you did not go down and tear out any of the systems
then existing in THRESHER, which I know you had a tough completion schedule to 
make, and recheck the joints in any manner? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. You did not?
A. To my knowledge, we did not,but I'm not sure that we did not,

Q. I would like to have an evaluation, personally, on three of your men, Mr.
Joe Smith, Mr. Collins and Mr. West. From your personal observations, what do you 
think of these three men with r��pect to their individ�al capabilities as pipefitters? 

A, Capabilities as a pipefitter? 

Q. Pipefitter and a pipefitter supervisor?
A. Which?

Q. Take them in order; Mr. Smith, Mr, Collins, Mr. West, or take them in•
dividually, then; what do you think of Mr. Smith? 

A. As a supervisor?

Q, Yes. 
A, Quarterman? 
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Q. Yes.
A. Very good.

Q. Mr. Collins.
A. Not quite so very good.

Q. Fair or better than fair?
A. Between good and very good.

Q. :. How about Mr. West?
A. Mr. West is very good. As a matter of fact, outs�anding.

Q. Now realizing that you had a big technological barrier to get over in the
pipe shop itself, with respect to advanced testing involving complicated electronics, 
how do you people look on this gadgetry, so to speak? Th� people in your shop. Do 
they like it; do they like the non•de$tructive testing? 

A. Ultrasonically you're talking about?

Q. Yes.
A. Yes, sir, they're very enthused about it, very enthused about it.

Q. Do most of the brazers know how to read one of those scopes?
A. Well, I don't know, sir; they know what the scope will give them, however;

they know what they have been told it will give them. 

Q. Who is your immediate officer supervisor; military supervisor?
A. I have none. My.supervisor, of course, is Mr. Poor, our Outfitting Group

Master. 

Q. Do you have any officers coming around th� shops to look around to see
what's going on? 

A. They're always welcome, sir.

Q. How often are they over there?
A. Quite often.

Q. What's quite often?
A. I would say there's somebody in there almost daily.

Q. How much work have you done in detailed mockup in shop fitting up of
pipe assembly; how much work have you done in this area? 

A. Lately qui�e a bit. In the past several years we have advanced greatly in
of-site fabrication. 

Q. What percentage of the joints do you make in the shop; i:1,'ght _Qo"7, ·say on
the THRESHER? 

A. Seventy percent, I would say.

Q. About how many joints of two in ches or above are: tn�t�e tHRESHER?
A. Two inches or above?

Q. Yes, that includes two inches.
A. Not on hazardous systems, all systems?

Q. On hazardous systems. Would it be close to five hundred, five thousand,
ten thousand or fifteen thousand? 
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A. It would be closer to two thousand; less than two thousand.

Q. And you make at the present time about seventy percent of those in the
shop? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. When you were building the THRESHER, how many of them did you make in the
shop? 

A. I would say seventy percent.

Q. Seventy percent then too?
A. Yes.

Q. How well did you know Commander Axene, the first Skipper of the THRESHER?
A. I knew him quite well.

Q. Was he ever up to the shop to take a look at the techniques?
A. I don't remember, specifically, whether he was or not.

Q. How about Captain Harvey?
A. To my knowledge, he wasn't, no sir. He was invit;ed.

Q. Have you ever ridden the THRESHER on sea trials?
A. No, sir. I was aboard her, about to go on sea trials when the sea trials

were cancelled. 

Q. You were scheduled to go?
A. Yes, sir. This was on the initial sea trials, or the second sea trials.·

Q. How many nuclear submarines have you been on trials with; have you ridden
a nuclear submarine on sea trials? 

A. No, sir.

Q. Do you think you can get a good handle on pipefitting on a nuclear sub
marine by just going aboard and taking a look at it? You sure can't get a good 
handle on pipefitting in a submarine from the shop. You actually have to get on 
and take a look; is that correct? 

A. When you say "handle", yes, this will be true.

Q. I mean the appreciation of the problem; an appreciation of the configuration
and the complexities. 

A. Yes, sir.

Questions by a member, RADM Daspit: 

Q. Mr. Scarponi, you have had to study various things to keep abreast of the
new stuff, like radiogiaphy and ultrasonic testing. You were honest with us and 
you said you didn't like to do the studying. Is there a possibility that some of 
this permeated down to your supervisors and your men, that they didn't like this 
new stuff at all and wanted to keep it in the old ways? Did you notice any of 
that? 

A. No, sir.

Q, All right, a new subject. Portsmouth is a yard that has been in existence 
for a long time. I spent four years on one ship that was built here in 1934, and it 
was a good ship. Your shop is a fairly old one and I'm sure that you want new 
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things to enable you to do better work and safer work and clean�r work. Can you 
give us a list of things that you have been wanting to have and have not been 
able to get for you shop; the major things, or have you gotten everything that 
you wanted? 

A. No, sir, I haven't gotten everything I wanted. Space seems to be the
biggest thing that I have asked for the most frequently. Space where I could 
marshal my troops, so to speak, and put them all together, so that we could have 
an orderly, as much as possible in the piping industry code of work, so that we 
could have departments for cleaning, sizing, bending; it would give us much better 
material control, as well as control of the various operations along the line, 
right down to cleaning and tinal packing for shipment to the various ships. As 
far as facilities are concerned, I think that I've gotten pretty much what I've 
asked for, after a while anyway. 

Questions by the President: 

Q. Mr. Scarponi, you indicated that you would be happier if you had the
opportunity to apply ultrasonic testing to those joints of the TINOSA which were 
not made after your Joint Inventory Control System? 

A. Yes, sir, which were made prior to that.

Q. Of course all of THRESHER's joints were made prior to that?
A, Yes, sir. 

Q. When the THRESHER came in for PSA, did you have a similar feeling, a desire
to look into the safety of her joints? 

A. No, sir,

Q, Was your feeling in this case different because you knew that the THRESHER 
had been out operating at design depths, that she had been through her shock tests, 
or why did you feel differently about the THRESHER? All of these joints were 
made prior to the Joint lnvento�y Control. Why did you feel differently about the 
TINOSA? 

A. I guess all of those things combined, with the fact of my knowledge that
the THRESHER had been through an extensive post shakedown test on all of her sea 
water piping systems, and we were greatly impressed with that, with the soundness 
of her sea water system, the reliability. 

Q. So that when the Bureau of Ships directed the surveillance of the sil
brazed joints in THRESHER, utilizing a minimum of one ultrasonic test team with a 
view to getting the maximum of number of joints tested, this did not cause you 
to feel that this was a matter of great urgency at all? 

A. No, sir.

Q. Did you, Mr. Scarponi, ever see the letter which the Bureau of Ships
addressed to the Commander of the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard on 28 August 1962? 
(The letter was handed to the witness.) 

A. I don't recall ever having seen that, no, sir.

Q. You did perhaps see the job orders whichwerewritten as a result of this,
which called for --

A. I don't know whether I sa¥ them; I had knowleqge of them, yes, sir.

Q. Now, Mr. Scarponi, this court has been told that the ultrasonic testing of
silver brazed joints is done on call•out by Shop 56; is that correct? 

A. Yes, sir.
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Q. How do you insure that all silver brazed joints, two inches and above, are
in fact silver brazed by a call-out from your shop? I mean ultrasonically tested 
by a call-out from your shop. 

A. All joints over two inch, not including two inch, that were done in
position, required an ultrasonic inspection. The procedure that was established 
was that a card would be initiated by the Shop 56 brazer and supervisor and would 
be forwarded to the ultrasonic inspection team. However, to answer your question, 
Admiral, there isn't any way that I have to be absolutely sure. 

Q. Now has the rule about the number of joints to be inspect•ed changed since
the THRESHER accident? In other words, do you 

1
haw have to ultrasonically test 

those that are made in the shop as well as those made in place? 
A. Yes, sir.

Q. And that is being done?
A. �his is in the process of being done. We are initiating a card and as

rapidly as ultrasonic section has the capabilities they will be done. 

Q. In other words, this new rule will overtax your capabilities to ultra
sonically test at this time? 

A. I would suspect so, sir, at the present time.

CROSS-EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for RADM Palmer: 

Q. Mr. Scarponi, this court has heard testimony of a casualty that occurred
in a four-inch line in or near an expansion loop in the trim system located in the 
diesel 2enerator space. Are you familiar with that casualty? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Can you tell the court what action, if any, was taken to correct the :
situation? 

A. Yes, sir, as well as my �emory serves me, this line was replaced. This
joint was replaced as well as the section of pipe adjacent to it. 

Q. Do you recall to what extent, or how far the replacement went?
A. Yes, sir, I think I can. I would say about a four-foot section.

Q. Now can you help us as to what, if any, tests were applied to this newly
installed pipe and its associated joints after repairs? 

A. I can't, no sir; I can't recall but I'm sure that it was hydrostatically
tested. It was not ultrasonically tested at that time, and subsequently the 
pulsation test was applied. 

REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court:· 

Q, In the hydrostatic testing of vital sea water systems, what level of 
supervision from you shop do you consider essential to install the test setup, 
check the setup and monitor the running of the test? 

A. Leadingmen level.

Q. During THRESHER's post shakedown availability, did you have specific
., written instructions to your supervisors, laying down the responsibilities for 

I 
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running such tests? 
A. No, sir.

Q. Are you knowledgeable regarding the final hydrostatic test which was
applied to THRESHER's auxiliary sea water system aft? 

A. No, sir, not personally knowledgeable.

Q. Do you know who was responsible from your shop for supervising that test?
A. No, sir.

Neither the counsel for the court, the court, nor the counsel for RADM Palmer, a 
party, wished to examine this witness further. 

The president of the court informed the witness that he was privileged to make any 
further statement covering anything relating to the subject matter of the inquiry 
that he thought should be a matter of record in connection therewith, which had 
not been fully brought out by the previous questioning. 

The witness said that he had nothing further to state. 

The witness was cautioned concerning his testimony and withdrew from the courtroom. 

The court recessed at 1550 hours, 10 May 1963. 

The court opened at 1600 hours, 10 May 1963. 

All persons connected with the inquiry who were present when the court recessed 
were again present. 

Robert P. Sturtevant, Jr., was called as a witness for the court, was itnformed of 
the subject matter of the inquiry, was advised as to his rights against self
incrimination, was �ly sworn and examined as follows: 

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: This is a closed session of the court, Mr. Sturtevant, and 
you can divulge classified information here. 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. Would you state your name, address and present occupation, please?
A. Robert P. Sturtevant, .Ir., (b)(6) I'm the Foreman 

Marine Machinist. 

Q. Are you employed here here at the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard?
A. Yes, at the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard.

Q. What is the nature of your duties?
A. I'm the foreman of the marine machinists in Shop 38; I supervise the

employees of Shop 38. 

Q. How long have you held your present position?
A. Two years this July.

Q. Will you briefly describe your background and experience in your present 
work? 
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A. Yes, sir. I first worked at the Bath Iron Works, and came up here and
served my apprenticeship in Shop 31, Inside Machine Shop. Transferred to the 
Outside Machine Shop, and I served a period in the Army. I retufned in 1950. I 
became a Leadingman and in '55 a Quarterman. Since '59 Chief Quarterman and in 
'61. Foreman Machinist. 

Q. Will you describe how Shop 38 is organized to manage and carry on its work?
A. Under the direct supervision of Mr. Poor, the Group Master of Outfitting,

I am responsible for my immediate subordinate, who is Al Perry, Ohief Quarterman 
Marine; under him there are eight Quartermen and twenty-five Leadingmen, nine 
Shop Planners, instructors and apprentices, for a total of 308 machinists and a 
shop total of 461 at present. 

Q, On what means do you rely to audit and check upon the work of those persons 
who work for you? 

A. By immediate observation by myself, by reports from my subordinates, by
reports from other codes, such as Nuclear Code, Polaris Code, 303. 

Q. Turning to THRESHER's post shakedown availability period, how frequently
did you go on her to monitor the work being done by your personnel? 

A. On the THRESHER I wa� on her .at least three times a week, and when I was
unable to go the Chief Quarterman went on. Shop 38 had Foreman level or Chief 
Quarterman level attention at least once a day. 

Q. When were you last on board THRESHER?
A. I was on board THRESHER immediately before her undocking on the Monday

before she put to sea, which would be the 8th, I believe. 

Q. Would you describe how your shop was involved in the Quality Assurance
Program? 

A, Shop 38 Quality Assurance rests first with the mechanics and then with 
the Leadingmen. The Leadingman has the role of the first line inspection; the 
Quarterman over him, the Chief Quarterman and lastly myself. 

Q. Does the Quality Assurance Division touch on your work?
A. It does. Not as much as formerly. Formerly we did the operation. Presently

the operation has been taken over by Code 303T. We supply machinists who work with 
them under their supervision. 

Q. Are you satisfied with the operation of this program?
A. This is a comparatively new program and it has problems which affect me 

directly, and one of the primary ones is the lack of attention, The machinists 
and supervisors build up a system or a component to the operating system and then 
it is taken over by Code 303T. We must then, in most cases, supply the men to do 
the operation,�although we lost the control of the complet�n of the job. 

Q. When did this system come into effect?
A. I believe the first boat that it came into effect on was the 606.

Q. It does not apply then to THRESHER?
A. No, sir.

Q. Would you discuss any significant problems which the personnel who work
for you had encountered in working on THRESHER during her post shakedown availabil
ity? 

A. Would these be technical problems?
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Q. Not only technical problems, but those caused by unsatisfactory work,and
casualties that occurred. 

A. To the best of my knowledge� there was no unsatisfactory work that was
not stopped at the Leadingman level; it was never brought to my attention. 

Q. As to the work performed by people under you, what is your estimate of
the quality of such work in THRESHER at the time she left here after her post 
shakedown availability? 

A. I think I could say without exception that we left no job uncompleted or
with any problems attached to it. 

EXAMINATION BY THE COURT 

Questions by a member, CAPT Hushing: 

Q. Mr. Sturtevant, do you have a standard rip-out procedure in use in Shop 38
when you remove items from ship's systems; say, for example, a valve that goes 
back up in the shop? 

A. The standard procedure to rip out a valve would be to remove the valve,
blank the valve, blank the remaining opening, and then there would be a 995 tag 
attached. 

Q. What is a "995 tag'.'?
A. This is a multi-leaf shipping document. It is attached to the valve, and

I believe the sending agent, who might be the man on the dock, and the receiving 
agent, who would be the man in the shop to which it was sent, they would each 
retain a copy and it would become a matter of record. 

out 

for 

Q. 
and 
A. 
and 

During THRESHER's post shakedown availability, when you took a component 
blanked the flange, how would the ship know that it had been taken out? 
Other than by direct observation, I couldn't say, or it would be called 
a receipt given and the ship would have a copy of it also. 

Q. Let us suppose now that instead of taking the valve or other appurtenance
out of the system, it is put into the system in an unnatural mode for test purposes 
on the part of the system, say a reversal of a valve; how would you handle that 
situation? 

A. In the first place it would not be a function of 38 to do anything like
that; we do not test the system; that is strictly a Pipe Shop deal. 

Q. But might it not be a part of Shop 38's job to do some of the machinist
work in connection with this? 

A. The only machinist work that would be done would be to overhaul the valve
in place, replacing the components, grinding the valve in, etc. 

Q. While that is being done is there any thought of a notification made to
the ship's force, or to other shops, that this job is being done in the system? 

A. If it was a system that had a fluid, or some component that was to be
operated, we have caution tags to tie on, and in the case of a system like the 
periscope system, we have locks to apply to the manifold and we supply a key to 
the ship. 

Q, Do you handle Marotta valves in air systems? 
A. No, sir.
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Q. When you take a Marotta valve out of the air system of a ship like THRESHER,
are there any indications put on the BCP or elsewhere in the ship that that valve :'. 
is out? 

A. We do not take Marotta valves out; this is purely a 56 job.

Q. Oh, I misunderstood you; I thought you said you did.
A. No, sir.

Neither the counsel for the court, the court, nor the counsel for RADM Palmer, a 
party, wished to examine this witness further. 

The president of the court informed the witness that he was privileged to make any 
further statement covering anything relating to the subject matter of the inquiry 
that he thought should be a matter of record in connection therewith, which had 
not been fully brought out by the previous questiping. 

The witness stated that he had nothing further to say. 

The witness was cautioned copcerning his testimony and withdrew from the courtroom. 

William G. Poor, a former witness, was recalled as a witness for the court, was 
informed that his prior oath was still binding, and was �xamined as foll9ws: 

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: Mr. Poor, this is a closed session of the court and you 
can give classified information here. 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. You are the Master Mechanic, Outfitting, are you not?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. This includes Shop 56, the Piping Shop, and Shop 38, Mai.:ine Machinists,
does it not? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. You have previously described the organizational arrangements for manage
ment and operation of your group. Would you now describe what means you rely upon 
to audit and check the work of those who are subordinate to you? 

A. Those people who are directly subordinate to me are the two Foremen, one
in Shop 38 and the other in Shop 56. We have three offices, side py side. We 
talk frequently with each other directly. I write very few, practically no 
directives to them. I call their attention to the Shipyard directives as they 
come out and they in turn report back to me on the way things are going as regards 
what should be done, the shipwork in general, not necessarily in detail. The way 
I audit their performance is by the reports that I get from the other meetings 
that I attend, the management meetings, at which the output of the shops is 
measured and reported on. 

Q. Do you actually pay visits to the ships on which your men are working in
order to see how the work is being performed at the actual level of accomplishment? 

A. I pay visits to the ships when I get some free time to do it, but not
specifically to see how the workmen are doing the work, necessarily, but more to 
see how the ship is, overall, the progress of a ship, if I can get an idea of it; 
how much of it has been torn apart and what stage of completion it is in. The�e 
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are just rough ideas so that I can correlate my thinking with others when we get 
management meetings as to just where we stand, but as far as the details of the 
various jobs, or course in the pipefitting area I have to rely on the Foreman of 
the Pipe Shop to tell me the procedures, etc. that the pipefitters use for doing 
the specific work. I am more informed in'the machinist's work, having been a 
machinist. 

Q. How often did you visit THRESHER during her post shakedown availability?
A. Not very often during the first three-quarters of it. I went aboard the

ship maybe every two weeks to see what the progress of the ship was, Towards qhe 
end, when a '·specific job was highlighted, I went aboard then. 

Q. When were you last on board THRESHER?
A. The weekend it was in drydock; that would have ended up the 7th of April.

Q. What were the circumstances of that visit?
A. I went down particularly to see the job of the installation of the roller

guides on the main sea water valves, and at that time I looked at the b(3)10valves, 
went through the ship and came off the other end. 

Q. Will you discuss very briefly your responsibilities with regard to the
Quality Assurance Program here at the Yard? 

A. My responsibility in being the administrative head of the Group, is to see
that the Shipyard's instructions are disseminated to the people who need them. I 
do this through my administrative group, to discuss the methods, not necessarily 
the methods, but the way we are goind to handle this current instruction for 
quality assurance, as well as anything else, for that matter, and I have an ad
ministrative office, but I do not keep in that office quality assurance records, 
since we keep very few quality assurance records in our Group. 

Q. What checks do you have to insure shop compliance with Quality Assurance
procedures? 

A. This again, in discussions with the Foremen, if they have problems in 
this area, and I have an overall interest in the Shop Planning effort, although 
in my group I have assigned the Shop Planners directly to the Quarterrnen; I do not 
have a Shop Planners supervisor as such, so I visit with the Shop Planners, 
especially in the area of maintenance of the joint control records, because it's 
my responsibility to provide the people to look after the records, see the equip
ment is stored and see that they are properly maintained, I have to depend on 
reports of this man to know how we are doing. 

Q. Please relate any significant problems you may have had with respect �o 
the work of the shops in your group in THRESHER during the post shakedown avail
ability? I'm referring to problems resulting from defective workmanship tests, 

A. To go back to the testimony I gave before, where I discussed the fact that
I directed the Foreman of Shop 56 to investigate the reasons behind the reserve 
feed tank being over-pressurized, and this resulted in disciplinary action against 
two Leadingmen, an apprentice and a mechanic. 

Q. Will you relate the disciplinary. action taken at that time?
A. The disciplinary action was letters of reprimand.

Q. Did any problems arise in the area of :sil-brazing during the perioq of
THRESHER's post shakedown availability; any problems which reached you? 

A. Not re�ulting from poor workmanship,
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Q. With regard to the work done in THRESHER during her post shakedown avail
ability by the personnel fo the shops under your cognizance, would you state your 
estimate of the quality of the work performed? 

A. I was completely satisfied with the work performed by both shops.

EXAMINATION BY THE COURT 

Questions by a member, CAPT Hushing: 

Q. Mr. Poor, you stated that you had grown up the chain of responsibility
from the machinist's side, I believe? 

A. Yes, sir. I was the Master Machinist here prior to November of 1960,
when I was appointed a Group Head. 

Q. Do you find that this background makes it difficult for you to understand
the problems of Shop 56, or makes it easy for you to understand? 

A. I think it makes it easy, because the years when I was an apprentice, a
mechanic and a Leadingman in Shop 38 in Boston, we made up a lot of the pipe, 
because this would be mechanical joints, but we worked closely with the pipefitters 
and I haven't really found any problems that I haven't been somewhat familiar with 
from the past, and I can catch onto it fairly readily now. 

Q. If you will think for a minute about the way you spend your time, can you
give me an idea how much of your time is devoted to supervising Shop 56 as com
pared to Shop 38; is it equal; do you spend more time thinking about 38 because 
of your background, or do you spend more time thinking about Shop 56 because it 
is not of your background? 

A. I was going to give you a rough estimate of about 90% with 56 and 10%
with 38. 

Q. Why?
A. 56 is a larger shop, has more people; therefore, I have more administrative

problems. It has more supervision. We had more training programs, which we have 
cut back recently. We have many mo�e problems in 56, becuase over the past few 
years, as you are well aware, the silver braze problems, the problems resulting 
from the BARBEL. Well, everV,thing just leads me to have to spend more time, or 
I feel that I have to spend more time with 56, 

Q. So you have, in fact, been devoting more time to 56 than 38?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. As a result of devoting more time to 56, have you formed opinions as to
the adequacy of 56 personnel? 

A. I haven't gotten to know the working levels of supervision as intimitately
as I might like to have; the Foremen. The Chief Quartermen, and some of the 
Quartermen I've got to know real well, and I have formed opinions of them, 

Q. To use words that you and I are familiar with, in evaluating personnel,
outstanding, excellent, good, fair, unsatisfactory; would you give me your opinion 
of Mr. Scarponi, on that scale? 

A. Satisfactory.

Q, Would you give me your opinion of his Chief Quarterman on that scale? 
A. I'm sorry; Mr. Scarponi wo uld be in the category of good, and the Chief

Quarterman, Mr. Charlie Perry I'm speaking of now, he would be excellent. 
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Q. How about Mr. Smith?
A. Mr. Smith is a good Quarterman.

Q. How about some of the Quartermen now, say Mr. Collins?
A. Mr, Collins is a satisfactory Quarterman. He was the only other Quarterman

connected with the THRESHER directly. 

Q. How about the general level of the Quartermen in Shop 56?
A. The general �evel, I would say, is good.

Q. What do you think of the general level of Quartermen in Shop 38; what would
be your evaluation? 

A. They are about the same.

Q. Do you think there's any substantial difference in overall supervision
between the tv.0 shops? Rate 56 supervision overall, and rate 38, using the same 
terms. 

A. They would be about equal, and they would be good.

Questions by a member, CAPT Osborn: 

Q. How do you rate yourself, Mr. Poor,
A. Is that a fair question, Captain?

Q. Yes, very fair, that's what I'm trying to find out.
A. How do I rate myself?

Q. Yes.
A. Good; I have a lot of shortcomings, and I know some of them,

Q. That's not necessarily associated just with you. Quite frequently when
you're supervising something you can get a better idea of the supervision from 
asking someone external to your organization how you're doing, or what other people 
think of the work; do you do a lot of this? 

A. Yes, sir, I continually ask others in other trades, what they think of my
supervisors. We in the Shipyard have this Project Team concept, where our people 
work closely together with the Ship Superintendent. A good measure of what a 
Quarterman or a Leadingman is doing is to ask other members of the Project Team 
how things are going, "Are you having trouble?" and to ask the Shipbuilding Super
intendent is a good measure of how the'supervision is, because he's very quick to 
give you an answer. 



(b) (6) relieved (b) (6) at this point as reporter. 

Q. I asked Mr. Scarponi the other day if he remembered very many officers
coming through his shop; and he told me he wouldn't remember it. My reply was, 
if I went through his shop and inspected it, he sure as hell would remember it. 
His reply to that was that he would probably throw me out. Do you think this is 
a good estimate of the situation? 

A. No, sir. I'm sure it was only facetious. Mr. Scarponi's shop--I might
provide this additional information: His office is not in his shop, and he has 
many visitors in the shop that he never sees. I am sure if he knew you were 
going to be there, he would be there personally to escort you through the shop. 

Q. One thing I am trying to get clear in my mind, particularly with respect
to Shop 56, is that in the past three years to five years the average technical 
requirements have increased itlllleasurably. I am particularly interested in 
establishing whether the shop has kept pace with this technical advance, what 
steps they have taken to keep themselves abreast of it, and do you think it is 
working? 

A. I can't recall how many years ago this was, because I've been connected
with them for only two years. When I took them over, they had an extensive 
training program in the shop during working hours, and we had people continually 
in training. I have in my pocket a list of the courses that were taught, and 
we had as many as thirty or more instructors that were doing thiR teaching, some 
in sil-brazing, some in target make-up of joints, and so forth, and we ran into 
the problem of these people being charged to overhead. As a result we had to 
cut our instructors back to two. We now teach brazing and the make-up of 
flexible pipe from time to time. We have provided other training in conjunction 
with the New Hampshire Technical Institute, which some of the men attend on 
their own time, and I think there is a graduation next Monday night. The training 
recently has been inadequate to bring the people up technically to the level 
of our work which we are required to perform, except in one area. I feel it 
is too bad we can't continue that program. 

Q. Were you working in the Shipyard in Boston in 1949 and 'SO?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Do you remember your experiences working on the GRAMPUS in that Shipyard?
A. Yes, sir, very well. I was the leadingman on that ship.

Q. I know you were the leadingman on the ship. How would you consider the
performance of the Yard and the men in advancing the status of the Yard in Boston 
under that construction program as compared to the Portsmouth Yard as far as the 
construction of THRESHER was concerned? 

A. Are you asking me to compare the level of competence in Boston on the
fleet type boat of 1949 as compared to the construction of the THRESHER in the 
1960 1 s? 

Q. Yes.
A. I think Portsmouth was ahead of Boston. We learned pretty much the hard

way in Boston. We didn't have any training programs. We were assi,gned to the 
work and studied it out. 

Neither counsel for the court, the court, nor counsel for RADM Palmer desired 
further to examine this witness. 
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The president of the court informed the witness that he was privileged to 
make any further statement covering anything related to the subject matter of the 
inquiry that he thought should be a matter of record in connection therewith, 
which had not been fully brought out by the previous questioning. 

The witness made the following statement: 

THE WITNESS: There is only one statement I would like to make, Admiral, and that 
is relative to my statements the last time I was in this room, and the press 
picked up the remark that I made in which I said I was "generally satisfied" 
with the workmanship on the ship at the time she went on sea trials, and in my 
remarks today I said that I was completely satisfied with the workmanship. As 
I explained to Commander Davis and Captain Woodall this morning, the reservation 
I had in mind at that time was my reservation in regard to the valves, the material 
that had been installed in the boat and the number of times my people had removed 
them and installed them. 

PRESIDENT: These are the Marotta valves? 

THE WITNESS: The Marotta valves, Servo valves, and the diving systems. If you 
look back over my testimony, you' 11 .find that I changed from "generally" to 
"completely". I think my people did a good job, a fine job on th� boat. 

PRESIDENT: Are you familiar with the first test that was conducted on the 
TlNOSA air blow system at the request of the court? 

THE WITNESS: No, not directly. I've heard people talking about it and discussed 
it at lunch among the masters themselves. 

PRESIDENT: It seems that the conical strainers upstream of the reducers were 
casualties in that test, and I wondered if you had any theory as to why that 
might have been. 

THE WITNESS: No, sir, I haven't looked into the problem. 

The witness stated that he had nothing further to say. 

The witness was duly cautioned concerning his testimony and withdrew from 
the courtroom. 

Clarence E. Cole, a civilian, was called as a witness for the court, was 
informed of the subject matter of the inquiry, was advised of his rights against 
self-incrimination, was duly sworn, and examined as follows: 

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: Mr. Cole, this is a closed session of the court, and 
classified information can be divulged here. 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. State your name, address. and present occupation.
A. Clarence E. Cole, (b) (6) I am the foreman welder 

here. 
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Unclassified 

Q. That's at the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard?
A. Yes.

Q� State very briefly the ·nature of the duties which you perform at the 
Shipyard? 

A. Supervise all of the welding and burning in the construction, overhaul
and repair of submarines, and all other work in the Shipyard. 

Q. You are the foreman of Shop 26, are you not?
A. Right.

Q. How long have you held your pre.sent position?
A. Since some time in 1951.

Q. Can you very briefly describe your background and experience in your
line of work? 

A. L started as a welder about 19lH, and have worked in private industry. 
I worked at the Bath Iron Works. I came to the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard in 
January, 1940, and worked up through the ranks, through leadingman, up to the 
oresent oosition I hold now_ 

Q. How is Shop 26 organized to manage and carry on its work?
A. I work for a Group Master. I am the head of the shop. I have a Chief

Quarterman, thirteen quartermen, and fifty leadingmen that carry on and supervise 
the work in the shop. 

Q. How many men all told are there in your shop?
A. Eight·hundred and about seventy-five.·

Q. What means do you rely upon to audit and check the actual work per(ormed
by the men un�er you? 

A. Some through personal observation, then through my Chief Quarterman and
quartermen - reports from them. 

Q. How often were you on THRESHER during her post shakedown availability
to check on the work of your men? .. 

A. This is a hard question to answer. I don't know how often. The last
time I was inside· of the ship was just before it came out of the dock, Number
l dock.

Q. When she was here for an extended period of time during her post
shakedown availability, would you say you were on her three times during that
period? ' ·· · 

A.· Oh, more than that. Maybe six or eight times.

: . 9. What program do you have ., in effect in your shop �_?_r insuring the accuracy
·���i!�y·,:·c,f_ t.�!��-::p�:r:-�_o..��:.J�,� ;f��� !�Qp? .· ,. . _· 

A. We have forms tliat nave to be filled out by the $upervisor before we
weld a job. It has to be signed by _the trade that fits it up. It is checked by 
the Quality Assurance group, and I will get a report of a deficiency. 

Q. ·Are you satisfied with the quality of the work being performed or could
you suggest ways to improve it? 

A. The quality of the welding?
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Unclassified 

Q, Yes. 
A. I don't think I would ever be satisfied with the quality of the work

until it is perfect, but we are trying to improve it all the time. I would say 
it is real good work, however. 

Q. What training programs do you have for those performing welding work
involving vital submarine piping systems? 

A. We have a training program that all of our pipe welders go through. We
pick what we consider to be the top welders in the Shipyard, and this is an 
opinion of maybe eight or nine quarterr.1en and the Chief Quarterman. These people 
are selected and given extensive training in pipe welding. This i� theory and 
actual ��-e and demonstrati�n. W� have a r�g

-�.
1.�r t�aining plan for this.

Q. �Ar:�_your bes·t.pipe -weld�s:��,��:i off.for·work in the reactor·
compartments of submarines? 

· · · ........ ·· 

A.· Yes. I would say that we select the very best people we had in the shop
to be in the nuclear area, yes • 

. Q. How would they compare with those left behind to work in the rest of the 
submarine? How much better are they? 

A. Some of them are better and, on the other hand, some of them are not
better, because a wel�er that might be real good·on structural might not be so 
good on. pipe welding, because of his size or maybe his �yesight isn't good, such 
as having.near vision, o� something like this. 

Q. There are some variations, but over all the people in the reactor
compartment are your better welders? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Who directed that they be selected and sent to the reactor compartment?
A. The Nuclear Power Superintendent has, in many instances, at meetings

asked the question, "Have you got the best people in the Shipyard working on 
nuclear piping?" And I have to answer yes. 

· 

.::·: 

Q. Do your men regard the welding specification requirements as a goal 
which they have to meet or a goal towards which they have to strive? 

A. It is a goal that we try to meet, and they consider it as a.goal they
try to meet. 

Q .. Do they regard the standards as unnecessarily high? 
A.. -�_ .. don't 'thlnk they regard them as unnecessarily high. I do think that 

we have people interpreting maybe the specifications, or the x-ray standards, 
and ·then I think it gets into a lot of opinions as to whether it does or does 

, not meet the)�pecifications. Is it a crack, for instance, or an incomplete 
penetration? 

Q, Is the attitude of your people the same towards the specifications which 
have to be met in the reactor compartment and· the specifications which have to 
be me_t with regard to the rest of the ship, or do they consider those as 
unnecessarily high? 

A. I wo�idn't say they regard them unnecessarily high. I would say it is
a goal which they try to meet in both the reactor and non-reactor. 

Q. It is the same for both?
.A. Yes, sir. 
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Unclassified 

Q. Would you describe any significant problems you may have encountered
in connection with welding done in THRESHER during her post shakedown avail
ability,· work which may have proved to be defective? 

A. I only know of one area where we had a man here from the Bureau, a
Mr. Dawson, to look at an area that I believe the Shipyard called as a crack, 
and he accepted this as not being a crack, and they ran figures in Design to 
prove this was an adequate joint. It was a double-bevel tee joint and had a 
slight point at the point of the bevel. 

Q. What do you consider was the cause of welding defects in the PUFFS
hydrophone area? 

A. We removed a casting from the ship, a fabrication from the ship, and
I saw some of the welding which, I would say, was not good, and I believe it 
was location. I think it had a wrong bevel on it, and the po�ition the man 
had to get into in order to see this joint, it was a tough job to do. This 
had flaws in it. 

Q. How do you suppose it got by the inspector or the supervisor at the
time? 

A. This is very easy to do, because a supervisor will have anywheres
from--he will probably average 15 to 18 people working for him, and this was 
in back of a frame or foµndation on the top side. The supervisor going by 
sees the man welding, but he can't actually see what is being put in that 
weld. The only man who knows what is happening is the man looking at the 
arc. This was not radiographed, because it does not lend itself to radio
graphy. The joint was magni-fluxed. 

Q. Is there any question at all of the qualifications or the training of
the man who made that weld? 

A. I don't know who made the weld. It was so long afterward. We w�re
not able to tell who made that weld, and if they are big heavy welds, maybe 
six, eigh½ or even ten men work on this. 

Q. Is there any question in your mind as to the quality of work and the
integrity of the work performed by your men in THRESHER during her post shake
down availability? 

A. None. Absolutely none.

EXAMINATION BY THE COURT 

Questions by a court member, CAPT NASH: 

Q. Mr. Cole, can you recall any failures of welded joints?
A. Pipe joints?

Q. Yes.
A. I have never known of any, and I have tried to find w�re some pipe

joint has failed, and I have never been able to find one anywhere. 

Q. I am sure that you have given some thought as to the comparative
strength of different processes? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Would you express your opinion as to the relative strength of a welded
joint and a silver-brazed joint? 

A. ls this--I would like to ask a question, if I may. Are we talking
about a sleeve joint, a socket weld, a butt joint, and silver braze? 
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Q. Take a butt joint.
A. I would much prefer a butt joint, because you can inspect it and be 

sure of your inspection. I think it is a much better joint than a brazed 
joint. If we're talking about a socket joint, if the silver-brazed joint is 
properly done, I think the silver-braze joint will stand all that a socket 
welded joint will stand. But, again, the socket welded joint is much easier 
to inspect than a silver-brazed joint, because you can see the outer layers 
of the weld metal. 

Q. In recent times we have made considerable progress in the methods
of surveillance for both types? 

A. Right.

Q. Do you think we can today adequately check both types so that we can
be assured that we have a good joint? 

A. I'm not sure that I am qualified to answer this question, because I
do not have the silver brazers. I think that, with ultrasonics, it might be 
possible; but, here again, you have to depend on the man who is reading this 
bunch of pips here, and there can be variations. I'm not qualified to 
answer your question fully. 

Q. In summary, however, do I understand that, in your opinion, if you
are able adequately to check the two joints and knew that they were properly 
installed, their strength is comparable? 

A. A silver-brazed joint against a socket welded joint, in my opinion,
one would be as good as the other. 

Questions by the president, VADM AUSTIN: 

Q. Mr. Cole, of your 875 men in Shop 26, how many are qualified to do
pipe welding? 

A. We have a crew of about 125, but the 125 are not qualified to do all
of the different materials, and we are gradually, now that the workload is 
letting off, and I am taking off the people that we think are not quite as 
good as someone else. 

Q. If this Shipyard were required to do all joints by welding, would you
have difficulty in obtaining qualified welders to do all the pipe welding 
that would have to be done? 

A. Yes, if it was decided right now to do it. It would take a period of
time, and this is an area where it takes young people to do this, because 
they have to have good eyesight and have to be able to see almost around 
corners and in close areas. When a welder gets where he has to wear bifocals, 
he usually has gained a lot of experience and knows a lot more, but he is 
handicapped by his lack of good eyesight. If we were to undertake this 
program, there would have to be a training program over a period of time 
before we would be able to do a thing like this. 

Questions by a court member, CAPT HUSHING: 

Q. Mr. Cole, I believe you said you had 875 welders, of whom 125 you
considered qualified in pipe welding? 

A. Yes, sir.
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Q. Let's address ourselves specifically to carbon steel welding and to
non-nuclear standards. How many of those 125 do you consider good enough to 
be assigned to the job of welding carbon steel piping with a reject rate 
estimated at less than 20 per cent? 

A. I have to answer this question and qualify my answer. Probably close
to 50 per cent of them. 

Q. Half of them.
A. Now, why I said I have to qualify my answer is because we don't, at

this Shipyard, have a good handle on what is a rejection rate. 1 get� 
report weekly from the Quality Assurance group by check number, so that I 
know who is welding the X-rayed joints, and this is something that we are 
getting into. I've been getting these reports for three or four months, and 
the rejection rate is all over the road. It shows on paper probably twice as 
high as it really is, because when a joint is X-rayed and rejected, then we 
go out and look at the joint and say, "Well, this is a wagon track sort of an 
X-ray." So, we will remove the �

0
acking ring, and it is ground out, X-rayed

again, and it passes. This should not be called a welding reject. Again, we
will find instances where a joint is rejected by a reader, and we go out and
we find something on the surface that should be ground a little .bit, and it
goes through as a welding reject. So, we don't really have a good handle on
it yet.

Q. Well, suppose you had a need to weld a se.ittion of pipe and you wanted
to be real sure that it was done properly and would not be rejected. Do you 
feel that you could call on any welder in this Shipyard with 100 per cent 
assurance that his work would not be rejected? 

A. No, sir. And I don't believe, in my opinion, you could find one in
the country. 

Q. Suppose you were willing to take a 5 per cent chance on rejection,
would there be anyone in this shipyard who might qualify? 

A. I would hate to try to guarantee this, because there are so many
variables that it is impossible. We will have a man that will do four or five 
joints in a row and they will pass 100 per cent, and maybe the next four or 
five will be rejected. 

Q. But some people are better than others?
A. We have to say some people are better than others, because their

rejection rate is lower. 

Q. What I am trying to determine is those people in the very cream of the
crop welding-wise, as far as you have been able to determine then, what 
rejection rate would you consider would be reasonable for your best welder 
working on carbon steel? 

A. This is going to sound foolish to you, because he gets the toughest
job. 

Q. Well, let's take a flat-out straight, or average joint to which your
good welders wotJld be assigned, would you have a 90 per cent confidence level 
in that man, 80 per cent confidence level? 

A. I would probably have an 80 per cent confidence level in my best
people. 
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Q. And of the 125 pipe welders you have, how many would that be?
A. You see what I've done here. In this 125 I have a certain number 

of people whom I have trained on carbon steel and some--

Q. Let's talk about carbon steel welders.
A. This 125 are not capable of welding carbon steel.

Q. I understand that, but I asked about their capabilities on carbon
steel--this 125. 

A. That I would have 80 per cent confidence in?

Q. Yes.
A. Perhaps 6 or 8.

Neither counsel for the court, the court, nor counsel for RADM Palmer

desired further to examine this witness. 

The president of the court informed the witness that he was privileged 
to make any further statement covering anything related to the subject 
matter of the inquiry that he thought should be a matter of record in 
connection therewith, which had not been fully brought out by the previous 
questioning. 

The witness stated that he had nothing further to say. 

The witness was duly cautioned concerning his testimony and withdrew from 
the courtroom. 

The court adjourned at 1700 hours, 10 May 1963. 
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TWENTY-FIFTH D.\Y 

The court met in executive session at 0830. 

Port.-outh Naval Shtpyard 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire 
Saturday, 11 May 1963 

Present: All meinbers of the court and the counsel for the court. 

The court opened at 0932 hours and announced that this session would be held 
with closed do�r• • 

. All persons connected with the inquiry who were pre1ent when the court 
adjourned were again present in court, with the exception of (b)(6)

who was reli·eved as reporter by (b) (6) • RAD( Palmer, a party, and 
LCDR Recker, a party, and his counsel waived their right to be present at thia 
session of the court. Counsel for RAIi( Palmer was present, 

John G. Guerry, Jr., captain, U. S. Navy, was called as a witness for the 
court, informed of the subject matter of the inquiry, adviaed of his right, 
against self-incrimination, duly sworn, and examined as followa: 

C.OUNSBL POR nm COURT: Captain Guerry, t.his is a closed se11ion of the court. 
Classified information can be divulged here. 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. State your name; grade, organization and present duty station?
A. I am John G. Guerry, Jr., captain, U. S. Navy, 1400 offic�r. I am the

Production Officer of the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard. 

Q. How do you spell your last namet
A. G-U-E·R•R-Y.

Q. Would you describe the responsibilities of your present position?
A. I would like to read the s_hip' s organization into the record if I can

,put my hand on it, if that is agreeable. (The witness was unable to find the 
document he was seeking a1D0ngst those in his possession.) Well I am responsible 
to the Shipyard Com:nander for the orderly, economical work that is authorized by 
the Planning Department to be accomplished, and to insure that the work it done 
in accordance with the published specifications, the specifications in effect 
at the time. 

Q. Would you brief�y describe your naval and professional background and
experience? 

A. I graduated from the Naval Academy in 1939 and 1 was at aea for the
next seven years, short tour on a battieship, t:L�! �:·,··t: "f the time in deltrOYffS. 
I had command of a destroyer the last year of the \iar. I came ashore ud went 
to PG School in '46, one year at the Naval Academy, Post-Graduate School at the 
Naval.Academy, and two years at the Carnegie Institute of Technology, vhn:, l 
majored in Metallurgy, obtained my Master's Degree in Metallurgy. On cca,letion 
of my course in Metallurgy, I went to iea again as Chief Engineer of a caqi:er, 
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USS I.BYTE, was aboard her for thirty-four months. Came ashore, back to the Bureau -
I became an BD, Engineering Duty Officer, w�ile aboard the carrier -- that was in 
October of 1 51. I came ashore in 1 52 and was'in the Bureau of Ships in the Materials 
Development Division of the Bureau of Ships froaa 1 52 to 1 55. I was in Charleston 
Naval Shipyard as Assistant Repair Sup from 1 55 to '58. I was on the Board of 
Inspection and Survey for one year. And I waa in the Bureau in charge of the 
Turbine and Gear Desk, and then moved up in charge of the Machinery Divi1ion of 
the Bureau of Ships for one year. Then I came up here in December of '61 and 
took over as Production Officer. 

Q. How much of your background and experience relates specifically to sub
marine construction? 

A. Very little. As Repair Sup in Charleston, we did overhaul conventional
fleet type submarines. 1 was involved in that work. 

Q, Do you feel that this lack of extensive experience in submarine construction 
has been a handicap to you in the performance of your presently·assigned duties? 

A. I think it has limited me somewhat. .I have been fortunate in haviIJ.g
a competent Shipbuilding and Repair Sup,· but without him I think I would have been 
in trouble at times. 

Q. Turning to the period of TBllESHER's post shakedown availability, would
you relate the major factors contributing to difficulties and delays in the 
Production Department's completion of the work in THR.BSHD.? 

A. I would say withQut hesita.tion that the controlling job in �•using the
delay was. the tank stiffening job and underestimating the time involv4ld to get 
in and do that work within the tank, putting in the Intercostala, tying them in, 
problems related to welding according to'plan; in fact, it was impossible in 
many, many cases and we had to get design changes before we could proceed with the 
job. And then after we had finished the production, welding., the inspection, 
getting the tanks to be crack-free. That overextended our scheduled time by a 
factor of over six weeks, which is one of the largest contributing factors to 
the increased time. In other words, we were not able to proceed with the work 
on top of the tanks or around the tanks until we had cleaned up and finished 
our work·in those tanks. 

The other job that I think we had not fully estimated the full scope of was the 
PUFFS installation. Our expenditures on that exceeded by a factor of two, two 
and a half, what we originally thought it would take to do the job. Again, we 
started that job without complete plans on it. It was designed and planned as
we proceeded, so we had to sort of feel� way along that job. 

The other job, which we took on late in the availability, although we had planned 
originally to do it, was the placement of the b(3) 10 USC' condensate pumps. Tb,e 
pumps were late getting here and we found when they got here we could no� go through 
the top of the ship -- we had to cut a hole into the bottom -• and the lfOrk in
volved in putting that in through the bottom, and also as we tried to pipe up 
according to plan, it wouldn't go; we had to more or less feel our way along on 
the piping end of the condensate pumps. The other large job which stretched out 
was the change of the pumP,S on the auxiliary salt water, change of the motors 
on the auxiliary salt water pumps. That also necessitated a change in the shock 
mounting. b(3) 10 USC 130 After 
that job was done we found we had to re-pipe in order to get adequate balanced 
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loading on our mounting. We had to change some of our piping. That was discovered 
late in the availabilitv. We took on the installation of Loran "C" iob in the 
radio room, made the availability to be compatible with the ASROC capability. This, 
as we got into it, necessitated a rather large change in our radio room arrangement. 
This, too, was late in the availability and entailed a lot of work. 

Q. At the request of counsel for this court, have you prepared a list of the
key dates in THRESHER's construction and post shakedown availability period? 

A. Yes, I have. (The witness handed counsel a document)

Q. 
A. 

period, 
trials. 

Is this list true and correct to the best of your knowledge?
To the best of my knowledge. This covers the key events of the building
the shock hardening availability, the patch hull availability, and shock

The dates we obtained through Planning. 

The above described document was submitted to the party and to the court, 
and was offered in evidence by counsel for the court. There being no objection, 
it was received in evidence as Exhibit 192. 

Q. Anent your previous testimony, Captain Guerry, do you have in your
possession an official chart showing the specific responsibilities of the 
Production Officer at this Shipyard? 

A. Yes, I do. (The witness handed counsel the requested document)

The above described chart was submitted to the party and to the court, and 
was offered in evidence by counsel for the court. There being no objection, it 
was received in evidence as Exhibit 193. 

Q. I note that the date of Exhibit 193 isl May 1963. Were these same
duties performed by you during your total service at the Shipyard? 

A. That is correct.

Q. Turning to the work pe:rforme.d in THRESHER. during 1:u::r post shakedown
availability period, do you have a compilation of figures which show the manpower 
loading er.n�loyed in THRESHER d·-iring the month,s of March and April 1963? 

A. Yes, I do. (The witness handed counsel the requested document)

Q. Are these figures tcu� and correct tot.he best of your belief?
A. These are thE: daily figures as tak�n off our daily distribution of forces

report. 

Q. And the tabulation on the left hand side c.,f each page indicates the
day and the month? 

A. That is correct.

The compilatiors of figures showing the manpower loading employed in THRESHER

during the months of March and April were submitted to the party and to the court, 
and were offered in evidence by counsel for the court. There being no objection, 
the compilation for March was received in evidence as Exhibit 194, and the 
compilation for April was received in evidence as Exhibit 195. 

Q. Referring to Exhibits 19,� and 195, Captain Gui:n:ry, do you consider the
manpower loadings to be so great in the case of THRESHER as to interfere with 
the quality and productivity of the work performed in her? 

A. No, I do not.
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Q. Will you describe the system which existed in the Shipyard during THRESHER's
post-shakedown availability period for the cross-flow of information between major 
units within the Shipyard organization, such as the Design Division, the Production 
Department, and Quality Assurance Division? 

A. Well, Shipyard Instruction 4854.lB is the basic document for the transfer
of information back and forth between various groups. The documents referred to 
in this instruction, first, is a Condition Report, which is a First Naval District 
document -- I've got the number of it -- anyhow it's a local Shipyard document, 
1018, if I can read my writing correctly --

Q. Just tell us "instead. t;hat the organization was for cross-flow of in
formation between tho.v;c organizati.ons? 

A. O.K. Again, I'll sort of briefly go down the functions. Design Division 
basically draws the design, comes up, engineers the design, passes the work down 
to the P&E Division, who, in turn, write up the job order, the work authorization 
document, to the Producti.on Department. Sometimes Design is not involved -- it's 
a straight work request, and P&E acts as the customer liaison man with the customer 
and spells out the job in detail as to what the Production Department is supposed 
to accomplish. Then it's up to the Production Department to execute the work. And 
in lots of cases, as the work proceeds, we discover conditions which are not as 
had been planned. It is incumbent upon the Production Department, then, in that 
case, to submit Condition Reports. These Condition Reports, P&E doesn't know 
ahead of time what the Condition Reports are or what they call for; other times 
we run into unknowns or things not seemingly covered in the job order, and we 
submit the Condition Repor"ts and P&E then issues work authorization on that or 
not. In our Inpsection Division, as they follow through and run Inspection Reports, 
if they run across conditions where they feel that Prc:,duction and shops have not 
complied with the work a.s authorized, they issue an UNSAT Condition Report. This 
goes to the Shlp Superi.ntendenc. 

Q. May I interrupt,sir. t)he.n you spe,ak of the In.spection Division, are you
referring to the Quality Assurance Division? 

A. Quality Assurance Divisi�n t y�s�

Q. Proc: e.ed.
A. In time these reports go to the Ship i s Superintendent. If he feels that

the Joh Order definitely covets him and the shops have been remiss, he authorizes 
work for the shops to proce�d and correct or to accomplish the work. If he feels 
this is beyond the scope of the Job Order then he submits this data back to P&E 
fo:.. 1.ssu.ince of work, go back to the cuatom�r if necessary, for whether they 
fee! the Job Order, the work document from the customer, entails work to be done. 
Then they, in tur.n, give us Job Order coverage to proceed. 

Q. As a specific example of the working of this cross-flow of information,
will you relate your parti.cipation in the decision made early in December, 1962, 
to limit the extent of the surveillance of silver brazed piping joints in THRESHER 
during her post shakedown availability? 

A. Yes. I'll put it this way. I was aware of this decision; in fact, I was
part of the -- whi:!n the recmrnu�ndatior, of the Repair S;1perintendent -� 

Q. Would you name him, please?
A. That was Captain Heronemus. We felt that we had to knock off the inspection

work or dismantling of the piping systems that were involved, the trim and drain 
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and auxiliary salt water systems, start putting th• back together in order to 
meet our undocking date, which at that time was supposed to be the third week iQ 
December. And this decision, I think, was made right around the 27th or 28th of 
November. And I was aware of that and passed the word on. 

Q. I'm n9t sure you've completely explained to me the flow of information
from the Quality Assurance Division and the Design Division and the Production 
Department in all of this? 

A. All right. The work as it proceeded on the silver braze. We had a
four man team working as a group. We had the pipefitter, who was working with 
the unlagging, that kind of work; we bad .the Quality Aa,urance man, the ultrasonic 
man, who made the inspection; a P&B man who authorized the work on the, spot, what 
was to be done; and the Design man issued the Design Liaison Instructions that were 
involved where work changes bad to be made in order to effect repairs of the joint 
found defective. So as joints were found, both departments were aware of it at 
the time,. and repair instructions were issued on day by day ·notice. I did get a 
weekly report of how many joints had been inspected and how many were defective, 
and this report was submitted weekly to the Planning Officer and to the Admiral 
on our weekly sUlllll8ry -- or a status report on the THRISBIR, which we held a 
weekly meeting on every Wednesday morning in preparation for the Commanding 
·officer's Conference •

. Q. Do you have copies of those weekly reports of the inspections performed 
on THRBSHIR 'l

A. Again, it's a summary of it. I do not have those available. They are
available, but I do not have them with ine. 

Q. You were aware then of the rejection rate of silver brazed piping
joints disclosed by the survey? 

A. I was aware when we stopped that we had rejected at that time I 
r�mber it was twenty out of one hundred sixty waine. 

Q. Did you consider this figur(! tufficiently high �o raise a serious
question in your mind as to whether or not the surveillance work should continue·? 

A. No, I did not.

Q. Would you state your reasoning to us, please?
A. Again, the job was issued on a "not to delay" basis and I was r.iore

interested, frankly, in trying to get on with the job and stay on schedule and 
I really, probably, in looki.ng back on hindsight, didn't give it the full con• 
sideration I should have at the time; because I will have to admit at the time 
1 did not even know just how bad the rejected joints were. I had talked to 
Casualty as to just what was the condition, and the general opinion of the Quality 
Assurance people was that it was in good shape; and, too, from static tests that 
have been made in the yard, we have found that under test conditions that with 
brazed areas less than fifteen to twenty percent they were still.stronger than 
the base metal of the material. 

Q. Were you familiar with instructions from the Bureau of Ships on the basis
of which a team of ultrasonic testing people were assigned to THRESHER? 

A. I have read it. Is th�t the document dated 28 August?
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Q. Yes. I show you Exhibit 115 before this court and I read an excerpt
from it: " ***The importance of this matter to the submarine forces is such, 
however, that we must commence at the e.arliest possible date to attack the problem 
in a planned, step-by-step approach.*** . To this end Portsmouth Naval Shipyard 
is directed to initiate the following actions during THRESHER.'s PSA. 

"a. Employ a minimum of at least one ultrasonic test team throughout the entire 
assigned PSA to examine, insofar as possible, the maximum number of sil-braze joints. 11 

Turning back, now, to your testimony that you were aware of the total number 
of joints which had been inspected by the ultrasonic testing team, do you consider 
that their work output was consonant with the Bureau's directive that the maximum 
number of sil-braze joints be examined insofar as possible in the post shakedown 
availability period? 

A. We complied. We had one team,and a couple of times two teams, down there,
a workload at a time, and they were just getting ultrasonic capability started 
basically at that time, and we only had a limit of around eight -- no, I didn't 
have eight teams. But I did put as many as two teams down there. I had one 
team on a continuous basis. I hope eventually we'll be able to speed up, get 
more productivity than was obtained at that time, but it is a slow process. And, 
again, whether we covered all that I think that we should have -- I had hoped 
at the time, during the two months that we worked, that we would have covered 
more than 169 joints; but, again, I do know that we had the teams, as much as 
two teams a good portion of the time, and one team continuously, in compliance 
with the job order. 

·Q. Did the teams work for a total period of only two months?
A. Three months. They started early in September October and November. 

Q. Do you have any facts which you can give us as to the amount of time
spent by the second team to which you referred? 

A. No, sir, I cannot.

Q. Three months, one hundred and sixty joints -
A. One hundred sixty-nine.

Q. All right, 169. Considering that no unlagging was done, as Pro<luction
Officer are you satisfied with the rate of accomplishment of your one team 
assisted sometimes by a second team? 

A. I'll have to admit it sounds like a very low number.

Q. Did it seem low to you at the time you were receiving the progress reportt;t
A. I think I COlll!lented at the time, and I believe I was given a logical

explanation. I don't recall right now what it was, as to why the progress was 
so slow as it was. 

Q. But these weekly progress reports were taken up at the weekly conferences
which you described to us? 

· 

A. That is correct.

Q. In the presence of the Shipyard Commander?
A. That is correct.
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Q. Who else would have been present during those weekly conferences?
A. The Repair Superintendent and the Planning Officer.

Q. Were the actual figures of the work accomplished and the rejection rates
found submitted orally at these conferences to which you refer? 

A. They were.

Q. Would you relate your relationship with, and evaluation of, the Shipyard 1 s
Quality Assurance Program, with particular reference to the audits performed on 
work and the various inspections performed? 

A. The Quality Assurance Division is one of the Divisions within my depart~
ment. As such, they work for me. The Quality Division Superintendent, Commander 
Rule, he's been in that job since around the first of October. Before that time 
it was headed up by a civilian, Mr. James Rogers. I'll give the history of that 
Division. It started off, basically, until the last couple of years anyway, as 
primarily an Inspection Branch and not so much quality assurance. I_hope we've 
made progress in trying to get more quality assurance measures by means of 
auditing, seeing that we are complying with our directives, instructions, and so 
forth; and less, basically, as an inspecting group inspecting the final product 
to see whether it meets specifications or not. However, in all honesty, it's still, 
to my way of thinking, too much inspection-oriented yet. But we do conduct an audit 
on our steel construction, done on almost a continuous basis. We take samples 
of at least ten or fifteen percent, and monthly summaries of those are given to 
me. We have started, and I am not satisfied with the results we are getting 
right now, on our pipefitting, pipe welding work. In fact, we have a new 
instruction going on the street right now setting up a change in the procedure 
somewhat, and I hope to make it more effective. 

The silver brazing, which has been running on an audit position, against strictly 
from a visual point of view until the ultrasonic teams came into effect, but that 
was supposedly fifteen to twenty percent of the joints were supposed to be 
visually inspected and, in fact, upon systems.checked out, I would say that 
almost 100% of the joints were inspected visually to see whether they looked 
correct or not. 
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(b) (6) relieved (b)(6) as reporter at this point. 

Q. Turning your attention back to early in December of 1962, had you 
heard any information about a casualty in BARBEL which had occurred more than 
a year previously and which had been the subject of an investigation? 

A. I was aware of it.

Q. Would you now discuss the requirements for special instructions and
documents t.o be furnished the Production Dewartment by the Design Division 
for the installing of Marotta reducing valves in THRESHER's high-pressure 
blow system? 

A. We were given the plans for it. That's all that--we were giv�n the
Job Order and the instructions, as well as the plan. 

Q. Did the Job Order instructions and plan include the installation of a
strainer in the system? 

A. Yes. I think that's part of the basic make-up of the valve itself
and is shown on the valve drawing as an integral part of the valve, an 
appendage to the valve. 

Q. What was the impact of the defective and inadequate workmanship, if
any, on the completion dates variously extended for the THRESHER's post 
shakedown availability? 

A. Well, as Production Officer, I am not satisfied with the productivity
of our people. That has been my constant harp since I've been here in the 
Shipyard. They seem to work well if they get a clear, concise road to go 
down, but if there is any room for any confusion, any question in the minds 
of our people, production comes to a halt. I feel our coordination in the 
completion of complex work leaves a lot to be desired. 

Q. What have you done about it while you have been Production Offi.cer
here? 

A. Well, I hope--we are working on higher standards, and we have been
doing so right along. In the absence of standards, I have preached. Now, 
recently, I have issued in one ship a mandate of what I consider the maximum 
man-days work to be expended, and if this is not met, I have notified the 
master that this would be unsatisfactory. And I expect that the leadingmen 
and the quartermen will assign a standard rather than tell "Joe Blow' to do 
this job; he is to tell "Joe Blow" that he is to do this job by Friday after
noon, for instance. 

Q. As a specific example, take the pipe shop, Shop 56; were you wholly
satisfied with the efficiency and the quality of the output during THRESHER 1 s 
post shakedown availability? 

A. From my personal observation and from the reports that I've gotten, I
think the quality of the work was satisfactory. Again--and maybe it's 
because I am not a pipefitter--1 don't think we got all the productivity out 
of them that we should have. 

Q. Were you satisfied with the performance of the supervisory personnel
in that shop at every level? 

A. Well, again, except that I don't think that they get enough work out
of their people and the lack of standards, I have not been able to do anything 
other than try to wheedle people into doing more. 
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Q. Speaking now to silver-brazed joints, were you satisfied with the
quality of silver-brazed pipe joints produced in the pipe shop during 
THRESHER's post shakedown availability? 

A. Yes, sir, I was.

Q. Did you make any personal audits on the in-process work on those
joints during THRESHER's post shakedown availability? 

A. Well, I visually looked at quite a few, both in THRESHER and through
out the Shipyard, at the time; and in the last couple of months I have seen 
the ultrasonic report of some of the work. 

Q. Did you personally audit any of the old joints in THRESHER made
prior to her post shakedown availability? 

A. No, I did not.

Q. What personal attention did you pay to the work of the ultrasonic
inspecting teams working in THRESHER during her post shakedown availability 
on the surveillance of the old silver-brazed joints made during her 
construction period? 

A. None. I don't think I watched their performance at all. My trips 
through the ship, I don't think I really watched them at all. 

Q. What do you think, as Production Officer, of the reliability of those
flex hoses which were installed in THRESHER's vital systems? 

A. I believe we put in as good a suit of flex hoses in the THRESHER as
are made anywhere. 

Q. Are they a little sensitive to improper installation?
A. Yes.

Q. How did you insure the qualifications of those people who installed
those hoses in THRESHER and how did you audit their performance? 

A. Again, we have had a rather extensive training program within the
pipe shop since the BARBEL incident actually covering silver brazing, and one 
of the subjects covered was hose installations. We had a team of qualified-
what I considered to be qualified--people to do that job. I have to admit, 
whether the people they were schooling in this were always used in the actual 
installation, I do not have an audit report that such was the case. So, I 
have to rely that the supervisor would do that, 

Q. I understand there was a training program for those who fabricated
the installations of flexible hoses in the shop and that they were required 
to possess a card showing they were so qualified. Is that correct? 

A. That is my understanding, yes.

Q. Testimony before the court, however, is that that was not true in the
case of those who actually installed the flexible hoses in the ship and that 
the installation could be done by a laborer--by a pipefitter who was not 
required to possess a card or to have had the benefit of a specific training 
program. Do you consider this a weakness in the system for installing 
flexible hoses? 

A. I would have to look into it more, but right off-hand, it indicates
to me that qualified people should be used throughout, 
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Q. You have indicated that you did not personally supervise the audits
of the silver-brazed joints made in THRESHER. Do you feel that your super
visors adequately performed this function? 

A. That and my Ship Superintendent. In response to my question, "Are
we getting all that we should out of these people?" I was assured that we 
were. 

EXAMINATION BY THE COURT 

Questions by a court member, CAPT HUSHING: 

Q •. Captain Guerry, is there within the Shipyard a procedure for testing 
the various systems and components of ships which undergo repair or post 
shakedown availability? 

A. Above and beyond the hydrostatic tests?

Q. No. Is there a program or a procedure of any kind which does 
require the various tests necessary to insure that systems are properly 
installed and are working properly? 

A. Well, again, I think the Job Order in most cases spells out in detail
how a hydrostatic test is to be put on. Such was the case, I know, in one 
instance which I just checked on recently. The Job Order covered the hydro
static testing of salt water systems before checking the job ultrasonically. 
It is spelled out in detail. They are spelled out in test memoranda, or job 
orders. 

Q. Let's talk about ASW systems, Was the ASW system hydrostatically 
tested before the ultrasonic tests started? 

A. It was,

Q. Was there a hydrostatic test of the ASW system after the ultrasonic
tests had been performed? 

A. It was.

Q. Did these tests give you the necessary assurance to disregard the
surveillance inspection information which you were receiving? 

A. Put it this way, Bill: That in both cases it satisfactorily passed 
the test, and the final test of the ASW system was especially tight. 

Q. Did the previous operations of the ship, including a number of test
dives, give you a feeling of confidence in the ASW system as originally built? 

A. Yes, it did. In fact, I think that was a governing factor in my
judgment, the fact that the system had operated satisfactorily and had been 
subjected to as rugged a test as any system in any submarine. 

Q. Did the shock test give you confidence in the adequacy of the ASW
system construction? 

A. Yes, it did.

Q. Did the absence of a deep dive after the shock test in any way
diminish that confidence? 

A. No, it did not.

Q. Did you assess the importance of that lack of a deep dive in your
thinking at that time? 

A. I will have to admit, I did not.
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Q. Were you aware that the BARBEL casualty occurred many months after
the construction of the ship and after a considerable number of operational 
cycles? 

A. Yes, I knew that.

Q. Did you consider this as an element of your thinking process in
considering the THRESHER's condition at the end of the surveillance? 

A. I can't say that I did.

Q. Do you think it is an important consideration?
A. Yes, I think it is.

Q. Can you sunmtarize again for me the basic elements which led to your
concurrence in the decision of early December not to further survey the ASW 
system of the THRESHER? 

A. The two factors that really I recall which governed my concurrence in
the decision was the fact that the Job Order was on a "not to delay" basis 
and that we had to get the trim and drain system and the auxiliary salt water 
system buttoned up prior to undocking, and we felt we had about two or three 
weeks' work before we knocked off before we would be ready for that. 

Q. Was there any question in your mind whatsoever as to the safety of
that ship as a result of that decision? 

A. No, there was not; and, again, I felt she had been out and had satis
factorily performed and, as I say, I did not take into account the fact 
probably the BARBEL had also done this and had later gone sour. But, in 
addition to our survey, we made material checks, since the BARBEL incident 
was attributed to the use of wrong faulty material, and in our material 
checks we found no evidence of faulty material having been used in THRESHER. 

Q. What is your current opinion as to the adequacy of the silver-brazed
joints being made in Shop 56 in this Shipyard? 

A. I am convinced they are as good as are being made anywhere in the
country. I. think they are adequate. 

Q. For a high performance deep-diving submarine?
A. For a high performance deep-diving submarine, yes.

Q. Do you have any question in your mind at this time as to the adequacy
of the silver-brazed joints of any ship currently building in this Shipyard? 

A. No , I do not.

Q. Specifically, do you have any question about: TINOSA?
A. The piping in TINOSA was over half completed before the instructions

that followed the BARBEL incident came into being. Our controls were not near 
as rigid, However, from visual checks of her systems, we still feel that we 
have a good system. We don't have the joint certification card, but we have 
conducted visual inspections for alignment and for flow, and we feel we've got 
a good system. 

Q. Have you sample-audited TINOSA since the THRESHER casualty?
A. We have not. We are preparing to do so.

Q. What is that sa�p1e-or audit to consist of?
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A. That is still in a state of--it hasn't been settled yet. Since last

fall, all joints made in the ship have been in compliance with Bureau 
instructions. All field joints have been ultrasonically tested; that is, in 
the high-pressure system. 

Q. Do you feel you have an adequate number of officers to perform the
necessary coordinating and supervising functions which are required of the 
military people in our bilineal organization? 

A. No, I do not. Not so much that we haven't gotten the coverage, but
we've gotten the coverage almost at the expense of the health of my people. 

Q. Would you describe this situation?
A. My Ship Superintendent on the THRESHER, Lieutenant Biederman, since

he took over in December, has worked anywhere from 16 to 18 hours a day for 
six and a half or seven days a week since he took over. And I think that is

an abnormal condition to expect from anybody in a sustained period. 

Q. Would you say that was rather typical of the situation with your
officers? 

A. It is.

Q. Do you think this kind of situation can be continued very -long?
A. No, I do not, not without a falling off of performance.

Q. Do you think the future quality and perhaps safety of the submarine
force in ships and the material condition will be adversely affected by a 
continuation of this situation? 

A. Definitely; i f  we don't take some steps to correct this condition.
I'm not sure that military people are the only ones that can do this job, 
but we have to organize ourselves and utilize our civilian people to a 
greater extent; and I think one step in doing this is--which we have not done 
heretofore--is to set up a quality control coordinator and have somebody with 
that sole job of coordinating the quality of the work. Right now, I feel the 
quality work is being done in this Shipyard, but to try to come up with the 
records to assure yourself of sufficient confidence in quality has been a

major task. 

Q. Do you think that civilian personnel can replace completely the
military personnel in your organization? 

A. No, I do not.

Q. Do you have currently available in this Shipyard civilian personnel

who can really relieve military personnel of the kind of functions they are 
currently performing? 

A. To a limited degree only.

Q. By "limited" do y.ou mean 5 per cent, 10 per cent, 20 per cent of
military functions? 

A. Well, we have used a civilian Ship Supt. We have this tank coordination
work, or hull coordination work, and we have assigned a quarterman out of the 
structural shop, who has not the necessary background and breadth to cope with 
this job, but we have in several cases been successful in getting a limited 
coverage and good support. 

Q. Was this the process used for the later stages of THRESHER?

A. Yes, Mr. Valley served in that capacity.
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Q. And despite that, Lieutenant Biederman worked 16 to 18 hours a day?
A. Yes, he did, and we are faced with this as long as we are working

two or two and a half shifts, since there are questions that come up that 
have to be answered; and, in general, the coordination cannot really pass 
from one to the other unless you have a good overlap of two officers working 
side by side. That's the reason the senior Ship Supt. worked the hours he 
did. 

Q. Do you have any line officers with 1100 designators in your depart-
ment? 

A. Yes, I do.

Q. Are any of them submarine qualified?
A. Yes, they are.

Q. Have any of them had experience as an engineer or an executive officer
or commanding officer of a submarine? 

A. The one I am thinking about, I think, was an engineer of a conventional
type. 

Q. But do you have anyone, say, with nuclear engineering experience or as
commanding officer or executive officer of any kind of submarine? 

A. Well, I've �ot a recent EDO in-put from the line.

Q. What is his rank?
A. Lieutenant Commander.

Q. Has he been a help to you in getting the operational flavor into your
efforts? 

A. Yes, he has. So far, we have used him primarily with the planning of
the forthcoming overhaul. 

Q. Would additional officers of this kind be of assistance?
A. Extremely so.

Q. Of great assistance?
A. Yes.

Q. Have you made any effort to get these kind of officers?
A. Yes. We've written several letters on this. We have one on the

st-reet again directed to this very subject. 

Q. Do I take it from the tenor of your answers that you have not had any
favorable response to th�se letters? 

A. Very limited response.

Q. Have you had any response? 
A. We've_gotten some 100 1 s in here lately.

Q. If I were to ask you what is the most serious problem which you see
for the future, disregarding what we 1 ve been through, what would your answer 
be as related to the construction of high performance submarines? 

A. I would say adequate management, and this includes down through the
working--through the Ship Superintendent level. 
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Questions by a court member, CAPT OSBORN; 

Q. When did you organize your ultrasonic team in the Yard?
A. I believe it was last sunnner--late spring or surmner. We had done

a little as experimental work, primarily limited to hull work, but as it 
was associated with pipe work; it was last year. 

Q. Let's say about July of 1962?
A. That's right, give or take a couple of months.

Q. Then, I take it the ultrasonic work done on the THRESHER was the
first job in a production sort of way that the ultrasonic team had under
taken? 

A. That's correct.

Q. You did not do any of this work on the SKIPJACK?
A. No, we did not.

Q. Now, ultrasonic work in the shop is a very different problem than
ultrasonic testing in the ship. How would you evaluate your.teams in 
getting started; do you think they were a little slow? 

A. They were.slow. We sent a couple of teams out to Mare Island for
two weeks, and they came back and acted as instructors for our group, and 
we would read joints, peel them back to see the results of our program. 

Q. Did you do anything with respect to
non-testers prepare the joints the best you 
their production? 

A. Well, we had one trained man and one
team. One was moving ahead of the other. I 
knowledge just how much we progressed. 
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Q. 
far as 
to the 

A. 

All I was trying to do'.. was to establish whether you made it possible so 
you could from the Production Officer's point of view to utilize your men 
maximum with the tecnniques involved. 

Looking back on it, I probably did not do as much as I could have. 

Q. This wasn't the real big issue; the ultrasonic men themselves did not
complain about this? 

A. No, they did not. Not that I heard anyhow,

Q. Most of this work 1 to a great extent, involving ultrasonic testing was
done prior to the time that Commander Rule took over the Quality Assurance Division. 
What is your personal evaluation of Mr. Rogers, who was then the head of that section? 

A. I think he is a competent man, but to come back to the problem, he was
snowed under in trying to bring our radiography up to an acceptable standard. Just 
about the time I took over here as Prod�ction Officer I made a radical change in 
the radiography set-up. We made several attempts to hire somebody to take over 
that group but we weren't successful until eight months later. So Mr. Rogers was 
really limited to one small facet of the whole Quality Assurance Division �nd did 
not get an opportunity to do a complete job. 

Q, Mr. Rogers, to some extent, is a graduate of the so-called ''Preble-Rogers" 
school at Portsmouth, whic;h had a lot to do with inspections following the SQUALUS 
casualty. Do you think in attitude he was oriented toward inspection by personal 
observation rather than use of the technical tools of the trade? 

A, I do. 

Q. Do you think that this extends down to your working level as well?
A. To a large extent 1 yes. Put it this way: The Quality Assurance Division

is still the "X" inspection group, and as such, although we have brought in quality 
assurance engineers and set up an organization of engineers, getting in in-put into 
this group and changing the swing has been a slow process. 

Q. Then you would say from the area that we are in in Quality Assurance on
one hand, it is a combination of inspection and technical tests, that we are still 
in Portsmouth closer tp the inspection set-up than the pushing of technical science? 

A. I have to admit that we are, but I hope we are making headway': thf.>. other way.

Q. Under those conditions, how would you evaluate Commander Rule's position on
taking over this particular division at the time? 

A. Well, I hope he went in with an open mind. l have talked with h�m con-
,. 

siderably, and I feel he definitely has been helping to spe�rhead this change in 
direction, and has �ucceee<led in easing the workload. The workload has been rather 
heavy. 

Q. Do you think that the performance and ou�put improved a lot since
Commander Rule has taken over the division? 

A. Definitely.

Q. Has he acquainted you very well with his pr0blems?
A. Yes, he has.

Q. Of course, I imagine the problem he is looking at is one of hindrance with
respect to getting the work pone; is this true? 
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A. It has its effects that way, yes, but at the same time, in the long run,
I think that if we can �et this organization running so that we are not delayed 
too long, we will make money. 

Q. Really the primary job of quality assurance division in the first place is
to know full well when they are going to test something it is going to be successful; 
isn't this correct? 

A. That is correct.

Q. We have had a lot of testimony to date with �espect to foreign particles,
dirt, in the air systems. What measures as the Production Officer have you taken 
to clean up the in-put of ai·r to the systems? 

A. We are proceeding now to build a clean room for the overhaul of all our
pneumatic equipment. I have issued instructions that we will still practically 
follow n�clear power controls on air systems. 

Q. This includes both air and hydraulic?
A. That's correct.

Q. What are you doing with respect to the supply of air - that is, when you
charge the banks - to insure that that air is of the quality that should be put 
into the ship? 

A. Well, again, all we can do in that case is supply it through the specified
,fi\il ters. 

Q. Do you have those filters installed now?
A. Yes, we do. These are the micro-filters. The systems filters, yes.

Q. What measure of your time was taken up in entering delays in the ship con
struction with respect to, say, the last three months of THR,ESHER's overhaul? 

A. Five per cent.

Q. I know that your Repair Superintendent had to make at least two trips out
of the yard to the Bureau of Ships and once to CINCLANTFLEET. Did this hurt you 
very much? 

A. Yes. It is always a handicap to lose your Repair Superintendent. It is a

time-consuming as well as an embarr.ms:ihg situation. 

Q. 
A. 

wanted. 
in what 

What did you think of Lieutenant Commander Lyman as an officer? 
I was very much impressed with him. He was very quiet but firm in what he 

He was not -- Just leave it that way: he was quiet but dedicated and firm 
he wanted. 

(b) (6) relieved (b) (6) at this point as reporter. 

'\ 

Q. Was he efficient and uncompromising in the standards required of the Yard?
A. I'd say so, yes. He had the facts, generally, when he pame up with some

thing that this was what, and he pointed these out if there was any argument -- in 
fact I think he won every argument he c:ame to talk about. 

Q. Did you have any personal relationships in the latter phases of the over
haul with respect to Captain Harvey? 

A. A few, yes. I talked �o him quite frequently.
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Q. Did you consider him of the same school.
A. Definitely. If anything, even more so. In fact, he has basically

changed our philosophy around here - when we go on fast cruise we are to be 
complete. That had not been the policy before if we felt some painting could 
be done, some odds and ends; but Harvey's idea was he wanted a complete ship, and 
I can't help but agree he is partly right. 

Q. On the fast cruise itself, I was a little concerned at the lack of infor
mation coming out in capsule form with respect to the large number of deficiencies 
being discovered on the ship. What did you think of it? 

A. What do you mean?

Q. I mean I think it has been testified in the court we had 438 deficiencies
on the fast cruise. 

A. Yes.

Q. And the fast cruise was more or less - the first fast cruise - was more or
less terminated because of the large number of deficiencies. Did you have any 
inkling this was happening before the cruise was over? 

A. No, I did not. In fact it is hears�y evidence, but I don I t think quite a
few of his officers realized that Captain Harvey, the skipper, was about to make 
this decision. So we had no inkling at all until he decided to quit, that he was 
thinking this. 

Q. I want to cover one more item involving the reserve feed tank casualty
which happened on 8 March. Did it enter your mind that there might have been some 
physical derangement that weakened the piping in that area? 

A. No, it did not. I went down the next morning after it happened, came to
the tank and then looked definitely at the top, and the reason it did not give me 
any concern -- and maybe I didn't look as closely as I should -- but the still 
itself, the distilling unit, although it had shifted and moved definitely out of 
position, it was still not up hard against the snubber stops on the shock mountings. 
So I felt this definitely stayed within the limits of what the piping systems were 
keyed to take. 

Q. Did you personally look at the salt water in-put and out-put lines of the
still? 

A. No, I did not.

Q. To satisfy yourself on the problems, did you and Captain Heronemus ask
for some technical assistance in this area? 

A. Yes, we did. We asked Design to come down but I think -- well, put it
that way, I asked to get Design down and give some suggestions as to what do we 
do, and I think structural people only were called. But 1 cannot verify this. 

Q. The considered judgment in terms of the ship, the Production people and
Design people, was that there was no derangement to the piping? 

A. That is correct.

Q. You were adequately assured that this was the technical decision also?
A. Put it this way. I was told that we had Design concurrence on our repair

procedure. 
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Questions by a court member, RADM Daspit: 

Q, Captain Guerry, the pipe joint failure on the BARBEL occurred at the end 
of November 1960. It was also almost immediately apparent that this was due, not 
only to poor workmanship, but to the wrong material being used, and one of the 
immediate outcomings in Portsmouth was the installation of a material control 
system, Now the THRESHER was pretty far along in construction at that time, Can 
you tell us whether the joints and the piping on the THRESHER were visually in
spected, and inspected to make S\lre that the right material was used after the 
BARBEL incident? 

A. They were visually inspected, It would be strictly hearsay, and I have
not checked the record, to see whether a material check was made throughout too. 
It is my impression right now that it was not, but I cannot say positively that is 
the case. 

Q, Then this information was not used by you in evaluating the decision to 
stop the inspection of piping systems in November, 1962? 

A. No, sir, it was not a factor.

Q, I understand that the thing apart in this decision was the need to button 
up the systems and go ahead so that you could complete the ship at the time that it 
was then scheduled to be completed. But isn't it true that visual and UT in
spections would not necessarily delay the buttoning up of the system; it would, 
only had you found bad joints? 

A. Bad joints, that is correct sir.

Q. One other thing, You testified that the final test on the ASW system was
exceptionally tight. 

A. Yes, sir.

Q, On what do you base that information? 
A. By no drop on the hydrostatic test, with no drops reported, sir.

Q. We have had a great deal of difficulty in finding out that the test was
ever completed and when it was completed. Could you tell us when it was completed? 

A. Again your evidence might be better than mine as far as what is done, but
I was assured it was tested right around the second week in March. 

Q, Well, we think that it 
trouble, and we only found one 
was or anything else, This is 
it was a tight system. 

was tested on the 
man and he had no 
what impressed me 

8th of March, but we had a lot of 
details as to how tight the test 
that somebody apparently told you 

A. Yes, sir. The Repair Superintendent had told me that,

Q. Who?
A. The Repair Superintendent -- Captain Heronemus,

PRESIDENT: Captain Guerry, your forthright answers to the many questions that 
have been put to you by this court are appreciated. 

WITNESS: Thank you, sir. 

PRESIDENT: It is further appreciated that you have been the Production Officer �t 
the Naval Shipyard at Portsmouth during a period of considerable change; that you 
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as Production Officer have faced many �roblems, and that apparently you have not 
had the tools with which to do your job to the standards which you have set for 
yourself as a naval officer, It is hoped that one of the b'y•produc'ts of this 
court of inquiry will be a better appreciation of problems such as yours, so that 
remedial action can be taken to increase your capability and the capabilities of 
others in positions such as yours to do your job as you would like to do it. 

Question by court president: 

Q. 
by the 

A. 

Regarding the conical strainers for the Marotta valves, they are furnished 
Marotta Valve Company, I understand. 

That is my understanding too, sir, The plan would so indicate, 

Q, It is also our information that Captain Harvey required inspection to be 
made late in the PSA to insure that conical strainers were in fact in place in the 
Marotta valves. Do you know about this? 

A. I was told that was definitely the case, �y the pipefitters themselves,
that this was one of the things that he definitely insisted, that they were in 
place, 

Q. Now, is there any possibility that as a result of this demand late in the
availability period that conical strainers other than those available from the 
manufacturer might have been installed, in your opinion? 

A. I don't think so, but it is a possibility. But the very fact that it has
to be tailor-made for this application would lead me to believe if we had to 
make a replacement, we would have probably got one through the spare parts chain, 

Q. Will you undertake to look into that for this court?
A. I will, sir.

Q. And if you find any evidence that substitute strainers were employed
other than those provided by the manufacturer, will you advise the court? 

A. I certainly will, sir.

Q, Captain, you have said that at the time you took the decision, or rather 
you participated or concurred in the decision not to unlag and go further with the 
ultrasonic testing program on the THRESHER, that you at that time did not have 
concern for the safety of the THRESHER as a result of such a decision. 

A. That is right, sir.

Q. In retrospect, do you feel that you should have had concern at that time?
A. Well, I wished we'd have done more, yes, sir.

Q. Now, you have testified --
A, Again let me say though that in looking in the bond situation we found 

that in no ca�es were those bonds below 26 per cent and most were in the 30 to 40 
category. So it lends evidence that although we did reject a few of the joints -
and this was all hindsight, I did not know it at the time -- they were not as bad 
as it could have been. 

Q. Were not below that level of bonding which had been found to be stronger
than the piping on which the joints were made? 

A. That is correct, sir,
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Q. Is it not highly probable that this knowledge of the strength of lower
than Bureau of Ships standard joints, entered into the consideration of whoever 
participated in that decision? 

A. It could have, sir.

Q. Now, you have testified that Lieutenant Biederman took over the job of
Ship Superintendent in THRESHER in December 1962? 

A. That is correct, sir.

Q. The �ommanding pfficer of THRESHER and the Executive Officer of THRESHER
also relieved on their jobs about the same time, did they not? 

A. Two weeks later, I think.

Q. Two weeks later, So that the men most responsible for the quality of
work and the completeness of work and the safety of work in THRESHER both on the 
Yard side and on the ship side, came new to the job, roughly three months before 
this PSA was due to be completed? 

A. That is correct, sir.

Q. You also testified that Lieutenant Biederman found it necessary to work
approximately 14 to 18 hours a day. How many days a week did he work, Captain? 

A. I'd say six days and he came in frequently on Sundays but we did normally
work a small shift on Sunday except for a coµple of weekends. 

Q. It would not, therefore, be far from wrong if one deduced that you have
one shift of ship superintendents, to cope with and supervise the work of three 
shifts of Navy Yard workers? 

A. That, basically, is a true statement, sir. I did, in the last two months
of the availability, get a new officer and put him on the night shift. 

Q. The court notes with pleasure the fact that a clean room is being con
structed for the air systems' work because testimony before the court has in
dicated that there is a definite need for that. 

A. Yes, sir.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. You have testified your not having extensive construction and engineering
experience in submarine work prior to coming to the job as Production Officer, 
has acted as a handicap. Would it be your recommendation that in future assign
ments of production(officers to a shipyard engaged so heavily in subma�ine work, 
a strong effort should be made to choose an officer with prior experience in sub
marine construction and repair? 

A. I would so recommend.

Q. You testified that the reports of the progress of the ultrasonic sur
veillance of THRESHER's old silver-brazed joints, that such reports, were orally 
given at the weekly conferences with the Shipyard Commander. Was the decision 
not to unlag the joints for ultrasonic testing also reported orally at this weekly 
conference with the Shipyard Commander? 

A. I am sure he was aware of it.
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Q. I will request you to obtain specific detailed information as to the
employment of a second ultrasonic team dur�ng THRESHER's post shakedown avail
ability and it may be ne�essary to recall you to give that information. 

A. All right.

RE-EXAMINATION BY THE COURT 

Questions by a court member, Captain Hushing: 

Q. Now, Captain Guerry, in addition to your other duties, are you currently
serving as more or less executive director of the Portsmouth welding project? 

A. Yes, I am.

Q. Will you describe, �riefly, what this project consists of?
A. Yes. About a year ago, in July of last year, as a result of a re-audit of

our radiography procedures in all yards and a good hard look, we found that our 
welding of our pipe left a lot to be desired, so much so that our repair rejection 
rate was very high, and it was affecting production schedules. We took this story 
to the Bureau. They set up a project team with Portsmouth as the chairman of 
the project team to see what we could do about coming up with changes and 
recommended changes in our training procedure, our inspection procedure, the 
standards themselves, with engineering backing for any change that was made; and 
it was to be a combined effort of all yards involved in the building of submarines. 
That includes the four civilian yards -- five civilian yards -- and two shipyards, 
So we now have a joint project underway in this area with tesks assigned to each 
of the groups to follow through and make recommendations and Portsmouth is acting 
as the coordinating agency for this group. 

Q, Would you say that this is a large technical undertaking or a small one? 
A, It is a rather large technical undertaking. 
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Q. On another subject, have you as Production Officer approved the
disciplinary discharge of any workers in your department since you have 
been Production Officer? 

A. Yes, I have. It's been fairly limited but I think since I have
been here, a case of about four. 

Q. Have you had any difficulties in making these discharges stick? 
A. Very much so. However, we have, and I think the only reason we

got them through is they were in the conditional period rather than--they 
had not gotten their permanent appointments or permanent status. 

Q. Do I infer from your answer to this question that it is difficult
for you to make disciplinary dismissals of permanent status employees as 
such--difficult if not impossible? 

A. It is difficult. It is not impossible, but it is a time-cqnsuming
process. 

Q. Do you think this difficulty tnhibits you and your subordinate
supervisors in the maintenance of proper di�cipline among the productive 
workers of the Shipyard? 

A. Yes, I do.

Q. Do you think that this in some way could be attributed to the lack
of productivity on the part of some of the workers? 

A. I do.

Q. Do you think that if management ha9 stronger disciplinary
procedures, including dismissal, that the productivity situation could be 
improved? 

A. I do.

Q. Do you spend much of your time in various kinds of grievance
hearings and appeals from various disciplinary actions? 

A. About one per cent, one to two per cent.

Q. Do you now, in addition to dealing with employees through the
NCPI have to deal with separate units? 

A. Not yet.

Q. Is this on the horizon?
A. Yes, sir, it is.

Q. Will this further complicate your dealings with your productive
personnel? 

A. I hope not, but I am afraid it might. Let me back up. We have
recently--l've had several affairs dealing with--rather than pevsonal 
grievances--union grievances, so I have already got involved in this. 

Q. How many civilian personnel are in the Production Department?
A. We are down now to around 6200--6240, I think.

Q. Six thousand two hundred and forty?
A. Yes.

Q. These personnel are all under your supervision?
A. That is correct.
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Q. How many military personnel are there?
A. I have right around twenty-eight I think, but I'd want to verify

those figures. 

Q. How many ships do you have under construction at the present time?
A. I have five ships under construction.

Q. Are any two of them alike?
A. Two are very similar, the two Polaris boats--636 and q20 are the

nearest things we have to build of two alike. 

Q. Would you say that they could be call�d sister ships?
A. They are classed as sister ships. The only change in that is the

growth or the change factor from 616 to 636. They are different year 
programs. 

Q. How many ships do you have under repair at the present time?
A. Well I have one under conversion, the ALBACORE--extensive conversion;

and we only have the one conventional boat under repair. 

Q. Would these then be additional types of ships to the ones under
construction? 

A. Yes, they are.

Q. So that, essentially, your ship work load is made up of different
kinds of submarines of varying degrees of complexity and varying degrees of 
age? 

A. That is correct.

Q. Would you say then that the technical spectrwn which you must cover
as Production Officer is extensive? 

A. Definitely.

Q. Do you feel that you have adequate engineering and administrative
personnel available to you to handle this co�plex job? 

A. No, I feel that eventually in the Shipyard organization that we've
got to strengthen the engineering technical knowledge and technical know
how in the Production Department. 

Q. Do you feel the need for such engineering and technical personnel
within the confines of the individual shops? 

A. We basically are doing that now in Shop 56 on a contract basis and
to answer the question definitely, I feel it is highly desirable and I 
don't believe our Shipyard will be competitive until we get such 
capabilities. 

Q. Tell me about what you are doing in Shop 56?
A. Well, through Design, we have a contract with one of the engineering

firms here and their job, primarily, is to study plans, simplify joint 
elimination, come up with easier process procedures, clean up. They have 
assisted us in our silver brazing project, our indµction brazing--day by day 
chores of that nature--trying to improve our extrµsion process. Their 
primary job is to come up with a joint elimination program. 
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Q. If your work load could be changed irom the broad spectrum that we 
have discussed, to one of either new construction or repair, would your 
problems be simplified? 

A. Yes, I think it would. It would also mean rather a radical change
in the work force, but I think carrying on a dual function does add to the 
administrative and technical load, yes. 

Q. Do you think that such a division might, in the long run, be better
for the Navy than the current distribution of work load at the Portsmouth 
Shipyard? 

A. Well, that's a hard one to answer in that I don't know whether we
want to get the Shipyard out of the new construction business or not. How
ever, I am in agreement that I think the primary reason for a shipyard and 
its reason for being, is to be of service, and readily available service, 
to overhaul and repair the fleet. 

Q. I am attempting to focus this attention on the application of the
limited resources to a number of difficult problems, and recognizing that 
there are few management-type personnel available to you and to the 
Shipyard Corranander, I am trying to elicit your opinion as to whether the 
overall good of the Navy would be better served by having Portsmouth 
concentrate entirely on new construction or entirely on repair, including 
repair and overhaul of nuclear submarines? 

A. I will have to agree, or make the statement, that I think we 
could be a more efficient organization if we were limited to one field. 

Questions by a court member, Captain Osborn: 

Q. I'd like you to discuss just a minute, Captain Guerry, the
difficulties involved from a standpoint of construction and repair, new 
construction and repair, and which job you think wj.11 be more difficult in 
the future, that of repair or thar of new construction? 

A. Well, I think that once you get a repetitive work load in the
repair business or in new construction, l thi�k �hat either one would be 
simplified but as pointed out in the answers given to Captain Hushing, 
that when you get no two ships alike coming in, in a period, it's a new 
technical problem in every case. Now if our overhaul load turns out to 
be this type--not a repetitive type---then I could foresee, with shorter 
working time and all, that could become even a greater problem than in 
new construction; but if we could get a repetitiv� work load as the Polaris 
boats go on the line and get nothing but Polaris boats coming, then I think 
that, in the long run, work could be brought down to more of a routine 
nature and as such could be easier than new construction. 

Q. Well let us look at one sixty-four dqllar question right now.
How do you think the job would be to compare repair or update say a 598 
class to an A-J missile capability, compared to building say the 
JOHN ADAMS: How do you rate those two jobs? 

A. Well, the building of the JOHN ADAMS is a much larger job in time
but at the same time we have been normally given much more time in which 
to perform. So again I think you have got to look at how fast you are 
trying to come up with the solution to this �a.accomplish the work, and 
with the target figures which I have seen, ktcking the $64 question 
around, the time which the planners are talking about for this job, I 
think it is going to be a tremendous undertaking. 
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Q. Well really, the thing I was trying to get you to point out, I think
this is really the problem in a new construction job; you can plan your work 
ahead and more or less have a good idea of what you have to do. On the 
repair of ships on the other hand you have to.wait and see. This in itself 
leads to an almost inevitability of current planning being up with production. 
Is this correct? 

A. That is correct, and that is one of the reasons I point out once you
get these things in a routine nature where you are going to anticipate what 
you run into on these ships and not have each one present a new set of 
problems, then I think your planning can more or leas anticipate what you are 
going to run into and do a better job than we have done so far on the nuclear 
boats where each overhaul has presented unforeseen problems where the planning 
has been inadequate. 

Q. Has the hangover effect from NAUTILUS, Sl<IPJACK and THRBSHER reared
itself,in repairing nuclear submarines, a lot worse than say construction 
of new ships of that type? 

A. Well, again, Captain Osborn, it is a time factor involved. We want
faster decisions and, frankly, that is the case right now. You need faster 
decisions on a repair and conversion job than you do on new construction. So 
I think you have to come up with technical decisions faster, generally. 

Neither counJel for the court, the court, nor counsel for RADM Palmer, 
a party, desired further to examine this witness. 

The president informed the witness that he was privileged to make any 
further statement covering anything relating to the subject matter of record 
in connection therewith, which had not been fuily brought out by the 
previous questioning. 

The witness stated that he had nothing f�rther to add. 

The witness was duly cautioned concerning his testimony and withdrew 
fran the courtroom. 

The court then recessed at 1020 hours, Saturday, 11 May 1963. 
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The court opened at 1130 hours, 11 May 1963. 

All persons connected with the inquiry who were present when the court 
recessed are again present with the exception of (b) (6) , who was 
relieved by (b) (6) as reporter. 

RADM Charles J. Palmer, U. S. Navy, a party to the inquiry and a former 
w;i.tness was recalled as a witness for the court, was informed that his prior 
oath was still binding, of:his·righti ai •�pirt�,.and was examined as follows: 

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: This is a closed session of the court, Admiral 
Palmer, and classified information can be divulged here. 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. Will you briefly describe the principal items of work, other than
work on THRESHER, in which the Shipyard was engaged during the post shake

down availability period for THRESHER? 
A. Our major projects were, first of all, construction of two SSB(N)'s,

two other SS(N)'s, an experimental submarine and also, during the first two 
month's of THRESHER's PSA, there was an overlap with the SKIPJACK's overhaul. 

Q. What proportion of the ·t'otal work effort of the Shipyard would you say
was required by THRESHER during the post shakedown availability? 

A. At the peak I would say something anywhere between ten and twelve
per cent of our productive personnel were engaged. 

Q. What do you consider was the impact of the frequent changes in the
scope and time of THRESHER 1

s post shakedown availability on the production 
shops in terms of the orderly and timely completion of their work and the 
quality of their work? 

A. It put them at a disadvantage for reasons of being unable to plan
their work; the fact that plans were necessarily later than we would have 
liked to have had them, and in many cases we had material deficiencies, and 
by deficiencies I mean late deliv.ery of material. 

Q. Do you think it affected the quality of the work performed?
A. I don't think it affected the quality of the work; it certainly

affected the cost and the length of time required. 

Q. To what extent did you persona1ly participate in the supervision of
work performed on THRESHER?

A. I tou¢hed briefly on this in my previous testimony. First of all, I
met with my Production Officer and Planning Officer each weekday, Mondays 
through Fridays, to discuss progress on all of the ships in the Yard, under 
construction or otherwise. Once a week, of course, I had a meeting with the 
commanding officers of the ships and got their viewpoints. Once a week I 
had a written report, which was a copy of a report from the Ship Superin
tendent to the Production Officer, giving his eS.timate of the situation as 
to status of materials, plans and projects, and finally, I attempted to 
visit the ships personally once a week; usually I didn't make it more than 
once every other week, because of interference of other items. 
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Q. BARBEL's major salt water casualty occurred on 30 November 1960; were
you aware of this casualty? 

A. I was aware of it, of course, after it happened. I did not come on
board until the following February. 

Q. Did you learn the details of the failure of the silver brazed joint
that caused that casualty? 

A. Yes, I did.

Q. As a result of the BARBEL casualty and the findings of the Board of
Investigation, which investigated it, did you consider that the performance 
of any Shipyard shop involved with BARBEL was sub-standard? 

A. Well, limiting it to the mechanics that were on the job, it was
certainly sub-standard; it was completely unsatisfactory. 

Q. What specific management changes, quality assurance changes and
personnel changes did you institute following the BARBEL casualty? 

A. The action towards improving the general overall performance of the
Pipe Shop was gotten underway by my predecessor before I arrived. It 
involved a number of things, starting from real basics, such as, for example, 
identifying types of skills required in the shop. By types of skills I 
mean ability to do sil-brazing, ability to bend pipe, ability to make certain 
types of fittings, and so on. Having identified these skills, an inventory 
was made as to the people who had these skills, and in the areas where there 
were deficiencies, a training program was undertaken to bring them up, or 
to get enough people who had the necessary skills. In the most critical 
areas, of course, such as sil-brazing, the people who were qualified were 
required to have a card with them, so stating. Going on from there, and 
incidentally, this training program has continued substantially, I think I 
mentioned a figure of something like four hundred thousand dollars that we 
put in training in that shop in the past two years. Many other things have 
been done in that particular shop. 

One of the most important, both as far as quality and as far as cost is 
concerned, was to do as much preafabrication of the �hip as possible. This 
permitted better access to the work and hence, a better quality. We set 
up a system of better certification of materials in the shop. In fact I 
had a material center established in the shop under the custody and under 
the direction of the Supply Officer, so that only authorized people could 
draw materials. In other words, people couldn't just �alk i� and take 
any basic material they desired. Of course, the most important thing was 
the matter of developing procedures to insure quality. 

This was an evolutionary process; it was culminated by a Production Depart
ment Instruction, which I think may possibly have been introduced in this 
court; it was :al.ong about August of 1961. It covered such matters as 
material identification and follow-ups to insure that on the material 
identification, on the makeup of joints, inspections on it, not only by 
supervisors but by inspectors, the assurance that people that were doing 
silver brazing were qualified, spot checks on this; this type of thing. 
As time went on, first 0£ all, the use of radiography was brought iP-to play, 
and finally, just about a year ago, the ultrasonic methods were instituted. 
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Q. Would you say then that a major effort was expended to improve the
quality of the silver brazed joints which were being made by the personnel 
of Shop 56? 

A. I certainly do, anc that was the intent.

Q. Admiral, may I show you certain letters now, to refresh your recol
lection perhaps? First, a letter dated 29 May 1963, Exhibit 157 before this 
court, from the Chief of the Bureau of Ships to the Commander, Portsmouth 
Naval Shipyard, referring co t!-:e inspection of silver brazed joints in 
THRESHER, which was projected for the future. Do you recall this one, sir? 

A. I don I t recall it at the moment; I recall the sense of it.

Q. Now reference (a) of that letter was Portsmouth Naval Shipyard
letter dated 9 May 1963, which said in effect that no further ultrasonic 
testing of THRESHER' s old si.l ver brazed joints would be considered 
necessary during her post shakedown availability, and requesting Bureau 
concurrence. 

A. The first time I saw that letter was this morning,

Q. Now Exhibit 157, which you said you did see, also included as refer
ence (b), the Bureau of Ship's letter, Exhibit 158 before this court, dated 
13 February, which also mentioned projected times for the ultrasonic test
ing of THRESHER's joints, 

BY THE PRESIDENT: Which ltl.tter was that the Admiral hadn v t seen until i::his 
morning? 

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: The letter of 9 May signed by Captain Heller. The 
exhibit number of the 9 May letter is 156 before this court. 

Q. With that as backg:rnur.!d, Admiral Palmer, I show you Exhibit 115
before this court, a letter from the Chief of the Bureau of Shi.ps, to 
Commander, Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, dated 28 August 1962; subject "U.S.S. 
THRESHER silver brazed piping, 11 which directed that ultrasonic testing of 
silver brazed piping in THRESHER be conducted to the maximum possible extent 
throughout her post shakedown period of availability with a minimum of at 
least one ultrasonic test ceam. Did you keep yourself informed of the 
progress made under the directive contained in Exhibit 115? 

A. Exhibit 115 now is the 28 August letter?

Q. Yes, sir, with reference to the ultrasonic surveillance of the silver
brazed joints in THRESHER made prior to her PSA. 

A. This particular letter did not come directly to me. This is under
standable, of course; there a�e several hundred pieces of correspondence 
which come into the Shipyard every day, and some discretion has to be used. 
I assume that when it was not routed to me it was because of the fact that 
it mentioned work to be done on an optical basis and so on. However, in 
such case the department who gets it for action calls it to my attention, and 
this was done by my Planning Officer. He gave me the gist of the letter. 
With regard to following up on the work called for in this letter, in the 
fi.rst place I would li.k,� t.o say c:hat. I had complete confidence in the ir..teg
rity of the salt wate:r: syst.ems on the THRESHER. I felt that these had. proven 
themselves in service and had been tested more drastically and more exten
sively than any other salt water systems that we had installed. Hence, 
there was no question of integrity in my mind, and it appeared that this was 
a matter which could be hand.led adequately by my heads of departments, and 
hence I don I t believe I sped H,;ally followed up on this letter in any 
particular instance; I don't recall any. 
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Q. Do you recall whether cir.al reports ·we:r..e made at the conferences with
your department heads as to the progress of the work performed by the ultrasonic 
team surveilling the old joi.nts? 

A. There could have been9 bu1t I don� t rec21ll.

Q. Were yov. informed of the deciei.on made early in December, 1962, with
reference to this: surveillance of the old silver brazed joints in THRESHER, the 
decision embodied in Exhibit {117) before this court �'Wl:!i.ch I show you now which 
was not to unlag any joints itrl the sy$1tem for the p�rpose of conducting ur 
surveillance? 

A. I do not recall having been so advised.

Q. Bearing in mind all of the con::espondenc.e on this point� which 1 have
showed you p and taking into coosideratfon your own estimate of the integrity 
of IiHRESHER 9 s sea water system� would yoi, have cor;curred or disagreed with this 
decision had it been brought to your &ttention? 

A. Well, given the benefit c,f hindsight 9 ,no.

Q. But at the time?
A. At the time, I believe if i.t had bee1<1 brought to me at the time, I would

have called for the origi.n.al directive a1tld &tudied it a l:U::tle more carefully. 

Q. It has been brought to the Jittentioin of this court that the itnt;,..l results
of the efforts expended in the &',;.;!:t'-�f'�Hlance made pursu.eint to the Bureau of Ships 
letter of 28 August 1962 s our ExhlbU. ( 115) 9 during the e1r&tire period of TlHRESHER I s 
post shakedown availabiUty

9 
a:m,?Ut"lt('J.d to some cne hu.n.dred and si:;ccy odd joints, 

silver brazed joints. What do yoi,i think of the adequacy of tlhe Shipyard�e re 0 

sponse to the directive containE:cl irt E:xr.i'bit ( 115) that the rriaxim:um number of 
silver brazed joints be surveyed by a. minimum of one ·altr:asoinic inspection team 
dr.1ring the entire c.ourse of the po�i.:: ,sh,:1kerlow:r1 availability? 

A. I think it was :i:nadequa.te,

Q. What would you co·ct,�ider to be a reasonable number of joints to have been
the product of the work of the Sfrdpyard p,rrsuall'l.t to tha.t directive? 

A. l wouldn�t want to venture f.! guess. I would wa.11t t.o review the number of
joints and what had been prevfou�ly tEisted� before l made a guess at that. 

Q. Turning now to an oven,vi,�;.r of the entire Qw:i.l Hy Assurance Pro�i;-ram in the
Shipyard� as it was practiced ,h .. dn g; l'!l!R.E8lFI..ER�s post $hakedown availa.bilH:y; in 
your opinion did the Shi�yatd mair.,ageiri.,mt meet lt:b.<?J re.q,uiremeints a!l1!d intent of the 
Bureau of Ships directive .in the are8 of quality assurance for submarine con° 

scruction and repair? 
A. To the best of my krtc:wlef.ge s and e:ertailI'lly to my inte:in.t.

Q. Is it your view f;hat the Bureau of Shi.pis dirE:ctlves in this £ ield are
adequate if followed? 

A, This covers q:uhe .. =t bi•;, of: territory. Now if you wart to limit this to 
one particular area for sil 0•ba:;az.e

2 
or ·what? Limiting :it to :Sil-braze� this has 

been a developing matte1 and them have beel!ll developments in thi.s as new me:ans 
of non�destructi.ve tt,�tir�g hs1v,t- 'b��:os developed� their <lirecd.ves hevf.:, bee� 
cha:.ged, they have h�t;,,;n c.hi.i1i;"-"1 i-.11lthin the l.ast three Jays, and 1 dorn/t believe 
that I can say that they ;,.re s,.,(E<tiU.GttFi now. We have to t€.:..1 tew what the impact 
of these propoi;ea changes are, a:nd ·;,,hat they :mean. 
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Q. My quest.ion was intended 'to be general. Would you say that this was a
new and ever gr�ing field. the field of quality assurance of work performed on
high performance submarin.es? 

. 
. 

A. As far as the newer types of submarines are concerned, yes.

Q .. Do you con�ider that there were shortc0111ings or weak spots in the 
Quality Assurance Program at this Shipyard, as applicable to THRESHER' s post 
shakedown availability? 

A. If ther.e were, I'm not aware of them.

Q. We have heard �estimony that estimate.• of cost and time to accomplish
THRESHER's PSA package were under-estima�ed and had to be revised, at a rate 
something other than that normally experienc·ed in such matters. Did you con• 
sider that this pointed up any weaknesses in your organization or in the per
sonnel whom you have assigned in the organization in this field? 

• A. First of all, I would like to· say that a good ninety percent of the work
done on THRESHER during PSA had never been done before, by us or by anybody. 
Hence, I wouldn't expect the estimates to be as good as they normally would be 
on a competitive type job. I do believe that in our SS(N) and SS�(N) type of 
submarines, all 9f us, the Shipyard and I think in the Fleet, have got to realize 
that we've got an altogether different kind of machine here; it's a much more 
complicated machine. The intermrelations between systems and what have you is 
much.greater when you t•ar-into a job �n one of these boats.where you �re effecting
several other systems. This is something that is a process �f education. and 
what we are going to do on the NAUTILUS P and I had a dry run on it on the BANG, 
realizing the whole type of submarine, is that I've required every planner who 
is ·planning a Job after the ship gets in, to go down aboard ship and review this 

·job, p•rticularly from the poi.nt of interferences; I have· required the Production
Department to do the same thing, fr0111 the point of view of, particularly in view
of their scheduling� of the adequacy of the job orders. I feel.that this will
improve the quality of the estimating, and this will be followed on NAUTILUS.

Q. Would you ascribe any of this to the .shortcomings of personne� who work
for you in this field? 

A. No, I would not.

Q.· You would differ.then.with a previous witness, Captain Heronemus, who
took personal blame for this? 

A. l <lon · t see wby he should take personal blame for this mat-ter.

Q, On the occasion of your last appearance as a witness. the President of 
the Court asked.that you furnish information on the submarine background of your
various officers. Are you prepared to do so a_t this time? 

A. Yes. I prepared a SUlllll&ry and if the court so desires I have the de•
tailed experiences of each of the officers. First, I have considered only the 
production and planning officers because they are the ones who are making the 
�ecisions vitally affecting the ships. �s of the first of April, we had·forty
five officers on board. Of these, twenty-nine, or sixty-four percent; were · 
qualified in submarines, either as officer or enlisted. Another nine have had 
considerable previous experience in submarine activities; hence, are considered 
to be well acquainted with submarines; they have;had.very specialized experience 
applicable to submarines, such as some of our nuclear power people. This gives
us about eighty-four percent of ou� people, our officers, who I think are know• 
ledgeable of submarines. Of the remaining seven, five were young officers here 
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on their first tour of ahipyard duty, under indoctrination as nuclear ship super
intendents, and the remaining two were young reserve officers. As far as the 
application of these people to the THRESHER overhaul of the three who were most 
directly connected with the overhaul the Assistant Design Superintendent� Assistant 
P&E Superintendent and the Assistant Shtpbuilding SuperinteJtdent, two were qualified 
to command submarines and the one i.s qualified in submarines. 

Q. Do yo.J have that compilation available?
A. I have a summary and also a complete d= 

PRES:rnENT� Counsel, l think that answer is well enough without anything further. 

Q. Speaking again to the complexities of a modern submarine, do you believe
that the talent and skill of the officer personnel and the civilian personnel of 
this Shipyard were adequate for the task of producing detailed deai.gn plans for 
modifications made during THRESnER v s post shakedown availability? 

A. I certainly do.

Q. Were they also adequate for ti11e task of producing t�he necessary job orders
and work instructions to permit the proper and orderly conduct of the work during 
THRESHER's post shakedown availability? 

A. With the limitations tbat we have .already discussed 8 of lack of familiarity
with new jobs, remembering a lot of them came out late, not permitting as careful 
a scrutiny aboard ship, the answer is 1 think they were fully qualified. 

Q. Do you consider they were also adequate a�d qualified for the task of
using the detailed desigmi plans and working instructions to acc0tnplish the work 
and deliver a safe and reliable product? 

A. l do.

Q. Your previous review of yo1.llr pro£essi.0?11al experience when you testified
the last time t indicated, I believe, that you were ,'it one time the Production 
Officer .at this Shipyard; is that correc.t? 

A. Repair and Shipbuilding Superin.tendeint.

Q. Did you have submarine construction experience prior to having that job?
A. Not construc.tion; I had conversion expe1·i.e,1ce and some small design

experience. 

Q. Do you consider that some submarine experience is necessary for a man
properly to fil 1 the job of Production Officer in this Shipyard? 

A. This is desirable; I don ° t think that it is absolutely necessary. It
all depends on what other backgrou:ad he has. There are, particularly wi.th the 
nuclear power submarines� with the steam plants =Q this is a new anirna1 in sub� 
marines, and someone who is a good Marine Engineer certainly bas something to 
contribute. 

Q. Would you say that the lack of a submarine background would be a handi�ap
to a Production Officer ir1 a yat:d engaged in the sort of work t.hat this yard is? 

A. I don't think so, if he is p·roperly supported by other ofticen: who do
have the background� and aa I have indicated in my summary, about eightrfour 
percent of our officers have had such experience. 
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Q. We have heard testimony that the authority and disciplinary control of
shop supervisors has been diluted to the extent that obtaining your good quality 
product with minimum expenditure.of man-days, is affected thereby. Would you 
give us your opinion of the civilian supervisory authority controls in this Ship
yard, based on your own personal observation? 

A. The civilian supervisor has .all of the authority he needs. It's a question
whether he wants to exercise it or not. This goes into a matter of comparison. 
For example, in a private enterprise and an enterprise, staffed with Civil Service 
personnel, private enterprise has many of the same problems that we have, par
ticularly with regard to control of non°supervisory personnel and their contracts 
with labor unions. Our significant part of it is, by and large the superv i.sor:s in 
private yards are not covered by these labor contracts. They may have annual or 
longer contracts, but for the most part their tenure o.f office is based upon per
formance. In an enterprise staffed by Civil Service p·ersonnel, the labor contract, 
if this is what you wish to call the Navy Civilian Personnel Instructions, applies 
to the supervisors as well as to the r.,:11.,.supervisory personnel. This. is a real 
essential point, because of the many safeguards which are within our Navy Civilian 
Personnel Instructions, it makes the supervisor less dependent upon his next in 
line for his security

p 
and what have you. Human beings being what they are, this, 

to a segment of the supervisors, makes them a little' less eager, I think, so the 
real problem, and it's a real challenge, is to get the supervisor to do what he is 
supposed to do. He has got the authority if he will exercise it. He has got a 
stack of regulations like this that circumscribes him, and it takes time to do 
certain things, but the authority is there. 

Q. What has been the effect with reference to the job you are trying to do
at this Shipyard? 

A. The problem is a leadership problem, and of course is the main objective
of ·our leadership program� the sa�e as it is in the military organization. How0 

ever. the climate i.n the military organization makes a leadership program a 
little bit easier, but the problem is to get the supervisor to do what he should 
do. Some of them do and some of them don't. 

Q. Not the problem, Admiral, the effect. How does it work out in practice
here on the job that you are trying to do? 

A. I would say that the effect is, that probably our utilization of per
sonnel ia not as efficient as it should be. 

EXAMINATION BY THE COURT 

Questions by a member, RADM Da$pit: 

Q. Admiral Palmer, I understood you to say that you had confidence in the
silver brazed joints in the THRESHER, and that you thought they had been more 
adequately tested· than any other ship. Is this confidence based mainly on the 
fact that she ha� been operating a�d had gone down to deep depths many times, 
and had undergone the shock testing, or was_.it due to more testing that was done 
on her after the BARBEL incident? 

A. I would say that it is a combination of both, Admiral, but it is pri
marily due to her satisfactory performance in service that I say this. 
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Q. Do you know what special testing was done on her after the BARBEL incident?
A. The special testing which was done on the THRESHER after her first success�

ful sea trials was not a result of the BARBEL incident; it was a result, primarily, 
of the water ha11U11er effect that she experienced in the trim system and the realiza
tion that we would get some dynamic effects, and this was the reason why we cycled 
her salt water systems as well as went around banging while we were doing it. 

Q. Was this done only in the trim and drain systems or did it extend into the
auxiliary salt water systems? 

A. It extended to the auxiliary sea water systems.

Q. Did it extend even to the point of removing lagging from the joints to
visually inspect the joints? 

A. My recollection is that we removed it from some of them, so that we could
have something to hammer on. Yes, so that we could observe whether there was 
leakage. We did not remove all of the lagging, but my recollection is that some 
was removed, Admiral. 

Questions by the President: 

Q. Admiral Palmer, the decision that was take� at this Shipyard regarding the
discontinuance of further ultrasonic testing of sil�brazed joints was a fairly 
important decision; was it not? 

A. I would say i.t was important, Admiral. However, pl�ced in the context of
the letter directing this from the Bureau, the sense of the things was to develop 
data qn which to base an inspection program. As I read the .letter, the background 
was not to prove out, necessarily» the integrities of the systems, but to assist 
in the development of a future inspection progr�m for other ships. However, that 
is very important. 

Q. That's why I'm saying it, it's important. The art of silQbraze testing
by ultrasonic means was not available in this Yard until slightly before, a 
matter of months before THRESHER began her PSA, sometime around July of 1962, 
and the THRESHER came in, I believe, in August; is that correct? 

A. I thought it was the 25th of July that she started her PSA.

Q. Well, it was the same month, approximately. Therefore, all silver brazed
joints in THRESHER were without the assurance which is given by ultrasonic test
ting at the time she entered the PSA? 

A. No, sir, I believe that quite a �ew were tested at EB during the period
when she was being prepared for shock trials. 

Q. That is correct. This was a limited number of joints, h<Mever.
A. That's my recollection.

Q. And didn't a percentage of those so tested prove to be in need of redoing?
A. I'm sure that they did, but I'm not aware of the exact figures.

Q. The fact that some of those joints that were subjected to ultrasonic
testing did prove to require redoing by the standards established at that time, 
would seem to indicate that those joints were sub�standard, if not unsafe. 

A. I don't recollect the report that we received on that, Admiral; my
recollection is that they were all smaller joints;· there were no large joints 
involved. 
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Q. Had there not been, Navy-wise, a considerable experience, including that
in BARBEL, of a nature to cause doubt of the safety of our sil•brazed joints that 
had not been ultrasonically tested? 

A. A number of shipyards had made ail-brazed joints that failed in service,
yes, sir. 

Q. Speaking about supervisors having authority but being reluctant to use
it, is this fundamentally the old human nature problem that you're dealing with, 
Admiral, where· one man reluctantly breaks the ric·e bowl of another if his own 
rice bowl is not threatened? 

A. Yes, sir, it is. The situation today where a man can be a Leadingman
and tomorrow, because of reduction in force, he's working alongside the guy 
he's been supervising the day before, is part of this reluctance. Of course, 
in this area where people are close together, a lot of them are related together, 
manv of them �ide back and forth in the same car pools, so this adds to it. 

Q. Admiral, do you have a system whereby you see those important letters
which are signed to the chiefs of the bureaus by the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, 
by your subordinates? 

A. I do not have any mail file or any daily file, Admiral; I depend upon
my heads of departments to call my attention to matters of importance, and my 
experience has been that they do. 

Q. But the letter of 9 May, signed by Captain Heller, in which the Naval
Shipyard at Portsmouth went on record as saying that any further tests of the 
pipelines in the THRESHER was redundant, was not brought to your attention? 

A. That's right; I'm sure that if it had got to the Planning Officer it
would have gotten to my attention. It should have been signed at a higher level. 

Q. But Captain Heller, at the time of signing that letter, was Acting
Planning Officer, was he not? 

A. Yes, sir.

Questions by a member, C.�11' ''. Osborn: 

Q. At the time of the sending of the letter in May '62, was it not true
that you had no ultrasonic capability at that time in the Yard? 

A. I'm sure that we did not have full capability; we had equipment in and
out that we were playing with, but having equipment of our own, or people qual
ified to operate it, I'm sure that your statement ia quite correct. 

Q. I base this on the fact that it has previously been testified to that
the ultrasonic teams came into being about July '62, and secondly, that no 
ultrasonic testing was done on SKIPJACK, so I assumed that when the letter was 
written in May, you were establishing an ultrasonic capability within the Yard 
at that· time. 

A. I think.that is a good assumption.
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Neither the counsel for the court, the court, nor the counsel for RADM 
Palmer, a party, wished to examine this witness furth er. 

The president of the court informed the witness that he was privileged to 
make any further statement covering anything relating to the subject matter 
of the inquiry that he thought should be a matter of record in connection there
with, which had not been fully brought out by the previous questioning. 

The witness stated that he had nothing further to state. 

The witness was duly warned concerning his testimony. 

The witness addressed his counsel as follows: 

With regards to exercising my rights as a party, ls this the proper time, 
Captain French, co 1peak co the court? 

COUNSEL FOR RADM. PAI.MER: Mr. Pres1dent, through the helpfulness of your most 
able counsel, tl-'.e [H1rty, Admiral Palmer, and counsel, have been apprised of 
the intended nature of the testimony to be adduced from this point. 1t. would 
appear to Admiral Palmer, and to his counsel, that it is a type of testimony 
as to which we do not have, what you might call, a direct interest. ?or this 
reason we request your permission to let the record show that Rear Admind 
Palmer wa-ives his rights to be ;>resent personally or through counsel with, by 
your leave, a reservation as to any specific witnesse$ chat you rr..1y s�e fit to 
call. May the Tecord show that waiver, sir? 

PRESIDENT: The court will instruct counsel to advise you, as the counsel for 
Admiral'Palmer

5 
of any area which, in h�s opinion, affec�s the rights or 

interests of Admiral Palmer. 

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: Is this waiver stated by counsel for Admiral Palmer 
made with the express concurrence of Admiral Palmer? 

RADM Palmer: It is. 

The witness withdrew from the courtroom, 

COlmSEL FOR THE COURT: Mr. President, I have no further witness for thi.s day, 
sir. 

PRESIDENT: Very well, we will close the court for a brief executiv,� session. 

The court closed at 1320 hours, 11 May 1963, and without reopening, nd
journed at 1340 hours, 11 M.ciy 1963. 
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TWENTY-SIXTH DAY 

The court met in executive session at 0830. 

Portsmouth Naval Shipyard 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire 
Monday, 13 May 1963 

Present: All members of the court and the counsel for the court. 

The court opened at 0950 hours and announced that this session would be held 
with closed doors. 

All persons connected with the inquiry who were present when the court 
adjourned were again present in court with the exception of counsel for RAil1 
Palmer, who waived his right and the right of RADM Palmer to be present at this 
session of the court, and (b) (6) , who was relieved as reporter by 

(b)(6) LCDR Recker, a party, and his counsel waived their right to 
be present during the examination of the first witness at this session. 

No witnesses not otherwise connected with the inquiry were present. 

Rear Admiral Robert Lee Moore, Jr., U.S. Navy, was called as a witness for the 
court, informed of the subject matter of the inquiry, advised of his rights under 
Article 31, Uniform Code of Military Justice, duly sworn, and examined as follows: 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. State your name, grade, organization and present duty station?
A. I am Robert Lee Moore, Jr., Rear Admiral, U.S. Navy, now under orders

as Chief of the Navy's Office of Industrial Relations. 

Q. What is your naval and professional background and e�perience?
A. I am a graduate of the class ot l�JU at tne Naval Acaaemy. l servea

as an unrestricted line officer until 1942. I am a graduate of the Submarine 
Schoo'l, New London. I served as an active operator in submarines, qualified 
in command subsequent to, and then I have served in destroyers immediately 
prior to, the war. In 1942 I shifted over to ED work and since that time I 
have been in the Navy's shipbuilding and construction side of the house, with 
my principal assignments of duty being in the field of submarines. I have been 
assigned to the Bureau of Ships as a Deputy Head of the Electrical Section. I 
later was the Head of the Interior Communication and Fire Control Group in the 
Bureau of Ships. Next tour in the Bureau I was assigned with Admiral Rickover 
in Nuclear Power. I was also the Design Superintendent in this yard from 1946 
to 1949. I was Supervisor of Shipbuilding at Groton from 1 52 until 1 56; and then 
was assigned here as Shipyard Commander from 1956 to 1959. From 1959 to April 
of this vear I was Deputy Chief of the Bureau of Ships. 

Q. Would you state as specifically as you can remember the dates when you 
were Shiovard Commander at Portsmouth? 

A. I reported here in February of 1956 and I was detached in April of 1959,
at which time I assumed duties as Deputy Chief of the Bureau of Ships. 
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Q. \'/ere you conncctctl \lith PROJECT PRESSURE?
A. Yes, 1 substantially initi .. tetl PROJECT PRESSURE during the tioc I \i.'.l£ the

Shipyard Cor.nnan<ler here. It was a progr..r:i. sir.lilar to the sane progran that I h.:i.d 
initiated when TANG •11as being built here. It HilS the first move tha.t ;:as made t-, 
increase our. (leet type subcarincs from 400 to 700 feet. and the objective of this 
was to prove out all fittings that \/Oul<l see se.i pressures, hatches, and what 
have vo'i.1', to make sure that they would withstand the requirements of a 700 foot 
boat, in the case of TANG, and then later, in the case of THRESHER, to go tl'1rough 
the same procedure in the case of fittings. valves. hatches, torpedo tubes, and 
so forth, that \toul<l be subjected to b(1) foot pressure. These tests, I might 
add, embraced three essential elenents. nanelv: that of shock testine r.iechanically, 
of proving to one and a half times working pressure, and then further to subject 
those fittings to a hydrauuc pressure surge th.it simulated what we would get under 
deoth chargi�: antl PROJECT PRESSURE ...,as this kind of a program, that took inlu 
account all of the items that would see pressure in the case of THRESHER. These 
were all out out on a large brochure on an 1132-l run that was referred to as 
PRO.lRCT PRESSURE- This was initiated almost at the inception of the assignment 
to work her� at Portsmouth, and cvntinued on through until the vessel was actually 
delivered. 

Q. As to items that were tested within your own knowledge, and items
that were used in THRESHER within your own knowledge, do you have any mtsgivingz 
as to their adequacy to withstand the use for which they were designed? 

A l::n far .:u:: I am aware, substantially all of the items that were listed in 
P!lOJECT PRESSURE did pass the three tests that I indicated. There were some 
notable exceptions where work was initiated after -- for example, in the case of 
hatches, I believe that we didn't have the facilities here to actually test froo 
a hvdraulic impulse point of view tAe hatches, and we finally had to do those with 
an underwater explosion ·shock. And as a result of those underuater explosions •.1e 
did discover certain difficulties and did redesign the hatches and sevcr�l other 
items. But I think it's safe to say that we were satisfied ;-1ith all of the items 
that we had, so much so that I rode the TH.�ESHER on her first two clives and
certainly had no misgivings about any of the items or I would have taken cor�ectivc 
action in this area before I went out on her dives. 

Q. What is your evaluation of HY-80 steel as compared to HTS sceel
in connection with the construction of TIIRESHE!t?

A. I think if we're going to have a b(1) foot subm::.rine it'n cstcntL .. � tlL::.
we do use HY-80. I think, as with ail stc�ls, there are problems in connection 
with the fabrication of it. There are strong points ancl weak points. !3ut I 
believe that HY-80, as we sec it, is essential for a b(1) foot boat at this tine. 

Q. While you were Commander of the Shipyard, what wor:� •.;as .:icco□plishc<l
in THRESHER? 

A. I laid the keel of the THRESHER personally in the spring of 1958. ::c
started the structural work and, at the time I departed here e. y.:!ar later, we 
were still only in the structural el_ements of the hull. The first year or so 
is made up of putting your hull members together and assecbling the hull, but we 
had n<;>t started with the so-called "fitting-out" phase. ,-le hadn't got into the 
installation of piping and electrical wiring and things of that kind. It was 
mostly all in the hull structural area. 
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Q. Did you direct that any calculations and studies be made on her ballast
tank blow capacity? 

A. No, I did not, because plans at that time, of course, had not progressed
sufficiently far that I would have normally called for such a study. 

Q. Were you aware that her relative ballast tank blow capacity was considerably
less than that possessed by earlier classes of submarines? 

A. Are you talking about at that time or the present time?

Q. I'm talking about the time that you were Shipyard Coamander.
A. No, I hadn't given any thought at that time to the blow rate. This is an

item that would have been in the area of the Design Superintendent. 

Q. While you were Shipyard �ommander what damage control and casualty
studies did you order to be conducted with regard to THRESHER? 

A. I didn't order any because it wouldn't have been my job at that time.
They hadn't proceeded at that phase of it. And I doubt very seriously if I would 
have called for any special damage control studies other than the same studies 
that have been run over the years in the case of submarines. 

Q. Turning now to early November, 1961,treperiod of about 11 to 13 November,
did you attend a conference in Mare Island regarding a casualty which occurred in 
SCULPIN? 

A. Yes, I did.

Q. Would you tell us very briefly the highlights of that conference, what
was found and what was decided to be done? 

A. As I remember, SCULPIN was built at Ingalls and when she was operating
on the West Coast she had suffered a casualty, I believe, in the salt water 
piping system in the reactor compartment. This is vague in my mind; this is the 
way I remember it. In any event, because of this failure and because we had had 
some previous difficulties in the case of BARBEL, and the Bureau had initiated 
an extensive program working with ComSubLant with a view of doing everything that 
we could to purify and improve the integrity of the salt water systems, I went to 
Mare Island with representatives of the Bureau and with representatives from the 
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard to give an assist in this area; and we considered at 
that time ways and means of checking the integrity of piping systems on SCULPIN.

The question of making non-destructive tests on salt water systems, copper nickel, 
or non-destructive tests of most any metal I know of, is an extremely tenuous one 
and the best that one can say is that it usually takes a large number of tools 
being used simultaneously, no one of which is conclusive in itself. We had, prior 
to this time, considered ways and means of guaranteeing the integrity of systems as 
far as we were able by non-destructive testing and we had come up with a visual 
inspection of the joints being required, one where you could, by observation, 
determine whether the joint was properly fit··up -- that is, if the geometry was 
good; you could check for evidence of too much heat; you could check for evidence 
of face feeding. These were the tools that we had prescribed in connection with 
checking over these systems and if you ran into any joint that appeared to violate 
any of these items that I have just mentioned, it would then be X-Rayed; X-Raying, 
however, being another limited tool, could only tell you the position of the pipe 
in the sleeve joint •· that is, whether it's bottomed or not and whether or not 
you actually had a melted insert ring. It would not give you the degree of 
bonding. 
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At Mare Island we considered these techniques together with the technique that 
Portsmouth had developed, rpfprrP� to as a hiQh imoulse bumo test. that they had 
used after the THRESHER had carried away a joint on her dive. This wasn't quite 
successful on the THRESHER, in that we had checked out a number of the systems after 
her first dive to verify the integrity of her systems. These tests were all con
sidered, as was an ultrasonic test technique that Mare Island was working on at that 
time and which they believed to have considerable merit. However, the technique 
is a rather tenuous one. It requires expert people to use it. It was extremely 
time-consuming. And when you got done you were not quite sure of what you had. 
Admiral Honsinger, who was then Shipyard Commander, and myself, attended all the 
time of the conference. We discussed with all the members there the relative 
merits of this, and we asked for an actual demonstration of several joints in the 
conference room itself, and both Admiral Honsinger and myself were convinced 
at that time that this was just another tool, because as we looked at "pips", and 
a "pip" will appear on the screen at various discontinuities, we had a number of 
people interpreting it and each of them interpreted, in our opinion, a little bit 
different than the other ones did. So that Admiral Honsinger and I concluded that 
here was a test that gave promise; it was certainly not conclusive; and it was 
not one that we wanted to rely on entirely in connection with the SCULPIN tests. 
This is pretty much the story of how we went ahead with making our final determina
tion in connection with SCULPIN at Mare Island. It was a combination of all of 
these tests, with ultrasonics being a part and one of the tools that could be 
used in an over-all evaluation. 

Q. I show you Bureau of Ships letter dated 28 August 1962 to the Commander
of the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, our Exhibit 115 before this court, signed 
by you. 

A. Yes.

Q. Have you refreshed your recollection with respect to that letter
recently, Admiral? 

A. Yes, I remember this letter very well and I have gone over it in
recent days. 

Q. Would you explain the reasons why you sent that letter to Portsmouth
Naval Shipyard and what you intended that Portsmouth Naval Shipyard accomplish 
as a result of that� 

A. Well, as I told you, as a result of BARBEL, and again as a result of the
SCULPIN incident, and while I was at Mare Island. I believe I remember having 
teleohonic conversation with Admiral Daspit, who was then Deouty ComSubLant --
T hPHP"P hP u�� OPm1tv r.om�uhT.ant at that time -- and he and I were both very 
concerned, not only in SCULPIN, but we were concerned with all the ships we had 
coming along and all the ships we had in the fleet at that time; and I told 
Admiral Daspit that Admiral Honsinger and myself were not completely pleased with 
any definity of tests that we got out of what we saw there, but it was my inten
tion to take this information back to the Bureau and to start some kind of a 
program that would be aimed at going back into all ships that we had in the fleet, 
old and new, with a view of seeing how we could verify by non-destructive test 
techniques the integrity of all systems that we had in our submarines, this being 
somewhat analogous to the structural survey that we had for the hulls of the sub
oarines over a long period of time. 
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After I came back and gave this dictum in the Bureau, there were many conferences, 
there was further talk between the Bureau and Mare Island, there was further talk 
between the Bureau and EBDiv, and it was agreed by the Bureau, and I was a party 
to this, as was Admiral James, that we would have Mare Island continue their work 
in ultrasonics; and I believe that they let a contract with Electric Boat Company 
to continue with the evaluation of ultrasonic testing; and we hoped that as a result 
of this and other programs that we had going under way that we could come up with 
some kind of a program that would fulfill the over-all objectives that I �entioned 
and discussed briefly with Admiral Daspit over the phone. This, in some measure, 
is a culmination of one facet of this program; specifically, that addressed to 
ultrasonic testing. It was my intent in this letter to initiate a program at 
Portsmouth and later at another yard that would take the techniques that had 
been developed at Mare Island and EBDiv and actually apply it to one submarine 
in this yard, specifically the THRESHER, with a view of trying to set up a system 
that could be applied for all of our submarines. Now this, generally, is the 
background of this letter. 

EXAMINATION BY THE COURT 

Questions by a member, CAPT Osborn: 

Q. Admiral Moore, when you wrote this letter were you concerned that the
silver braze process itself, both at Ingalls and Portsmouth, was under serious 
question? 

A. Well I guess I would answer that by saying that either welding or silver
brazing requires proper fit-up, proper geometry, and a proper processing technique. 
In the case of silver brazing, if the job is done right I am thoroughly convinced 
it then gives you a joint that is as good as a welded joint and certainly one that 
is infinitely cheaper and less time consuming than in the case of the welded joint, 
We recognized the fact, starting with BARBEL, that we had had difficulties with 
silver soldering techniques and we had put the word out to all shipbuilding yards 
and repair yards that they should jack up their procedures, that they should 
requalify their people in the art of silver brazing. We purified our instructions 
on this, which was a 250-638 publication on silver brazing, and it was a continuing 
program to make sure that people in the field were knowledgeable of requirements 
and that they were inspecting carefully to make sure that fit-up and proper pro
cedures were followed. 

Q. Now I realize these particular things happened after you left Portsmouth,
but to refresh your memory a little bit, the BARBEL casualty happened 30 November 
1960. The salt water systems were essentially completed in THRESHER in February 
of 1 61. Do you remember at the Bureau that you conducted any big program in 
THRESHER's systems in December of 1960 and January, 1961, on THRESHER itself? 

A. I can't remember the timing on this because, as I say, there are so many
things that could enter the picture. But certainly after BARBEL there was a series 
of manv letters that went out of the Bureau. Admiral James discussed it with the 
CNO. We discussed it with ComSubLant. There had been many conferences wherein 
the Bureau had gon� out into the field and we had called all representatives in 
from the field to go over all the ramifications of the difficulties that are 
associated with silver brazed joints. And I am knowledgeable that before the 
THRESHER was delivered that we had prescribed the techniques that I have mentioned 
before of checking out her systems, namely: that of making a visual examination 
for fit-up, for face feeding, for evidence of overheating. We further specified 
that she should be pressurized to one and a half times working pressure; that 
she should use what was known as a "mallet" test on it when it was under pressure 
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to see if you could get any of the joints to shake loose; and, at some time in the 
picture, this may have been a little bit later on but it was before THRESHER was 
delivered, we gave them the option, I believe, either of X-Raying the joints, for 
which we specified certain standards that had to be met, or that we should use 
ultrasonic testing and specified, if I remember rightly, the degree of bonding that 
we felt was appropriate for a sort of "go - no go" situation, although we were 
feeling our way as to what constituted a substandard joint and are still doing the 
same. 

Q. On the basis of joints that you looked at in the SCULPIN that should have
been satisfactory, which were several, at Mare Island, did you seriously question 
the brazing process at that time1 

A. Well, I'm sure that we did. Where ver we had a bad joint you were bound
to question it and there was a violation of a procedure that was out. There is 
no question about the procedures being adequate. They have been out for a long 
time. And if those procedures had been followed there would have been no problem. 
But you have to recognize in making the field weld, some of the areas that you get 
into are extremely difficult to make up, impossible to do a welding job on, and 
sometimes extremely difficult to get in and conduct a field weld that you would 
like to do, So certainly we were concerned about it. 1/e were gravely concerned 
about it. And that was the reason for my going to Mare Island an<l w.::is the reason 
for our arriving at a considered opinion of how we would go about the purification 
of the SCULPIN system, my subsequent conversation with Admiral Daspit on the 
subject, and the whole program that we had under way to come up with the best 
kind of non-destructive test technique that we could use for proving up our 
systems. 

Q. Your letter of 28 August 1962 regarding the testing to be done in
THRESHER, I interpret from your testimony that this was more of a pilot prograra 
with respect to the general non-destructive test model to be used in follow 
ships rather than a particular investigation on THRESHER. itself? 

A. This is correct, because the tests that we had performed before the
delivery of THRESHER and after the dive embraced basically what we were calling 
for in this letter. However, we were extending the ultrasonic technique, which 
was an optional thing before, to as many systems as we could, with a view of 
checking the propriety of this thing, to get more statistics. The letter was 
aimed not specifically at proving the integrity of the systems on THRESHER, per 
se, but rather to be a part of the mosaic of the over-all check-out of the 
utility of ultrasonic testing as a good valid technique, 

Q. Now in May, 1962, the Commander, Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, informed you
that he didn't think further tests of THRESHER's systems were necessary and were 
essentially redundant. Did this have any influence on your letter of 28 August? 

A. Well, I wasn't privy -- I've seen these letters after the fact. And
you can recognize that I, as Deputy Chief of the Bureau of Ships, had many things 
to concern myself with and there has to be much day by day work that I may not 
be knowledgeable of. Admiral James and myself gave this matter command attention. 
We set out general policies, but the day by day details of having this thing 
executed were not necessarily called to our attention. I have re&d some of these 
things since the fact and I'm satisfied with the sequence of events, as I see it, 
as to what was finally evolved froc this procedure and led to the 28 August letter. 

Q. Now I'm interested in the redesign of THRESHER involving blow capacities,
blow rates, and so forth, which have been the subject of considerable study ove� 
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the past year -- more in the interests of laying down new THRESHER than in the 
interests of doing something on the old one. Did you at any time transmit to the 
fleet for incorporation in operational procedures and operational techniques the 
inadequacies of these systems with respect to capacity and rate? 

A.· I was not knowledgeable of the fact that we had a lack of capacity in the
boats,- either from a capacity point of view or from a blowing point of view, I 
knew that PROJECT RECYCLE was going on. Admiral James and myself had both initiated 
this program with a view of purifying, as you have indicated, and many, many 
recOtmllendations came out of this that had to do with the simplification of systems, 
improving of the integrity of the systems, making them more operational and easier 
to maintain and less costly to build. I was not aware personallv of the fact that 
the blow rate had come in for consideration in connection with the recycle study, 
although, after the fact, I found out that this had been applied to certain of 
the POLARIS boats and, on a back fed basis, was being applied to our fast attack 
boats. I did have concern in the capacity of air. I had discussed it with 
Captain Axene on the first trials. He and Roseborough and myself had considered 
the quantity of air that we had aboard and I believe we had about b(1)

air, and I had discussed with Axene whether or not our criteria was 
correct, whether we were carrying enough air. None of us, neither Axene, Roseborough 
or myself, had gotten involved in the blow rate, but only quantities of air. And 
when I got back to the Bureau after the preliminary trials on the 593, we did 
initiate studies to see what would be a valid criteria for the quantity of air 
that we had, because our specification and the operators had always been pretty 
loose on this and we had nothing that gave us a good bench mark on quantity, and 
certainly nothing on rate of blow. We had had a specification requirement, I 
oeu.eve, cnac you snou1a oe ao1e to 01ow up twi.ce ustng high pressure air. we 
recognized that this wasn't a definitive enough thing and, starting along about 
that time, a series of studies were initiated by the Bureau, where they got into 
not onlv considerations of quantitv of air. but the blowin2 rate that we had. 
But this was never a definite specification requirement. I think, just about 
the time of the THRESHER casualty, various information was coming in from various 
computer studies that we had that bore on the blow rate. 

Q. In approaching a design of THRESHER you had PROJECT PRESSURE, which
essentially proved that the components were technically capable of performing 
their missions at deep depths. Was there any parallel program with respect to 
operational techniques, operational practices, and general intellectual prepara
tion with respect to the forces to operate these submarines? 

A. Well, you have to bear in mind that we were so busy in the first year of
the building of the THRESHER, going ahead with the construction and getting 
PROJECT PRESSURE ,ehind us, that in the normal sequence of events we wouldn't 
have gotten into the training aspects, which usually come later. So at the time 
I had left the yard, we had not gotten into this. 

Q. There is one thing that impresses me with respect to this particular
investigation, and that is, once hardware is put into design, the operational 
techniques available to an operator are essentially frozen, Do you concur with this? 

A. Well, I wouldn't altogether, because the submarine people know their
boats extremely well and anything comes up, either during the building period, or 
subsequent to the building period, that they think is inadequate, they are ones 
that have let their voice be heard; and, specifically in the case of the THRESHER, 
with the interest that I personally had in it and many of the other people had, 
there was nothing that was left undone that we believed was necessary to make this 
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vessel the finest submarine in the world. And I believe that this vessel was 
exactly that and I had every confidence in this vessel, When I went out to 
ride her the first few times, even though we aborted on the first dive because of 
instrumentation, and subsequent to the casualty the Chief of the Bureau immediately 
called a conference to see what we might recommend or what we might say or what 
restrictions we would put on, and after collecting all the submarine talent that 
we had, none of us could suggest at that time-- we had none of the facts that 
you gentlemen here have now -- we could suggest nothing that would cause us to 
impose restrictions on the vessels as we saw it then. And all of us that had been 
out on her and knew about her would have no misgivings of going out on another of 
this class the following day. 

Q. I realize that in answering this next question it will be one of retrospect,
in that in '59 you felt very strongly that going from 700 tob(1) feet was no more 
difficult than going from 400 feet to 700 feet in the early fifties with the TANG 
class. Do you feel the same today? 

A. I do. I think that the program in the case of going to b(1) feet, because
of the experience that we have had, and particularly since I had directed both 
programs and had the experience of the first program, that the second, on PROJECT 
PRESSURE, moved much more smoothly than the one that we had had before. I think 
it was a tremendous program. 

Questions by a member, RADM Daspit: 

Q. Admiral Moore, as a result of the BARBEL failure at the end of November,
1960, we instituted a prograc of visual inspection and hammer mallet tests of 
joints while they were pressurized. As a result of the THRESHER's shock wave 
casualty on the trim line, Portsmouth developed the impulse shock test, which was 
also used up here I believe. During the conference at Mare Island, about November, 
1961, on SCULPIN, Admiral Honsinger thought that the impulse testing was going to 
be quite effective and held out high hopes for it. In January, 1962, in response 
to a query froc the Supervisor of the Electric Boat Division in regard to ETHAN ALLEN, 
the Bureau had changed its mind, said that the mallet test, while it was useful 
for new construction, after the ship ha<l been down on a deep dive and operated, it 
didn't give anything worthwhile at all, and that the impulse test had evidently 
proven not effective under tests at Mare Island. According to your recollection, 
is that about the situation today1 

A. This is the way I reoember the record, but in reviewing what they did
at Mare Island and very recently, I find out that as I see it the impulse test at 
}1are Island was conducted in a different fashion than we conducted it here. Thev 
were basically building the pressure uo to two and a half times workin� oressure 
and then cyclically taking it on and putting it off, in contrast to the technique 
that was developed here at Portsmouth where you loaded a conning tower with air 
and then quickly opened a valve, simulating what happened on the THRESHER, when you 
opened a valve quickly and you had the unlimited resources or energv of the ocean 
coming in, and you pulsed it, and you might get peak pulses of at least ten or 
even twenty times normal sea pressure. So I think that there were some basic 
differences between the techniques that were employed. However, from my point of 
view, these were then details that were being carried out by our people who were 
watching every facet of the program and they had put the interpretation on the 
impulse testing that they did, Whether or not the impulse testing is one of the 
best tests or not, I would have to sit down and go over it with the technical people. 
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It seemed to have been more useful as applied here at Portsmouth than at Mare 
Island because it was applied in a different way, and it was extremely difficult 
to take the technique that Portsmouth used and apply it to all of your systems in 
the ASW system. Here at Portsmouth they checked, as I remember, the trim and the 
drain system and certain major portions of the ASW systems by this impulse technique. 

Q. From what I've heard since I've been up here, there's no doubt in my mind
that the ultrasonic test is the .best non-destructive method we have, but I gather 
from what you have just told us that probably the THRESHER got a better impulse 
test than the one at Mare Island, which may not have been of very much use. 

A. Much better. I talked to Axene. I talked to Harry Jackson, who was the
design superintendent, during and after the impulse testing here, and it was an 
extremely severe test, so much so that people thought that you might do unnecessary 
destruction to the system. When you impulsed the way Portsmouth did it_, you had 
pipes vibrating and jumping around in a rather severe fashion. So this again was 
another tool. And I believe that ultrasonics had good promise of being one of the 
best tools, but you have to recognize that this has been growing, with strong 
emphasis from the Bureau, over a period of about two years. It required the 
development of better equipment to do the job, and equipment that will get down 
into the smaller pipe sizes, and it takes extremely fine training to do the job 
and interpret it correctly. 
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Q. One of the key points in carrying out the Bureau's directive of August,
1962, was a reluctance to take the lagging off joints, a feeling that the piping 
had already been so thoroughly tested that it wasn't worth the time or the money 
to do this. Do you have any feel for how that feeling persisted during the 
building period of the THRESHER after the first dives and before she was de
livered? Did they really go into the ASW system and take off the lagging, or 
did they only test what was available to them? 

A. What they actually did here, Dan, I would not like to testify to, I
would have to go back and refresh my memory on it, 

Questions by the president, VADM Austin: 

Q. Admiral Moore, you have indicated that the letter, which is Exhibit 115,
from the Bureau of Ships, dated 28 August 1962, was written because of concern 
regarding the piping systems of THRESHER and other ships that had been built; 
is this correct? 

A. This is correct, sir.

Q. Did that concern extend to the feeling that there may be danger in op
erating these ships at the depths designated for their operation at that time? 

A. We believed that there was a hazard under conditions of poor workmanship
of silver soldered joints for any ship, old or new, that might be out, Admiral 
Austin, and the thing that concerned me was the rash of difficulties that we 
were having in our piping systems on the current ships. I was gravely concerned 
with the same techniques that had been applied in yesteryear when the techniques 
were not as valid as they are today and were not as rigorous. This is the thing 
that bothered me. 

Q, In that letter you specified that the Navy Yard, Portsmouth, would use a 
minimum of one ultrasonic testing team throughout the overhaul, to the end that 
the maximum number of joints might be tested. The execution of your instructions, 
directions, was so carried out that actually only about 160 joints were ultra
sonically tested and some 45, I believe, were visually tested. Did this meet 
the intent of the directive or not? 

A. Well, I wasn't knowledgeable until very recently of just what Portsmouth
had done on this thing. I have recently found out what they actually did here 
and, in carrying out the priorities that I had assigned in this letter, in the 
case of the hydraulic high pressure air system and high pressure gas system, 
which we thought equally as important as the salt water system, we thought there 
were reasons why Portsmouth wasn't able to get at those joints. In many cases 
they were all welded. In some other cases, as I understand, Portsmouth was 
having difficulty in getting down to sizes below two inch because of the �quip
ment they had available. But I understand that Portsmouth had picked up to 
Priority Four, which was an extension of the salt water systems inboard of back
up valves, the first priority being those between the hull valve and back-up 
valve. So, under the circumstances, this order of priority and technique would 
have met, certainly, with my full approval. And you'll bear in mind that since 
we were setting up a program, in all cases I indicated that this was to be on a 
"not to delay" basis, recognizing the need of getting the ship out and to get as 
much information as we could from a statistical point of view. This is what we're 
after; getting more statistics to check the validity of the system against inputs 
to give EBDiv and Mare Island, Now whether or not, in retrospect, and I believe 
that this report from Portsmouth probably hadn !t even come in to the Bureau before 
I left, for certainly I wasn't made privy to it, whether or not I would have been 
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satisfied with the number of joints that they got or not is something that I 
would have to sit down with my technical people and go over the results, see what 
they had, and make an analysis of it. 

Q. Had you received the report of the old joints that had failed, and it
brought out that fourteen percent, or 13.8% of all the old joints tested had 
failed to meet the specifications for a safe joint, would you have been concerned 
enough to take more drastic action? 

A. Admiral Austin, that's a hypothetical question, but I will try to stand
behind giving an answer because it's a hypothetical question but will answer it as 
directly as I can. And this was because this was a technique by way of being 
developed and standards were varying depending upon information that we had at hand. 
I would have had to take the results that came in and find out what were the nature 
of the so-called joints that were classified as defective. Even though in th is 
letter I had 9.pecified 25% on the lands and 40% in the over-all, I would have had 
to look at the results that came in to put an interpretation on it to see whether 
or not I thought these results were satisfactory or not satisfactory, because we 
had run�a number of tests at the Engineering Experiment Station to find out what 
constituted a valid bond and had found out that with bonds of as little as ten 
percent bond that we could exceed the yield on the piping before the joint carried 
away. So the 40%, 25%, was a number that we were trying to pick out as a "go -
no go" sort of situation; and I might have changed these numbers at the time I 
read this and with valid cause to some number less than forty, or I might have 
felt a little bit different about it and jacked it up a little bit higher. This 
is something that you take all the input that you have and try to evaluate as to 
what is reasonable to give you the kind of joint that you want. 

Q. Admiral Moore, it is understood that there have been joints with only ten
percent bond that held longer than the piping. It is also recognized though that ·· 
the state of the art of ultrasonic testing has not developed beyond the point where 
you can rely upon it to a degree of more than about seventeen percent error, plus 
or minus. Therefore, would you not think that it was skating on pretty thin ice 
with the lives of submarine personnel to reduce your requirements to the point 
where you got failures? 

A. Admiral Austin, I don't know where you come by the seventeen percent. I
would say this: that if I were making the decision on it I certainly would want 
to err on the safe side. What constitutes satisfactory bond, I don't know; but 
we had set as a trial number the forty - twenty-fiue. I think that had I run into 
joints that were running ten percent, fifteen percent, or seventeen percent, my 
reaction is that I would certainly have wanted to do those joints over. But, in 
larger measure, I think it depends upon a critical examination of that joint. What 
was the fit-up in it? Because I would point out to you, Admiral Austin, that a 
seventeen percent bond in the case of a well fit-up joint might be considerably 
better than one that was not fit-up very well and had a forty percent bond. These 
are some of the facets that come into the picture and it's hard to give a typical 
"go - no go" situation on it. We are still moving along to see what is the full 
meaning of this thing, and we hope that we will get something that is reasonable 
and will guarantee the integrity of these systems, one that the operators can apply 
and that we can go back and apply to all the ships that we have in the fleet, and 
certainly apply to all new construction, which we're certainly doing now; we're using 
all devices. 
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Q. The rate of failure, however, even by the Bureau-set standard, indicates
that during the building period of the THRESHER, ultrasonic joints were not of 
sufficient degree of uniformity and safety to cause one to be absolutely re
assured when one found this number of failures that was found in this small number 
that the yard did test, and it would seem to me that the Bureau would be interested 
in getting soundings before the ship went out for its final test? 

A. Getting soundings?

Q, Getting reports from the yard as to what they were finding. After the 
ship has gone out and made its deep dive and is lost, it's too late to get their 
report and analyze it. 

A. I would point out, Admiral Austin, that non-destructive testing all falls
in this area of uncertainty; and I would point out that the rate of failures in 
the welded joints that we have right now -- and we have a large conmittee that is 
being chaired by the Bureau but it's specifically under the direction of Portsmouth, 
with inputs from all of our yards -- the rate of failure in the case of welded 
joints, including the criteria that we l\a:v.e•1'f0�, far exceeds the rate of rejection 
of silver soldered joints. And we have this with us right now. And it gets back 
to the state of the art and the interpretation of the results. Because in the 
welded areas we have had rejected rates that are fantastic in c9pper nickel in 
welding, and, in a large measure, carbon steel, that are more mundane. I'm sure 
that Captain Hushing, who has been following this thing very closely, can confirm 
what I say and give you some numbers on the rate of rejection we have. We would 
have more reason, on the basis of non-destructive testing with our welded systems 
now, to have more concern than we did with silver soldered joints. And, in point 
of fact, because of all the difficulties that we've had with non-destructive 
techniques in the piping systems, many of the yards, many of the people with a 
knowledge of this thing, have come back and said, "I think we shouJ.o veer away 
from the old welded joints and go back to silver soldered joints again." And the 
Bureau has been under these pressures, and we have had to fight hard to hold the 
line on saying that we do want all welded joints, and a minimum number of other 
types. I only bring out the question of welding to point out that as we look at 
this thing now, before we have a failure perhaps in a welded joint, we have a 
pattern that is worse in the way of welded joints than we do in the case of silver 
soldered joints. 

Q. Well, Admiral Moore, I appreciate full well the many concerns of the
Bureau of Ships and the people who are responsible for its actions, but would it 
not be important for the Bureau of Ships personnel to keep in mind that in this 
highly technical age in which we live, the technology is changing as fast as it 
is changing, that when they have grave concern regarding either silver brazed 
joints or welded joints, that they maRe these concerns known to the operating 
personnel and make reconnnendations for limitations of depths, or whatever may be 
necessary, until they can find a fixed answer? 

A. Yes, sir, I agree with you whole-heartedly, Admiral Austin. And the one
g�.neral comment that I could make is regardless of how hard I say the Bureau is 
working, or the concern that any of us had intthis thing, I just wish to heavens 
that I had been smarter and I'm sure that all the people who had been close to 
THRESHER just wish that they could have been a little bit smarter, that we could 
have been a little bit more cautious, that we could have done something to have 
averted this casualty. But I believed in the excellence of that submarine, and 
as I felt about it, and I think to give you my feel as having been in it as a 
deputy and having been in on the concept of this thing, I believed in the ability 
of that submarine that, if time and circumstances had permitted, I probably would 
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have been up riding it and with every assurance that no submarine could have been 
safer to ride. Now I might have been in a Fool's Paradise, but to show you in 
retrospect my confidence in that vessel, recognizing all the difficulties we had 
in building that vessel or any submarine that we have. 

Questions by a member, CAPT Osborn: 

Q. How do you feel, bearing in mind that the TINOSA is very late in terms of
going co sea and was built to a great extent, probably with less -- the best talent 
went on the THRESHER during her construction period and not as good talent was 
available in the construction of TINOSA -- how do you feel about the condition of 
TINOSA? 

A. I know nothing of the state of construction of the TINOS1\, . I only. know
of the over-all requirements under which she's being built. But to go down and 
look at the vessel and to look at her state of completion and the other facets 
that go in the over-all evaluation of when a ship is ready, I would have to take 
time out to check the records and see where we stand. I am knowledgeable that 
certain tests have been run on THRESHER since I left the Bureau. Because of my 
concern in this matter, I keep abreast of it. I do know that the yard has run 
certain tests on the blowing of tanks and certainly before I would want to take 
these vessels out I would want to do something about the Marotta valves �nd the 
strainers that give evidence of freezing up. As I say, again, I haven't looked 
these tests over; I only have an fpput that they did get some freezing up in 
these areas. 

(b) (6) relieved (b) (6) at this point as reporter. 

Q. How about the salt water system?
A. The salt water system, if the same general criteria that was used in the

case of the THRESHER is done conscientiously, I would feel that you should have 
the integrity that you need in the system. Now as we have had the THRESHER casualty, 
I would probably want to go in session with the CNO Oo 31.-- we have had certain 
meetings. I would want to discuss the matter with COMSUBLANT. bring the various 
technical matters I have to bear, to see what was done; what remains to be done; 
what does good prudence indicate that we should do; and whatever is good prudence, 
this is what I would dictate. 

[.would like to· make one comment in connection with the blowing situation. I 
indicated to you my conversations with Captain Axene that led to our thinking in 
terms of greater quantity of air, and as,a by-product of that we go into also 
increasing the blow rates. On initial dives -- and this was quite independent of 
our thinking of the THRESHER casualty -- Captain Roseborough and �yself on several 
occasions did ask Captain Axene to demonstrate a blow up of the vessel. A blow 
up of -- a blowing up -- a b(1) ·foot boat or any of them that deep, gets to be a 
ticklish situation, because once you start blowing and start coming up, the bubble 
expands and unless you are extremely careful you could well end up in a situation 
where you bounce completely up out of the water and might be getting in trouble 
with things that are up on the surface. There was some reluctance. This wasn't 
a specified test that we had in blowing up, but Captain Axene in due course of 
time, after he had finished other tests in the case of THRESHER, called Captain 
Roseborough and myself over and said, "Now I will demonstrate blowing up for you." 
And he prescribed his own rules and regulations in it, but as I remember, in 
connection with the demonstration, he did order the blowing of the main ballast 
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tank and if I remember ri£htlv he persisted in the blow for a matter of about --
T have in mind -- fivP nr tAn seconds at the very most, whereupon he secured 
blowi�� ��rt �lmn�t immAniately o�ened his vents. Now, I'm not being foresighted 
in this case and if we did get into a freezing situation it would have been 
fortuitous at that particular time if the blow had persisted to such an extent 
that we would have uncovered freezing and we could havelookeo at each other and 
said, "I'm not getting air." And if God had been with us on that particular 
occasion maybe we would have persisted in that blow -- which from a technical 
point of view we had no reasons other than we wanted to demonstrate a blow up. 
We were thwarted in that attempt just because we hadn't persisted in the blow 
very long and I think probably the same thing would have happened on TINOSA that 
would happen somewhere else. Now from a personal point of view I was not knowledge
able of the fact that we had strainers in the Marotta valves. -- 'these are technical 
problems that one doesn't get into -- certainly I had no misgiving or thoughts 
that if you persisted in that blow you would get valves irozen up. If we had 
known the opposite, we would have had the strainers out of there long since. 

Neither counsel for the court, nor the court desired further to examine this 
witness. 

The president informed the witness that he was privileged to make any further 
statement covering anything relating to the subject matter of the inquiry that he 
thought should be a matter of record in connection therewith which had not been 
fully brought out by the previous questioning. 

The witness stated as follows: 
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WITNESS: No, I think in the over-all, Admiral Austin, I have given you my overall 
feel on this submarine and the validity of it and the importance of this submarine 
and I'm sure that insofar as postulating what might have happened, with the 
larger input that the court has than I, that you have already speculated much 
closer to the truth than I have been able to speculate. I have my own thoughts 
on what might have happened but only based on what has come out in the papers, 
and what you have made privy to me in view ot the Lotargrams wn1cn you coia 
""'::'1-,,.;,.., T<><>hP�, hP /"'011lrl rli!'lr.uss with Admiral James and mvselt trom the techn1cai

viewooint on anv action we wanted to take. So with the testimony I have read in 
the papers and with these kinds of inputs, I have my own opinion on what might 
have happened, but again I feel your thoughts are much better than mine. 

I have one thought, that there was not a catastrophic failure of the hull. I 

am dead certain that there was not a catastrophic failure of the hull and I believe 
if they didn't have a failure -- power failure -- I am convinced that they were 
unable to use power because there was no evidence of blade rate in the critical 
time on through until the breakup time, so I am convinced that either power was 

not available -- maybe power was not available, -- or if it was available they 
didn't use,it� because blade rate would have made this point clear to us. 

The witness was duly cautioned concerning his testimony and withdrew from the 
courtroom. 
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The court then recessed at 0950 hours, Monday, May 13, 1963. 

The court opened at 1010 hours, Monday, 13 May 1963. 

All parties to the inquiry who were present when the court recessed were again 
present in court, In addition, Lieutenant Commander.Hecke.r, a party, and his 
counsel were present. RADM Palmer and his counsel were not present, having 
expressly waived their right to be present at this session. 

(b)(6) , RM3, U. S. Navy, a forrr.er witness, was recalled as a witness for 
the court, was reminded that his previous oath was still binding and was examined 
as follows: 

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: (b) (6) , th is is a closed session of the court. You can 
speak freely here, whether or not you have classified information to give. Just 
answer the questions fully and completely to the best of your ability. If you do 
not understand the questions put to you by a member of the court or either counsel, 
don't hesitate to tell us so and have the question repeated and explained until 
you do understand it. 

WITNESS: Yes, sir. 

DIRECT EXAMINATION

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. (b) (6) , have you had an opportunity to review a transcript of the
testimony you have already given to this court? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Did you find anything in there that you wanted to change or alter in any
way? 

A. Well, there was a slight deviation, sir.

Q, Would you tell us what the deviation was about and point it out to us? 
A. Well, sir, it was about the garbled message. There seems to be a difference

in the time, and as to the fact that there was the time of the garbled message, 
the actual time of the garbled message, 

Q, I will show you Exhibit 16, already introduced as the UQC log which you 
maintained on the 10th of April, and starting with the time sequence of 0853, we 
will take each of the entries which you recorded, in the order in which you re
: .:.·.· ·ed chem; take your time, and tell us everything you reme:nber about "'<'-ch 

ur,c u·ic: c is there and any messages which were not recorded by you which you now 
remember. First, 0853, there is an entry which says "Proceeding to test depth." 
Is that correct?

A. Yes, sir.

Q .. Is thzt correctly rccor�cd in there? You don't.wish to change it in 
any way?· 

A. Well, sir,except for the time. It isn't 0853. That "0853" is Roger for 
his last transmission. 
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Q. What estimate can you give us then for the enj:;ry "Proceeding to test depth,"?
A. That would be approximately 0901.

Q. How do you arrive at that conclusion?
A. We rogered at 0902.

Q. And in the ordinary course of operating on the UQC, you roger for it within
a minute of the time it is received? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Do you remember whether there was any undue lag that morning, any lengthy
interruption before you rogered for it? 

A. No, sir.

Q. Then the next entry 0902 is the "roger",is it not?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. "R-0-U-T" what does that mean? 
A. "Roger out."

Q. That was given by the SKYLARK?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. The next entry has no time attached to it. What does it say?
A. "Dipper Sierra this is War Club CORPEN 090."

Q. And there is a question mark which fo.1lows the "090." Could you explain
that to us? 

A. Well, sir, I wasn't sure when I took it down that it was correct. That is
why I put the question mark there. 

Q. Who was "War Club"?
A. That was THRESHER, sir.

Q. You weren't sure as to the word "Corpen" or the 11090"? What is it that you
weren't sure about? Was it that you weren't sure about the time but you were sure 
as to the message? 

A. Well, sir, I didn't bother with the time. We usually put the time in when
we roger for it because we roger for it just after he sends it. 

Q. Then !,vhat was it you weren't sure abou� (b) (6) ?
A. Well, I'm not sure right now, sir, but it could have been I wasn't sure

I got the whole mfssage. 

Q. Is there no question in your mind though that you did hear this much?
A. Oh yes, sir.

Q. There is no question about that?
A. No, sir.

Q. The next entry appears to read "1910." Is that just a very slender "O" to
begin with so it reads "0910"? 

A. Yes, sir. It was supposed to have been a "O" -- "0910."
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Q. It should read "0910 11 and that was just a request made by SKYLARK and it
says "Say Again"? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Why was that request made?
A. Well, it's -- we weren't sure what he sent then, I gufss.

Q. I see. What is the next entry?
A. "War Club, this is Dipper Sierra Gertrude Check. Over."

Q. And the time for that?
A. 0912.

Q. And that is a correct time?
A. Yes, sir.

Q, Now following that, what do you read? 
A. "Dipper Sierra, this is War Club, over."

Q, Not "over." Read what it actually says. 
A. Well, sir, that is what it actually says.

Q. That is a "kilo," isn't it? Read the'kilo' so we will actually know you
are reading this message and then you can interpret it any way you w.ish. 

A. "Dipper Sierra, this is War Club. K." "War Club, this is o·ipper Sierra, K."
"Dipper Sierra, this is War Club. Have positive up angle -- attempting to blow." 

Q. Now, all three of those entries have no time alongside of them, is that
correct? 

A. Y�s, sir.

Q. Would
and received. 

you give us your best 
Turn the page if you 

the roger was 0914. 

estimate of when each of them was transmitted 
wish to look at that. 

A. Well,

Q. The kilo, you mean?
A. The roger -- when we rogered for this message.

Q. I see. You are now referring to "have positive up angle -- Am attempting
to blow," is that right? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. And you notice on the following entry 0915 -
A. 0914.

Q. 0914 rather, "R out." Roger out, is that correct?
A. Yes, sir. So this positive up angle message would have been approximately

0913 and the preliminary call ups would have been between 0912 and 0913. 

PRESIDENT: 0913 is the message that was understood to be "Have positive up angle -
attempting to blow"? 

WITNESS: Yes, sir. 
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Q. Following the 0914 11R out, 11 what is the next entry?
A. "War Club, this is Dipper Sierra, no contacts in area. 11 

Q. Who sent out that message?
A. We did, sir.

Q. Do you recall who it was who actually sent it?

A. No, sir.

Q. All right. And the next entry reads how?
A. 110915. War Club, this is Dipper Sierra, My Corpen 270 interrogative

range and bearing from you." 

Q. Now the way it actually reads is,""My Corpen 270 ien�t R & B f-m u, 11 is that 
right? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q, You have interpreted that to mean "interrogative range and bearing from 
you"? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Now following the 0915 entry is a new entry and would you read it for us?

A, ''War Club this is Dipper Sierra, are you in control?"

Unclassified 
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Q. Now I notice the entry in the book 11 D-i-p�s" is crossed out and
"WC" added on top. The next column had "WC" crossed out and "D-i·p-s" 
added. Would you explain that for us? 

A. Yes, sir. I got the call switched around that time. I corrected it. 

Q. Who sent the message "Are you in control?" Can you remember?
A. The Captain, sir.

Q, Had. he been on the bridge from the time 0902 when we started this 
discussion until this time? (indicating on Exhibit 16) 

A. Well, sir, I wasn't paying attention to where he was over here
(indicating on Exhibit 16) I was busy copying it down, but I know he was 
here from, I think it was around 0914 on. But I wasn't sure about those 
others because I wasn i t paying any attention. 

Q. All right. He said "Are you in control?"
attached to it. Do you make out a quotation mark 
or is that just a blur in the log? 

That entry has no time 
under the time "0915," 

A. It looks like a blur in the log, sir.

Q. You did not use quotation marks to indicate the same thing?
A. No, sir.

Q. Now can you give your best remembrance of when that message was
sent? 

A. I think it was sent after the garbled message came in, sir--the
garbled message that wasn't logged. 

Q. Well di.d it come in after the 0915 entry which says "My corpen
270 interrogative range and bearing from you"? 

A. Yes, sir, I believe it did.

Q. It was sent out after 091.5, is that correct?
A. I 0 m not positive, sir, but I would say it would. 

Q. Why would you say it would?
A. Well, sir, there was no contacts in area and "My co:c;)'.rn 270

interrogative range and bearing from you, 11 we were trying to contact him 
and I believe he called us back and it was garbled. 

Q. Well, (b)(6) j let. me ask you another question. Did you write
these entries into the log one at a time as the things happened, or did 
you write up the log sometime after all of these events happened? 

A. No, sir. I wrote the�-the ones I did write in, I wrote as they
came in, sir, 

Q. Then if we see one entry following another in your log, are we
correct in concluding that · . . : message came in after the entry ahead of it'? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. All right. Then the message we were talking about, "Are you in
control" must have occurred after 0915, is that correct? 

A. Yes, sir.
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Q. All right, fine. Now, we're coming to a very critical point in
all of this, starting at 0915 and thereafter, and I want you to remember 
as best you can w!1a t happened. The next entry in the log is marked "0917." 
It shows no call sign for an originator. It says ''WC 900N(?)" Please 
explain what happened and how you happened to write the message in that way? 

A. Well, sir, the captain asked War Club, "Are you in control" and
when he released the button, this message came in. It wasn't a message; it 
was a flashback from a part of a message and what I believe happened, the 
radioman aboard the THRESHER didn't listen before he started transmitting and 
therefore he was cut out. 

Q. Did you actually hear the words "900N11 question mHk?--What did you
hear? 

A. Well, sir, I thought I heard "nine hundred north."

Q. Just that way: "nine hundred north?"
A. Yes, sir, it was very fast.

Q. What was the question mark intended to mean at the end of the message?
A. Well, sir, that was intended that maybe I misunderstood.

Q. Was it your practice to put a question mark after a message when
you weren't sure you were recording the whole message? 

A. Yes, sir. Then after I get the full message I either erase the
question mark or write in the full answer. 

Q. So you put the question mark in there because you felt you had only
heard part of a transmission? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. At any time during the time you were on watch taking messages,
recording messages from THRESHER over the UQC, had a message ever come to 
you before with the word "hundred" instead of 11 0011 --zero zero? 

do 

is 

A. I believe so, every time he gave his course.

Q. He would give it as--
A. "hundred" sir.

Q. Is it possible he did not say "north"
you feel pretty confident he said "north"? 

but 

A. Sir, it is very possible he said something

something 

else. 

Q. You recorded it as best you could and put a question
that correct? 
A. Yes, si r.

like that, 

mark down, 

Q. Now was there another garbled message received about this time
that you didn't log at all? 

A. Yes, si r.

Q. When was that heard by you?
i. Approximately 0915 right after the transmission we made sending

our corpen. 

or 
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Q. Would that have occurred before the Captain sent out his message
"Are you in control?" 

A. Well, sir, he sent out I think, three messages "Are you in
control" during that time. 

Q. Yes.
A. And it came, I believe, right before or after the first message he

sent out. 

Q. After 0915 and right before the first or second time that the
captain sent out "Are you in control," is that correct? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. How much time separated his questions "Are you in control"--"are
you in control?" Would you repeat them as best you can with the rapidity 
with which he repeated that question? 

A. "War Club this is Dipper Sierra, are you in control1 Over."

Q. No, I want the time; I want you to say it twice and put the time
interval in that spaced the C-13ptain' s two questions. 

A. Well sir, the normal ·listening time is around five or ten seconds;
if they don't call you then, we are supposed to call back again. 

Just repeat it the way you heard it that morning.Q.
A. 

(Pause) 
"War Club, this is Dipper Sierra, are you in control? Over." 

"War Club, this is Dipper Sierra, are you in control? Over. 11 

Q. 
A. 

Like that? 
Yes, sir. 

Q. And it was just be£ ore or sandwiched , in, b-e,tw�ctru,:s:e t:tw� mes.�ag.es<
tho:t:you heard a garble? 

A. Yes, sir. Well, after he heard it, he didn't--well he waited until
after the transmission was over and I believe we asked for a repeat of 
the transmission that War Club made. 

Q. Is that listed in here anywhere?
A. No, sir.

Q. I'm not sure that I understand when you heard that sarple. Wasitjwtbefore
o r  in between the two messages "War Club this is Dipper Sierra', are you
in control" and "War Club this is Dipper Sierra, are you in control?" Was
it in between the first and second of those that you heard the garbled
message?

A .  Yes, sir, it was. I believe it was right in there, sir. 

Q. 
didn't 

A. 
message 

It must have been a real short message then, is that right?--You 
leave much time in between the two questions. 

Well, sir, that would have been normally, but with the garbled 
in there, it would have been a longer space. 

Q. Let me ask you again, will you put in the exact space that you
remember. Give us the two messages again and leave in as much time as 
there was between the message wrm.i"t actually happened that day. 

A. That is including the garbled message?
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Q. Yes, give it to us as you remember it.
A. "War Club, this is Dipper Sierra, are you in control? Over."

(Pause) "Dipper Sierra, this is War Club"--the garbled message. "War 
Club, this is Dipper Sierra. Say again your last transmission. Over." 
"War Club, this is Dipper Sierra, are you in control? Over." "War Club, 
this is Dipper Sierra, are you in control? Over." 

Q. Thank you.
A. And that is when the "900 North" came in.

Q. It. was after that when the "900 North" came in?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. All of that happened,according tc your log then,in a two minute
period or less? 

A. Yes, $ir.

Q. Sometime after 0915 and sandwiched in between then•.·and·(),9r7.?·
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Did you ever hear from THRESHER again?
A. After that flashback, sir?

Q. After the words 11900 North" or whatever they stood for?
A. No, sir.

Q. Did you hear any increase in background noise at any time after 0912
and up to the time you heard the words which you interpret as "900 North"? 

A. Well, yes, sir. I heard one but I couldn't definitely say where
it came in,

Q. You couldn't say when you heard it?
A. No, sir, because like I said before I wasn't familiar with the

background noises and it didn't mean anything to me, sir. 

Q. This was before "900 North" was received?
A. Yes, sir,

Q. What did you hear? Describe .t o  t h'e absolute limit of your
ability, what you heard? 

A. Well, sir, it sounded just like a static crash.

Q. A static what?
A. Crash. Just an outburst of very loud static on a frequency.

Q. Did you hear any increase in background noise after you heard the
message which you have described as "900 North"? 

A. I couldn't say for sure on that one, sir.

Q. If you couldn I t say for sure, cb yoo have an impression lingering in
your memory that you might tell? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. You do have?
A. Yes, sir.
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Q. What is your impression?
A. Well, sir, I believe, but I'm not sure, that there was another

increase in the background noises after--well, right after the "900 North" 
message came in, sir. 

Q. How soon after?
A. Oh two or three seconds later, sir.

Q. Well before the next entry in your log which is 110920, 11 is that
correct? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Two or three seconds later. Again describ� to the limit of your
ability, what the increase in background noise sounded like. 

A. Well, sir, the only way I can describe it, it sounded like a static
crash, a buildup in static. 

Q. How long did it last?
A. Well, sir, I'd say three to five seconds. That was while I was

noticing it. I didn1 t pay too much attention to it. 

Q. Have you ever heard the sound of ballast tanks being blown under
water when you've been listening to the UQC? 

A. Well sir, if I did, I never knew what it was.

Q. Did you hear anything which you could interpret as the sound of
ballast tanks being blown after receipt of the message "Have positive up 
angle, attempting to blow up"? 

A. No, sir, I can't identify background noises on the UQC. I don't
have that much experience on it. 

Q. I note that in the period which you and I have been talking about,
as evidenced by the entries in the log, in every case a call sign is 
entered from the originator and to the addressee with one exception, and 
that is on the 0917 entry which reads "900 North" in the book here. You 
just put down "WC." Would you explain why? 

A. Well "WC" stands for "War Club" sir, and there wasn't any
preliminary call up since the message was clipped so I put down �ho the 
transmission came from--which boat. 

EXAMINATION BY THE COURT 

Questions by a court member, Captain Osborn: 

Q. I want to be sure in my mind, (b) (6) , you received the words
"nine hundred nor th"? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. It wasn't "nine zero zero north"?
A. "Nine hundred north, 11 sir, that is what I took that it was.

Q. Could it have been "nineteen hundred out"?--It was "Nine hundred11 

and a one syllable wora? 
A. Yes, sir.
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Questions by a court member, RADM Daspit: 

Q. Now did you hear a garbled message after that?
A. After the "nine hundred north," sir?

Q. Yes.
A. No, sir.

Q. Nothing at all?
A. No, sir.

Questions by court president: 

Q. (b) (6) , you have spoken of the "nine hundred north" message as
being a flashback. 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Would you explain what you mean by a "flashback"?
A. Well, sir, it is just a part of a message that has been clipped off.

Like well, sir, I believe what happened, the radioman of the THRESHER, he 
didn't listen to his receiver to see if anybody was transmitting. He 
picked up the transmitter. 

Q. In other words, he had been transmitting while your transmitter
was on perhaps? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. And so only part of his message got out?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. In a way to be received by your receiver?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. But you are sure that that message at 0917 was from War Club?
A. Yes, sir. There wasn't but two people on the circuit at the time.

Q. Could you distinguish any difference between the voice of the
person who was talking when you got the 11nine hundred north" message and 
the messages before that? Did they sound like the same person? 

A. Well, sir, it was too clipped to really distinguish any voice tone.

Q. Did you hear any noises at the same time that you heard that message?
A. Well, now, sir. There wasn't any time for noises. There was just--

Q. "Nine hundred north" sort of like that?
A. Yes, sir, like that.

Q. Could that have been "nineteen hundred" instead of "nine hundred"?
A. No, sir, all I heard was "nine hundred north" or something like that.

Q. That's the best you could get as to what you heard?
A. Yes, sir.
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(b) (6) relieved (b) (6) as reporter at this point. 

Questions by a member, CAPT Hushing: 

Q. Were you on watch at 8 o'clock, (b) (6) ?
A. Yes, sir; I relieved the watch at 0800.

Q. Did you make the entry in the UQC Log at 0800?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Will you read that message, please?
A. "0800 - WAR CLUB THIS IS DIPPER SIERRA, MY COURSE 180. 1

.
1 

Q. 11WAR CLUB THIS IS DIPPER SIERRA, MY COURSE 180"?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. What is the heading at the top of the columns?
A. 11From11 and "To.11 

Q. So that it is from WAR CLUB to DIPPER SIERRA, isn't it?
A. Yes, sir, but I log it differently.

Q. Will you please take one of the messages from WAR CLUB to DIPPER
SIERRA that has a course change in it? 

A. "DIPPER SIERRA, THIS IS WAR CLUB, MY COURSE 270. 11 

Q. Now how did WAR CLUB state course changes?
A. Corpen, sir.

Q. Corpen 270?
�- Yes, sir.

Q. Is there any other change from WAR CLUB along about that time?
A. At 0824, sir,"DIPPER SIERRA, THIS IS WAR CLUB, MY CORPEN 090."

Q. And that's the way he said it, zero nine zero?
A. Yes, sir.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

b(1) 

it. 

Q. One last question about the entry which you recorded at 900 North.

A. Well, sir, I can't say, because that's as good as I could receive

Q. Would you say it was impossible?
A. No, sir, I wouldn't say it was impossible.

RE-EXAMINATION BY THE COURT 

Questions by a member, RADM Daspit: 
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Q. (b) (6) at the entry just under the 0815, could you read that one,
please? 

A. "DIPPER SIERRA, THIS IS WAR CLUB CORPEN NORTH OVER." I guess that
would mean "My course is North. 11 

Q. The way you underscand your entry is that this was THRESHER saying
that. his �ourse was North? 

A. Yes, sir. I believe he gave figures North and I don't believe I
got i.t, and I left it out:, and I was going to get somebody to tell me what 
it was, and then this other stuff started. 

Quest.ions by a member, CAPT Osbon:: 

Q. You indicated previ.ously that a garbled message came in from WAR
CLUB, "THIS IS DIPPER SIERRA," garble; do you think this is possible, 
"WAR CLUB, THIS IS DIPPER SIERRA" garble? 

A. No, sir, the message would have been from WAR CLUB.

Q. Yes, but it had to occur in between transmissions; it wouldn 1 t
occur with respect to "WAR CLUB, THIS IS DIPPER SIERRA" "THIS IS YOUR 
STATION CALLING," you couldn t t get a garble in that way because your 
button would be down; isn a c that correct? 

A. Well, as long as we were transmitting we couldn't receive any
thing. 

Q, This is correct. Ordinarily, you always call, or you give your 
call signs "WAR CLUB THIS IS DIPPER SIE�11 you still have your button 
down then you pass your message. 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. But you testified that you heard that garbled message after your
Captai.n had said 11 WAR CLUB, THIS IS DIPPER SIERRA'! garble. 

BY THE PRESIDENT: No, sir, you are mistaken. He said the garble came 
between or just before the first transmission by the Captain of the message 
11ARE YOU IN CONTROL?" and the second "ARE YOU IN CONTROL?", either before 
the first one or after the first one and before the second one. I'm 
pretty sure of that. 

WITNESS: Tha'.t's affirmative, sir. 

PRESIDENT: Is that correct? 

WITNESS: Yes, sir. 

Neither counsel for the court, the court, nor the counsel for LCDR 
Hecker, a party, wished to examine this witness further. 

The president of the court informed the witness that he was privileged 
to make any further statement covering anything relating to the subgect 
matter of the inquiry that he thought should be a matter of record in 
connection therewith, which had not been fully brought out by the previous 
questioning. 

The witness stated that he had nothing further to say. 

The witness was warned concerning his testimony and withdrew from the 
courtroom. 
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Roy S. Mower., boatswain 1 s mate, third class, U. S. Navy, a fonner witness, 
was recalled as a witness for the court, infonned that his: prior oath was 
still binding, and examined as follows: 

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: Mower., this is a closed session of the court and 
you may di.vulge classHied information. If you do not understand any part 
of a q·uesci.or: put to you by a mem:>er of the court or by counsel'., feel 
perfectly free to tell us that you don't understand it and request that it 
be repeated or explained, so thac your answers are given with full 
kn.owl.edge of the question, ar:d then make your answers as complete as you 
can. Don't hesitate to say "I dorc't know" or "I don't remember." We are 
just takir:g soundings for the complete truth. 

WITNESS� Aye, aye, sir. 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questio�s by counsel for the court: 

Q. Pr..i.or to your coming in here to testify this morning, the counsel
for the .:.ou:rt showed you a complete transcript of the testimony you gave 
to us ear:lier. Have you looked it over very carefully to see whether it 
is tr·Je and correct 9 and ccnta:i.ns no errors? 

A. Yes, sir, I have.

Q. Is the:r·e anything that appeared in there that you would like to
change or alter in any way? 

A. No, sir.

Q. 
1963, 1.

logged 
A. 

Di.recti.ng your attentiori now to the morning of the 10th of April
show you the UQC Logbook of the SKYLARK, and I start with an entry

at 0853; would you read the entry to us, please? 
It was from WAR CLUB to DIPPER SIERRA "ROGER, OUT CORPEN 000." 

Q. Now be very careful; was that from DIPPER SIERRA to WAR CLUB?
Don J t read the columns on the top. 

A. That l don't know� sir; I don't remember that.

Q. Do you remember the entry that appears directly below it, which
bears no time? Would you read that to us? 

A. "PROCEEDING TO TEST DEPTH." It was from DIPPER SIERRA to WAR
CLUB, arrd it was in reverse. This was from WAR CLUB to DIPPER SIERRA, 
"PROCEEDING TO TEST DEPTH." 

Q. It would appear, th.en, that the first column is going to be the ,
addressee and the second column is going to be the originator, do.e,sn't ·ft? 

A. Yes, si.r.

Q. Now when was that received?
A. It must have been received between 0853 and 0902, sir, because

we ROGERED him for it. 

Q. ROGERED for it 0902?
A. Yes, sir. It was in reverse too, WAR CLUB to DIPPER SIERRA, from

WAR CLUB, 11COR�EN 090. 11 
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Q. Do yo1.1 happen to remember that message at all?
A. I remember him giving us "CORPEN 09011 and I looked over the log

before and if I recall correctly, I pointed this out that we had it in 
reverse in the log. 

Q, Apart from the fact that in your mind the columns "From" and "To" 
appear to have been reversed� and ru:-:ming between the time which we 
started, 0853 to 0920, do these e!l.tries appear to you to record truly and 
accurately everything that you heard? 

A. The message 0912, about him experiencing minor difficulties--

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: Speak a little louder, will you, please? 

A. The message that he sent "EXPERIENCING MINOR DIFFICULTIES, HAVE
POSITIVE UP ANGLE, ATTEMPTING TO BLOW, WILL KEEP YOU INFORMED"--

Q. Blow up, you said?
A. He did not say th.at, sir; he said "ATTEMPTING TO BLOW;" that is

not complete in the log. 

Q. You have already testified to that, fully and completely. Apart
from that, do you see any other inaccuracy or omission? 

A. This entry at 0917: "900N11 with a question mark after it; I
don 1 t rec.all this message at all� sir. 

Q. Ther; let us focus on that:. At 0915� an entry appears "MY CORPEN
270 INTERROGATORY RANGE AND BEARING FROM YOU; 11 that was followed by an 
entry without a time attached to it, sandwiched in between the 0915 entry 
and an 091.7 eD.try, which says "ARE YOU IN CONTROL.; 11 did you send that 
message? 

A. No, sir.

Q. Tell us what happened then; did you give the message 0914 "ROGER
AND OUT"? 

A. This was for this message here, yes, sir.

Q. That was for the message "HAVE POSITIVE UP ANGLE"?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. You ROGERED for it?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Did you send the message "NO CONTACTS IN AREA"?
A. I don't recall, sir; I don't think so.

Q. About that time what happened?
A. The Captain asked them if they were in control,sir , after "MY

CORPEN 270 INTERROGATORY RANGE AND BEARING FROM YOU." 

Q. I 0 m a little confused here. The Captain took the UQC after--
A. After this message.

Q. After what message? After "ROGER AND OUT"?
A. Yes, sir.
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Q. Had he been standing there for some time, do you know?
A. I don't recall, sir. I ">acked away from the UQC. What clearly

sticks in my mind, "ARE YOU IN CONTROL" the Captain asked him four or 
five times. 

Q. Four or five times?
A. Yes, sir, to my knowledge. To my knowledge, it seemed to be four

or five times; he asked him several times. 

Q. In between his sending that message out several times, did any
message come in which is not recorded there?

A. No, sir. None that I recail. 
· 

Q. You don't remember having heard a garble to your ship, either just
before the first time he said "ARE YOU IN CONTROL?" or the second or third 
time he said "ARE YOU IN CONTROL?" 

A. No, sir, I do not. I backed away from the UQC and kind of relaxed 
a little. I don't recall anything out of the ordinary come over. 

Q. Were you close enough, and was it quiet enough so that if a
message had been received, even a garbled one, you would have heard it? 

A. I couldn't say, sir. It was quiet on the bridge, but I was about
five to six feet away and I backed away from the UQC when the Captain was 
asking them if they were under control. I couldn't say. 

Q. If you were asked the question, in tlt�. ordinary course of everyday life,
and it it wasn't as important as it is today, 1'did a message come in during 
that time, a garbled message, what would your answer be? 

A. I would have to say, no, sir, because I didn't hear it.

Q. You didn't hear it and you probably would have heard it if it did
come in? Is that what you mean by "No, sir, there was no message"? 

A. Well, I didn't hear a message. I couldn't say if I could hear
it or not, because if they were transmitting possibly I could hear it, 
but I don't recall, sir. 

Q. Now, Mowen, that gets us down to the message which was received
after a repeated series of transmissions from SKYLARK saying "ARE YOU 
UNDER CONTROL?" That message is recorded as having been received at 0917 
from WAR CLUB, and. what the log actually shows is 11900 North" and a

question mark in parenthesis. Tell us what you heard at 0917 in place 
of those figures "900 North" and question mark? 

A. I'm not sure, but I take it that this is what--! don't see a test
depth logged, but we received a message that sounded like "TEST DEPTH" 
from WAR CLUB and there was a garble between the call signs and "TEST 
DEPTH," a slight garble. It was unreadable; you couldn't understand it, sir. 

Q. Was that message received after the last time the Captain had
asked "ARE YOU IN TROUBLE?" 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. After the last time?
A. Yes, sir.

Q._ Does 0917 strike you as a good estimate of the time that it was 
received? 

A. I couldn't say, sir.
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Q. You heard a garble and then the words "TEST DEPTH"?
A. Yes, s ir.

Q. Did you ever hear the words 11900 North"? 
A. No� sir.

Q. Codd you have heard the words b(1) 

A. No, sir, I did not hear anything to this effect that is in the log.

Q. You didn 1 t hear it at all?
A. No, sir. I was back away from the UQC.

Q. But not so far away that you didn't hear "TEST DEPTH"?
A. Well, the UQC is up here (the witnes

1

s demonstrated with his hands) and I 
was between four to five feet away and sort of off to the right of it, and after 
the Captain had transmitted this message, I had been moving around there and I 
happened to hear the call signs and then a garble and then what appeared to be 
"TEST DEPTH", sir. 

Q. What was the atmosphere in the pilot house at the time you heard the words
"TEST DEPTH"; were people excited; did they seem worried, or was this just a 
routine transmission received on UQC? 

A. Well, it didn't seem to be anything out of the ordinary. The Captain asked
three or four times if they were in control, and the people on the bridge who were 
there were quiet and were doing their normal duties as best I can recall, sir. I 
was just standing there; I didn't think anything of it. 

Q. Were you listening hard because something was up, because you felt 
that something important was up? 

A. I wasn't really listening hard? I don't understand it, sir.

Q. I'm not making myself as clear as I want to either. The Captain celieved
you and said "ARE YOU IN CONTROL ~- ARE YOU IN CONTROL" several times? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. You heard the words "TEST DEPTH" after he relieved you. Were you alerted
to the fact that something important was happening, so that even though you were 
relieved you were listening hard to the UQC, straining to hear every word, or did 
you feel perfectly normal? 

A. I wasn't really straining to hear it,
a little after the Captain took over the UQC. 
it might not have been right at the time, but 
more relaxed, because I had been listening to 

sir. I stepped back and I relaxed 
As I recall, I lit up a cigarette; 

I was smoking, and I was a little 
it all morning. 

Q. After the words "TEST DEPTH" which you heard, did you ever hear <'-«y o die::
transmission from THRESHER? 

A. No, sir.
I 
! 
·, 

Q. At the time you heard the words "TEST DEPTH" or a little before that, had
you heard any background noises of any kind? 

A. Well, there was normal background noise, and there was a noise of air like
they were trying to blow tanks. 
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Q. You have that in your testimony which you have already given1
A. Yes, si.r.

Q. After. you heard the words "TEST DEPTH" did you hear any background noises?
A. Nothing out of the ordinary, sir. It just appeared to be regular noise,

sound waves, coming through the UQC. I didn't notice anything out of the ordinary. 

Q. You di.dn 1 t notice anything out of the ordinary for the next five or ten
minutes, either? 

A. No, sir.

EXAMINATION BY THE COURT 

Questions by a member, CAPT Nash: 

Q. When the Commanding Officer sent the message "ARE YOU IN CONTROL?" did
he release the UQC button, or did he send the message four or five times before he 
released the button? 

A. I don't recall, sir.

Q. You are familiar with the background sound that is heard when a button has
been released? 

A. Yes, sir, Captain.

Q. Do you recall hearing this sound in between his transmission of "ARE YOU
IN CONTROL? II 

A. No, sir, I don't recall hearing that. Like I said before, I wasn't paying
that much attention, sir; I had stepped back and I had relaxed. I had been on the 
UQC all morning, and I was taking a little breather. 

Questions by a member, CAPT Hushing; 

Q. Going to the09l7 message; you said that you heard the call from WAR CLUB?
A. Yes, sir .. It sounded like a call.

Q. Specifically, what did you hear?
A, It sounded like "DIPPER SIERRA" and then a garble, and then words to the 

effect that "TEST DEPTH"; the garble, it sounded like "TEST DEPTH" to me, to the 
best of my knowledge. 

Q. I want you to concentrate on the call "DIPPER SIERRA THIS IS WAR CLUB" or
"DIP PER SIERRA FROM WAR CLUB 11? 

A. I don't recall; I recall the call signs being passed.

Q. Do you recall the call signs or the call sign from SKYLARK?
A. I remember hearing "DIPPER SIERRA" and then the garble and what appeared

to be "TEST DEPTH", \ 

CROSS EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for LCDR Hecker: 

Q, Mowen, directing your attention to the UQC Log, there is an entry im
mediately under time of 0914 "NO CONTACTS IN AREA"; did you send that message? 
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did 

A. No, sir, I don ° t: think so; not that I recall.

Q. 
A. 

Q. 
the 
A. 

Do you rec.all who did send that message?
J think it was '�he 00D� sir.

D:i.d the 00D come over and take the UQC microphone and send the message or
00D or the Captain gJve you an order to send that message?
I don 3 t recall that, sir.

Q. s� yo,; can 1 t really :recall who sent that message or who gave an order to 
send that message? 

A. About the cont:1=1cts in the area, I recall the Captain telling CIC to scan
the radar and check for contacts in the area, but like I said, I can't recall who 
sent the message. I may have sent i.t.; I don ° t remember, sir. 

Q. Do you recall who sent the next message at 0915 "MY CORPEN 270 INTER
ROGATORY YOUR RANGE AND BEARING FROM YOU"?

A. I c·.::ruld have sent that: one, but as I say I don't recall that one either.
This in between here is ki.".'.d of vague. I remember the message at 0912 and the 
thing t:h9.c s ti.cks out in my mind is the Captain asking if they were in control, and 
he to:!.d r:l.dar to be a:.en: for '3.ny contacts in the area. 

Q. Now directing your at:c.ention aga.i.n to 0914 "ROGER OUT"; did you transmit
that message? 

A. I ROGERED for that message at 0912, yes, sir.

Q. And it 3 s logged at ti.me 09147
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Was i.t at this ti.me t:h9.t you heard sounds over the UQC resembling the
blowing of air in the ball3st �anks? 

A. Ye.:� sir, after the ROGER message.

Q. Right at chat time?
A. Yes, sir, it was after the message, right after I ROGERED, to the best of

my knowledge. 

Q, Did anyone in the vicinity also remark that it sounded like air? 
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Who, if you recall?
A. I think it was the Captain; I had my back to him but I'm almost sure it was

the Captain who said "It sounds as though he is attempting to blow his tanks" and 
the OOD, ot someone else, remarked about it also. The Captain said to alert the 
lookouts for a submarine coming to the surface, and he also contacted the radar 
and told them to check for any contacts in the area� and gave the order to put four 
engines on the line, sir. 

Q. Now directing your attention to your testimony regarding a message apparently
received at about 0917 by SKY-LARK from THRESHER; you have testified that you heard 
a call sign "'DIPPER SIERRA" a garble and then what appeared to you to be the words 
"TEST DEPTH". I would like to ask if you heard that garble sufficiently clearly 
enough to be able to tell this court whether or not that garble could have been 
caused by air; was there a rise in the background that garbled those words between 
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call signs and "TEST DEPTH"? 
A. No, sir, not that I recall.

Q. What do you think caused the ga"rble; why didn't you hear the words that
you might have heard had there not been a garble? 

A. I wouldn't have any idea, sir.

Q. There was no noise, background noise at that time resembling the sound of
air? 

A. No, sir, not that I recall.

Q. 
do you 

A. 

Now Mowen, before the Commanding Officer took the UQC microphone
recall him ordering you to ask THRESHER "ARE YOU IN CONTROL?" 

No, sir, that doesn't stick in my mind. 

from you, 

Q. With reference to your past operating experience with submarines while
manning the UQC, in a situation in which it is apparent to the surface vessel 
that the submarine may be in the act of surfacing, is it standard procedure to 
advise the submarine of the fact that there are or are not contacts in the area? 

A. Yes , sir, it is r 

Q. Is it also standard procedure to advise the submarine of the course of
the rescue vessel, and inquire to the submarine's range and bearing from the rescue 
vessel? 

A. Yes, sir; from past experience it has been.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. Mowen, speaking of past experinece, did your experience with THRESHER
the day previous to the day you are telling us about lead you to remember whether 
those who used the UQC in THRESHER expressed distances or courses with words like 
"hundred'', such as "one hundred, one nine hundred" or did they use the phrase 
or words "zero, zero" or "double O or "O"? 

A. It depended on who the operator is, sir, how you would get that; various
operators say it different ways. 

Q. Did a!,"ly of the operators use the word "hundred1
' in giving figures?

A. I can't recall, sir.

Q. Can you recall whether the operator who said "TEST DEPTH" was the same
operator who said "EXPERIENCING MINOR DIFFICULTIES, etc, etc."? 

A. I couldn't say that, sir, either.

Q. I'm not encouraging you to say if you can't say, because your words to us are
important. In answer to one question put to you by counsel, you said "The Captain 
said, 'It sounds like he is attempting to blow his tanks'." Is it possible that 
the Captain said "It sounds like he's blowing his tanks" or did your Captain say 
"Attempting to blow" or "trying to blow"? 

A. I said "attempting"; I think he said "It sounds like he's trying to blow",
or "he's blowing tanks". I don't remember the exact phraseology of it, sir. 
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Q. BJt you don ° t. war:.t t:o lea·,;e it with us that he did use the words "trying
to blow" or "attempting to b.tow", you just don't remember? 

A. No, sir, I don ° t remembe·r.

Neither the counsel for the court, the c.ourt � nor the counsel for LCDR Hecker, a 
party, wished to examine this witness further. 

The pres i.cieo..t: of the cow rt info rmed the witness that he was privileged to make any 
further statement covering anyr.h.i.ng relating to the subject matter of the inquiry 
that: he thought should be a matter of record in connection therewith, which had 
not been fully brought out by the previous questioning. 

The witness made the following statement; 

I would like to say something in behalf of the Captain. I think he's one of 
the finest Captains 1 9 ve ever served under, sir. He's level headed and he is an 
outstanding skipper. 

T.he witness was duly warned c.on.cern.ing his testimony and withdrew from the courtroom,

The court recessed a.t 1115 hours� 13 May 1963,

The c:our.·t: opened at 11.2.3 hours, .!.3 May 1963.

All per·son.s connected wit.:h r:he inquiry who were present when the court recessed 
were again present in the court. 

LTJG Ralph R. Lachance, USN� was called as a witness for the court, was informed of 
the subject matter of the inquiry, was advised of his rights under Article 31 of 
the Uni:fonn Code o.f Mili.t.ary Justice, was duly sworn, and examined as follows: 

COVNSEL FOR THE COURT: Th.is is a closed session of the court, Lieutenant, and you 
c.an divulge classified information� t:o make your answers full and complete. If at 
any time you. do not fully underst,md a question, do not attempt to answer it until 
you find out: the full meaning of it. Ask for an explanation. 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. State your name, grade, organization and present duty station.
A. My name is Ralph Raymond Lachance, Lieutenant (junior grade); I'm the

Engineer of the SKYLARK. 

Q. Lieutenant (junior grade), U.S. Navy?
A. Y.es, sir.

Q. Please spell your last name for the record.
A. L=A=C•·H~A-N-C =E.

Q. When did you report to SKYLARK .for duty?
A. In October of 1961.

Q, Will you briefly trace your naval background and experience for us? 
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A. Yes. sir. I enlisted in the Navy in August 1951, served for approximately
two years in the amphibious corps in Norfolk, Virginia, at which time I was 
transferred to New London, Connecticut. I entered the submarine service in 1955, 
worked my way up to Chi.ef Quartermaster in 1959, and was commissioned in July of 
1961. I repon:ed to SKYLARK subsequent to attending LDO School. > 

Q. Di.rec ting your attention to the morning o.f 10 April 1963, were you the
Officer of the Deck for the 0800 to 1200 watch? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. What time did you relieve as Officer of the Deck?
A. 0750.

Q. Will you state the instructions you obtained from the man you relieved at
that time? 

A. Yes, sir, I relieved Lieutenant (junipr grade) Watson; he is the Navigator;
it is customary for him to have the 4 to 8 watch. At the time I relieved he 
informed me that we were on station, that the THRESHER had commenced her deep dive, 
last bearing to her was 147� 3400 yards, which put her just forward of the port beam. 
At the time tl-te ship was at ALL STOP. Our orders from THRESHER had been to lay to 
on e-tat:ion. 

Q. Do you recollect the wind direction and velocity when you relieved?
A. Yes, sir, I estimate the wind from 310 true at 5 knots.

Q. And what was the state of the sea?
A. Sea state, there was a swell running mo�e than a sea, about a foofi and a

half to two feet in height, with long periods between the swells. 

Q. Did the w�ather change any in the next two hours?
A. No, sir.

Q. Could you describe the SKYLARK pilot house for us, very briefly?
A. Yes, sir. It's a semi-circular pilot house, projecting forward from the

after bulkhead. There are two doors in the after bulkhead and the rest is fixed 
with glass ports, approximately twelve to fourteen inches in diameter. The ports 
were c.losed on the morning of 10 April. 

Q. Were they closed from the time you took over the watch until at least 1000?
A, Yes, sir, I remember them as being closed. 

Q. With the ports closed, and with the weather the way it was that morning, how
would you describe the hearing conditions inside the pilot house? 

A. Hearing conditions were excellent. I might add that the t\after doors in
the pilot house were open. 

Q, I show you Exhibit 34 before this court. Can you identify it? 
A. Yes, sir, this is the Quartermaster Log of the u.s.s . .:;SKYLARK.

Q. Directing your attention to the entries made from 0800 to 1200 on the morning
of 10 April, to the best of your knowledge are these entries true and correct and 
complete? 

A. Yes, sir, with very slight variations. I have noted on speed; I believe at
one time he has this logged at "AHEAD ONE THIRD"; we were making ten RMP's instead 
of ahead one third. 
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Q. You are referring to the entry marked 0915 on the morning of the 10th; is
that correct? 

A. Yes, sir. Also the one at 0715. I was making ten RPM's then. 

Q. Do you have in your possession the Bell Book of SKYLARK and the page which
has the entries for the 10th of April 1963? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Would you produce it?

(T�e witness did·so.) 

Q. Have you looked at the entries that appear on that page and which reflect
the bells given during your watch? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Are they true, correct and complete, to the best of your remembrance?
A. Yes, sir.

The pages from the SKYLARK Bell Book containing entries for 10 April 1963 were 
offered in evidence, and there being no objection it was so received as Exhibit 
196. Counsel for LCDR Hecker waived reading the exhibit at this time.

Q. Do you have in your possession a tabulation showri.ng SKYLARK's RPM's versus
knots data? 

A. Yes, sir, I do.

Q. Is it true and correct to the best of your knowledge and belief?
A. Yes, sir.

The tabulations showing SKYLARK's RPM's versus knots data cited above was offered 
in evidence, and there being no objection it was so received as Exhibit 197. 
Counsel for LCDR Hecker waived reading of the exhibit at this time. 

Q. Returning again to your standing the watch on the morning of 10 April 1963,
can you tell us how accurate the bridge clock was that morning? 

A, I cannot tell you exactly; I can only give you an opinion as to what I 
consider as to the accuracy of the clock. 

Q. Give us your opinion and tell us upon what you base it. \ 

A. I would say that the d:ock was accurate, within a minute, and I base this 
upon the fact that we have never -- the clock was a fairly stable one and we have 
never had a time problem, so far as it being erratic from other ships that we 
operated with, and the clock is periodically reset. 

Q. I show you Exhibit 16 before this court i 
the UQC Log of SKYLARK. Referring

to the entries made in the 0800 to 1200 watch on the 10th of April 1963, did you as 
Officer of the Deck supervise the recording of these entries? 

A. I did not personally supervise the entries. I did know that we had a man
logging the entries and I was aware that there was a record being kept during the 
transmissions. 

Q. Have you had an occasion to study the entries made from around 0800 to
around 1000 that day? 
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A. Yes, sir.

Q. Are they true and complete, to the best of your recollection?
A, They are true. I don't believe the log to be a complete description of 

the UQC transmissions that transpired between THRESHER and SKYLARK that morning. 

Q, Would you refer to the log and explain as accurately as you can in what 
way it is not true and complete, starting with the 10th of April at the beginning 
of your watch? 

A. The entry here from WAR CLUB to DIPPER SIERRA at 0749 "OK TO MANEUVER AS
LONG AS ¥OU REMAIN IN PRESENT POSITION"; I remember the transmission as having 
been "FEEL FREE TO MANEUVER AS YOU DESIRE". The entry at 0809 "AM PROCEEDING ONE 
HALF SET DISTANCE", I do not remember any such transmission. At 0815 a trans
mission from WAR CLUB to DIPPER SIERRA is "CORPEN N" a blank and then "K". I 
believe this to be from the THRESHER telling us that his CORPEN was 000 North. 

(b)(6) relieved (b) (6) as reporter at this point, 

A. (Continued) The log at the entry at 0912 is from WAR CLUB to DIP SIERRA
is logged as, "Have positive up angle. Attempting to blow up." I remember the 
transmission as having been preceded by, "Experiencing minor difficulty. Have 
positive angle. Am attempting to blow up." At 0914 it is logged, "No contacts 
in area." After having received THRESHER's message that he was experiencing 
difficulty, I said to him that there were no contacts in the area; he was all 
clear to surface, The log indicates at 0917: "900 N. 11 I remember no such entry. 

Q. That's far enough when you get to 1000. Where were you standing in the
pilot house when the message came in, as you recall it, "Experiencing minor 
difficulty," and so forth? 

A. I had just checked with the SONAR operator to see if he held THRESHER on
SONAR. He had given me a negative reply, and I was standing on the opposite side 
of the QHB receiver, which is opposite the UQC. 

Q. What did you do when you received that message?
A. Upon hearing the message, Mowen turned and repeated the message to me. I

went down to the 21MC and called the Captain and relayed the message to him. 

Q, Where did you call him? 
A. In the Captain's Cabin.

Q. What happened then?
A. I turned to the Quartermaster and told him to get a LORAN, and told the

man on the DRT to start a plot, and informed the THRESHER that he was clear to 
surface, In the meantime, the Captain arrived seconds later after I had notified 
him. He asked if I held him on the surface, and I replied in the negative. I

informed the Captain that I had informed him he was clear to surface. The 
Captain told me to put four engines on the line. 

Q. While you were doing these things, did you hear any sounds emanating from
THRESHER coming over the UQC? 

A. No, sir.

Q. Did you hear any ,blowing sounds, the sound which you might have inter
preted as ballast tanks being blown coming over the UQC? 
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A. In reference to the question before, if I heard any sounds from THRESHER,
when the Captain took the UQC mike and asked the THRESHER if he was in control, as 
he released the button on the mike, we heard -- at least I heard one garbled word 
and one legib.!.e word, which I understood to be "depth." 

Q, Now, (.urning to Exhib.it. 16 and rn the entry appearing after the 0915 entry 
read�, ieMY CORPEN 270 INTERROGATORY RANGE AND BEARING FROM YOU." Following that 
appear.s the entry, "ARE YOU IN CONTROL" without a time attached to it. Was that 
message sent by your Captain? 

A. Ye5�:s.iL

Q. Did he send that message more than once?
A. Yes, sic, twice.

Q. He sent it twice?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Are you certain he did not send it three times or mor�?
A. No, sir. I remember .i.t as having been sent twice, "ARE YOU IN CONTROL? 

ARE YOU iN CONTROL?" 

Q. How muc.h time elapsed between the time he asked the question the first
time and c:he time he asked :it: a second time? 

A. As long as it would take me to say the words right now.

Q. He used the call signs as well, did he?
A. I would be speculating on that part. I remember his transmission. However,

1 ° m not sure if he used the call signs. I would say yes, that he had. 

Q. Would you repeat those messages at the same speed and the same time interval
that the Captain took? 

A. Yes, sir. I will use the call signs here. 
SIERRA. ARE YOU IN CONTROL? ARE YOU IN CONTROL?" 
mentioned without hesitacion between sentences.) 

"WAR CLUB. THIS IS DIPPER
(The witness recited the afore-

Q. You did not leave any time f,.)r hearing anything between the questions; as
a consequence, there could not have been a transmission between the words, "ARE YOU 
IN CONTROL?" and "ARE YOU IN CONTROL?" 

A. There was no transmission in between, sir.

Q. Immediately following che second transmission, what did you hear?
A. I heard one garbled word and the word "depth". 

Q. Could it have been that at 0917, could it have been the entry �ich is
recorded here as "900 N" and a question mark� could it have been at that time and 
in place of that message that you heard those words? 

A. I understand your question to be that when the Captain did finish his 
transmission, could I have heard "900 North" instead of the garbled word and the 
word "depth"? 

Q, Could you have heard the garbled message instead of "900 N"? What I am 
saying is, instead of this entry, if you were writing ent:ties·1n this. log;• would 
you put in there, "Parenthesis garbled parenthesis, test depth" along side the 
t ime "0917 " ? 
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A. If I were keeping the 1og at the time I heard the transmission, I would
have glanced at the clock, logged the time in 9 and put in the transmission as I

heard it.

Q. Wo�ld that have been at 0917?
A. I have no definite way of knowing the exact time. I know it was in the

vicinity of that time. 

Q. After hearing the words "test depth," did you ever hear another transmission
from THRESHER? 

A. I did not hear the word "test".

Q. After hearing the wo·r.d "depth," did you ever hear another transmission
from THRESHER? 

A. No, s i.r. The only other noise which I heard on the UQC, which may have
come from THRESHER, was a sound which we evaluated at the time as being tanks 
blowing. 

Q. When did you hear that?
A. I would say it was about 0917.

Q. Before or after you heard t/:le garble followed by the word "depth"?
A. We heard the blowing sound after the word "depth".

Q, Could you describe the garble to us to the absolute best of your ability? 
How long was it? � there any interference which made a garble of it? 

A. No, it seemed to be quite clear. As far as the time, I remember thinking
it was a verv short blow. I wou.ld estimate it to be between three and five seconds. 

" I 

Q, And the garble ir.seLf, how many words do you think were included in the 
garble followed by the word 0depth "? 

A. I only heard one garbled word before the word "depth".

Q. How do you account for that? Was it because SKYLARK was transmitting, or
for some other reason? 

A. My opinion is that 1t, must have been for some other reason; otherwise the
wor� "depth" would not have come through clearly at the end. I do not believe 
the word to be garbled because SKYLARK was transmitting on the UQC. For some 
reason, the word reached us garbled, abd then the next word was clear. 

Q. How soon after your Captain finished saying the word "control" in his
final question, "Are you in control?" did you hear the beginning of the �arble? 

A. It was immediately as he released the button, we heard the two·.,worlds.

Q. Is it possible you are mistaken as to when you heard the sound which you
interpreted as ballast tanks being blown? 

A. Mistaken i.n what respect?

Q. As to when you heard those sounds. Could it have been after the receipt
of the message, "EXPERIENCING MINOR DIFFICULTY/' and so forth? 

A. No� sir.
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Q. You've got it cl&ar in your mind about that?
A. Yes, 9 :sir.

Q. I show you Exhibit 35, the Track Chart of THRESHER. Is this chart an
accurate portrayal of SKYLARK's �ovements during your watch on the morning of 
10 April? 

A. Yes 9 sir.

EXAMINATION BY THE COURT 

Questions by a court member 9 CAPT Hushing: 

Q. I would like to direct your attention to the period about 0914, when you
received a message from THRESHER in substance, "EXPERIENCING MINOR DIFFICULTY. 
HAVE POSITIVE UP ANGLE. AM ATTEMPTING TO BL™." After that message, what did 
you do? 

A. The first thing I did when I heard that message was notify the Captain
on the 21MC, 

Q. You notified the Captain on the 21MC?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. And then what did you do?
A. I checked with radar to see if he had any contacts in the near vicinity.

I was fairly sure of this 9 but I just double checked to be sure, I told the 
THRESHER on the UQC that he was all clear to surface. I told the quartermaster 
to get a LORAN 

Q. Excuse me for interrupting 9 but what exactly did you tell THRESHER?
A. You mean my exact words?

Q. As close as you can r�member them.
A. "WAR CLUB TO DIPPER SIERRA. YOU ARE ALL CLEAR TO SURFACE."

Q. All right, go on.
A, I told the quartermaster to take a LORAN» and then I told the man to 

start the DRT and start a track chart. 

Q. Which man was this?
A. Deshong.

Q. Then what?
A. By this time the Captain arrived in the pilot house.

Q. Right after you told DeShong to start the ORT?
A. I believe it was just after that, yes, sir.

Q. The Captain came to the bridge?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Then what did you do?
A. The Captain took a hurried look around the ports, through the ports,

and asked if I held him on the surface. I replied in the negative. I told the 
Captain I had informed him he was clear to surface. The Captain then told me to 
put four engines on the line. 
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Q. He then told you to put four engines on the line?
A. Yes

9 
sir.

Q. All right
j then what happened?

A. Following this I�m not sure what the Captain's exact comments were, 
but I. do. remember when he went to the �C, he took the mike and asked the THRESHER 
if he was in control. 

Q. Would that have been just after the order to put four engines on the line?
A. It was somewhere after that order. I wouldn't say it was exactly right

after that order. 

Q. Was it 10 seconds
0 20 seconds. or an appreciable time?

A. Within a minute� ! would say. I might add that prior to this, before I
received the THRESHER'S message that he was in difficulty,and he had sent us the 
message which was garbled

9 
I knew he was more astern of us in the baffles, and I 

came right to clear the UQC» and upon doing S0 9 we received his transmission 
clearly at the time, and he was telling us that he had come to 090 on an easterly 
leg. 

Q. This was before 09127
A. Yes 9 sir. This was the last leg which he sent to us before he became

in difficulty. 

Q. And going bac.k to that, after you changed course and cleared the
baffles� was there a GERTRUDE check? 

A. Yes� sir.

Q. Do you remember that?
A. I don't remember the check as well as I do his message telling us that

he had come to 090. 

Questions by a court member 9 
RADM Daspit: 

Q. You said that you told the THRESHER that it was all right to surface.
Did you take the .UQC yourself at that time» or did you merely direct that this 
message be transmitted? 

A. No
1 

sir. I took the UQC myself.

Q. After that there was a message, "MY CORPEN 270 INTERROGATORY.
RANGE AND BEARING FROM YOU?'! before the Captain sent out the message, "ARE YOU 
IN CONTROL?'.' Who transmitted that message or who ordered that it be trans� 
mitteci? 

A. I don i t know 9 sir. I have no recollection of that message. It may
have been sent. However

9 
I don't remember it being sent. 

Q. 1 have been given the impression that after you ceased transmitting and
left the button up, it is three or four seconds before the receiver is in con� 
dition to receive. From your testimony, thisimpression is not correct. Can you 
receive as soon as you let the button up? 

A. In replying right now, sir, I was standing behind the Captain when he
sent this transmission. I didn't watch his finger come off the UQC mike. I do 
remember only what I've.told·you: one garbled word and the word "depth". 
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Q. 
was no 

A o 

been a 

As soon as he stopped talking� 
time interval in there at all? 

In trying to give you the best 
few seconds in thereo 

you heard the garbled word, and there 

answer
9 

I would say there could have 

CROSS=EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for LCDR Hecker 9 party: 

Q o Mr. Lachance, in reciting for Captain Hushing the action that you took 
upon receipt of THRESHER"s next to last transmission, I would like to ask if 
you performed those actions in an orderly sequence = 1, 2, 3, 4» or were you 
performing them pretty nearly simultaneously

9 
in that you were issuing orders to 

have these acti.otlS accomplbhed? 
A o I'm a little m= After having received the message and informed the 

Captain I had told the THRESHER he was clear to surface, the thought came to me 
that it would be important to. get a po�ition; so I told the quartermaster to get 
a LORAN cut and theninformed Deshong in Combat to start the DRTo 

Q. How long a period of time did it take you to carry out or direct these
actions be carried out? Was ir. 30 seconds j 

a minute? 
A. I would say a minute would be c.losest.

Q. As a submariner s what was your OWTil mental reaction on the bridge of
SKYLARK when you received the next to last UQC transmission from THRESHER? Did 
you believe that she was about to surface, or just what did you envision was 
next going to occur? 

A. One of the things that was misleading was the calm voice which the
message was received in. It was a rather slow

P 
unhurried transmission. I didn't 

really thi.ink that he was in that serious difficulty. 

Q o But did you think he was going to surface?
A. Yes

p 
sir.

Q. Now then, is it a normal procedure in submarine operations when a sur
face vessel escorting a submarine believes a submarine is going to surface to 
transmit to that submarine, "no contacts in the area/' and give the submarine 
your course and speed and ask for his range and bearing from you? 

A. Yes 9 sir o 

At this point, the president announce.d that the court would be cleared 0 

The court was cleared at 1202� 13 May 1963. 

The court opened at 1210 P 13 May 1963 0 

All persons connected with the inquiry who were present when the court 
was cleared were again present. 

Lieutenant (jg) Lachance, the witness under examination when the court was 
cleared, resumed the witness stand

p 
was reminded that his oath previously taken 

was sti.11 binding, and continued his testimony as follows: 
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REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the. court: 

Q. Would y,)u state to us what you did as O.O.D. after receipt of the last
message from THRESHER, in .9\r, orderly sequence from that point on during the re 00 

mainder of your watch? 
A. This is after the blowing sound?

Q. Yes.
A. !. don't remember the course exactly, but I will tell you as I remember

it. We worked our way to the north slowly, probably 2000 yards, or so - two or 
three thousand yards; changed course to the right, came back to the south; and 
the Captain at that ti.me told me he wanted to start an expanding square search 
from the center. 

Q. About what time did that oc.cur?
A. At the very most = and r e m guessing now - it was five to ten seconds

afterward&,� at which time we started a!:!: expanding square search from the center. 

Q. And you continued that fer how long?
A. In the meantime w� did run across a piece of white paper which at that

time caught our eye
9 

and we maneuvered to bring this along side. We weren't 
able to bring it aboard. We saw that it looked like a ditto tape sheet. It 
apparently had been in the water for some time� because it came apart as we tried 
to hook it and it sank. Progressing on s we resumed the expanding square. Then 
we brought the hand grenades up from the armory and started releasing three hand 
grenades at 10 minute intervals» I believe it was. 

Q. Were there any discussion at that time as to what might have happened
to THRESHER? 

A. Yes
9 

sir, there were informal discussions going on. I remember I had
one with Mowen, in particular, who was quite concerned about what might have 
happened to THRESHER. 

Q. Did you have any with the Commanding Officer?
A. None that I remember clearly, although we were talking during the watch

as various things came up. He was quite busy with FXP-1. I believe it is 9 

getting ready for this message if it was needed. By "message" I mean SUBMISS, 
and the conununicator was conversing with the Comm.anding Officer quite a bit also. 
He had tied up the Captain mostly as far as conversation was concerned. 

Q. Were you called into any discussion as to the initiation of SUBMISS?
A. No 8 sir.

Q. Did you discuss this with the Executive Officer at the time?
A. The Executive Officer was the Communicator and acting XO at the time.

No, sir
9 

I didn't discuss it with the Executive Officer. 

Q. Do you recall when the: decision was made f irm7 to initiate SUBMISS?
A. I do not recal 1 the time. I had busied myself with the watch. We 

were quite alert trying to pick up anything that might be on the surface. As 
a result, I was scanning the horizon mostly. I do remember that they had trouble 
getting out to NBL, Radio New London, once the decision had been made. The 
Communicator kept reporting he was having trouble. They were trying secondary 
circuits in trying to get this out. 
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Q. Can you give us any estimate as to how long the trouble persisted after
the first attempt and before the actual transmission of the message? 

A. This would be a very rough estimate. It seemed to be a good half hour
at least •� at the very least. It seems I remember the Communicator on several 
instances coming up and informing the Captain he still couldn't get out, and they 
were quite concerned about this. 

Q. Did you hear any conversations on the bridge during your watch as to
whether anyone had heard breaking up sounds over the �C? 

A. None that I remember clearly. At the time that we heard the sound, I

believed it to be blowing; therefore
9 

I would stick with that opinion of it. 

Q. At the time you heard a sound which you have described to us as blowing,
do you recall whether anyone had a contrary interpretation of that sound? 

A. No? sir. When we heard it p the Captain said, "He's blowing," and I
agreed. This was the only interpretation that I remember that morning in the
pilot house. 

REEXAMINATION BY THE COURT

Questions by the president, VADM Austin: 

Q. Lieutenant Lachance, you were relieved about what time?
A. I would say about 1145

s 1150.

Q. During this time, had anyone raised the question as to whether or not
the information which you had on board regarding the indications of the dis� 
appearance of THRESHER should be communicated to anyone outside the ship? 

A. As I have stated before� the Captain and the Communicator were engaged
in quite a discussion at the time 0 and I had moved back to the forward part of 
the pilot house between the magnetic compass and the bulkhead, and I busied 
myself with running the ship, while th� Captain took care of the other details. 
I don't remember overhearing any conversation. However, I was drifting around 
the pilot house at all times, and I can ° t account for the trend of the conversa
tion. 

Q. Without attempting to remember exactly what words you may or may not
have heard�·did you get the impression that there was a consideration of passing 
on to others the information which you had in the SKYLARK? 

A. Well, at the time, once we did get the SUBMISS message out, in my own
mind-* I didn't see the message. I didn ° t know what was included in the text, 
but I thought we had put the word out to the responsible people in the chain. 

Q. But you did not hear any discussion as to the advisability or in
advisability of informing more fully than in the SUBMISS announcement higher 
authority of the last message that had been received from THRESHER? 

A. No, sir, I did not hear any such conversations.

RECROSS-EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for LCDR Hecker, party: 

Q. Mr. Lachance, I would like to ask with reference to what was done
after your received the last message from THRESHER and heard what you have 
testified to as being a blowing sound, (1) do you know whether or not UQC 
checks were instituted at regular intervals? 
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A. We had told the THRESHER prior to his starting his test dive that we
wanted a UQC check at least every 15 minutes and his course changes. The UQC 
checks were much more frequent than this, however. I would say at about five 
minute intervals we were in conmunication with each other. 

Q. Directing your attention to the next to the last message and the blowing
sound, did SKYLARK then continue with UQC checks in an effort to re�establish 
communications? 

A. Yes» sir. The Captain said he wanted UQC checks every minute, and we
also had sonar keying •. I've forgotten what we were keying at the time, but the 
meaning was equivalent to establishing communications. 

Q. Do you recall whether or not the Commanding Officer directed that radar
sweeps be made? 

A. Yes 
9 

sir.

Q. Do you know whether or not the Commanding Officer directed that radio
checks be instituted? 

A. I do not recall this. sir.

Q. Directing your attention to Exhibit 16 in evidence before the court
of inquiry� I would like to ask you to read the 1100 entry from the UQC Log 
of SKYLARK on date of April 10 9 1963. 

A. The time is 1100. "TO WAR CLUB FROM DIPPER S mRRA. INDICATE YOUR
POSIT OR PREPARE TO SURFACE. ACKNGJLEOOE WITHIN 10 MINUTES OR WILL INITIATE 
SUBMISS." 

Q. Is that message repeated?
A. Yes� sir.

Q. At what times is that message repeated?
A. At the times 1106, 1108, 1115, and 1121.

Q. And would you read the entry at 1129 from the UQC Log?
A. The time is 1129. "TO WAR CLUB FROM DIPPER SIERRA. HAVE INITIATED

SUBMISS. INDICATE YOUR POSITION. ACKNGJLEOOE." 

Q. Now, is there an entry at 1138 that purports to be the same message,
and if so, would you read it? 

A. As· it is written here?

Q. Yes, exactly as written in the log.
A. The time is 1138. "TO HAOQ. FROM NJOF. HAVE INITIATED ••• " and then

there's an arrow indicating the previous message, and the " •.• ETC. KING." 

Q. Who is HAOQ?
A. I don't know, sir.

Q. Now g is there an entry at 1209 that purports to be the same as the
message at 1129, and if so, would you read the entry? 

A. Yes, sir. The time is 1209. "TO WAR CLUB. FROM DIPPER SIERRA." The
entry here is "SAME AS DS 1129," which is "HAVE INITIATED SUBMISS. INDICATE 
YOUR POSITION. ACKN<MI.EOOE," 
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Q. Would you read the 1217 entry?
A. The time is 1217. "TO WAR CLUB. FROM DIPPER SIERRA. HAVE INITIATED

SUBMISS. INDICATE YOUR POSITION. ACKNOWI.EDGE. OVER." 

Q. Does the UQC log indicate that that message was sent out at regular
intervals thereafter via the UQC? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Did you hear any of those messages go out over the UQC?
A. Yes� sir.

Q. So you know that they did go out of your own personal knowledge, not
just relying on the UQC log in evidence before this court? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Mr. Lachance, you have testified regarding grenades. Do you know whether
or not grenades were used by SKYLARK on this date, April 10, 1963? 

A. Yes p sir.

Q. Do you know how many grenades were used and at what intervals?
A. Three grenades were dropped at 10 minute intervals.

Q. And what signal is that?
A. To indicate your position, or surface.

Neither the counsel for the court, the court, nor the party desired to 
examine this witness further. 

The president of the court informed the witness that he was privileged to 
make any further statement covering anything related to the subject matter of 
the inquiry that he thought should be a matter of record in connection there
with, which had not been fully brought out by the previous questioning. 

The witness made the following statement. 

WITNESS: In the period of time that's followed since we've lost THRESHER, I've 
gone over the details, and to the best of my recollection at this moment, I 
can't think of anything else which might add to the mystery surrounding THRESHER's 
loss. If possible, I would like to comment on Captain Hecker, if the court would 
permit it. 

PRESIDENT: You are permitted at this time to say anything that you think has 
a bearing on this inquiry. 

WITNESS: I might -- I would like to go back SKYLARK recently went through 
a yard period, at which time we had a change of command in November. Captain 
Fiore had then taken command. He was killed in an automobile accident on 
2 January, at which time Captain Hecker took conunand. One of the things which 
impressed me, and I made a note of it that if I should ever find myself in a 
position such as Captain Reeker's, I thought it would be a good policy to do this. 
He held an Admin inspection in all departments on assuming conunand. At the time, 
he was living aboard, and his family was still in New York. I was impressed with 
the reading that he did as far as SKYLARK's Organization Manual was concerned. 
It was not uncommon to go into his cabin at late hours and find him pouring ·�ver 
these. Knowing he had been Executive Officer and was quite familiar with the 
ship's organization, it impressed me that he should take the extra trouble to go 
back over these. 
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In the period that followed� one incident stands out quite clearly in my 
memory, We were conducting diving ops at Block Island Sound, and the Executive 
Officer was stricken with oxygen poi�oning. He was put in the chamber and at . 
the time we had set special sea detail� and I went to the bridge and took the 
deck. I was considering how we could break our mooring. So I asked the 
Captain if he wanted to cut the nylon line aft and hitch it forward on the 
anchor. He said, "We are doing all we can for him. Tell those people on deck 
to take their t.ime :1 and we will do the best we can." I was impressed with his 
calmness at that time. I think l would have cut the nylon, although I see now 
that there was no need for it. 

Also, there have been little crises that have come up in the past, being 
engineer of the SKYLARK, and it has always been a pleasure to me to go up to 
the bridge and have the Captain very calmly let me handle the thing myself and 
show a little confidence in my ability. After the THRESHER incident» he called 
me up to his cabin and informed me at the time to tell the truth and that every� 
thing would be all right. That's all I have� sir. 

The witness was duly warned concerning his testimony and withdrew from the 
courtroom. 
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(b)(6) » Chief Hospital Corpsman
& 

u. s. Navy 9 
was called as a witness

for the court, was informed of the subject matter of the inquiry, was advised 
of his rights under Article 31

9 
Uniform Code of Military Justice, was duly 

sworn, and examined as follows: 

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: This is a closed session of the court, and you can answer 
the questions fully and freely and include classified information in your answers. 
If you don't understand the question put to you during the examination, don't try 
to answer it, but make your lack of understanding known to us so that we can make 
it clear before you do answer the question. 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. State your name p grade 9 organization, and present duty station.
A. (b)(6)

9 Hospital Corpsman Chief, U. S. Navy, stationed aboard the 
U,S.S. SKYLARK, ASR�20. 

Q. Would you spell your last name?
A. (b) (6)

Q. Directing your attention to the 10th of April 1963, to the morning hours
of that day p did you stand a watch in SKYLARK? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. What watch did you stand?
A. Junio-r Officer of the Deck,

Q. At what time?
A. I had the 8:00 to 12:00 watch.

Q. And you assumed the watch when?
A. At 0745.

Q. Can you tell us a little bit about your naval background and ex�
perience. olease? 

A. I ioined the Navv in 1948. I went to boot camp in San Diego,

California, I went to hospital corpman school in San Diego in 1949. Then I 
went to the Naval Hospital in Bethesda, Maryland» and following that to the 
Naval Air Station, Anacostia, Washington, D. C. Then I was transferred to the 
Marines in 1951 during the Korean conflict. I went to Camp Pendleton for train� 
ing and was transferred to Korea with the First Marine Division, where I spent 
thirteen months. I came back to Camp Pendleton then for approximately three months. 
From Camp Pendleton I went to Texas, where I went to Diver's School. From Diver's 
School I went to Pearl Harbor. After Pearl Harbor, I came to Texas, and from 
Texas I went to the Naval Hospital, Portsmouth, Virginia, for ten months school, 
after which I went to the Naval Weapons Plant; Washington, D. C. I was then 
assigned to the u.s,s. FULTON at State Pier. Then I was sent to the u.s.s. PROTEUS 
in Holy Loch,, Scotland. Then I was assigned to the U .S .S, SKYLARK. 
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Q. Turning back to the morning of 10 April and to the watch which you stood
in SKYLARK

9 
did you hear any of the messages going back and forth" over the UQC 

between SKYLARK and THRESHER? 
A. Yes, sir.

Q. What do you remember of them?
A. I recall the last one � not verbatim, but I recall that the words came

through that they were experiencing difficulty and also that they were attempting 
to blow. To the best of my knowledge, those are the only words I can truthfully 
swear that I heard. 

Q. Those were the only words that you heard the whole morning?
A. Well 1 prior to that, there was other talk over the UQC when we were

getting 15 minute checks, and they were giving us their depths as they were

going down, They were giving us their depth changes. 

Q. Will you look at Exhibit 16, the UQC log, and refer to the entries of the
morning of 10 April during your watch, and see whether it refreshes your memory 
as to any of the transmissions recorded there? 

A. I remember this� "AM PROCEEDING HALF SET ... " Well, he's got, "AM
PROCEEDING HALF SET DISTANCE." 

Q. That was an entry made with no time attached which occurred shortly
after 0809? 

A. Yes, sir, shortly after I came on watch. I remember this one (indicating).

Q. That 1 s "PROCEEDING TO TEST DEPTH MINUS 300"?
A. That's correct, sir.

Q. That was entered at 0835?
A. Yes, sir. I remember, "PROCEEDING TO TEST DEPTH," but I don't remember

anything else until this one down here, 

Q. Which says, "HAVE FOSITIVE UP ANGLE"?
A. Well, I wouldn't say that, because I didn't hear "POSITIVE ANGIE •.•• "
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(b) (6) relieved (b) (6) as reporter at this point. 

Q. Whar. did you hear?
A. I just heard, "Experiencing minor difficulty," or words to that

effect, and "Attempting to blow." l did not hear, "Positive up angle." 

Q. How many watches had you stood prior tc that on the bridge?
A. On che USS SKYlARK, approxill'ate,ly, 1 1 d say, about six to eight

watches as JOOD. 

Q. Had you had previous experience in listening to UQC transmissions?
A. On the S KYIARK?

Q. Or anywhere else7
A. On the USS COUKAL in Pearl Harbor, and on the USS SKYLARK.

Q. Do you think your fam1.l.iarity wi.th UQC was such that you could
distinguish and interpret noises, other than words which you hear, as back
ground? 

A. NO; sir.

Q. Where were you standing on r�e bridge at the time you heard the last
message from IHRESHER? 

A. I. was approximately between the a.midships and the PPI, which puts
me on the starboard side of the ship. 

Q. After the last message received from THRESHER, state what happened
during the remainder of your watch. 

A. Well, as far as I could see, I thought it was a normal watch. I 
wasn't too much alarmed on the bridge. There was no, what I call, panic; 
absolutely no panic whatsoever. I have been on these runs before and there 
is times when they have no communications between the surface and the 
submarine; so I didn't move fr.om my spot at all, normally, where I stand. 
It was calm weather so I had no need to move from there. And everything 
went normal. We continued the checks. And I don't exactly remember when we 
started giving them more frequent checks: but it changed from fifteen minutes 
to more frequent checks on them. It was a norma.l watch to me. I thought it 
was just training. 

Q. Did you remember hearing any discussion after that last message you
told us about_, as to whether anyone had heard breaking up sounds? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. When did you hear that, and what did you hear?
A. Well� I hear.cl several people on the mess deck saying that they heard

breaking and crushing sounds. I can't name the individuals because I don't 
remember who exactly they were

) 
but the word was out about the next day. 

Q. The next day, but you heard nothing during your watch; is that
correct? 

A. No, sir. not during my watch.

Q. Did vou hear anything during your watch in the way of discussion as to
whether or not to send off a SUBMISS message? 

A. Y.es,, sir.
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Q. When did you hear i.t and what did you hear?
A. Mr. Goldsmith came up to the bridge and the Captain was the one that

said, "Initiate SlIBMISS, 11 and Mr. Goldsmith went down and came back with a 
bunch of instructions and books to get this message drafted, I assume, 

Q. Can yoi:: estimate the time of that inci.dent for us?
A. Ob, I would say approximately one hour, perhaps less.

Q. One hoer after what?
A. After t�at message.

Q. The. message that said .. -
A. The last message�-

Q, That you heard'? 
A. That I heard.

Q, The one that said, "Experiencing minor difficulties"? 
A, Yes .. sir. 

Q. What was Mr. Go]dsmith's job?
A. Pe W3.S the Operations Officer.

Q. Was the Captain in the pilot house continuously during your watch?
A. When this message came through the l�C, the Captain was not on the

bridge, but aher we sent a messenger down to get him, then he stayed on the 
bridge there for about three days straight. 

EXAMINATION BY THE COURT 

Questions by the president, VADM Austin: 

Q, (b) (6) . where did you get your Purple Heart?
A. Kore.a, sir.

Q. Presidential Unit Citation, same place?
A, Yes, si.r. 

Q. First Marine Di.vision?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. You have seen some real fighting,
A. Yes� sir, I was right next to it.

PRESIDENT: You evidently did all right or you wouldn't be wearing those two 
ribbons under those circumstances. 

CROSS-EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for. LCDR Hecker, party: 

Q. Chief (b) (6) , how long have you served in SKYLARK?
A. I reported aboard for duty in June, 1961.

Q. Did you have prior service in SKYLARK?
A. Five weeks IAD from the USS FULTON,
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Q. How many years service do you have in the Navy?
A. Approximately fifteen years, sir.

Q. I would like to ask you to tell the court what orders, if any, you
received from the Captain later on in the afternoon regarding the use of 
any monitoring instru.rnents to detect radiation. 

A. Well, aft.er I got off watch:, it was determined that the USS THRESHER
probably went down and that there was a possibility of radiation sources on 
the surface of the. water, so the Captain called me up on the bridge and asked 
me to get the AN/PDR-27FOX and to go on main deck, walk around, and take 
readings. And I got Boatswain's Mate. Mowen to go to the forward part of the 
ship with a line tied to a bucket� and when the ARS found the oil slick, we 
headed for it and I was taking readings. Then Mowen grabbed several samples 
of wate.r wi.th this bucket, which I monitored. We had some jars to save some 
samples. Then I came up to the bridge and I told the Captain I cpuldn't 
find any radiation over what I considered background for the SKYIARK. 

Q. Was this activity of yours carried out in accordance with a regular
bi.11 in ex.istence in SKYIARK, or was this a direct order from the Captain to 
carry out these activities separate and distinct from a regular bill that 
you might have? 

A. No, this was not a bill on the ship. This was something the Captain
wanted investigated; and he also sent me down to the engine room level to 
chec.k the water source i.nto the sea suction to the engines, and those areas 
below the water line, which I did not find any source other than background, 
or half milli-Roentgen reading. 

Q. As a member of the. Chief Petty Officers' Mess on the USS SKYIARK,
and one of the leading petty officers in the ship, have you formed any 
opini.on what.ever regarding the Captain's performance of duty? 

A. Well, no opinion� but I can say a lot of fact'about the Captain since
I've been aboard. I know he trusts me:, and I trust him very much. There is 
no doubt that any order he gives mes 1 1 11 carry it out without any question 
about it. He's a perfect gentleman. I've never seen him raise his voice to 
anyone. I've never heard the Captain curse anywhere. He's very sharp as 
far as dress. Well, I'm also a diver, and Mr. Kaltenborn was my diving 
partner. When Mr. Kaltenborn had a convulsion forty feet out in Long Island 
Sound and I was his diving partne.r, and the Captain was back there, and he 
had a lot of faith and trust and knows the chiefs know their jobs, and let 
the Mast.er Diver and Diving Officer do their job while he just stood by and 
watched, and he never panicked. I never seen the Captain panic. I've seen 
it rough up on the bridge, when he has to move from place to place, and in 
one instance he had to move into this particular spot and he told a seaman, 
"Excuse me, son, I've got to get in there." And I've been on several ships, 
seen several Captains, and right now I'd say that Captain Hecker is the top, 
the best, the best I've served with. 

Q. What can you say
A. Very high� sir.

for almost two years. 

about the morale on the SKYIARK at this time? 
It's the highest I've seen it, and I've been on it 

Q. Now, you were with the Marines in Korea in combat. You followed your
ofticers there. Do you have the s,;rne feeling regarding Captain Hecker? 
Would you follow him? 
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A. I'd follow a man who I can trust, who 1 know knows his job, who I
know can get me through anything. I would willingly follow the Captain to-
well, I think the worst place is Hell, and I'd follow him there. 

Neither counsel for the party, counsel for the court, nor the court 
desired to examine this witness further. 

The preside.nt of the court informed the. witness that he was privileged 
to make any further statement covering anything related to the subject 
matter of the inquiry that he thought should be a matter of record in connec
tion therewith, which had not been fully brought out by the previous 
questioning. 

The witness made the following statement: 

WITNESS! Admiral, I have nothi.ng further on the THRESHER, just comments on 
what I've he.ard on television and newspapers, that they have made the Captain 
look like a villain in this matter, and I sincerely say that I Jmoi.i:·, to the 
best of my knowledge, and from my experience, that he ata:11 times·:pe·rforme.d 
his duties with the highest military standards. And I think a lot of the 
Captain in the short time I've known him. I don't get any special rewards, 
nothing special. I'm just a human being serving under him and he treats me 
that way. And I just hate to see the newspapers do him that way because it's 
a shame; it's not true. 

PRESIDENT: Well, I trust that you appreciate that what you see in the news
papers, one has to take as coming from newspapers. This court has not 
villified your Captain; and this court told the press only the truth, and 
that was that your Captain's pe.rformance had become'a subject of inquiry and 
to protect his rights, he was being made a party to the court. And that was 
all that this court told the press. So, any distortion that you may have 
heard of what you consider to be the truth. i.s not the doing of this court. 
We deal in truth here, not i.n distortions. 

The witness was duly cautioned concerning his testimony and withdrew from 
the courtroom. 

The court recessed at 12.53 hours, 13 May 1963. 

The court opened at 1355 hours, 13 May 1963. 

(b)(6) , Quartermaster Second Class, U.S. Navy, was called as 
a witness for the court, informed of the subject matter of the inquiry, 
advised of his rights under Article 31, Uniform Code of Military Justice, duly 
sworn, and examined as follows: 

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: (b) (6) , this is a closed session of the court and 
classified information can be given here by you, so answer the questions fully 
and without regard to classified matter. If you do not understand a question 
put to you, don't hesitate to say so and to request that it be repeated and 
explained to you so that what we get from you will be the whole truth necessary 
for our understanding of what h,appened to THRESHER. 
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DIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. State your name, rate, organization and present duty station,
A. My name is (b) (6) , Quartermaster Second Class, 

United States Navy. I am attached to the USS SKYLARK (ASR-20). 

Q. How do you spell your last name?
A. (b)(6)

Q. When did you report to the SKYLARK for duty?
A. I reported to the SKYLARK for duty on March 15, 1963.

Q. Verv briefly, what has been your naval service before that?
A. Prior to reporting to the SKYLARK, 1 was attached to the USS SPRING-

FIELD since Boot Camp. 

Q. And when was that?
A. I came in the service in September of 1959--September 14th. 

Q. Referring now to the 10th of April, 1963, did you have the eight to
twelve watch in the SKYLARK? 

A. Yes:, sir, I did.

Q. What were your duties?
A. My duties were Quartermaster of the Wat.ch, sir.

Q. Where did you stand those duties?
A. I stood the watch mostly at the Quartermaster's Desk.

Q. Where is the Quartermaster's Desk?
A. The Quartermaster's Desk is on the right side of the pilot house,

just a little forward of the fathometer. 

Q. Were you in a position to see and hear what transpired inside the
pilot house during your watch? 

A. Yes, sir, partially.

Q. Partially?
A. I could hear what was going on mostly.

Q. I show you Exhibit 34, the Quartermaster's Notebook of SKYLARK and
refer you to the entries made for the eight to twelve watch for the 10th of 
April 1963, beginning with an entry marked,"0747"; are those your entries? 

A. Yes, sir, they are.

Q. And do they end with the last entry," 1149, 11 below which you have
signed your name? 

A. Yes• sir.

Q. Are they true and correct and complete, to the best of your knowledge
and understanding? 

A. Yes, sir, they are.
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Q. How did you record the times for the entries in your Quartermaster's
Notebook? 

A. 1 used a comparing watch, sir.

Q. You used a comparing watch?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. When had you set that watch during your eight to twelve watch?
A. l hadn't set the watch on my watch.

Q. Had you compared it when you relieved the watch?
A. No, sir, I hadn't.

Q. Have you any idea as to whether it was keeping accurate time or not?
A. Yes, sir, to the best of my knowledge, it seemed to be keeping pretty

good time. 

Q. Now, how did you determine what minute to designate for-art entry in your
Notebook? 

A. I take the time on the watch, like 9:11, and the seconds, all the way
up to fifty-nine of that eleventh minute; and then I will go to the next 
minute. 

Q. In other words, if there was something you needed to log and you
glanced at your comparing watch and the watch read two minutes and fifty-five 
seconds, you would log that as two minutes? 

A. Yes., sir, I would.

Q. Now, referring to the entries made during your watch, are they all in
your handwriting? 

A. Yes, sir, they are.

Q. I refer you to the entry on the 10th of April alongside of the time,
110908 R/FULL RUD." Then an asterisk, and then the words: "RECEIVED WORD 
FROM THRESHER OF DIFFICULTIES IN CONNECTION WITH DEEP DIVE." 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. When did you record that line?
A. This line, beginning with "RECEIVED WORD FROM THRESHER OF DIFFICULTIES

IN CONNECTION WITH DEEP DIVE," I recorded about 0914, or thereabouts. It was-
I'd say, it was about three or four minutes after the 0911 that I entered that. 

Q. You recorded all after the asterisk at around 0914?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Why did you put a belated entry into your log?
A. Well, sir, when the word came over, I glanced at my watch and I noticed

the time was 0911, but instead of making the entry right then, I was interested 
in what was being said, so I didn't put it in immediately then. Actually, I 
was a little stunned myself because I had never gone through a thing like this. 
This was kind of new to me. So, at 9:15, or 9:14, I put it in, though I had 
an entry at 9:11 that I put in. Even though this happened at the same time, I 
put it in later with an asterisk to note that it went to 9:11. 

Q. At 0914 you put the belated entry into the log book, which is preceded
by an asterisk. At 0914, when you wrote that, did you have an asterisk along
side that, or did you put that in at some later time? 
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Unclassified 

A. No, sir, I put that in immediately when I put this in. I wrote an
asterisk, then I recorded that. Then I put the asterisk at 0911. 

Q. Now, you didn't hear that message until 0914?
A. No. 1 heard the message, sir, but I didn't put it in till 9:14.

Q. When did you hear it?
A, I heard it at 9dl, sir. 

Q. You heard it at 9:11?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Now, you have an entry for 9:11, 11A/E STOP"? 
A. Yes, sir.

Q. When did you put that entry in?
A. At 9:11, sir.

Q. Then, why did you have an asterisk alongside of it?
A. Well, this asterisk is to note th.is came here (indicating on

Exhibit 34). 

Q. Why could you not have put in the words: "Received word from THRESHER,"
et cetera, after the 0911 entry if you received it at 0911 and before the next 
entry, which is 0915? 

A, That I don't know, sir. I don't know why I did that. I looked back to 
0908 and I knew I had a little bit of space there, so I put it in right there. 

Q, But you had a lot of space alongside of 0911, which is when you heard 
it? 

A. Yes, sir, I did. I probably could have squeezed it in there, but I
didn't. I put it in at 0908. 

Q. Would there have been any squeezing to do if there were no entries
following 0911? 

A. Well, sir, this time was 9:14. Now, I'm not positive it was 9:14. It 
could have been 9:15, or it could have been after this entry that I decided to 
put it in, I'm not positive about the time. I'd say it was three or four 
minutes after l heard the word that I put it in. 

Q. I am interested now in wha:t. you heard in the me$;sage from 'I.:HR.ESHER. · Do 
you remember exactly what words you heard? 

A, Well, sir, the closest I can come to it--not exactly--I don't think I 
could remember exactly but, to tny best knowledge, the word was: "DIPPER 
SIERRA, THIS IS WAR CLUB. WE ARE EXPERIENCING MINOR DIFFICULTIES WITH POSITIVE 
UP ANGIE. AM ATTEMPTING TO BLOW UP." 

Q. Now, the UQC Log records receipt of a similar message at a different
time from the time that you say you heard it. Of the two, which would you say 
is the more accurate so far as time goes? 

A. I'd say my time, 0911.

Q. The L��C Log shows a 0912 CERTRUDE check and then two other trans-
missions which ended with "KILO," and then records the message. In other words, there 
· are·. two messages in between 0912 and this one. Did you hear any of these?

A. No, sir, I can't say that I did.
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Q. Do you think the UQC Log i.s mis taken and
A. No, sir. There must have been messages.

all morning long, but no specific message that I 
the time unti 1 I heard that they had difficulty; 
and paid attention to the UQC. 

that there were no messages? 
I heard the communications 

was paying attention to at 
that's when I turned around 

Q. What time do you have recorded in the Quartermaster's Notebook for
the start of the deep dive by THRESHER? 

A. l have 0747, sir.

Q. Now , that compares exactly with the UQC Log, so your clocks, your
watch and the clock used by the UQC logger would appear to have been in harmony 
at that time? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. 
message 

A. 

Would you say that it was possible that your belated entry of 
received from THRESHER about experiencing minor difficulty-
Could have been an error, sir? 

the 

Q. Could it be in error as to the time?
A. Yes, it could be. I'm not positive. But, to the best of my knowledge, 

it was 0911. 

Q. 
tell us 

A. 

Even though you didn't record it until some minutes later and you can't 
how many minutes later? 
No, sir, I can't say exactly. 

Q. lf you were so busy that you couldn't log it in at the time, how is it
that you remember so superbly its time of receipt? 

A. Well, it's rather a habit with me when I hear something coming over, I
usually look at my watch first thing and then log it in after; but this 
message was more or less out of the ordinary, so I listened to the message 
before I made the entry, paid attention to the events going on around me before 
putting anything into the log. 

Q. In fact� you paid attention for three or four minutes, did you not?
A. l heard the message and I looked around to see what was going on, but

there was nothing else going on until the Captain came to the bridge a few 
minutes later. 

Q. After you heard the message, "Experiencing minor difficulties," and so 
forth, did you hear any other message. received from THRESHER after that? 

A. No, sir, I didn't. I heard a garbled word, but I didn't hear any 
clear word that I could make out, myself. 

Q. 
A. 

the �c 

When did you hear the garble? 
It was after the Captain had come to 
and was calling WAR CLUB to ask them 

the bridge, and he went over to 
if they had control. 

Q. How long after you heard the message, "Experiencing minor difficulties
. ,11 would you estimate elapsed before the Captain said, for the first 

time, "Are you in control?" 
A. I'd say a matter of two or three minutes at the most. That's only my 

own estimate, but I'd say two or three minutes. 
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Q. The transmission, "Are you in control?" is logged in the UQC Log a
little after 9:15. Did you log it at all? 

A. No, sir, I didn't.

Q. Subtracting two or three minutes from that would not bring it down
to 9:11, would it? 

A. Three minutes wouldn 1 t 9 
no; it would be 9:12.

Q. 
A. 

How many times did you hear the message: "Are you in control?"
I don't know for sure, sir.

Q. Was it once only?
A. 

times. 
No, sir, I think it was more than once. Possibly two or three 

Q. Now, you heard a garble; was it after the last time the Captain
repeated that message, or during the course of his repetition of the message? 

A. I think it was during the course of his asking if they were in
control that some word cam.e back, but when he released his button, I think 
only two or three words came over, but I couldn't hear them. I heard a 
garble, but I couldn't make it out. 

Q, Were. you watching him? 
A. No, sir, I wasn't.

Q. Have you had a chance to talk over the happenings that morning with
other members of the crew? 

A. Yes, si.r.

Q. Do you think it might be as a result of your conversations that you
came to the conclusion that he released the button and then you heard a 
garble? 

A. No, sir. I think that actually happened. I know the button came up 
and then I heard a few garbled words, and that was it. 

Q. You said, "The button came up." Did you hear the button coming up?
A. I heard a click, a sound on the UQC. It sounded like it must have 

been a button. 

Q. How long was the garble that you heard; how many words would you
estimate were included in it? 

A. Oh, about two or three at the most.

Q. Even if you didn't hear them clearly, did you form an opinion as to
what one or two of them might have meant? 

A. No, sir, I didn't.

Q. Are you sure that they were garbled words and not other sounds coming
from the loudspeaker? 

A. No, sir, I'm not positive. I think they were garbled words, but I'm 
not positive. 
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(b) (6) relieved (b) (6) as reporter at this point. 

Q. After that garble, did you hear any other message from THRESHER?
A. No, sir.

Q. Did :you hear any sound aft.er that garble which might have come from

THRESHER? 
A. No

j 
sir.

Q. Did you hear any unusual background sound at all after that garbled
message? 

A. No� si.r. Like I say, I haven't been on the SKYIARK very long and I

am not. familiar with that type of equipment. I am not even now. I have 
difficulty picking up and listening to the thing, I mean, if it is not coming 
in clearly. 

Q. Would that be true, too, of the moments following receipt of a
message� "Exµerie.ncing minor difficulties," et cetera, that you dido' t hear 
any background noise? 

A. No, sir, I didn't hear anything I could identify.

Q. After the last message, the garbled message, did you at any time on
that day, or the following day, test your comparing watch for accuracy? 

A. No, s i.r, I didn I t.

Q. Did you remain on the bridge until nearly noon--in the pilot house?
A. Yes, sir, right close to noon.

Q. Did you hear any discussion about sending out a SUBMISS message?
A. 1 heard something about it, sir, but I wasn't paying too much

attention to i.t:. 

Q. Whom did you he.ar discussing it?
A. Ihis I'm not positive--! think it was the Captain and Mr. Goldsmith,

but I wouldn't swear to that. I couldn't really positively say. 

EXAMINATION BY THE COURT 

Questions by a court m,ember, Captain HUSHING;

Q. (b) (6) , do you make your entries into the Quartermaster's Notebook
directly, or do you write them down on scraps of paper and then copy them in? 

A. No, sir. On the morning of 10 April, I put the entries in just about
direct. Occasionally, I'd have to put a few entries on scrap paper if I was 
taking the weather and some.thing ha.ppened that I wasn't close to the log, I'd 
write it down, finish my weather rounds and then come in and log it. 

Q. But on this morning you entered everything direct?
A. Yes, sir, this was directly.

CROSS-EXAMINATION 

Questio11s by cou,1sel for LCDR Hecker, a party: 

Q. Do you know if the comparing watch was set against any time check
that morning? 

A. Yes., s5.r, I believe it was by a man named (b) (6).



Q. When yow relieved as quartermaster of the watch, were you advised
that the comparing watch had been set that morning? 

A. I can't remember this, sir, but it seems to stick in my mind that
somebody had said something�·-somebody said that it was set� but I am not 
positive. 

Neither counsel for the court: the court, nor counsel for LCDR Hecker, 
a party, desired further to examine this witness. 

The president informed the witness that he was privileged to make any 
further statement covering anything relating to the subject matter of the 
inquiry that he thought should be a matter of record in connection therewith� 
which had not be.en fully brought out by the previous questioning. 

The witness stated that he had nothing further to say. 

The witness was duly cautioned concerning his testimony and withdrew 
from the courtroom. 

Raymond .J. Hall
J 

Seaman Apprentice, U. S. Navy, was called as a witness 
for the court, was informed of the subject matter of the inquiry, was advised 
of his rights under Article 31 of the Pniform Code of Military Justice, was 
duly sworn, and examined as fol lows: 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. State your name, rate
J 

organization and present duty station.
A. Raymond Joseph Hall. I'm a seaman apprentice on the USS SKYIARK.

Q. Seaman apprent.ic.e, L S. Navy?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Hall, ::rnswer the questions which are put to you fully, even if your
answer includes classified information; and if you don't understand any 
question put to you, don't hesitate to say so and request that it be repeated 
or clarified so that when you do answer us, you give us the full and complete 
answer. Do you understand? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Now,, how do you spell your last name?
A. H~A·� L- L.

Q. And could you very briefly state your naval experience before report-
ing to SKYlARK? 

A. Well, I just got out of boot camp.

Q. When did you report to SKYIARK?
A. A few days before Christmas, sir.

Q. That would be 1962, is that correct?
\ L, 

Q. On tb2 10th of April 1963, did you have the 0800 to 1200 watch in
SKYI.ARK'? 

A , Yt ·"' 1 d :l •.i.



Q. And what was your station?
A. I wa.s at the helm

) 
sir.

Q. DL1I:ing the 0800 to 1200 watch, did you. happen to hear any messages
sent or r.ece.i ved over the UQC? 

A. Ihe only message th.at 1 heard was that they were experiencing
diff1culty ard attempting to blow Dallas� and that's all I paid attention to 
because l was at the helw at the time. 

Q. Di.d you. hear any discussi.on after that message about whether or not
to send a message out of the ship telling them that a submarine was missing? 

A. No: sir I did not.

Neither the counsel for the court, the court, nor counsel for LCDR Hecker, 
a party, desired to examine this witness further. 

The president of the court informed the witness that he was privileged to 
make any forther statement covering anything relating to the subject matter 
of the inquiry that he thought shculd be a matter of record in connection 
therewith, which had not been fully brought out by the previous questioning. 

The wt�ness stated that. he had n.0thing further to say. 

The wi.tne.ss was du.ly cautioned conc.erni.ng his testimony and withdrew from 
the cot:rtroom. 

(b) (6) , Seaman Apprenci.ce, l'. S. Navy was called as a witness 
for the co�rt, was informed of the subject matter of the inquiry, was advised 
of his rights under Article 31 of th� Uniform Code of Military Justice, was 
duly sworn. and examined as follows: 

COUNSEL F'OF THE COURT: This is a cloaed session of the court. You can put 
classified information into your answers, if you need to, to make them full 
and complete. If you don't undetstand a question put to you by any member of 
th e court or counsel, do not hesitate to say so, so that when you do answer 
the questions you will be telling the whole truth. Do you understand? 

WITNESS� Yes, sir. 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. 
A. 

SKYIJ\.RK. 

Q. 
A. 

Q. 
A. 

Q. 

A. 

State your name, rate, organization and present duty station. 
(b) (6) , seaman apprentice, (b) (6) I am on the USS 

Is that seaman apprentice, U. S. Navy? 

Yes 1 sir. 

How long have you been in the Navy? 

Eighr monthc, sir. 

When did you report to SKYIARK? 
October 1 62-� 1 62, sir. 



Q. Now, on the 10th of April 1963, did you have the eight to twelve
watch in SKYLARK? 

A. Yes, I did, sir.

Q. What was your station7
A. l was messenger.

Q. Messenger of the watch'.?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. As ,;;uc h, where did you stand your watch?
A. On. c:he port. si.de next to the hatch.

Q. During the eight to twelve watch� was there a time when you were sent
to get the commanding officer and ask him to come to the bridge? 

A. No� sir.

Q. Did you hear any messages sent or received over the UQC gear?
A. 1 did not, sir.

EXAMINATION BY THE COURT 

Questions by court president: 

Q. (b) (6) , you at no time
A. No,, sir. I heard then; 

of the words that were spoken. 

heard anything over the UQC? 
talking back and forth, but I 

I wasn't paying attention. 
didn' t hear any 

Neither the counsel for the court, the court, nor counsel for LCDR Hecker, 
a party, desired to examine th:is witness further. 

The president of the court' .informed the witness that he was privileged to 
make any further statement covering anything relating to the subject matter 
of the inquiry that he thought should be a matter of record in connection 
therewith c which had not been fully brought out by the previous questioning. 

The witness stated that he had nothing further to say. 

The witness was duly cautioned concerning his testimony and withdrew from 
the courtroom. 

Paul William DeShong� Machinist r s Mate 1st Class, U. s. Navy, was called 
as a witness for the court, was informed of the subject matter of the inquiry, 
was advised of his rights under Article 31 of the Uniform Code of Military 
Justic.e, was duly sworn, and was exami.ned as follows: 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court! 

Q. DeShong, this is a closed session of the court and if your answers
need tn have c lassi fic-ri matter j rt them to make them full and complete, you can answer 

:;,i, y.., ·, ,;,::. �nclu<..'.t cl;;::;�,iL.ed in.Lonnati.cn in your answers. If you don't 
understand a question put to you, do not try to answer it, but ask for a 
clarification. Do you understand that? 

A. Y � <: , -. i. r, I do , sir.-.



Q. State your name, rate, orga.niza.tion and present duty station.
A. Pa�1 William DeShong ) Machirisc's Mate, First Class, U. S. Navy, 

USS SK
Y

LARK, sir. 

Q. How do ,vou s pe 11 your last na.me?
A, D-e·-S-H··O·�N-G,

Q. When did you report to SK
Y

LARK?
A. .January of '60, sir.

Q. J'anuary, 1960. How long have. you been in the Navy?
A. 1wentv vears. tive montns, sir.

Q. Directing your attention to the 0800 to 1200 watch, on 10 April
1963, were you on watch? 

A. l was, sir.

Q. Where were you serving?
A. l was serving in the CIC, sir.

Q. What was your job?
A. P]otti.ng, sir, suµervisor,

Q. Who e 1 se was in ClC. w 1th you.'?
A. Another man by the name of (b) (6)

Robert. And (b) (6)

, SKSN, sir. The first name is 

Q. Ho� fil�ch previous experience have yoL had in CIC work, including
plotting and supervising? 

A. Approximately two yea.rs, sir.

Q. Where were you with relation to the: UQC gear?
A. In CIC, sir, plotting.

Q. Where is that in relation to the UQC loudspeaker?
A. Approximately ten to cwelve feet from the UQC, sir.

Q. Was the door open in ber·ween you and the loudspeaker?
A. Fully open, sir.

Q. Could you hear talk going back and forth over the UQC during your
watch? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Can you remember having heard any particular message from THRESHER?
A. I heard one message� I repeat, heard one message, clearly and

distinctly. 

Q. What wss that?
A. "We are experiencing minor difficulty."

Q. Can yoF t"je the time down as to when you heard it?
A. �LL�een 0900 and 0917, I woulJ say, sir.

Q. Why do you end that with "0917"7

A. l plotted, sir: at 0900.



Q. �.01� pi.otred what?
A. 1 b�gar to plot at 0900: sir.

Q. But ycu didn't end plotting at 0917?
A. J\'o sir., I went on from. ther�� sir.

Q. Hot.1 do yot.: happen to set that till'.e. as one of the terminal times'?
A, for. tli.e simple rea.son r:he, cha.rt. that I had plotted on, sir, was 

ga1:.b.ered, a.l. l tl->ese ch.ans Wti'.re. g�,th.ered up and I had seen my chart, sir, and 
I was quire ir,ceresred i.n rh· cJHtt. to begin with, and I recall a pattern we 
had laid out, air. 

Q. I' m nc� s�re I u�dersrand you. Your chart was gathered up, but how do
you know you hea.rd tha.r: message. between 0900 and 0917? Why couldn't it have 
been at 0919 or 0910? 

A. l follow you, sir.

Q. That i.s whar I w4nt to know.
A. Ilus 1 r,.ann0t c.lar..ii_v:. sir..

I. di.stinctly re.call a, pattern I had
starting from 0900 and in reference
manner., l·--

I J:,ave to perhaps think a while on this. 
lai.d out on this chart, sir, on the paper 
until 0917, it strikes a bell ,  but in what 

Q. Cc·,1('. :.' ta"€ brer.fro{Tl, i�i.-c> :·,::�;:i.r.g this very important matter afterward
with membe.rs 0£ the crew? 

A. '.{es_. sir, posi.tively� sit'.

Q. Ts it fair, then, to say r.!·tat so far as your own recollection right
now is concerned, you. don't remember when you heard that message� except that 
it happened i.rr your watch'i' 

A. No, sir� .. ·-no :, sir.

Q. What. is your besc rec.ollection?
A. Ihe tiwe element of 0900� si.r, and 0930,, within this time element

here� sir� t.his reca.lls--1 rec.all a great deal in this manner, sir. I am 
positive. 

Q. Yor: are. posu .. 1.ve of what?
A. Of per.haps t:he THRESHER going down at this time.

Q. I se:e. Did you have any radar contact after hearing that message?
A. That:, I can't comment on. I don't recall right now, sir.

Q. I sh.ow you this book. Do you recognize it.?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Is thi.s the CIC contact log of the USS SKYIARK which was in use on
the 10th of Apri.l 1963? 

A. Yes: sir J that's it.

Q, Doe,5 it refir,esh your memory a,t a.11, a.fter you've looked at it as to 
t-..·hether vr not yo1..: 11.ad aC'y COP�·acts? 

A. "Not on my watch, sir." 



Q. It does refresh your recollecticn?
A. Y.es, sir. 

Q. And as a result of having your recollection refreshed, can you now
answer whether y01.1 h.3.d any contl:lc.ts? 

A. No, sir, no contacts.

Q. None during your wa t cb:Z

A. No� sir.

Q. Did y0u che.ck visually t.o see H there were any visual contacts
after hearing that message'? 

A. Yes, 1 positively djd, sir.

Q. What was the resulr.?
A. Nothing, sir,

EXAMlNA'.fION BY THE COURT 

Questions by a court member., CAPT HUSHING: 

Q. DeShong, did you finish telling us about the message you did hear?
You said you heard distinctly a message_ "Having minor difficulties" or words 
to that effect.. 

A. Would you repeat that again:, sir?

Q. Will you tell me again exactly what message you did hear from THRESHER
to SKYIARK on the UQC7 

A. The message I distinctly heard, sir, was: "We are experiencing minor 
difficulty." 

Q, And that is all? 
A. Yes� sir.

Neither the counsel for the court� the court, nor counsel for LCDR Hecker, 
a party, desired to examine this witness further. 

The president of the court 1nformed the witness that he was privileged to 
make any further statement covering anything relating to the subject matter 
of the inquiry that he thought should be a matter of record in connection 
therewith, which had not been fully brought out by the previous questioning. 

The witness stated as follows: 

WITNESS: The only primary concern I have, si.r, and I imagine you gentlemen 
are all aware of it, was the discoloration of the water in the shallower 
depths. 1 would say this was on the 8th of April. This concerned me, as it 
did the Captain, sir. 

PRESIDENT: As l recall the evidence, that was sort of a murky discoloration 
beneath the surface of the water, was it not? 

Yes, sir, it was. 

PRESIDENT: i'lnd it was bct-:.•een the SKYIARK and the THRESHER at the time, wasn't 
il, wheu it '.'.:)t, first dj scovered? 



WITNESS: Yes, sir, Admiral. 

PRESIDENT: But the THRESHER knew of this and could not account for it, nor 
could you, but still you think this was an interesting connection with the 
THRESHER was that murky water, do you? 

WITNESS: I would say so, sir, because when the Captain had noticed this and 
myself--we were standing together, incidentally, sir, and our distance was 
approximately nine thousand yards from this area. The Captain did come about, 
went alongside, and the first thing I recall the Captain-saying was that it 
had an acid smell to it, smelled like acid. I also recall the Captain saying, 
sir, that he had contacted the THRESHER in regard to discharging anything 
through their GOU. 

PRESIDENT: This is all you can tell us about it? 

WITNESS: Yes, sir. 

The witness was duly cautioned concerning his testimony and withdrew from 
the courtroom. 

(b)(6) , SKSN, U. S. Navy, was called as a witness for the 
court, was informed of the subject matter of the inquiry, was advised of his 
rights under Article 31 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice, was duly 
sworn, and examined as follows: 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. (b) (6) , this is a closed session of the court; you can divulge 
classified information to make your answers full and complete. If you don't 
understand any question put to you, don't answer it,but tell us that you don't 
understand it and ask to have it explained so that the answers you do give us 
are full and complete and true to the best of your ability. Do you under
stand? 

A. Yes, sir, I do.

Q. State your full name, rate, organization and present duty station.
A. (b)(6) , SKSN. I'm attached to the USS SKYI.ARK. My

serial number is (b) (6)

Q. Your rate is storekeeper striker seaman, U. S. Navy, is that correct?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. When did yBu -enter the Navy?
A. June the 22nd, 1960.

Q. When did you report for duty in the SKYI.ARK?
A. July 16, 1962.

Q. Now, directing your attention to the 10th of April 1963, were you on
watch in the 0800 to 1200 watch that day? 

A. Yes, sir, I was.
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Q. What was your station?
A. Radar operator.

Q. What time did you assume your duties?
A. 0745.

Q. Where did you stand your duty?
A. In CIC.

Q. How close would you say your station in CIC was to the UQC loud
speaker? 

A. Fifteen feet.

Q. Was there a door in between you and the loudspeaker which remained
open during that watch? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Do you remember having heard any transmissions over the UQC?
A. Yes, sir, I did hear a transmission.

Q. Do you recall any of the transmissions you heard?
A. Yes, sir, I recall one.

Q. Tell us what you heard and when you heard it,
A. Well, I don't know the time; I heard that they were attempting--this

was from the THRESHER to us--they were attempting to blow up and they were 
having minor difficulty. 

Q. Did you hear any others?
A. No, sir, I didn't.

Q. You heard them but you don't remember them, or you didn't hear them?
A. Well, I don't remember them.

Q. How do you spell your last name?
A. (b) (6)

Neither the counsel for the court, the court, nor counsel for LCDR Hecker, 
a party, desired to examine this witness further. 

The president of the court informed the witness that he was privileged to 
'make any further statement covering anything relating to the subject matter 
of the inquiry that he thought should be a matter of record in connection 
therewith, which had not been fully brought out by the previous questioning. 

The witness stated that he had nothing further to say. 

The witness was duly cautioned concerning his testimony and withdrew from 
the courtroom. 

(b)(6) , Electronics Technician Third Class, U. S. Navy, was 
called as a witness for the court, was informed of the subject matter of the 
inquiry, was advised of his rights under Article 31, Uniform Code of Military 
Justice, was duly sworn, and was examined as follows: 
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Unclassified 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. (b) (6) , this is a closed session of the court and classified 
information can be divulged here. 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Therefore, you will make your answers true and complete
and you m�yinclude classified information if necessary to make them so. 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. If you don't understand any question put to you, don't answer it,
but ask to have it explained so that when you do answer us, we will know you 
are giving a full and complete response to the question. 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. State your
A. My name is

U. S, Navy, aboard

name, rate, organization and present duty station. 
(b) (6) My rate is ET3. I am in the 

the USS SKYLA.RK. 

Q. How do you spell you� last name?
A. (b) (6)

Q. When did you report to SKYLA.RK for duty?
A. December 7, 1961.

Q. How much total naval service do you have?
A. Three years, six months.

Q. Directing your attention to the morning of 10 April 1963, did you
stand a watch in SKYLA.RK?

A. Yes, sir, I did.

Q. What watch did you have?
A. I had the watch in Combat Information Center.

Q. ls that the 0800 to 1200 sonar watch?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. What time did you assume the watch?
A. I assumed the watch at 0730.

Q. Where is the sonar equipment located on board SKYLA.RK with relation
to the UQC loudspeaker? 

A. It is aft of it, sir. It's in the after part of the bridge.

Q. ls the CIC aft of the pilot house?
A. Yes, sir, it is.

Q. How far away were you from the loudspeaker, would you estimate?
A. I would estimate approximately ten to fifteen feet.
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Unclassified 

Q. What is your e>q>erience with the sonar equipment which you were
operating on the morning of 0800 to 1200 watch on the 10th of April? 

A. I have operated it periodically since November when it was placed
aboard. 

Q. November of 19627
A. November of 1962, yes, sir.
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Unclassified 

Unclassified 

Q. Would you deacribe that gear for us?
A. It is a piece--the 1eaar gear is operating at a range of approximately

3750 yard1. It eperate1 on a frequeRcy of 25.5 kilocycles, and it has two modes. 
It operates in either active or in passive and listen. 

Q. How wa1 it functioning during your watch on 10 April?
A. It wa1 operating in active po1it1on when I auumed the watch.

Q. And how wa1 its range and quality of operation?
A. It was very good, sir.

Q. Now you aay "very good." Could you qualify that by telling us what the
maximum range was that you could usefully employ during that watch? 

A. Full range.

Q. Full range?
A. Yes, sir.

Q, 'nlat would he how far? 
A. 3750 vard1.

Q. l1 a sonar log maintained aboard SKYLARK?
A. Yes, 1ir, it is.

Q. Would you de1cribe the procedure for maintaining that log?
A. If a contact ii made on sonar, the bearing and the range obtained from

the sonar is entered in the log, 

.Q. Do you recognize thi1 as the spnar contact log that you were using on the 
morning of 10 April? (Hands book to witne1s) 

A. Yes, sir, I do.

Q. You may refer to it to refresh your recollection before you answer my
question. Did you have any sonar contacts on the 0800 to 1200 watch on 10 April 
1963? 

A. No, sir we did not.

Q. Did you change the mode of operatio� of your sonar during the 0800 to
1200 watch? 

A. Yes, sir, I did. I changed it five ti�es.

Q. For what purpose?
A. When I received word that the THRESHER may have been in trouble, I made

a sweep with this sonar in active position. I then placed it in the listen posi
tion to attempt to see if I might hear something. The results were negative so 
I again placed it in active. Then I again inade another sweep with also negative 
results. I placed it in pas•ive once again with no results and then again I put 
it in active. 

Q. When was the fir•t time you switched to pa•sive?
A. It was approximately 0915 - 0917 the morning of that day.

Q. How do you fix the time?
A. I had received several attempts over the UQC to contact the THRESHER and

at that time I glanced at my watch. 
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Unclassified 

Unclassified 

Q. Can you hear UQC tranami11ion1 through your 1onar gear?
A. Yes, sir, we can,-our1, but we cannot re�eive their1.

Q. I 1ee. How many SUI.AIU( call• did you hear for the fir1t three or four
minute• after that 0915-0917 period when aomeone told you THRESQR waa in 
difficulty? 

A. I'd aay better than at leaat half a dozen.

Q. Do you remember the wording of any of them?
A. Well, I remember one. Quoting ••·directly as I can it;_ waa: "War Club thi•

ia Dipper Sierra, Dipper Sierra, Gerttude_Oheck, �rtru�e Check. Over," And_aleo, 
there wa1 one witl.l the 1ame call, "War Club, War Club, thia i1 Dipper Sierra� 
Dipper Sierra, are you in control, are you in control? Over". 

Q. You heard "Ara you in control?." twice?
A • .  Yea, eir. 

Q. Whan was the la1t time you had been able to get a range and bearing on 
THRESHER with you� gear? 

A. It had been the p�evioua day, air.

Q. Did you have any difficulty at that time in getting a range and bearing?
A. Well, IJ.bould say • withdraw that laat atatement. It waan't actually the

previoua day. The laat contact waa with the radar gear the previoua day. How• 
ever, we had no contact with the 1onar either that day or the previoua day. 

Q. Would you tell us in aome mere detail the name of the sonar equipment and
its characteriatica? . , 

A. The name of the aonar ia a QHB Alpha. It• characteriatica•••• I mentioned
befor•••it operate• on a frequency of 25.5 kilocycle•; it baa J range of 3750 
yarda. It haa what may be cai1ed two ,dead zon••• Ona ii aft approximately aeven 
and a half dagreea each aid• of th• horizontal center line, and the other ia 15 
,de2ree1 each aide of the vertical canter line. 

Q. 11 the 15 dagraea blind zone dead under the ahip?
l. Ye1, 1ir, it 11.

Q. Where are the tranaducara for the UQC and the QHB located in relation to 
each other in SKYLAJUC? 

A. They are lecated exactly one foot •part.

Q. Where i1 that?
A. That ia the 1ound room.

Q. Baaed on your experience, would you 1ay :hat the QHB, when in the active
mode, would tend to blank out UQC reception? 

A. No, air, it would not.

Q. What do you ba1e that on?
A. The 1onar operate, on• frequency that ia higher than that of the UQC.

Therefore, it would be practically impo11ible for the QHB to drown out the UQC. 

Q. And what would be the effect of sonar operated in the paasive mode on
UQC reception and tran1mi11ion? 

A. No effect whateoever.
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Unclassified 

Q. During your watch, did you receive, on your equipment, any communication
or contact·which you can identify as originating from THRESHER? 

A. No, sir, we did not.

EXAMINATION BY THE COURT 

Questions by a court 1"1Dber, Captain Nash: 

Q. In previous testimony we have heard reference to s�unds that were heard
on the UQC- background noi�e or a change 1� background noise, perhaps.; something 
that might have emanated from the THRESHER. Did you hear any sound at all on 
�ije QHB while you ·were in the passive mode that might have emanated from THRESHER? 

A. No, sir, we did not.

Questions hr a court member, RADM Daspit: 

Q. You said that· the OHB-A was operated at full range on that particular
day._ How could you tell t�at without any con�act? 

A. Well, the best way we can tell is the presentation on the screen, say any
kind of interference 'in the water and such. We had no direct contact. We had 
nothing that would activa.te the sonar as a direct contact. However·,, we did have, 
shall we say, noise on the picture that did give me 'that opinion. 

Neither the counsel for the court, the court, nor counsel for LCDR Hecker, 
a party, desired to examine 'this witneu further. 

The president of the court informed the witness that he was privileged to 
make any further statement covering anything relating to the subject matter of the 
inquiry that he thought should be a matter of record in connection therewith, 
which had not' been fully brought out by the previous questioning. 

The.witness stated that he had nothtng further to say. 

The witness was duly cautioned concerning his testimony and withdrew from the 
courtroom. 

(b) (6) , QMSA, U. S. Navy, was called as a witness for the court, was in-
formed of the subject matter of the inquiry, was advised of his rights under 
Article 31 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice, was duly sworn, and examined 
as follows: 

DIRECT _EXA!,1INATION

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. (b)(6), this is a closed session of the court and you can include classi
fied information in your answers if you have to to make your answers complete. 
Don't answer any questions unless you fully understand them and don't hesitate 
to ask us to repeat or explain the question so that when you do answer a question 
you caµ make your answer full and completely responsive. Is that understood? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. State your name, rate, organization and present duty station.
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A. My name is (b) (6)
SKYLARK (ASR 20) in duty status. 

, QMSA. I am presently aboard the USS 

Q. You are a quartermaster seaman apprentice, U. S. Navy?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. How do you spell your first and last names please?
A. My first name is (b) (6) , My last name is (b) (6) • 

Q. Wl\e� did you report for duty in SKYLARK?
A. I believe either September or October of the year '62.

Q. How long have you been in the Navy?
A. One year and one month.

Q. Directing your attention then to the morning of 10 April 1963, did you
have the 0400'to 0800 watch on that day? 

A. I did, sir.

Q. What watch did you stand?
A. I stood the 0400 to 0800.

Q. You stood a quartermaster's watch?
A. Quartermaster's watch, yes, sir.

Q. What time did you assume that watch?
A. Approximately 0345.

Q. Is it a part of your normal duties as quartermaster of the watch to
check the accuracy of the bridge clock during your watch? 

A. No, sir.

Q. Did you on the 10th of April ch�ck the accuracy of the bridge clock?
A. No, sir.

Q. Did you not reset the bridge clock on the morning of 10 April during
your watch? 

A. I did, sir.

Q. Tell us what you did?
A. At approximately 0430, which was twilight time that mornin�. I went down

to the radio sh,lck with the comparing watch and got a time tick from WV, came 
b�ck up to the bridge, and because I had an accurate time tick, I set the 
bridge clock. This ti�e tick was taken for shooting stars. 

Q. Do you remember the approximate reset required at that time?
A. I can't oay exactly now, but it was about a minute.

Q. Had you previously reset the clock while standing other watches?
A. I believe I set it on the previous night. Also., on the four to eight

watch at twilight. 

Q. Do you remember how much of a reset was required at that time?
A. I can't say. I imagine it was also about a minute.

Q. It wasn't so large that you would remember the clock as being an in
accurate timekeeper, is that correct? 

A. That is correct. That clock in the bridge has been pretty accurate so
far. 
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Q. Have you watched it carefully since that time?
A. I have. We wind the clocks every Monday and every Thursday.

particular clock loses not more than three minutes at the very most. 
it once being three minutes off. 

Q. In a week?
A. That is right, sir.

And this 
I remembe'r 

Neither the counsel for the court, �he court, nor counsel for LCDR Hecker, 
a party, desired to examine this witness further. 

The president of the court informed the witness that he was privileged to 
make any further statement covering anything rel�ting to the subject matter of 
the inquiry that he thought should be a matter of.record in connection therewith, 
which had not been fully brought out by·the previous questioning. 

'nle witness stated that he had nothing further to say.

The wit�ess was duly cautioned concer�ing his testimony and withdrew from 
the courtroom. 

The court then recessed at 1500 hours, Monday, 13 May 1963. 

The court opened at 1508 hours, 13 May 1963. 

All persons connected with the inquiry who were present when the court 
recessed are again present, with the exception of (b)(6) who·was re-
lieved as reporter· by (b) (6)

The court announced that this session of the court will be held with open 
doors. 

Lieutenant (b)(6) , USN, was called as a witness for the court, 
was informed of the subject matter of the inquiry, was advised as to his rights 
under Article 31 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice, was duly sworn,. and 
examined' as follows: .' 

COUNSEL FOR;THE �OURT: This is an open session of the court, Mr. (b)(6) , 
and members of the public are present. For that reason, classified information 
may not be divulged here. If as a result of a question put to you by either 
counsel or any members of the court, in your judgment a reply to that question 
to make it complete would necessitate the inclusion of classified matter, you 
will not answer the question but will so indic.ate imJtead. Is that understood? 

WITNESS: I understand, sir. 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. 
A. 

Q. 
A. 

Q. 
A. 

State your name, grade, organization and present duty st'at:ion. 
(b) (6) 

1 Lieutenant, (b) (6) , u.s.s. SKYLARK.

You are a Lieutenant, U. s. Navy, is that correct? 
Yes, sir. 

How do you spell your last name? 
G-O-L-D-S-M-1-T-H.
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Q. State very briefly your naval background and experience.
A. My naval background as an enlisted man was as a boatswain's mate and

a deep sea diver. I served aboard an ASR as a third class boatswain's mate -
correction -- coxswain. in 1948 and filled the billet of a deep sea diver. I 
served two years aboard this ASR and remained in diving billets throughout-my 
naval career. Served another tour of duty of three years on the same ASR that 
I was on previously in 1948. Prior to coming to U.S.S. SKYLARK. I was First 
Lieutenant aboard u.s.s. SUNBIRD (ASR15). I went aboard this ship as a Warrant 
Boatswain. During my t<>ur on the ship I went from Warrant to Lieutenant (junior 
grade). Last month I made full Lieutenant. 

Q. When did you report to SKYLARK?
A. In July of '62, sir.

Q. What duties were you assigned?
A. Operations and Communications as primary duties.

Q. Directing your attention to the 10th of April 1963, when did. you first
come to•the pilot house of SKYLARK after 0800? 

A. I first came to the pilot house about 0800 for my first turn that morning;
stayed very briefly; saw that operations were running smoothly and went back to 
the office. 

Q. After 0800 what was the first time )'OU came to the pilot house?
A. At about 0920.

Q. Row do you fix the time?
A. When I arrived in the pilot house it was shortly after -- when I arrived

in the pilot house I was informed by Mr. Watson tnat they had received a trans
mission from the THRESHER and in order to arrive at the time I did. they had put 
the time in the log as they had received it, this last message. and it was just 
a short period of time after this that I arrived. 

Q. What did you do in the pilot house after 0920?
A. Shortly after I arrived, I had some material in my hand which I had to

get out to the ship's office to secure; I was only gone momentarily, and then 
returned to the pilot house, and I �tayed there for fifteen or twenty minutes. 
They were sti 11 trying t:o re:,-establish communications with THRESHER, and they had 
not after fifteen or twenty minutes. This would fix the time at 0940. I then 
went to the locker. which was in the passageway adiacent to the pilot house, and 
broke out NWP 37 and COMSUBLANT's OpOrderfor·SlffiMISS-SUBSUNK, and the addendum to 
NWP 37. 

Q. What time did you do that?
A. I affixed this time at about 0940.

Q. Were you requested to break out those documents?
A. No, sir, I did this of my own accord at this time.

Q. What did you do after breaking them out?
A. I turned to the effective pages, which would give us the instructions as

to sending a-- �UBMISSmessage, and I asked the Captain at this time should we send 
a SUBMISS? 

Q. What was his reply?
A. Re said, no. not at this time, it is too early. He felt that we should

wait until we were. sure; that the only thing we were sure of at this time was 
that we had lost communications. 
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Q, Can you carry the narrative on from there as to what occurred ne�t? 
A. Well, the Captain directed the UQC operator to commence calling every

minute or so �n UQC and also send a CW. This instruction was also given to the 
sonar operator to commence CW calling on the sonar. Not too long after this he 
directed the First Lieutenant to break out hand grenades to commence explosive 
signals to try tore .. -establish communications and he had started his search in 
order t·oire�stablish his communications. 

Q. When did the subject of notifying the authorities that the submarine
was missing next raise itself? 

A. I'm trying to recall times now. It was about 1045, I believe. I was
making a call and at that time the Captain told me to initiate a message, and 
here again I was slightly confused as to who to send the message to, because the 
OpOrder, SUBMIS.S-SUBSUNK, gave us instructions for sending messages inside the. 
three hundred fathom curve. I informed the Captain of this fact and he said we 
would initiate the message to COMSUBFLOT TWO, New London, info. COMSUBRON TEN. 
and COMSUBLANT (ADMIN). Portsmouth. At this time we conunenced preparing the . 
message. 

Q, Did �he regulations require maintenance of a pre-positioned message? 
A, Not to my knowledge, sir. 

Q, You commenced preparing the message, then, at 1045? 
A. 1045, I believe. I cannot be sure of this time.

Q. Tell us the sequence of events, with regard to that message from then
\lntil the time it'was actually transmitted? 

. A. I asked the Captain if in prepa'ring this message did he desire me to put 
anything in the message concerning the THRESHER's report "Have up angle, am 
attempting to blow up" corre·ction "Have positive up angle, attempting' to blow up". 
He sa'i-d ·no, we would only send the message we recei'{ed that was definite, that · 
they were approaching test depth, and we also gave our location in the message, 
and the message is.in evidence, I believe •. I can't ·recall the exact.text of the 
message at this time. The Captain and I drafted the message together in the rough. 
I went to the radio .shack, which was one deck below the pilot house, and gave it 
to the radioman to be typed with an Op Inunediate precedence .. · He put his message 
blank into the typewriter and the first thing he inserted vas the time-date group 
of the message, and then he typed the message from my rough. After he had 
completed typing ,the message I read this message over for correctness, I signed 
it as drafting officer, and then I took it back to the pilot house for the 
Captain to release, The Captain read the message over and he released it. I went 
back to the radio shack to get this message out. The radio operator had had his 
transmitter turned to 2210 kilocvcles. as we had communications with NBL, New 
London earlier in the morning on this frequency and no problem hA� been exnerienced 
in co11111Unications, but at this time.we could not raise NBL on 2210 kilocvcles. 
He kept trying for several minutes to raise NBL with no success. I went back to 
the pilot house to inform the Captain that we were having difficulties in raising 
NBL, so the Captain instructed me at this time to try to contact Portsmouth or 
Boston or even to try to contact any marine operator. His words to me were "I 
don't give a damn how you get it out, Goldy, just get it out", so I then went 
back to the radio shack, directed the operator to shift his frequency to a Ports
mouth frequency -- I don't recall the kilocycles at this time -- and he tried 
this with no success. After several attempts and he still had not established 
comnunications with Portsmouth or any shore establishment, he then shifted his 
transmitter to another frequency for NBL, I cannot ·recall the frequency, and was 
able to establish coumunications with NBL, New London. He managed to get the 
message through to NBL. 
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Q. Do you remember when he was able to do that?
A. I can't recall without seeiQg my radio log as to the exact time we

established this communication. 

Q. I show you this paper; do you recognize it as the Radio Log of SKYLARK
for the time in question? 

A. Yes, sir, I do.

Q. Does it refresh your recollection as to the time of transmission of the
message to which you refer? 

A. May I have one moment, sir? This time shows it to be about 1725Z when
we were able to contact NBL, and we relayed it to him thereafter. 

Q. 1725Z, what time local time in SKYLARK?
A. 1225 local, sir.

Q. You listed yourself as the drafter; who actually composed that message?
A. The message was composed between the Captain and myself, sir.

Q. Did Mr. Watson enter the discussion with respect to releasing a SUBMISS
message? 

A. The only information I received from Mr. Watson for the purpose of draft•
in this message was the longitude and latitude of our position. 

Q. Was Mr. Watson present when you discussed the initiation of the SUBMISS
message either the first time of thereafter? 

A. Mr. Watson was in the pilot house during this time, so I cannot be sure
that he heard my conversation with the Captain at all. 

The court did not wish to examine this witness. 

CROSS EXAMINATION 

Questions bF counsel for LCDR Hecker: 

Q. Mr. (b)(6) , referring again to the radio log, can you tell me at 
what time NBL, New London receipted for SKYLARK's message? 

A. Time 1745 is the best I can determine from the log that NBL receipted
for our message. 

Q. That would be 1245 local time?
A. 1245, local.

Q. Did SKYLARK receive a message from Commander Submarine Flotilla TWO at
1340, local time? 

A. From COMSUBFLOTTWO?

Q. Yes.
A. I have a message here, it was received at 1840; I don't recognize the

call sign at this time. 

Q. What is the text of that message?
A. Excuse me, it's 1842; I did receive a message.

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: Be sure you don't give an answer which contains 
classified information. 

A. At 1842 I received this 101840Z.
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Q. What was the text of that message? It is unclassified, is it not?
A. Yes, sir, it is; I have it here "UNCLAS DESIRE �OIIIIL YOUR PRESENT OPS

TO ASSIST IN AR. REQUEST YOU SEND SITREP." l A/V,./1;,l,.
,$'·1/..!.. 

Q. Cancel your present ops; is th4t the word, "Cancel"?
A. Yes, sir, "CANCEL YOUR PRESENT OPS TO ASSIST IN .. ".

·, ,, K

Q. Did SKYLARK at 1433 local time receive from COMFLOTTWO another unclassi-
fied message shown there in the radio log? 

A. What time, sir.

Q. 1433 local time; 1933Z.
A. Yes, I ROGERED at 1433R.

Q. Is the text of the message contained in your radio log?
A. Yes, sir, it's a little harder for me to read it from the radioman's log

than it would be from the typed up message, but I'll make the best of this: 
"UNCLASSIFIED. REQUEST FOLLOW. (A) INITIAL POSIT OF DIVE: (B) INITIAL COURSE 
AND SPEED OF . THRESHER: (C) POSITION" he had errors in this last here and made 
this notation with a series of "E's"; I believe this to be "POSIT.ION OF LAST 
CONTACT: (D) EXPECTED TIME OF COMPLETION OF DIVE: (E) DEPTH OF WATER OF SOUND.
INGS AND SEA STATE", end of message. 

Q. Mr. (b)(6) , I show you an official transmission appearing on a 
message blank and prepared in SKYLARK. Can you identify it as one of SKYLARK's 
copies? 

A. I have no way of definitely identifying this as a copy from the u.s.s.

SKYLARK. 

Q. Did you take that packet of dispatches from the SKYLARK and give it to
your Captain to give to me? 

A. Yes, sir, this package of messages was made up from my original copies
which have the routing stamp and all the officers' initials on it. 

Question by the President: 

Q. You are reasonably sure that this is a proper copy?
A. Yes, sir, unless somebody could have inserted another copy of a message

before I left. 

PRESIDENT: We will assume that they didn't do so. 

COMSUBLANT unclassified message 101925Z of April, 1963, was offered in evidence, 
and there being no objection it was received as Exhibit 198. 

Q. Mr. Goldsmith, I would like you to read the text of that message.
A. From.COMSUBLANT to COMSERVLANT with info copies to others "UNCLAS. 1.

USS THRESHER CONDUCTING DEEP DIVE SEA TRIALS WITH SKYLARK ESCORT AT 41-43N 
�4-�7W. COMMUNICATIONS LOST AT 101417Z. 2. REQUEST DIVERT RECOVERY TO ASSIST 
SKYLARK IN SEARCH FOR THRESHER". 

Q. Do you recall the time at which anyone in a position of authority in th�
United States Navy, senior to your Coananding Officer, initiated an Event SUBMI3S? 

A. It was late in the afternoon of the 10th; I would have to refer to the
log again to give you the time.
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Q. Would it show in your radio log there?
A. I don't believe it would, because I believe this message came to us by

teletype, which would not appear in my radio log. 

Q. Mr. Goldsmith, at which time, if you recall, did RECOVERY join up with
SKYLARK? May I refresh your recollection by showing you the Quartermaster's 
Notebook in evidence? 

A. At 1639R on the 10th we had a radar contact bearing 264, which was later
determined, at 1717, to be the U.S.S. RECOVERY. 

Q. Prior to that time had your Commanding Officer been designated by anyone
in authority as the Senior Officer, Search Force? 

A. I don't recall a specific message designating him Senior Officer Search
Force. 

Q. To whom did RECOVERY report when he arrived in.the area?
A. RECOVERY reported to Commanding Officer, u.s.s. SKYLARK.

Q. Then it must be assumed, must it not, that someone in authority had
designated him Senior Officer Search Force; is that correct or incorrect? 

A. It can only be assumed, sir.
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Q. Did you give RECOVERY any orders at the request of your Commanding

Officer, or at his direction? 

A. Yes, sir; as best I can recall, upon his arrival in the area, his orders

from the Commanding Officer, SKYLARK, were to commence search in the area and try 

to re�establish communications. I believe RECOVERY informed us that he had no sonar

or UQC capability, and it was shortly after this that RECOVERY reported that he 

was in an oil slick. 

Q. Do you know, of your own personal knowledge, that this oil slick was re
ported to anyone in higher authority at this time? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Were aircraft units directed to report to Commanding Officer, SKYLARK at
this time as the Senior Officer Search Force? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Did aircraft report?
A. Yes, sir.

Q, Were aircraft given any orders or instructions by Commanding Officer, 
SKYLARK? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Did any other ships of the Navy later on report to the Commanding Officer,
SKYLARK as Senior Officer Search Force? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Can you name those ships?
A. u.s.s. LIND and u.s.s. ---, it's another destroyer.

Q. Did the U.s.s. YARNELL?
A. The u.s.s. YARNELL was the other one, yes, sir.

Q. Do you know at what time Commanding Officer, SKYLARK was relieved of
duties as Senior Officer Search Force? Was it that evening, or the following 
morning? 

A. It was the following morning, it seems like, around the hour of five
o'clock on the 11th. 

Q. At approximately 0500 in the morning?
A. Yes, that would be the approximate time; it wouldn't be the exact time.

Q. Now directing your attention back to the time 1122R, when SKYIARK first
began calling NBL, New London. Were you in the radio shack at that time? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. How long did you remain in the radio shack thereafter?
A. I remained in the radio shack throughout the night, leaving occasionally

to talk to the Commanding Officer, sir, on the bridge. 

Q. Were messages being passed back and forth fairly rapidly, or was the
traffic dull; what would you state to this Court of Inquiry as to your estimate 
of the message traffic that was being handled? 

A. After we were directed to send SITREPS every fifteen minutes I asked the
Captain to make me releasing officer, to release these messages, to relieve him 
of some of his workload which he was burdened with at the time. He designated me 
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releasing officer, but I still contacted the Commanding Officer for information 
through the 21MC prior to releasing them. This cut down our traffic between the 
radio and the pilot house. I was continuously writing messages; the radioman 
would no sooner have one out than I would hand him another one to transmit; it 
was continuous. 

Q. Were these more than SITREPS? They consisted of messages to other ships
and to aircraft; is this correct? 

A. After the others started joining.

Q. From 1122 local time on the 10th day of April, were you almost continu�
ously in contact with NBL, New London, thereafter? 

A. After we first established contact with NBL we were in continuous contact,

Q. How many times did you mention specifically to your Conunanding Officer the
notion of including the next to last UQC message received from THRESHER in one of 
SKYLARK's outgoing dispatches? 

A. At least twice, sir.

Q. And on each occasion did you and the Commanding Officer discuss it?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Did he at that time give you any reasons why he was not going to include
that particular message? 

A. He told me that he did not care to send this message, which, as you re
ferred to as the next to last message, I believe you're referring to "Have 
positive angle, am attempting to blow up" j that we would send the last message 
received "Am approaching test depth", this could be a message that he understood 
to be approaching test depth and any other message that we would send regarding 
messages from THRESHER we would give after we got back in port if the Court of 
Inquiry should happen to derive from the loss of THRESHER, but the mainthing at 
the time, his thought was to reestablish communications and try to relocate the 
THRESHER. 

Q. When was the first time that you as an individual heard Lieutenant
(junior grade) Watson's comments regarding noises that appeared to be crushing 
sounds, or similar to breaking up noises? 

A. After SKYLARK's arrival in New London, the following evening watching
television in my home. 

Q. When did you first learn that SKYLARK was to be the escort, or the accom
panying vessel for THRESHER during her test dive? 

A. As best I can recall I received '.' rn�s!';age on the 6th of April from
COMSUBFLO':r/TW,0, which was a change to �;UFLU."/TWO Weekly OpSched. 

Q, The 6th of April was what day of the week? 
A. It was a Saturday; I was the Duty Officer on board,

Q. At that time did you request instructions from anyone as to what your
function might be when accompanying THRESHER? 

A. I called the Operations Officer of COMSUBRON TEN concerning the operations
with THRESHER, realized that we were to stand by in accordance with the message

from SUBFLOTrwO during deep dive, but I was confused with this message as to how 
to prepare my movement report. 
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Q. Did you have occasion to talk to any officer in THRESHER?
A. Yes, sir; after talking to the Operations Officer of COMSUBRON TEN, he

told me I should go ahead and call THRESHER, who was here in this Shipyard at 
the time. My concern was the time we were to depart the outer area; I needed 
this information -- the outer area I refer to is the deep dive area -- I needed 
this information to complete my movement report. I made this phone call to the 
Operations Officer of the u.s.s. THRESHER to obtain this information. 

Q. Without touching on classified information, could you tell the Court of
Inquiry the substance of your telephone conversation with the Operations Officer 
of THRESHER? 

A. Yes, sir; on the phone call that I made the Operations Officer of
THRESHER came to the phone and I told him what I was concerned with; there was 
no rendezvous point mentioned other than the shallow area and the deep area, 
and I told him my concern was what time we would have to be leaving the deep area 
so that I could put this in my movement report. He told me at this time that we 
would remain in the shallow area for approximately two and a half hours; he would 
release us; we would proceed independently to the deep area. We would not have 
contact with THRESHER during this transit. THRESHER would transit to the deep 
area submerged. He told me that he realized the slowness of SKYLARK's speed, that 
we would probably be latearrivingon station, but "Don't worry about it." After 
we arrived I was to start calling him on UQC. Then after we arrived in the deep 
area we would remain for approximately twelve hours at which time we would be de
tached to proceed back to New London. 

REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

Question by counsel for the court: 

Q. What period of time does that portion of SKYIARK's radio log cover that
you have there? 

A. This radio log conunences of 0300Z on the 9th of April and it ends at
2249Z, 12 April. 

EXAMINATION BY THE COURT 

Questions by a member, RADM Daspit: 

Q. You said that you called the Operations Officer of Submarine Squadron
TEN; did you mean COMSUBDEVGRP TWO? 

A. No, sir, I meant Comnander Submarine Squadron TEN.

Q. The THRESHER was assigned to SUBDEVGRP TWO.
A. But COMSUBRON TEN issues SKYLARK's movement orders, sir. SUBRON TEN

is our squadron commander, so that's why I contacted him. 

REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

Question by counsel for the court: 

Q. What was the name of the THRESHER officer with whom you spoke?
A. I can't give you a name, sir; he identified himself as THRESHER's Op

Officer. He did not pick up the phone inunediately; someone called him to the 
phone for me. 

Neither the counsel for the court, the court y nor counsel for LCDR Hecker 
wished to examine this witness further. 
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The president of the court informed the witness that he was privileged to 
make any further statement covering anything relating to the subject matter 
of the inquiry that he thought should be a matter of record in connection there
with, which had not been fully brought out by the previous questioning. 

The witness made the following statement� 

I don't think I have anything more to offer up to and including the time the 
THRESHER was lost. I could only summarize the events that occurred aboard 
SKYLARK in the subsequent hours after the loss of THRESHER and our actual actions 
aboard SKYLARK. 

PRESIDENT: Was there anything during those hours that you think would be pertinent 
to the task of this court in determining just what happened? 

WITNESS: As to just what happened to THRESHER, no, sir, I don't have anything 
else. 

The witness was warned concerning his testimony and withdrew from the court
room. 

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: Mr, President, while counsel for the court has other 
witnesses to call, he has none available and ready to be called for the re
mainder of this day. It is the normal procedure for counsel for the parties not 
to call witnesses until the end of counsel for the court's presentation of wit
nesses. Although that is the normal practice, provision is made for deviations 
from that practice whenever the business of the court can be served more ex
peditiously thereby.I understand that counsel for the party, LCDR Hecker, has 
witnesses available to be called at this time, and I have no objection to their 
being called, as I know the general nature of their testimony and believe that 
it would be useful to hear them now, 

COUNSEL FOR LCDR HECKER: Mr. President, if it please the court, I would like to 
address the court before I call my witnesses. 

PRESIDENT: The court will be very happy to be addressed by counsel. 

COUNSEL FOR LCDR HECKER: Mr. President and gentlemen of the court, from the 
outset this court has bent over backwards to be fair to the fullest extent to 
Lieutenant Commander Hecker, and Lieutenant Commander Hecker authorized me to 
say at this time that his designation as a party was a further example of the 
court's fairness in this matter. By doing that, the court has given him full 
opportunity to exercise his rights as provided by our Naval Law. This is a right 
which perhaps he would not have were we serving in the Navy of some other nation. 

He had also authorized me to state in open court that the mere fact that this 
court determined that his conduct was subject to inquiry and saw fit to designate 
him a

1
party, does not in any way mean that he is being branded as a SCAPEGOAT, 

and not for one minute does he understand that to be the meaning of the action 
taken by the court. In view of the fact that the court has been so fair to us, 
I wou�d like to ask the court to permit me to present Lieutenant Commander 
Hecket's evidence in my own way. I would first propose to call him and let him 
explain in detail his actions, the reasons therefor, and since it is conceivable 
that this court, after reviewing all the evidence, will still make a determination 
that �e must remain as a party and maybe even subject to disciplinary action, I 
also �ish to present to this court evidence of the type of naval officer that he 
is. This court is aware, I believe, that I as an individual, first began my 
service in the.Navy in 1934 and terminated it in June 30, 1960, In working on 
this case I have had occasion to learn things about Lieutenant Commander Reeker's 

l 

performance of duty that I feel this court should know in order to reach a 
reasonable judgment in their final determination. 
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Specifically, we who have served in the Navy know that very often statements in 
an officer's behalf can be made by individuals simply because the officer is 
"under the gun" so to speak. I went to the SKYLARK and I interviewed any in= 

dividual who thought that he had something to contribute. I interviewed the 
officers, and to a man they wanted to come before this court and testify as to 
their Commanding Officer's performance of duty. I rejected that, not because I 
disbelieved their sincerity, but knowing the Navy as well as I do, and knowing 
this trend, this tendency of loyalty that our traditions have inbred in us, I 
felt that that might be suspect, so I talked with the chief petty officetsof the 
ship to find just what kind of a guy this fellow "'ho was skippering SKYLARK, is. 
W€ who have served in the Navy a long time know that the chiefs lay the cards 
on the table. I talked to them alone and I said "You can level with me" and 
they did, Admiral, and this is where I'm going to ask the court's indulgence to 
permit me, after Lieutenant Conunander Hecker has testified, to afford this court 
the opportunity to hear those chief petty officers. 

Lieutenant Commander Hecker is called now as our first witness. 

PRESIDENT: Counsel, the court is happy to receive any testimony which you may 
wish to present to the court regarding the performance and the esteem in which 
Conunander Hecker is held by his crew, and the court is happy that Conunander 
Hecker recognizes that in designating him a party to the court, the court has 
in no way, as it explained at the time, implied that there.was any connection 
between him, and his performance of duty, and the loss of the U.S,S. THRESHER. 

COUNSEL FOR LCDR HECKER: Yes, sir, that has been made eminently clear. 

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: Mr. Hecker, do you understand your rights as a party, 
which have already been explained to you? 

LCDR HECKER: Yes, sir. 

Lieutenant Conunander Stanley Hecker, USN, a party, took the stand in his 
own behalf, was warned that his previous oath was still binding, and was 
examined as follows: 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for LCDR Hecker: 

Q. Commander Hecker, at what time did SKYLARK rendezvous with THRESHER on
Wednesday, 10 April 1963? 

A. I don't recollect the exact time, sir. I remember it was somewhere near
0645 that morning, sir. 

Q. Did you have a call in your night order book for 0600 that morning?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Had you been awakened prior to that time by anyone with a message that
your ship had rendezvoused with THRESHER? 

A. Yes, sir, I think it was about 0530 or 0545 that I received a message
that we had communications with THRESHER. 

Q. What time of the morning did you arrive at the bridge of SKYLARK?
A. Shortly after six, sir.
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Q. What did you do upon arriving on the bridge?
A. I observed the overall situation, determined where THRESHER was at that

time, and had a cup of coffee; checked the weather; checked the ship's position 
on the chart with the Navigator, who happened to be the Officer of the Deck at 
that time. 

Q. Did you also discuss the position of the ship with the Quartermaster of 
the Watch, at that time? 

A. Yes, sir, and this was based on the fact that the Loran Log during the
previous night indicated that the Quartermaster's of the Watch had felt that the 
readings were not quite accurate. I asked the navigating quartermaster, who was 
the senior Quartermaster of the Watch, {b) (6), if he had a good fix, and he said 
yes, and he based in on the fact that he had DR'd the ship up from the previous 
evening's star fix, and by our speed of advance the Loran Position appeared to 
be reasonably accurate. 

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: I would ask the witness not to use expressions like "DR" 
when plain wording would be clearer. 

A. "DR" is dead reckoning position, made up by our expected speed along a
proposed track over a period of time. 

Q. At this time, when you first came on the bridge, did you have occasion
to note the deptq of the water in which you were operating? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Who was the Officer in Tactical Command between the Commanding Officer
of the SKYLARK and the Commanding Officer of the THRESHER? 

A. Comnanding Officer, THRESHER,.sir.

Q. Did you have occasion at any time that morning to direct the Officer of
the Deck to increase or augment your bridge watch, in view of the fact that you 
would be operating with THRESHER during the conduct of the deep dive? 

A. Yes, sir; we do not normally have a UQC operator as such, nor a record
er for the Log. The bridge personnel, or a spare person in the bridge area, 
generally answers the UQC, the Junior Officer of the Deck, the Officer of the 
Deck, or the Boatswain's Mate of the Watch, or occasionally the Quartermaster 
of the Watch, will answer the UQC and will record the transmissions in the UQC 
Log. In this case I felt that we should augment with a recorder and an operator, 
so that we could record all traffic coming over the circuit, considering that 
the submarine was making a deep dive. 

Q. Did you place on watch on the UQC your best operator in SKYLARK?
A. Yes, sir; I asked the Officer of the Deck who he thought was the best

operator, and he rec011111ended Mowen; he said that Mowen had been on this UQC 
quite a number of times and the amount of time that he had been on board 
the Officer of the Deck, as I have mentioned, was Lieutenant Watson, who had 
been aboard the ship about two years. 

Q. When Lieutenant (junior grade) Watson was relieved as Officer of the
Deck by Lieutenant (junior grade) (b) (6) , were you on the bridge?

A. Yes, sir. Lieutenant Watson first reported having been relieved and
Lieutenant {b) (6) then reported that he had assumed the deck; courtesy 
reports that are usually made to the Co11111anding Officer. 
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Q. At that time did you give Lieutenant (b)(6) any instructions at all? 
A. I told him to maintain the present position, as had been requested by

THRESHER. I also told him to put the ship on a "comfortable course". The ship, 
as I mentioned in previous testimony, does roll quite a bit in any sort of sea, 
and breakfast was going on at that time. To make it a little more comfortable 
for people having their breakfast, I told him to get the ship on a "comfortable 
course". 

Q. At approximately 0747, you received information that THRESHER was start
ing her deep dive. Were you on the bridge at that time? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. What specific instructions, if any, did you give regarding UQC checks
with THRESHER? 

A. I directed that a message be sent to THRESHER requesting that he pro
vide SKYLARK with a UQC check at least every fifteen minutes. There had been 
no mention prior to this of any UQC checks, and just to keep track of him I 

felt that we r�oulo need them at no greater than fifteen minute intervals. 

Q. At 0853, SKYLARK received a message from THRESHER to the effect that she
was proceeding to test depth; were you on the bridge at that time? 

A. Yes. sir. The message before that I received in my room, the test depth
minus three hundred. 

Q. At the time you received this message "Proceeding to test depth" did
you make any connnents to anyone, issue any instructions to anyone? 

A. I mentioned in passing to someone in the pilot house, I don't remember
whether it was the Officer of the Deck or possibly the Navigator, that it 
looked like he was going to wrap up his dive pretty quick and we would be home 
quite a bit sooner than we expected. 

Q. From 0853 on, were you on the bridge of your ship, or had you left the
bridge for any reason after 0853? 

A. No, sir, I was on the bridge from then on. Shortly before that, I
believe, was when I got to the bridge. 

Q. You have previously testified regarding the transmissions you heard.
Can you add anything to clarify those transmissions at this time, or are you 
satisfied that your former testimony as to their contents is accurate? 

A. Could I check the UQC Log, sir. (The UQC Log was handed to the witness�
This message about no contacts in the area, I seem to remember, if there were-
this is just beyond 0914, sir •W I remember asking if radar had any contacts. 
Now whether the Officer of the Deck took it and then asked the same thing, I 

don't remember. I am fairly sure that I directed this message on "MY CORPEN 
270" INTERROGATORY RANGE AND BEARING FROM YOU" considering that he might 
possibly broach; I was somewhat concerned for my ship, and wanted to have a 
reasonably accurate idea of his location if he should broach. Then I took the 
UQC and asked if he were in control. 

Q. Why did you take the UQC at that time, Captain Hecker?
A. I directed that the operator ask if he was in control and it was mis 0 

understood, or the operator did not quite understand what I wanted, so I took 
the UQC. 

Q. Tell the court, without using the call signs, simply the test of your
messages, how you actually gave them, as if you were giving it again. Use 
blank blank for the call signs. 
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A. Many times on the UQC, when I have some question in my mind as to the
communications, I will repeat a message twice; I will repeat the call sign 
twice and then the message twice and then over. In this case it would have been 
from me to him, I would have repeated his call twice, and this is -- my call 
twice and "ARE YOU IN CONTROL? ARE YOU IN CONTROL? OVER" and then released the 
button. 

Q. Is that the way you did it on the morning in question?
A. Yes, sir; I remember I did say this message and I think that I did do it

twice, but I cannot say yes, positively. 

Q. Has it been your normal practice to transmit in that fashion?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. At this particular time, having heard the message from THRESHER, com
mencing with the words "Experiencing minor difficulties" did you feel at that 
time that anything was amiss within THRESHER? 

A. Nothing very serious, sir. I have been in what I felt was his situation,
where I was at, or working towards test depth, heavy, because of compression, with 
a sizeable up angle, and I felt that he would try to power up to a satisfactory 
depth and/or blow if he felt it was necessary. 

Q. There was no hysteria, no alarm in the voice transmitting that message
so as to alarm you? 

A. No, sir.

Q. And when you transmitted that message "Are you in control?" were you
alarmed? 

A. No, sir. I just wanted to know if he had arrived at a satisfactory depth
and was getting depth control, or whether he was in fact on his way to broach. 

Q. We've had testimony regarding the last transmission received from THRESHER,
and is it your recollection and your testimony now that it was at that time that 
you heard· _over the UQC, sounds that appeared to be air entering the ballast tanks? 

A. It was shortly after I had made my transmission. I put the mike down
or handed the mike to someone in the vicinity of the lQC and stepped away, and 
then I heard the blowing sound. Originallv I said twenty to thirty seconds; it 
did sound like a long blow, but if twentv or thirtv seconds is long or normal I 
can't really think right now, but it was a long blow. 

Q. The thing I would like to tie down now is, if you recollect, was this
last garbled transmission before or after or during that sound of air? 

A. I heard it during what sounded like a blow. It sounded as though the
transmission was being masked by the air. 

Q. At this time did you direct the Officer of the Deck or the lookouts to
be alert to pick up THRESHER as she came to the surface? 

A. Either THRESHER or bubbles; if he had vented his tanks we would have
gotten a bubble or possibly, depending on his depth, we may or may not have 
gotten a noticeable bubble; it may have dispersed. 
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Unclassified 

(b) (6) relieved (b) (6) at this point as reporter. 

Q. But you did direct that they look out for this sort of activity on the
surface? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. What is your recollection regarding the circumstances surrounding any
conversations leading to the transmission of a message to higher authority 
regarding the situation as it existed at approximately 0917 on Wednesday, 
10 April 1963? 

A. Well, after receiving the garbled transmission, we attempted to regain
communications and were not successful. At about 0930, or somewhere between 0930 
and 0945, Lieutenant (b) (6) came to the bridge and asked if I wanted to send a 
message to SUBFLOT TWO telling them we had lost communication, and I told him no, 
to check the book which told you that, on a communication loss, you wait an hour 
to confirm this communication loss, unless, of course, the cocnnunication loss 
had been planned, such as--

Q. Were you aware of that requirement without having to refer to the book?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Then what happened, if anything, with reference to the drafting and trans
mission of such a message?

A. Later that morning, I did not realize how much time had gone by. After
I had initiated these explosive signals, I asked what time it was, because I 
wanted to drop these things at 10 minute intervals. I was informed that it was 
1040, and I thought, "My God •• 11 Well, I thought it was quite some time, and
I had Lieutenant (b)(6) start preparing a message, which I went over with him. 
He went down and got it typed and brought it back to the bridge, where I made 
another change, and then he took it down to the radio room to transmit this message. 

Q. At that time did you give any reason to him as to why you were not going
to include the next to last transmission in that message? 

A. He asked if I wanted to put in the message about the positive angle,
and I told him no, and I had some ideas on why I did not want to send this message, 
and they were personal ideas. 

Q. Are they classified1
A. They could be considered classified, Captain.

Q, Would it help this court if you were to give this court those reasons? 
This is a very important question. 

A. Yes, sir, I think it would.

COUNSEL FOR LCDR HECKER: Mr. President, if Captain Hecker feels this may require 
the divulgence of classified information, may I request your permission to clear 
this court in order that you may hear this answer? 

PRESIDENT: Yes, the court will be cleared. 

At 1618, 13 May 1963, the court was cleared of persons not connected with 
the inquiry in order that the proceedings which follow could be heard behind 
closed doors. 

THE WITNESS: In answer to Captain Gray's question, I felt that at that time 
This may or may not be considered classified, Admiral. But if I initiated a 
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Unclassified 

plain language message with that, the various non-nuclear groups we have in this 
country could conceivably have picked this up and made a big hullabaloo about the 
loss of a nuclear submarine. Based upon the fact that we had problems in 
San Diego with the local people there that were opposed to the 'hole idea of 
nuclear submarines and had the somewhat silly idea of the submarine blowing up 
in their harbor, I felt at that time this could be a lucrative plum for them, and 
this would cast a bad name for our Navy and our country both nationally and inter
nationally. 

COUNSEL FOR LCDR HECKER: I have no further questions in closed session, Admiral. 

PRESIDENT: Are there any other questions in closed court? 

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: Yes, sir, if I may. 

CROSS-EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. It is not quite clear to me as to the difference between telling the world
we lost a nuclear submarine and telling them we lost a nuclear submarine after 
she had indicated she was experiencing minor difficulty? 

A. Captain, I didn't say we had lost a submarine. I said we had lost
communication with THRESHER· 

Q. Did you later report that we had lost a submarine?
A. Yes, sir. I was anxious to get my UQC log to the authorities, and I

did get it later to Admiral Ramage, and he did get it to the court. 

Q. (By the president, VADM Austin) This UQC log was submitted to Admiral
Ramage because t�is court had requested that the log be brought in before this 
court for evidence, 

A. Yes, sir. I had intend�d to transfer it at the earliest opportunity,
and I was directed to prepare Lieutenant Watson and Mowen for transfer to BLANDY. 
That was when I wanted the UQC log to go with Lieutenant Watson. 

Q. (By counsel for the court) Bearing in mind the pros and cons of including
that information in your message, was there any reason why you did not send a 
classified amplifying message? 

A. No, sir, This I could have done, but I had my officers tied up. Taking
Lieutenant (b)(6) from radio and putting him into the cyypto room would have 
caused me to get somebody else into radio who was not as qualified as he. 

Q. Do you feel that you had such opportunity at some time thereafter and
before you testified here that you could have released a classified message? 

A. frior to the arrival of my log here, sir?

Q. Yes.
A. That's hard to say, Captain, because I had Lieutenant (b)(6) 

radio shack from the time of initiating the expanding search throughout 
night into the next day, and that was when Admiral Ramage arrived, 

in the 
that 
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REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

Question by counsel for LCDR Hecker: 

Q. Captain Hecker, did you feel that it was necessary for you to send such
a message after you had reported the oil slick? 

A. I still felt I had to get my UQC log to someone.

Neither counsel for LCDR Hecker, a party, counsel for the court, nor the court 
desired to examine this witness further during this closed session of the court. 

At 1623, 13 May 1963, the court was opened and the following proceedings were 
held with open doors. LCDR Hecker, a party, continued his testimony as follows: 

REDIRECT EXAMINATION (Continued) 

Questions by counsel for LCDR Hecker, party: 

Q. Captain Hecker, do you recall the time that you received instructions from
anyone in authority designating you as Senior Officer of the Search Force on the 
Scene? 

A. Yes, sir. It was the evening of the 10th. Exactly what time, I'm not
sure, sir. 

Q. was it prior to your joining up with RECOVERY at about 1730?
A. Yes, sir. It was just shortly before that. I'm not positive of this,

Captain. I think it was just shortly before that. 

Q. During the afternoon, after you had received the unclassified message
from COMSUBFLOT TWO requesting certain information from you, did any ships or 
aircraft join up with you? 

A. Yes, sir. At 1600 one aircraft reported on station. I gave him directions
on what area to search, and at about 1730 or so, shortly before 1730, RECOVERY 
reported, and I wanted him to join in the search, but I discovered he had no 
SONAR capability. He then informed me he was in an oil slick. I directed him 
to stay there, and we came over to him so that we could take samples. On arrival 
at the oil slick, we determined that it was very definitely a heavy oil slick. 
I sent him by light a message directing him to check for radioactivity before he 
touched anything in this oil slick, and to monitor his ship. 

Q. Now, from the �ime you received the last transmission from THRESHER did
you remain on the bridge of your ship? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q, And as these various units reported to you as members of Search Force, 
did you have the responsibility of directing their movements? 

· A. Yes, sir.

Q. And did you, in fact, direct their movements?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Can you recall the time at which you were relieved of your duties as
Senior Officer, Search Force, and became a unit of Search Force? 

A, It was about 0530 or so, the following morning, when Conunander, Submarine 
Development Group TWO arrived, There was an exchange of traffic. He asked for 
situation reports, and 1 told him hdW many I had, and 1 asked him if he wanted all 
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the situation reports or if he wanted a situation summary. He stated that he 
wanted a situation summary, which we provided. He directed me to proceed to the 
search station that he had assigned in a message to me promulgated the previous 
eveqing. This, then, was when I felt he had assumed command as Senior Officer, 
Search Force. Shortly after that, we were called by Commander Submarine Flotilla 
TWO and reminded that we had missed a situation report. We called Commander 
Submarine Development Group TWO and informed him of this message, and asked if he 
desired that we continue to make the situation reports or whether he would make 
them. He said then that he would make the situation reports, and we informed 
Commander Flotilla TWO of this and were relieved of the situation reporting item. 
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Q. Captain Hecker, when did you graduate from Submarine School?
A. In June of 1�51, sir.

Q. And what was your first assignment?
A. I had been on a submarine before I went to submarine school.

assigned to the U.S.S. TORSK in 1950, and I went to submarine school 
TORSK. From the submarine school I went to the U.S.S. TENCH in June 
and stayed with the TENCH until October of 1953, 

Q. Did you qualify in submarines in TENCH?
A. I qualified for a command, yes, sir.

Q. When did you qualify in submarines?
A. I don't remember, sir.

I was 
from the 
of 1951 

Q, Do you know whether or not from among the officers of your submarine 
school class you were the first officer to qualify in submarines of that group? 

A. I was one of the first, or the first, sir. I think I was the first, in
fact, to qualify for command in my class.

Q, Did you later have occasion to serve in any of the experimental high
speed type submarines? 

A. Yes, sir. From TENCH I went to ALBACORE in the commissioning detail.
This was in late October of 1953, We commissioned ALBACORE in January of 1954, 
and I spent the better part of that year in ALBACORE as the Engineer and Diving 
Officer. I made the first dive as Diving Officer in ALBACORE, and the first 
deep dive. 

Q, Is ALBACORE a relatively high-speed submarine? 
A. Yes, sir.

Q, Captain Hecker, have you received a letter from Mrs. John W. Harvey 
since the loss of THRESHER? 

A. Yes, sir, I have,

Q, Produce it, 
A. tThe witness produced said letter.)

Q. Can you identify this as Mrs. Harvey's writing and you know in fact that
it is a letter from her? 

A. Yes, sir.

The aforementioned letter was submitted to the court and to counsel for the court, 
and was offered in evidence by counsel for LCDR Hecker, a party. 

There being no objection it was received in evidence and marked Exhibit 199. 

Q. Captain Hecker, would you read the letter from Mrs. Hat\vey?
A. I received this letter on Friday, 19 April 1963, It is dated April 18,1963.

"Dear Captain Hecker, I want to express in writing the thoughts and feelings I 
wished to convey in our telephone conversation of Wednesday morning, The emotional 
circumstances under which we spoke may not have adequately fulfilled both our pur• 
poses. Like most Navy wives, I do not understand all the technical terms and 
phraseology used by so many people, radio, television, and newspapers, in discussing 
loss of THRESHER. All the ideas and opinions and chit-chat regarding this tragedy 
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have been confusing to myself, and I am sure, to other families who lost loved ones. 
Television interviews of one of your young lieutenants and boatswain's mate 
regarding SKYLARK's part in the loss have been eagerly listened to, and in the 
minds of some, may have been the basis for forming more misleading ideas. I do 
want you to know, however, that I have compassion in my own heart and I fe�l 
certain all others who have suffered loss on THRESHER feel that you and SKYLARK 
were there, and that your performance was being done in assisting THRESHER during 
her sea trials. I am personally consoled by the thoughts that you exerted every 
possible means at your disposal to render aid and assistance to Wes and his ship. 
If consolation can be found in mere words, I know that you, as Cormnanding Officer 
of SKYLARK, and Wes, as Commanding Officer of THRESHER, fully and capably assumed 
your responsibilities of corranand and you can continue to feel proud of your ship 
and your crew. Bless you. Irene Harvey." 

RECROSS-EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. Captain Hecker, have you had an opportunity to review the record of
testimony you have given before this court prior to this day? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Do you recall that, when asked who was in the pilot house or on the
bridge at the time of the messages received from THRESHER during the 0800-1200 
watch, you mentioned one (b) (6) , boatswain's mate? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Have you since ascertained that he was not in fact physically present in
the pilot house at the time? 

A. (b) (6) states that he was not physically in the pilot house, sir. He was
in.the bridge area. 

Q. Apart from t:Hat change to the report of yod-s testimony, is the record true
and complete to the best of your knowledge and belief? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. While serving in an escort to a submarine which had submerged, 'had: you
ever experienced the loss of communication with them before the 10th of April 1963? 

A. Yes, sir. Specific incidents I can't recount, sir, but I do remember
losing communication before.

Q. Is the initial loss of communication with them an alarming thing in itself?
A. No, sir.

Q. Would you explain again then how it is. that a message from a submarine
saying, "Experiencing minor difficulties" would cause you to take the transmitting 
microphone and ask, "Are you in control?" 

A. Considering the message that he sent indicating what I felt was this up
angle, I felt he was also heavy, as 1 stated before, due to the compression and 
was cruising in the vicinity of test depth. Most of us like to stay on the upper 
side of test depth, and this could have been his minor problem. And this is a 
minor problem, or had been a minor problem up to this tragedy, where we would 
attempt to use power to get up to a satisfactory depth, or what the Commanding 
Officer felt was satisfactory, if necessary to blow a tank to give himself a little 
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more positive buoyancy and then vent when he could do so thereafter. By this time 
he would have overcome the compression problem and would be fairly close to a 
neutrally buoyant condition. 

Q. The "control" then in "Are you in control" was meant to signify "Are you
in control of your depth," rather than, "Are you in control of your submarine," 
is that correct? 

A. Yes, sir. A few years back we had a serious incident where we lost the
submarine STICKLEBACK in the Pearl Harbor ar--ea fr� a loss of depth control sub
merged in a similar situation that just JJJtlltiplied itself, sir. This is one of 
the situations that ran through my mind. 

Q. You stated in your testimony that from 0853 on the morning of 10 April on,
you were on the bridge. 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. From 0853 until when wouid you say?
A. Until the following morning, somewhere between 0930 and 1000, I would

imagine, when Mr. (b)(6) came to the bridge and the message traffic had dropped 
off considerably, and we were on our way to the station assigned by Commander 
Submarine Development Group TWO, and he suggested that I go down and catch a ca.b 
nap, and I thought that was a pretty good idea and was getting ready to leave, when 
we sighted some debris and started maneuvering toppick up the debris. 

Q. My question really relates to this: Is it possible that rou left the bridge
momentarily for reasons of a personal nature at any time after 08�3 and before 
10 o'clock? 

A. I think I did . leave the bridge one time to go down to the radio shack. It
was during the night, and was just for a matter of seconds. 

Q. My question related to 0853 to 10 o'clock in the morning on the 10th of
April, 

A, Oh, no, sir. I was on the bridge all that time. 

Q. How do you account for some confusion on this point?
A, I don't know, sir. I was off the bridge for a short period of time -

exactly how lon2 I don't remember - prior to 0853. When I received this, "Proceeding 
to test depth minus 100" I thought he was goin&j down real fast, and I immediately 
went to the bridge. 

Q. You spoke about the fact that you transmitted the me�sage, "Are you in
control? Are you in control?", and that after you made your' last transmission in 
that little series, you heard a garble which sounded to you as if the transmission 
was masked by air being blown? 

A. Yes, sir.

Q. 
button 

A. 

How soon after you stopped �ransmitting
did you .hear the garbled tradsmission? 

I coull:Zirf t estimate that, sir. 
·1 

. 

and lifted your finger from the 

Q. Is it outside the realm of possibility that his transmission commenced
�hile you still had the button down for a second or two thereafter and that your 
transmitting had made it impossible for you to hear the beginning of his trans-
mission? 

A. It is possible, sir. However, the sound indicated that it was masked by
this air, and this air was going on throughout this garbled transmission, which, 
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to me, was completely unintelligible. 

Q. When was it that you formed the conviction in your own mind that tbere was
mo�e than a loss of communications with THRESHER involved in the events of that 
day? 

A. When I got into that oil slick. I sighted the PC earlier during the day
somewhere after noon, somewhere around 1330 or so, and I breathed a sigh of relief, 
"He tuts come to the surface." And then I became a little concerned about this 
because I had initiated this SUBMISS or had sent a message indicating there was a 
possibility of a SUBMISS, 

Q. Were you reluctant to send the SUBMISS for fear that events might later
prove that you had been wrong? 

A. No, sir. After an hour of trying tio1re�establish communications, this is
a reasonable time to assume this ship has got communications difficulties. Other 
times, I understand from talking to other ASR skippers, they have lost communications 
for extended periods of time, from six to ten to twelve hours. I have never lost 
them for quite that long, and I was concerned that he did not have communications 
and wasn't quite sure where I was and had no idea where he was. If he was moving 
around with any speed, he could be anywhere. 

Q. On what day and date were you relieved of performing the duties of Senior
Officer, Search Force? 

A. It was on the 11th of April, sir, somewhere around 0530, local, that
morning. 

Q. Did you communicate with the officer who was relieving you?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. How did you communicate with him?
A. By radio, sir. He was in Norfolk, the DL, Norfolk.

Q. Did you consider at that time offering to turn over the information in
your UQC log to him? 

A. No, sir. I gave him a situation summary, and I don't remember offering
him the information. 

Q. Captain Hecker, is there anything else that you can tell us of the events
which occurred on the morning of 10 April which is not included either in your 
present testimony or in the record of your previous testimony which you think could 
assist this court in its duties? 

A. No, sir. I wish there were.



EXAMINATION BY nIE COURT 

Questions by the president, VADM Austin: 

Q. Commander Hecker, did you receive a message from THRESHER giving you her
estimate of the range and bearing of you.from her? 

A. Initially, Admiral, prior to--

Q. At any time on the morning in question?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. As I recail, that message said that you bore 3400 yards, and I've forgotten
the bearing. 

A. 147.

Q. That your range was 3400 yards and range 147?
A. Yes, Admiral.

Q. Which would mean that you were to the south east of her something short
of a couple of miles? 

A. Yes, Admiral.

Q. Did you keep a plot of where she was with respect to you from then on as
best you could from her position and course given to you? 

A. No, sir. We had the DRT, the dead reckoning tracer, going. Our log
indicated zero. We were maintaining a position by mininrum turns, as THRESHER had 
directed. 

Q. Wouldn't she have given you other ranges and bearings if you had asked
for them by UQC, as necessary to keep an idea as to where she was relative to you? 

A. Yes, Admiral. This was the reason I asked for· the 15-minute UQC checks.
However, traffic got rather heavy, and we never actually got a range check as 
such after that one. 

Q. What was the time of that last range and bearing, do you recall?
A. No, sir, but I can check the log, with your permission, Admiral.

Q. Yes.
A. At 0745, sir.

Q. 0745?
A. Yes, sir.

Neither counsel for the party, counsel for the court, nor the court desired 
to examine this witness further. 

He resumed his seat as a party. 

Maurice Earl Rogge, engineman chief, U.S. Navy, was called as a witness by 
LCDR Hecker, party, was informed of the subject matter of the inquiry, was 
advised of his rights under Article 31, Uniform Code of Military Justice, �as duly 
sworn, and examined·as follows: 

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: This is an open session of the court and members of the 
public are present. For that reason, classified information cannot be divulged 
here. If, in your judgment, an answer to any question put to you by counsel or 
the court would require the inclusion of classified matter to make it complete, 
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you will not answer the question but will so indicate instead. 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. State your name, rate, organization and present duty station.
A. Maurice Earl Rogge, engineman chief, U.S.S. SKYLARK.

Q. Engineman Chief in the United States Navy?
A. Engineman Chief, U.S. Navy, yes, sir.

Q. Would you spell your last name, please?
A. R-0-G·G-E.

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for LCDR Hecker, party: 

Q. Chief, what is your assigned duty in SKYLARK?
A. I am the chief in charge of the engine room and the engine auxiliaries.

Q. Who is your immediate superior in SKYLARK?
A. Lieutenant (jg) (b) (6) • He's the Engineering Officer.

Q. On the morning of Wednesday, 10 April 1963, did you have occasion to come
to the bridge or pilot house of the SKYLARK? 

A. Yes, sir, I did.

Q. Can you recall the time and the reason?
A. I was called up there to•- There's a boiler-- We had made an adjustment

on the boiler, and it was smoking, and Mr. (b)(6) was the Officer of the Deck. 
He called me up there to readjust it. This was at 0845 when he called me up there. 

Q. Did you leave the engineering spaces at 0845?
A. I was on the bridge at 0845, because I looked at the clock while I w

1

__ fs up
there to see what time it was. 

Q. When you came to the bridge, what were your movements? How did you come
to the bridge, and what did you do? 

A. I came into the pilot house-- I came up the ladder through the inside
of the ship, into the pilot house, and was standing right inside the hatch in the 
pilot house, behind the Captain's chair. 

Q. Was·the Captain in his chair when you came up there?
A. Yes, he was.

Q. What did you do after you stepped into the pilot house?
A. I stepp�d into the pilot house and talked to the engineering officer for

a few minutes, and I went out on the wing of the bridge. 

Q. Did you look at the stack while you were on the wing of the bridge?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Then you came back into the pilot house?
A. Yes.
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Q. Then went back down to the engine room?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. How much total time do you think elapsed when you were in the pilot house
or in the wing area before you went back down to the engineering spaces? 

A. Probably about five minutes.

Q. Chief, how long have you been in the Navy?
A. Eighteen years.

Q. What type ships have you served on? Don't tell us the names of the ships,
but give the court an indication of the types of ships in which you have served. 

A. I've been on an ATF, an ATA, and destroyer escorts.

Q. Is this your first rescue vessel duty?
A. Yes, it is.

Q. How long have you been in SKYIARK?
A. Since October of last year.

Q. What can you tell this court about the morale in the engineering
department in SKYIARK? 

A. When I first came on the ship, the morale of the engineering department
was pretty low, and there have been-- �e had some bad times at first, and then 
in the last few months, or the last two or three months, the morale has come up 
very much. 

Q. To what do you attribute this increase in morale?.
A. To the Commanding Officer.

Q. What is your reason for stating that?
A. With the present Commanding Officer, there is-- well, he is firm.

He's firm in whatever he says. You know there's no question about it; there's 
no doubt in your mind. If there's some job that has to be done, there's no 
question; you just go ahead and do it, and you know if the Captain says some
thing, you make sure it is going to be done. He doesn't change his mind. He 
seems to know what he's talking about, and doesn't have to change any orders or 
anything. 

Q. You feel that the men in the Engineering Department have confidence in
the Commanding Officer of the ship? 

A. Yes, they do. When there's work to be done, if it's something that
needs to be done, there's no question about it; they go right ahead and do it. 
There's no waiting around. 
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(b) (6) relieved (b)(6) as reporter at this point. 

Q. Your evaluation of the Commanding Officer, as the leading chief
petty officer in the Engineering Department, as far as it affects your 
department, do you feel that the Commanding Officer has command of the respect 
of the men of that department? 

A. Yes, yes, sir. He does, very much.

Q. And as far as you're concerned, would you say that the SKYLARK is
a happy ship? 

A. Yes, it is.

Q. And people know what they're supposed to do and do it?
A. Yes. We get any information that is available. It's put out to the

crew, to the men. 

Neither counsel for the party, counsel for the court, nor the court 
desired to examine this witness further. 

The president of the court informed the witness that he was privileged 
to make any further statement covering anything related to the subject 
matter of the inquiry that he thought should be a matter of record in 
connection therewith, which had not been fully brought out by the previous 
questioning. 

The witness stated that he had nothing further to say. 

The witness was duly cautioned concerning his testimony and withdrew 
from the courtroom. 

The court recessed at 1700 hours, 13 May 1963. 

The court opened at 1705 hours, 13 May 1963. 

Lieutenant Commander Stanley Hecker, a party, a former witness for the 
court, was recalled as a witness by his counsel, acknowledged affirmatively 
that he was aware of his rights as a party, was reminded that the oath 
previously taken by him was still binding, and was examined as follows: 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for LCDR Hecker, party: 

Q. ColJlillander Hecker, what specific changes have you made in SKYLARK

since you assumed command in January? 
A. We, in SKYLARK, have instituted a safety rail for our rescue chamber,

which was one of the shortcomings in this ship when I served in SKYLARK 

last; and when I came aboard this time as Commanding Officer we still had 
a rescue chamber problem. The rescue chamber is roughly eleven tons and 
in any sort of a sea it moves around quite a bit and can cause serious 
injury to personnel and material in the ship. So we have constructed a 
safety rail to guide the rescue chamber outboard of the ship and to put it 
in the water. In addition, in our mooring procedures, we have instituted 
a towing method for our anchor and mooring gear to insure that the legs of 
the moor are seated properly. We have also instituted a recovery system 
whereby we can bring the ship alongside and recover the mooring buoys, and 
we have been successful in recovering all the buoys along the first pass 
since the initiation of this procedure. 
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Q. Have you made any other changes in the organization of the ship that
are pertinent to her mission? 

A. No, sir.

Q. I show you a document and ask you if you recognize it?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Would you tell the court what it is?
A. This is a letter indicating commendable performance of the USS

SKYLARK (ASR20), 21-22 March 1963, from Connnander Destroyer Development 
Group TWO to Commander Submarine Squadron TEN. 

The above described letter, Commander Destroyer Development Group TWO 
serial 160 of 27 March 1963, together with Commander Submarine Squadron TEN 
First Endorsement, serial 669 of 8 April 1963, thereon, and Deputy Commander 
Submarine Force, U. S. Atlantic Fleet, serial 2407 of 2 April 1963, was 
submitted to counsel for the court and the court, and was offered in 
evidence by counsel for Lieutenant Commander Hecker, �arty, for the purpose 
of reading it into the record, with the request that a true copy be sub
stituted for the original at the conclusion of the court. There being 
no objection, it was received in evidence as Exhibit 200. 

Q. Commander Hecker, I hand you Exhibit 200 and ask you to read the
basic correspondence and Deputy COMSUBLANT's endorsement thereto? 

The witness read the requested documents, copies appended hereto 
marked Exhibit 200. 

Q. Captain Hecker, I show you a document dated 9 July 1962. Will you
identify this document? 

A. Yes, sir. This document is a report of the Operational Readiness
Inspection of USS SKYLARK conducted on 5 June 1962. 

Commander Submarine Flotilla SIX letter, serial 185 of 18 June 1962, 
Subject: Operational Readiness Inspection of USS SKYLARK (ASR-20); report 
of, with first and second endorsements thereon, was submitted to counsel 
for the court and the court, and was offered in evidence by counsel for 
LCDR Hecker, party, with the proviso that because of classified informa
tion contained therein, its contents would not be read aloud while the 
court was sitting with open doors. There being no objection, it was 
received in evidence as Exhibit 201. Counsel for the court waived the 
reading of the exhibit at this time. 

Q. Captain Hecker, I show you another document and ask if you can
identify it? 

A. Yes, sir. This is a report of an Operational Readiness Inspection
of USS SKYLARK conducted on 3, 4 and 5 April of 1963. 

Unclassified 
Commander Submarine Flotilla SIX euntidential letter, serial 051 of 

18 April 1963, Subject: Operational Readiness Inspection USS SKYLARK 
(�SR-20), was submitted to counsel for the court and the court, and was 
offered in evidence by counsel for LCDR Hecker, party, with the proviso 
that because of its classified nature its contents would not be read 
aloud while the court was sitting with open doors. There being no 
objection, it was received in evidence as Exhibit 202. Counsel for the 
court waived the reading of the exhibit at this time. 
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Q. Captain Hecker, with reference to Exhibit 201, I am going to ask
you only one question, which is unclassified. There's a seamanship 
exercise reported there, and out of a possible grade of one hundred, what 
was the grade achieved and the date? 

A. The grade was seventy-seven, sir, and the date was 5 June 1962-.

Q. With reference to Exhibit 202, a report of the same exercise, what
was the grade achieved and what was the date? 

A. The grade was ninety-three and the date was 3, 4 and 5 April of 1963.

Neither counsel for the court, the court, nor the party desired to 
examine this witness further. 

The president of the court informed the witness that he was privileged 
to make any further statement covering anything related to the subject 
matter of the inquiry that he thought should be a matter of record in 
connection therewith, which had not been fully brought out by the previous 
questioning. 

The witness stated that he had nothing further to say. 

The witness resumed his seat as a party. 

(b)(6) . Chief Electrician's Mate, U. S. Navy, was called 
as a witness by Lieutenant Commander Hecker, party, was informed of the 
subject matter of the inquiry, advised of his rights under Article 31, 
Uniform Code of Military Justice, was duly sworn, and examined as follows: 

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT; (b) (6) , this is an open session of the court 
and members of the public are present. For that reason, classified informa
tion cannot be divulged. If the answer to any question put to you by 
counsel for the court, in your judgment, would require the inclusion of 
classified matter to make it complete, you will not answer the question 
but will so indicate instead. Is th.at understood? 

WITNESS: Yes, sir. 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. State your name, rank, organization and present duty station.
A. (b)(6) , Electrician's Mate Chief. I am in charge 

of the Electrical Department of the USS SKYLARK. 

Q. How do you spell yom· Il8me?
A. (b)(6)

Q. And are you an Electrician's Mate Chief, United States Navy?
A. I am, sir.

Questions by counsel for LCDR Hecker, party; 

Q. Chief, how long have vou been in the Navy?
A. Fifteen years, Captain.
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Q. What types of ships have you served in? You need not name them,
just tell the court the types of ships. 

A. ATF, AOG, two ASR 1 s.

Q. How many years have you served in SKYLARK?

A. Two and a half years, sir, approximately.

Q. Have you seen any changes in SKYLARK within the last few months?
A. Yes, sir, I have.

Q. What sort of changes have these been?
A. An extreme increase in morale, for one thing, sir.

Q. To what do you attribute this?
A. To the excellent commanding of the ship, I would say, sir.

Q. Have you had personal occasion to observe the performance of the
Commanding Officer, or are you giving your testimony here as an overall 
reflection of the attitude that you know exists within the ship? 

A. I have seen circumstances where, for instance, the time that the
Executive Officer was taken a casualty in the diving operation. The 
Commanding Officer then showed his ability to cope with emergencies and 
handle them without excitement and exact decisive action. 

Q. You, as a thief petty officer in the United States Navy, have
confidence in your Commanding Officer? 

A. Yes, sir, I do.

Q. Can you name any specific trait of character possessed by your
Commanding Officer that makes an impact and causes the ship to be a happy 
ship and an efficient ship? 

A. Yes, sir. He is very fair in his dealings with the crew. He has
never once refused to talk to any one of the crew, which I believe is good. 
He has kept us well informed, and also has outwardly shown interest in the 
crew itself, as far as liberty hours, and such. 

Q. Is there any doubt in anyone's mind as to who is in command of
that ship? 

A. No, sir, there is not.

Neither counsel for the party, counsel for the court, nor the court 
desired to examine this witness further. 

The president of the court informed the witness that he was privileged 
to make any further statement covering anything related to the subject 
matter of the inquiry that he thought should be a matter of record in 
connection therewith, which had not been fully brought out by the previous 
questioning. 

The witness made the following statement: 

WITNESS: Sir, I know nothing of the actual casualty that took place that 
morning; I was down below. But as far as the Commanding Officer, which I 
believe that I'm here to state about, is that I believe him to be an 
excellent officer and without a doubt, in my opinion, the best naval 
officer that we've had as the Skipper aboard the SKYLARK. 
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PRESIDENT: Chief, it's always good to see Commanding Officers perform their 
duties in such a manner as to elicit the respect and admiration of those 
who serve under them. 

The witness was duly cautioned concerning his testimony and withdrew 
from the courtroom. 

(b)(6) , Chief Shipfitter, U. S. Navy, was called as a 
witness by Lieutenant Conunander Hecker, party, was informed of the subject 
matter of the inquiry, advised of his rights under Article 31, Uniform 
Code of Military Justice, was duly sworn, and examined es follows: 

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: (b) (6) , this is an open session of the court 
and members of the public are present. For that reason classified informa
tion cannot be given here. If in your judgment the answer to any question 
put to you by the court or counsel should require the inclusion of classified 
matter to make the answer complete, you will not answer the question but 
will so indicate instead. Do you understand that? 

WITNESS: Aye, aye, sir. 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. State your name, rate, organization and present duty station.
A. (b) (6) , shipfitter chief on the USS SKYLARK. 

Q. Are you a Shipfitter Chief, United States Navy?
A. United Stat.es Navy.

Q. How do you spell your last name?
A. (b)(6)

Questions by counsel for Lieutenant Commander Hecker, party: 

Q. Chief, how long have you been in the Navy?
A. With broken service,I:have a little over seventeen years.

Q. What types of ships have you served in? You need not give the
specific names, just the types. 

A. Mostly all tenders and ASR type vessels.

Q. How long have you served in SKYLARK?

A. Since September 22, 1962.

Q. Do you possess any special qualifications?
A. I am Master Diver and also Chief Master-of-Arms of the SKYLARK.

Q. As Chief Master-at-Arms, are you the good right-hand of the
Executive Officer in handling matters involving the chief petty officers 
and the crew of the ship? 

A. Yes, sir, I am.
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Q. What can you tell the court about th'e morale in SKYLARK at this
time? 

A. The morale at this time is the highest I've ever seen it and as
good as any ship I've ever been on. 

Q. Has there been a change in SKYLARK?

A. Considerably. When I first came aboard, the morale of that crew
was down in their boots, and I've seen it come all the way up to an out
standing crew. 

Q. How about your disciplinary px,oblems, Chief? In your performance
of duty as Chief Master-at-Arms, you would have occasion to be concerned 
about this. What is your evaluation of your disciplinary problem on 
SKYLARK at this time? 

A. Disciplinary problems have gone down considerably since I came
aboard. 

Q. Would you say that you have a crew that is willing to work and
does not have to be driven to work, and that they have a pride in ship and 
a pride in Navy now? 

A. They have now.

Q. To what do you attribute this, Chief (b) (6) ?
A. I attribute it to the Captain and the Executive Officer, primarily.

Q. Did you have any occasion to be in the pilot house at any time
on Wednesday, 10 April 1963? 

A. Yes, sir, I was the Junior Officer-of-the-Deck on the twelve to
four watch that afternoon. 

Q. That's the afternoon watch?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Is there any doubt in anyone's mind as to who is in command of
SKYLARK? 

A. None whatsoever, no, sir.

Q. Do you feel that the Commanding Officer commands the respect of
his officers, chief petty officers and men? 

A. He does. He's firm, but you have to really admire him, and I do
very much. 

Q. Do you admire him because of his competence as a naval officer
in his performance of handling SKYLARK and its men? 

A. Yes, sir, I do.

Neither counsel for the party, counsel for the court, nor the court 
desired to examine this witness further. 

The president of the court informed the witness that he was 
privileged to make any further statement covering anything related to 
the subject matter of the inquiry that he thought should be a matter of 
record in connection therewith, which had not been fully brought out by 
the previous questioning. 

The witness stated that he had nothing further to say. 

The witness was duly cautioned concerning his testimony and withdrew 
from the courtroom. 
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(b)(6) , Chief Boatswain's Mate, U. S. Navy, was called as a 
witness by Lieutenant Commander Hecker, party, was informed of the subject 
matter of the inquiry, advised of his rights under Article 31, Uniform 
Code of Military Justice, was duly sworn, and examined as follows: 

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: (b) (6), this is an open session of the court. 
Members of the public are present. For that reason you cannot divulge any 
classified information here. If in your judgment the answer to any 
question put to you by counsel or a member of the court were to require 
the inclusion of classified matter to make it complete, you will not 
answer the question but will so indicate instead. 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

Questions by counsel for the court: 

Q. State your name, rate, organization and present duty station.
A. (b) (6) , Boatswain's Mate Chief, stationed on the SKYLARK,

sir. 

Q. Are you a Boatswain's Mate Chief in the United States Navy?
A. Yes, sir.

Q. How do you spell your last name?
A. (b)(6) , sir. 

Questions by counsel for Lieutenant Commander Hecker, party: 

Q. Chief, how long have you served in the Navy?
A. I have a little over nineteen vears. sir.

Q. What types of ships have you served in? You need not name them,
but just name the types of ships. 

A. LST's during the war, sir, an AKA, an AS, and two ASR's.

Q. When did you join SKYLARK?
A. Approximately the middle of last November, sir.

Q. And what are your assigned duties in SKYLARK?
A. I am leading petty officer of the First Division.

9. Do you have any special qualifications?
A. I am a first class diver.

Q. Can you tell this court what the morale within SKYLARK is at the
present time and has been during the last few months? 

A. Well, right now it's very high. I don't think I've ever seen a
crew as close together as this crew is right now. When I first went on 
there, there was very little morale. 

Q. To what do you contribute this change, Chief?
A. Leadership.

Q. And on whose part?
A. On the Commanding Officer's.
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Q. Chief, you're a Boatswain's Mate Chief and you have a knowledge of
seamanship. Have you had occasion to observe the Commanding Offiper's 
ability as a seaman? 

A. Yes, sir, quite often. I stand Junior Officer-of-the-Deck Watches
under way. 

Q. And what's your opinion of the Commanding Officer as a ship
handler seaman? As we know traditionally in the Navy, after all, in the 
Navy, we•�e supposed to be seamen first and foremost. 

A. l believe the Captain is a very fine seaman, sir. I've never seen
him take a chance with his sh�p or his men. 

Q. With reference to the last two inspections that SKYLARK had under
gone, can you give the court an indication of the attitude of the deck 
force and the crew with reference to preparing for these inspections and 
carrying them through? 

A. They seemed to work even more than they were asked to.

Q. Do you feel that you can speak for the deck force as well as for
yourself? 

A. Yes, sir, I have not heard a bad word about Captain Hecker.

Q. Do you feel that Captain Hecker commands the respect of his
officers, chief petty officers, and men? 

A. He most certainly does.

Neither counsel for the party, counsel for the court, nor the court 
desired to examine this witness further. 

The president of the court informed the witness that he was privileged 
to make any further statement covering anything related to the subject 
matter of the inquiry that he thought should be a matter of record in 
connection therewith, which had not been fully brought out by the previous 
questioning. 

The witness stated that he had nothing further to say. 

The witness was duly cautioned concerning his testimony and withdrew 
from the courtroom. 

COUNSEL FOR LCDR HECKER, PARTY: Mr. President, at this time I have no 
further witnesses to call, but I do have a motion to present to the court 
and I move that on the basis of all the testimony introduced before this 
court to date regarding Captain Reeker's performance on the day the THRESHER

was lost, that he no longer be designated a party, and that this Court 
of Inquiry make a determination that his conduct is no longer subject to 
inquiry. I am prepared to make a statement in his behalf in support of 
that motion, if the court would desire to hear that statement at this time. 

PRESIDENT: The court would be pleased to hear any statement that you 
may have to make in behalf of the party. 

COUNSEL FOR LCDR HECKER, PARTY: Mr. President, Gentlemen of the Court. 
Captain Hecker of SKYLARK, who stands before this Court of Inquiry as an 
interested party, has been raised and trained in the traditions of the 
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United States Navy. Captain Hecker appreciates and underi�ands 
thoroughly these traditions. He is well aware that their very existence 
and their commandments constitute the guiding beacons for those who 
would dare to go to sea in the ships of the United States Navy in the 
service of our great nation and the American people. As he has climbed 
the ladder to reach and occupy the position of Captain of an American 
man-of-war, he has acquired first hand knowledge of the awesome and 
demanding responsibilities entrusted to those men who are fortunate 
enough to achieve command of a ship of the United States Navy. Captain 
Hecker accepted these responsibilities when he assumed command of 
SKYLARK just a few months ago. He accepted these responsibilities when 
his ship accompanied THRESHER in their last rendezvous with the perils 
of the sea on Wednesday, April.10th, 1963. Cap�ain Hecker accepts 

I 

these responsibilities now. 

His testimony before this Court of Inquiry, and the testimony of wit
nessess called in his behalf, should not and must not be interpreted or 
understood to constitute a waiver of these responsibilities or an 
excuse for his performance of duty on the day the officers, men and 
civilians of THRESHER joined a host of other gallant submariners and 
their ships in giving their lives for our beloved country. Instead, 
his testimony and testimony in his behalf, have been placed before this 
court by proud, seafaring men of the United States Navy, who are well 
aware of the merciless power of the sea, who are confident of their own 
ability as seamen, and who are convinced that their performance was in 
accord with the traditions of the United States Navy at a time of great 
catastrophe. Further, through their testimony they have sought to aid 
and assist this Court of Inquiry in determining all the facts and 
circumstances surrounding the loss of THRESHER so that submariners may 
gain increased confidence and pride in their ships and in their Navy. 

There is today a substantial body of opinion in the minds of the_public 
at large that Captain Hecker has been branded as the scapegoat of the 
THRESHER disaster, and that his career as a naval officer has been 
brought to an end, solely by virtue of the fact that his conduct as 
Commanding Officer, SKYLARK, is subject to inquiry. Captain Hecker 
does not for one minute hold a view that this court has branded him as 
a scapegoat, nor does he consider that his performance as Captain of 
SKYLARK was such as to cause his seniors to reach a reasoned decision 
that he failed in any way to perform his duty as a competent Captain on 
the day that THRESHER was lost. He is well aware of the procedures of 
Naval Law, which led to his designation as a party; and he is proud 
that our system of Naval Law is such that he had the opportunity to 
present in detail a summary of his actions on the scene, rather than 
being �ealt with arbitrarily and capriciously, as he might have been 
under some other system. 

The weight of the testimony before this Court of Inquiry clearly 
indicates that Captain Hecker did not report the loss of communication 
with THRESHER within one hour as he was required to do by the.written 
word of applicable directives. So, also, this testimony indicates that 
he did not at once report to higher authority the next to last message 
received from THRESHER by SKYLARK via the underwater telephone. In the 
case of the former, this court is clearly aware now of his reasons 
for delaying the message report of a loss in communications. Over the 
years there have been a great many occurrences of a loss in communica
tions for more than one hour without the actual loss of the submarine 
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and without any report from an on-scene accompanying escort. This 
Court of Inquiry is aware that we have progressed far and rapidly in 
the tempo of submarine operations. Capabilities have increased; 
procedures have been enlarged upon; and the submariner's confidence 
in himself and in his ship have generated a disregard for many such 
directives, which, although they still remain on the books, they are 
given only lip service. Even so, Captain Hecker was aware of the 
report required, but was also aware of the caveats and warnings threaded 
throughout these requirements, all directing the on-scene commander to 
avoid creating an unnecessary burden and rescue alert. Furthermore, 
Captain Hecker exhausted every possibility of contact with THRESHER, 
and then he did report to higher authority in sufficient detail to cause 
the launching of a search and rescue incident. His dispatch clearly 
indicated that something was amiss, and was so interpreted by senior 
submariners far removed from the scene. The addition of the next to 
last message received from THRESHER could have added little more to 
his first dispatch and his subsequent situation reports. But this 
addition, had THRESHER turned up safely later on, would have created 
an unnecessary panic amongst THRESHER families, among nuclear experts, 
and among nations of the world. 

In summary, gentlemen, the officer on the scene, in command, in accord 
with all the traditions and the longstanding traditions of the United 
States Navy, had a decision to make. He made that decision. And, 
gentlemen, he stands by it and his career is in your hands. 

Thank you, Aclmiral. 

PRESIDENT: Do you wish to respond? 

(b) (6) relieved (b) (6) at this point as reporter. 

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: Yes, sir, very briefly. In coming to a decision, 
Mr. President, I would respectfully recommend that the court bear in 
mind the provisions of Article 0301 of the JAG Manual which defines a 
party as a person whose conduct or performance of duty is subject to 
inquiry or who has a direct interest in the subject under inquiry. 
"Subject to inquiry" is defined as follows: A person's conduct or 
performance of duty is subject to inquiry when the person is involved 
in the incident or event under investigation in such a way that dis
ciplinary action may follow; or which may affect his rights or privileges, 
or jeopardize hia personal reputation or professional standing. A 
person has a "direct interest" in the subject of the inquiry when the 
findings, opinions or recommendations of the fact-finding body may, in 
view of his relation to the incident or circumstances under investigation, 
reflect questionable or unsatisfactory conduct or performance of duty; 
or when the findings, opinions, or recommendations may relate to a

matter over which the person has a duty or right to exercise official 
control. 

Article 0303 of the JAG Manual. is entitled "Change in Status of a Party." It 
states, very briefly, that if it no longer appears that a person previously 
designated as a party is involved in a material degree in the matter 
under investigation, his designation as a party may be withdrawn by the 
investigative body upon application of that party, or on the fact-finding 
bod¥'s own initiative.
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PRESIDENT: Very well, counsel. The court will be cleared for delibera
tion. 

The court then closed at 1748 hours, Monday, 13 May 1963. 

The court opened at 1828 hours, Monday, 13 May 1963. 

All persons connected with the inquiry who were present when the 
court closed were again present, the court sitting with open doors. 

' 

PRESIDENT: The cqurt has considered the testimony to date bearing on 
the loss of the USS THRESHER and has received a motion and statement 
of Lieutenant Commander Hecker's counsel. The court, after such 
consideration, agrees that it no longer appears that Lieutenant Commander 
Hecker is involved in a material degree in the matter under investiga
tion. Lteutenant Commander Hecker's designation as a party is accord
ingly withdrawn pursuant to his request. 

COUNSEL FOR PARTY, LCDR HECKER: Thank you, Admiral, and gentlemen of 
the court. 

COUNSEL FOR THE COURT: Mr. President, I have no further witnesses at 
this time. 

COUNSEL FOR PARTY, LCDR HECKER: I would just like to say one thing to 
the court. I went through some battles in the halls of Congress when 
our system of jurisprudence in the armed forces was being subjected 
to scathing denunciation. I felt tlren, and I feel now, that the 
fairness that shown throughout in our system, is not achieved in any 
other system to which I have been exposed, and I am most grateful to 
you, Admiral, and to the members of the court for the consideration 
shown us. I thank you, sir. 

The court then adjourned at 1833 hours, Monday, 13 May 1963. 
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